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Software bugs and failures cost trillions of dollars every year, and could even lead to deadly accidents (e.g.,
Therac-25 accident). During maintenance, software developers fix numerous bugs and implement hundreds
of new features by making necessary changes to the existing software code. Once an issue report (e.g., bug
report, change request) is assigned to a developer, she chooses a few important keywords from the report
as a search query, and then attempts to find out the exact locations in the software code that need to be
either repaired or enhanced. As a part of this maintenance, developers also often select ad hoc queries on the
fly, and attempt to locate the reusable code from the Internet that could assist them either in bug fixing or
in feature implementation. Unfortunately, even the experienced developers often fail to construct the right
search queries. Even if the developers come up with a few ad hoc queries, most of them require frequent
modifications which cost significant development time and efforts. Thus, construction of an appropriate query
for localizing the software bugs, programming concepts or even the reusable code is a major challenge. In
this thesis, we overcome this query construction challenge with six studies, and develop a novel, effective
code search solution (BugDoctor) that assists the developers in localizing the software code of interest (e.g.,
bugs, concepts and reusable code) during software maintenance. In particular, we reformulate a given search
query (1) by designing novel keyword selection algorithms (e.g., CodeRank) that outperform the traditional
alternatives (e.g., TF-IDF), (2) by leveraging the bug report quality paradigm and source document structures
which were previously overlooked and (3) by exploiting the crowd knowledge and word semantics derived from
Stack Overflow Q&A site, which were previously untapped. Our experiment using 5000+ search queries (bug
reports, change requests, and ad hoc queries) suggests that our proposed approach can improve the given
queries significantly through automated query reformulations. Comparison with 10+ existing studies on bug
localization, concept location and Internet-scale code search suggests that our approach can outperform the
state-of-the-art approaches with a significant margin.
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Software bugs and failures cost trillions of dollars every year. In 2017 alone, 606 software bugs1 cost around
$1.7 trillion with 3.7 billion people affected and 314 companies impacted. During 20092018, about half a
million elderly British women missed their mammography tests due to scheduling errors caused by a software
bug2, which might have led to hundreds of premature deaths. Back in 1985-1987, four Canadian patients
also lost their lives and two were heavily injured due to fatal software bugs in Therac-25 radiation therapy
system3. All these unfortunate tragedies demonstrate the serious consequences of software bugs and failures.
There have been active researches for the last five decades to prevent software bugs, errors and failures.
However, given their high costs and deadly consequences, further researches are warranted more than ever.
Software developers attempt to solve hundreds of bugs and failures every day. For example, Mozilla
Corporation receives ≈300 software bug reports every day that need urgent fixes [38, 249]. Bug report is a
text document that explains the encountered errors or failures in a software system. For example, Fig. 1.1-(a)
shows an example bug report that explains an error encountered in the Eclipse IDE. While software bugs
and errors are already hard to tackle, developers also receive hundreds if not thousands of software change
requests during maintenance [88]. Change request is a text document that warrants for either new software
features or enhancements to the existing features in a software system. Fig. 1.2-(a) shows an example change
request that warrants for enhancement in the custom search feature of Eclipse IDE. Resolving the software
bugs and addressing the change requests are two major parts of software maintenance. Finding and fixing the
bugs consume about 50% of the development time and efforts which amount to 20% of the total maintenance
costs [4, 28, 81]. On the other hand, adding new features to the existing software systems claims even up to
60% of the total maintenance costs [88].
The very first challenge of any software maintenance is to identify the exact locations in the software
code that need to be repaired or modified. One needs to find out the exact locations where the bug should
be fixed or the existing feature that should be enhanced. Unfortunately, given million lines of code and





Locating the buggy code against a bug report is called bug localization [276]. On the other hand, locating
the target code against a change request is known as concept location [98, 120]. Thus, both bug localization
and concept location are a special type of code search that is performed within a software codebase. Besides
these specialized searches, developers also search for relevant, reusable code on the web (e.g., GitHub [31]) to
implement various programming tasks as a part of software maintenance. This search is known as Internet-
scale code search in the literature [45, 151].
Every search operation requires a query that reflects the information needs. During maintenance, software
developers often (1) choose a few important keywords [120] or (2) use the whole texts [220] from an issue
report (i.e., change request or bug report) as a search query. During code search on the web, they also choose
a few keywords as an ad hoc search query [45]. Then the query is executed with a search engine to find
out (1) the exact code locations (within a software system) that need to be repaired or enhanced, and (2)
the relevant code examples (from thousands of online projects) that can be reused. Unfortunately, even the
experienced developers often fail to choose the right search queries [83, 120, 125, 142]. Multiple developer
studies [120, 125] report that the search queries chosen by developers could fail up to 88% of the time in
localizing the desired code (e.g., bugs, concepts, reusable code). That is, whether it is bug localization,
concept location or Internet-scale code search, appropriate query construction is a major challenge. Thus,
software developers are badly in need of automated supports for query construction during the code search.
1.2 Problem Statement
Software bugs are pervasive and code changes are inevitable in modern software systems [88]. Whether it is
a bug or a programming concept, they need to be localized correctly using code search. Appropriate query
construction is a major challenge in any type of code search, let it be bug localization, concept location
or even general-purpose, Internet-scale code search. There have been active researches [64, 65, 84, 95, 98,
104, 109, 120, 134, 135, 144, 151, 168, 226, 231, 251, 265, 274] on automated query construction for bug
localization, concept location and general-purpose code search. These studies accept either an issue report
or a set of generic keywords as a query, and then deliver an improved version of the query through query
reformulations. Such reformulations involve removal of noisy keywords, addition of complementary keywords,
and replacement of the poor keywords with more appropriate ones. Although there have been a substantial
body of works, the existing literature on automated query reformulation is far from adequate. According to
our systematic literature review [17], they suffer from four major limitations as follows:
(a) Term dependency overlooked: Determining relative importance of the candidate keywords is a
primary step of automated query reformulations. Existing studies [49, 96, 98, 120, 139, 158, 273] extensively
use TF-IDF [114] in term weighting and then choosing the highly weighted keywords from change requests or
bug reports as queries. Unfortunately, TF-IDF suffers from a major limitation [53, 153]. It fails to capture the
semantic dependencies between a given word and its surrounding words. The semantics of a word are often
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Figure 1.1: (a) An example of noisy bug report (noisy query) and (b) Reformulated search query
suggested by BugDoctor. The noisy query returns the buggy code at the 53rd position whereas the
reformulated query returns that at the 1st position within the result list.
determined by its surrounding words within a particular context (e.g., sentence) [157, 272]. For example,
the word bank" has multiple meanings. It could mean either the land alongside a river" or a financial
institution", which is determined by its surrounding words. However, TF-IDF overlooks such a crucial aspect
(i.e., term dependency) during determining the term importance. Thus, the existing studies might produce
such queries that fail to localize the buggy code or the code implementing a concept of interest.
(b) Sole reliance on source code vocabulary: Existing studies [84, 96, 98, 251] often reformulate a
poor query with important keywords taken from the source code where TF-IDF is used for keyword selection.
However, TF-IDF was originally targeted for regular texts (e.g., news articles) rather than source code.
Regular texts and source code differ significantly from each other in their syntax, semantics and structures
[102, 233]. While regular texts are rich in vocabulary, source code is poor in vocabulary but rich in structures
[102]. Unfortunately, TF-IDF fails to leverage such structural aspect of the code and solely relies on the
vocabulary aspect during keyword selection. Thus, existing studies might fail to improve the poor search
queries or even worse, deliver poorer queries due to reformulation with inappropriate keywords.
(c) Overlooking the quality aspects of bug reports: Bug reports often contain a mix of unstructured
regular texts and structured program elements (e.g., class names). These structured elements often provide
useful hints about the location of an encountered bug. However, a significant fraction of the reports (≈ 30%)
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Figure 1.2: (a) An example of software change request (query) and (b) Reformulated search query
suggested by BugDoctor. The given query returns the code of interest at the 14th position whereas
the reformulated query returns that at the 1st position within the result list.
Figure 1.3: (a) An example of poor bug report (poor query) and (b) Reformulated search query
suggested by BugDoctor. The poor query returns the buggy code at the 12th position whereas the
reformulated query returns that at the 3rd position within the result list
could be poor containing no localization hints. On the contrary, about 15% of the reports are noisy, which
are crowded with too much structured information (e.g., stack traces). Both these bug reports verbatim
do not make good search queries for bug localization [193, 248]. However, majority of the existing studies
[130, 167, 207, 220, 230, 249, 276] use almost verbatim texts from a bug report as a search query for the
bug localization. Thus, their queries could be either noisy due to stack traces or poor due to the lack of
localization hints. As a result, their queries might fail to localize the reported software bugs.
(d) Relevant API selection impaired: As a frequent practice, developers often issue free-form natural
language queries for searching relevant code snippets on the web (e.g., GitHub). Unfortunately, these queries
hardly lead to any relevant results (e.g., only 12%) [45]. Several existing studies [63, 147, 152, 243, 271]
attempt to reformulate a free-form query with relevant API classes. The baseline idea is to reduce the lexical
gap between the query and potentially relevant code snippets. However, they simply rely on the lexical
similarity between a given query and the candidate API classes or corresponding API documentations for
relevant API selection. Thus, the existing approaches might fail to reformulate the query if it is not lexically
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similar to the relevant APIs and their official documentations. As a result, their queries might not be able
to retrieve the relevant code snippets from the web.
1.3 Our Contribution
Any changes to existing software systems to resolve or prevent these bugs or failures also cost billions of
dollars every year [1, 28]. Thus, identifying the exact locations in the source code that need to be repaired
is extremely important. Post-release changes to the software features also claim up to 60% of the total
maintenance costs. Thus, locating the software code that needs to be either enhanced or reused is also
equally important. For these search tasks, various traditional code search methods  bug localization, concept
location and Internet-scale code search  are used which are frequently impaired by poor or noisy search
queries. In this thesis, we tackle the challenges of poor and noisy queries, and significantly advance the
current state of query reformulation research. In particular, we conduct six different studies (Table 1.1)
where first and second studies improve concept location, third and fourth studies improve bug localization,
and finally fifth and sixth studies improve general-purpose, Internet-scale code search, by incorporating
automatically reformulated search queries into these tasks. Finally, we combine all six approaches above, and
develop a novel tool namely BugDoctor, an Eclipse IDE plug-in (Appendix B). It assists the developers in
concept location, bug localization, and Internet-net scale code search with reformulated queries so that they
can localize their code of interest (e.g., software bugs, programming concepts, reusable code examples) with
less effort and less development time spent. We briefly introduce each of our studies as follows.
1.3.1 Concept Location
Two of our studies support concept location task with automated query reformulations.
(a) STRICT: We design a novel query reformulation approach (Chapter 3) that accepts a change request
as an initial query, identifies appropriate query keywords from the request texts using multiple graph-based
term weighting algorithms (e.g., TextRank [153], POSRank [53, 153]), and then delivers an improved, refor-
mulated search query for concept location. Fig. 1.2-(a) shows an example change request (query) whereas
Fig. 1.2-(b) shows the corresponding reformulated query delivered by this approach.
(b) ACER: We design another novel query reformulation approach (Chapter 4) that accepts a poor
query, identifies complementary keywords from the relevant source code using a graph-based term weighting
algorithm (CodeRank [189]), and then delivers an improved query (poor query + complementary keywords)
(e.g., Table 4.1) for concept location.
1.3.2 Bug Localization
Two of our studies support bug localization task with automated query reformulations.
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Table 1.1: Thesis Contribution Overview
Approach Working Context Input Output Novel Contribution
S1: STRICT concept location change request reformulated query graph-based term weighting on
change request
S2: ACER concept location developer query reformulated query graph-based term weighting on
source code
S3: BLIZZARD bug localization bug report reformulated query report quality dynamics in search
query improvement
S4: BLADER bug localization bug report reformulated query clustering tendency analysis for
search query improvement
S5: RACK Internet-scale code search programming
task description
reformulated query crowd knowledge in query-API
relevance estimation
S6: NLP2API Internet-scale code search programming
task description
reformulated query query-API semantic distance cal-
culation for query reformulation
(c) BLIZZARD: We design a novel query reformulation approach (Chapter 5) that accepts either a
noisy bug report (e.g., Fig. 1.1-(a)) or a poor bug report (e.g., Fig. 1.3-(a)) as a query, identifies appropriate
keywords by leveraging the structured entities and reporting quality dynamics of the report, and then delivers
an improved, reformulated search query (e.g., 1.1-(b), 1.3-(b)) for the bug localization.
(d) BLADER: We design another novel query reformulation approach (Chapter 6) that accepts a poor
bug report (e.g., Fig. 1.3) as a query, identifies complementary keywords from the relevant source code by
analysing clustering tendency between the query and the candidate keywords, and then delivers an improved,
reformulated version (poor query + complementary keywords) of the given poor query (e.g., Table 6.1) for
the bug localization.
1.3.3 Internet-scale Code Search
Two of our studies support Internet-scale code search with automated query reformulations.
(e) RACK: We design a novel query reformulation approach (Chapter 7) that accepts a generic natural
language query on a programming task, identifies relevant API classes for the task by harnessing crowd
generated knowledge at Stack Overflow, and then delivers an improved, reformulated query (generic query +
relevant API classes) (e.g., Table 7.5) for Internet-scale code search. Query reformulation using the relevant
API classes reduces the lexical gap between the query and the solution code.
(f) NLP2API: We design another novel query reformulation approach (Chapter 8) that accepts a pro-
gramming task description as a query, identifies relevant API classes by mining Stack Overflow Q&A threads
and by determining semantic distance between the query and the candidate API classes, and then delivers an
improved, reformulated version (generic query + relevant API classes) of the given query for general-purpose,
Internet-scale code search.
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Each of these studies has been evaluated extensively using appropriate dataset such as actual bug reports,
change requests and changed source code documents. They are also compared against multiple baselines
including the state-of-the-art to demonstrate their superiority. Experimental findings suggest that our ap-
proaches not only improve the given search queries significantly but also outperform the state-of-the-art with
statistically significant margins. Furthermore, they support the developers in concept location, bug localiza-
tion, and Internet-net scale code search so that they can locate their concepts, software bugs and relevant
code examples respectively with less efforts and time spent. Thus, from a technical point of view, this PhD
dissertation makes five major contributions to the existing body of knowledge as follows.
(a) Introducing a novel, effective algorithm for search keyword selection in Software Engi-
neering tasks: TF-IDF [114] (1) overlooks the semantic or syntactic dependencies among the words within
a particular context (e.g., sentence), and also (2) fails to leverage the structural aspect of a body of texts
(e.g., bug report, source code document), which are crucial to term importance [53, 153]. Thus, it might not
be sufficient enough for determining term importance and for selecting appropriate search keywords. Our
works [187, 189, 191, 192] (Chapters 3, 4, 5) propose and design a novel algorithm that not only captures the
dependencies among the candidate keywords but also leverages the structural aspect of a document (contain-
ing the keywords) in selecting the appropriate keywords. Furthermore, our algorithm outperforms TF-IDF
in selecting search keywords from bug reports [192], change requests [191], source code documents [189] and
even from the noisy stack traces [192]. Thus, we offer a better solution for search keyword selection in the
context of Software Engineering.
(b) Incorporation of bug report quality dynamics in query reformulations for improved bug
localization: Earlier studies [220, 250, 255, 276] overlook the quality aspect of bug reports, and use almost
verbatim texts from noisy (e.g., Fig. 1.1-(a)) and poor bug reports (e.g., Fig. 1.3-(a)) as queries for bug
localization. Thus, they potentially use noisy or poor queries which often fail to localize the buggy entities
[248]. My PhD works [192, 193] analyse the quality of a bug report (a.k.a., given query) and apply appropriate
reformulations to the query based on its quality unlike the earlier approaches. In particular, we (1) refine the
noisy bug report by discarding the noisy keywords, (2) complement the poor bug report with appropriate
keywords collected from the relevant source code, and (3) then deliver an improved, reformulated query (e.g.,
Fig. 1.1-(b), 1.3-(b)) for bug localization. Such opportunistic reformulations significantly improve the given
queries in bug localization [192].
(c) Exploiting structures from source code documents in search query improvement: Existing
studies [98, 150, 213] overlook the structural aspect of source code documents and treat them as regular text
documents during keyword selection from them. My PhD works [188, 189, 192] (Chapters 4, 5) leverage the
query contexts and structures from the source code documents in reformulating a given query. In particular,
we treat each source code document as a network of various structural constructs (e.g., method signatures,
field signatures) rather than a bag of words. We leverage these structures, and prepare multiple reformulation
candidates using graph-based term weighting for a given search query. Then we deliver the best candidate
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as a reformulated query using machine learning. Such a novel use of structural constructs from source code
documents has significantly improved a given query in concept location [189].
(d) Exploiting crowd generated knowledge in search query improvement: Earlier studies (1)
mine open source projects [109, 265, 266, 274], web search logs [181, 223] or official API documentations
[147, 243, 271] and (2) use English language thesaurus (e.g., WordNet [134, 144]) to reformulate a given
query with synonyms, similar words and API classes. Stack Overflow has been a popular Q&A site for
programming issues or API usage examples with 14 million questions, 22 million answers and 10 million
registered users [58]. However, its potential for query improvement with API related resources was largely
unexplored. My PhD works [71, 194, 195, 201, 204, 206] (Chapters 6, 7, 8) demonstrate the high potential of
Stack Overflow for improving search queries intended for bug localization and for Internet-scale code search.
In particular, we complement a generic query on a programming task with relevant API classes where the
relevance between the query and the API classes is learned from the large technical crowd of Stack Overflow.
The knowledge on API relevance is non-trivial and can only be gained through actual work experience. Thus,
our query reformulation approach that exploits such invaluable crowd knowledge is a novel addition to the
literature. Furthermore, the extension using relevant API classes has also significantly improved the generic
queries in general-purpose, Internet-scale code search [194, 206].
(e) Exploiting word embeddings and clustering tendency in search query improvement:
Several existing studies [71, 194, 268, 274] use word embeddings technology, calculate semantic distance
between a given query and a candidate API class, and then expand the query with semantically close API
classes. While the semantic distance idea might work for Internet-scale code search, it might not be sufficient
enough for the specialized code search such as bug localization. The latter search warrants more precision
since the changes in wrong code locations could be very costly. My PhD work [182] (Chapter 6) goes beyond
semantic distance, and exploits clustering tendency in improving the search queries for bug localization. In
particular, we construct two reformulation candidates for a given poor query, and determine the clustering
tendency between the query and the reformulation candidates using advanced metrics from computational
geometry (e.g., Hopkins statistics [108]) and word embeddings technology [54, 155]. Then, we deliver the
best candidate as a reformulated query using machine learning. Our approach significantly improves the poor
queries in terms of their bug localization performance. Such a solution is a novel addition to the existing
body of knowledge on automated query reformulation targeting any types of code search.
Besides the above thesis works, we have conducted significant researches on code review automation
[190, 200, 202, 203], mining software repositories [160, 161, 186, 196] and source code re-documentation [199]
during my PhD study. My MSc works [183, 184, 185, 197, 198] also develop tools for web/code searches to
assist the developers in solving programming errors and exceptions encountered within their IDE.
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1.5 Outline of the Thesis
The thesis contains nine chapters in total. In order to deal with query reformulation challenges in code search,
we conduct six independent but interrelated studies. Our studies target three maintenance task contexts 
concept location, bug localization and Internet-scale code search. This section outlines different chapters of
the thesis as follows.
• Chapter 2 provides a background overview on automated search query reformulations such as type-
s/steps of reformulation, working contexts and implications of reformulation.
• Chapter 3 discusses the first study namely STRICT that accepts a change request as a query and
delivers a reformulated query for concept location.
• Chapter 4 presents the second study namely ACER that reformulates a given query for concept
location with appropriate keywords extracted from the relevant source code.
• Chapter 5 presents the third study namely BLIZZARD that accepts either a noisy or poor bug
report as a query, and delivers a reformulated query for bug localization.
• Chapter 6 discusses the fourth study namely BLADER that reformulates a given query for bug
localization using clustering tendency analysis and word embeddings technology.
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• Chapter 7 presents RACK that accepts a generic query on a programming task, and reformulates
the query with relevant API classes mined from Stack Overflow for Internet-scale code search.
• Chapter 8 presents NL2API that reformulates a given query for Internet-scale code search using
crowd generated knowledge from Stack Overflow and word embeddings technology.




In this chapter, we introduce the terminologies and background concepts that are required to follow the rest
of thesis. Section 2.1 defines automated query reformulation, Section 2.2 discusses the types of reformulation
and Section 2.3 describes the working contexts of query reformulation. Section 2.4 focuses on the steps,
Section 2.5 discusses term weighting algorithms, and Section 2.6 explains the implications of automated
query reformulations. Section 2.7 explains word embeddings, Section 2.8 defines cosine similarity, and finally,
Section 2.9 summarizes this chapter.
2.1 Automated Query Reformulation
Software developers search for source code both in a local codebase (e.g., Fig. 2.1) and in the Internet-scale
code repositories (e.g., Fig. 2.2). One primary step of any kind of search operation is the construction of
an appropriate query that reflects the information need. Unfortunately, developers often fail to choose the
right queries for code search. Existing studies [120, 125] show that they might fail even 88% of the time.
As a result, they need to frequently modify their queries (1) by adding new keywords, (2) by removing poor
keywords or (3) by replacing the existing keywords with more appropriate ones. When these reformulations
are performed using tool supports, they are called automated query reformulations. Although introduced by
the Information Retrieval (IR) community several decades ago, automated query reformulation has been an
active research area within Software Engineering for more than a decade [82, 146, 226].
2.2 Types of Query Reformulation
Constructing an appropriate search query that reflects one's information need has always been a challenging
task [60]. The task is even more challenging for source code search. Search queries often comprise of natural
language (NL) keywords. On the contrary, source code documents are a mix of programming language
keywords, identifier names and complex programming constructs [121]. That means, search queries and
source code documents deal with two different vocabularies which have a little overlap and possibly different
semantics [94, 233]. Thus, search queries chosen by the developers often could be either poor or inappropriate
for the source code search. Different types of queries thus require different types of reformulations [98].















Figure 2.1: Automatic query reformulations in local code search
2.2.1 Query Expansion
A given search query is expanded by adding similar (e.g., synonyms) or complementary keywords. This is
the most common reformulation strategy since the initial queries from the developers are often short. Studies
[78, 219] show that an average search query contains 13 keywords. According to existing findings, 33%76%
of the queries are incrementally expanded by the developers during code search on the web [45, 219]. Majority
of our proposed solutions in this thesis [182, 189, 194, 206] also perform query expansion.
2.2.2 Query Reduction
A given search query is refined by removing the noisy, ambiguous or less discriminative keywords from the
query. One of the widely used heuristics for query reduction is document coverage. That is, keywords that
are found in more than 25% of the documents within a corpus are removed from the query. These keywords
are not specific enough and thus might fail to retrieve the documents of interest [98, 188]. Earlier studies
also select the best sub-query as a form of query reduction [127]. A few other studies also retain important
keywords from a given search query by using term weighting methods [120] and POS tagging [271, 273].
2.2.3 Query Replacement
The keywords of a given query are replaced with more appropriate ones [47, 129, 139, 252, 261]. Such a
replacement could be intended for spelling corrections [85], query generalization or for query specialization
[144, 157]. Developers often learn new information from browsing the search results, redefine their information
needs, and then replace the initial search query altogether with more appropriate ones [87, 151].
2.3 Working Contexts of Query Reformulation
Working context often plays a key role in automated tool supports. Existing studies report significant benefits
of incorporating contextual information in the automation of several Software Engineering tasks such as web
search [70, 198], exception handling [184] and code snippet search [86, 107, 184]. Similarly, automated
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reformulation of a search query could be guided by its contexts. Based on the developer's working context,
source code searches and their query reformulations can be classified in two broad categories as follows.
2.3.1 Local Code Search
Local code search is a primary step of several software maintenance tasks such as bug localization, concept
location, and feature location. Each of these maintenance tasks is initiated by a software user through his/her
submission of an issue report (a.k.a., bug report, change request, feature request) (i.e., Step 1, Fig. 2.1). A
developer then (1) makes use of the report texts, (2) constructs one or more queries, and (3) then searches for
the source code locations that need to be repaired or enhanced. This search is limited within a local codebase
(i.e., single software system). Query reformulation approaches supporting this code search mostly analyse the
issue report texts and the local codebase (i.e., Steps 1, 3, 6, 7, Fig. 2.1) to deliver the reformulated queries.
Local code searches can be divided into three major categories as follows:
• Bug Localization localizes a hidden software bug or a defect within the source code of a system
[276]. Existing studies [130, 170, 250] adopt several methodologies  spectral analysis, static analysis
and Information Retrieval  for bug localization. In this thesis, we deal with Information Retrieval
(IR)-based bug localization since it has a high potential for low cost debugging [207, 248]. IR-based
localization leverages the textual similarity between a bug report and the source code. Bug reports
verbatim often do not make good search queries. Hence, they need to be reformulated carefully before
using them in the IR-based bug localization [231].
• Feature Location finds out a software feature that is implemented within the source code of a software
system [69]. Features are the visible components or attributes of a system that the users can interact
with. Feature location deals with feature requests [178].
• Concept Location finds out an abstract programming concept (e.g., linked list) that is implemented
within the source code of a software system [98]. All concepts implemented in the code might not
result into visible software features. Both bug localization and feature location can be considered as
two special cases of concept location.
2.3.2 Internet-Scale Code Search
Code search on the web is an integral part of problem solving activities of the software developers. It is
initiated by a developer through his/her submission of a free-form natural language (NL) query to a code
search engine (e.g., GitHub code search). Recent studies [205, 219] suggest that developers also frequently
use general-purpose web search engines (e.g., Google) for code search. Unlike local code search (limited to
single code repository), this search is performed over thousands of code repositories across various application
domains (Steps 3, 4, 5, Fig. 2.2). That is, the code corpus is much bigger and noisier. Hence, construction of
an appropriate query is a major challenge for this search. Besides, supporting materials such as issue reports












Figure 2.2: Automatic query reformulations in the Internet-scale code search
or semantic issues [144, 234] of a free-form NL query, and then reformulate the query. The goal is to retrieve
one or more relevant code examples that meet the information need expressed in the query.
2.4 Steps of Automated Query Reformulation
The steps of automated query reformulation might vary based on the type or working context of a search
query. However, most of the existing approaches from the literature [84, 96, 98, 189, 191, 231] share a common
set of steps. These steps can be categorized into three major tasks as follows.
2.4.1 Query Feedback Collection
The first step towards improving a given query is to collect feedback on the query from reliable sources (e.g.,
developers). A number of studies from the Information Retrieval domain investigate the notion of relevance
feedback in query reformulation. Rocchio [213] first introduced relevance feedback in the context of Vector
Space Model (VSM) back in 1971, which was adopted by dozens of later studies. Lucia et al. [146] first apply
relevance feedback in the context of Software Engineering where they deal with traceability link recovery
problem. Then later studies incorporate that into concept/concern location [84, 98, 105] and bug localization
[231]. The underlying idea is to collect meaningful, reliable feedback on a given query and then to leverage
such feedback opportunistically in improving the query. Relevance feedback mechanism supporting query
reformulations can be classified into three major categories as follows.
(a) Explicit Relevance Feedback: Developers are expected to provide explicit feedback on the rele-
vance of the documents retrieved by a given query. They annotate each of these documents as either relevant
or irrelevant to their information need [84, 251]. Although these feedback could be accurate and meaningful,
capturing them regularly from the developers is time-consuming and sometimes even impossible.
(b) Implicit Relevance Feedback: Given the high cost of explicit feedback, several studies focus
on capturing low cost feedback that is implicitly provided by the developers [119]. This type of feedback
comprises of developer's reactions towards the retrieved documents such as eye movements, document exam-
ination patterns, and keyword deletion or retention pattens.
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(c) Pseudo-Relevance Feedback: Unlike the above two types, this feedback does not warrant for
developer intervention. It is often a part of fully automated query reformulation. That is, the Top-K source
documents retrieved by a given query are naively considered as relevant to the query [98, 104, 222]. It is also
known as blind feedback. Existing studies from the literature [98, 188, 189, 192, 222] have provided significant
evidence that such feedback is indeed useful for reformulating and improving a search query.
2.4.2 Candidate Keyword Selection
Once the feedback on a query is collected, the next step is to identify appropriate candidate keywords for
query reformulation with the help of such feedback. Existing approaches [98, 191, 231] attempt to find out
appropriate candidate keywords from various information sources including the relevance feedback documents.
In order to do that, they often make use of various term weighting methods borrowed from the Information
Retrieval (IR) domain. Term weighting methods can be roughly categorized into three major categories
(1) frequency-based methods, (2) graph-based methods and (3) probabilistic methods. According to our
systematic literature review, TF-IDF [114], a frequency-based method, has been extensively used for keyword
selection and/or query reformulation in the context of code search.
2.4.3 Reformulation of a Search Query
Once candidate keywords are collected, they are ranked based on their estimated weights, and only Top-
K (e.g., K=10) candidates are suggested [62, 191, 213, 231]. These important keywords are then used to
expand or replace the given poor query. Haiduc et al. [98] argue that a single reformulation strategy might
not be appropriate for all queries. That is, different queries might need different types of reformulations
(e.g., expansion, reduction, replacement). Towards this goal, several studies [96, 98, 164, 189] adopt query
difficulty analysis and machine learning to deliver the best reformulated query. In particular, they (1)
construct multiple reformulation candidates for a given query, (2) determine their quality using 2128 query
difficulty metrics from the Information Retrieval domain [62], and then (3) deliver the best candidate as a
reformulated query using machine learning.
2.5 Term Weighting
Determining the relative importance of a term/word within a body of texts is commonly known as term
weighting [40, 101]. Although the underlying concepts and algorithms were introduced by the Information
Retrieval (IR) community, term weighting has been frequently used by the IR-based solutions targeting
Software Engineering problems (e.g., code search, bug localization). Two term weighting algorithms are
frequently mentioned throughout the rest of this thesis as follows.
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2.5.1 TF-IDF
Jones [114] proposed TF-IDF to determine the relative importance of a term within a body of texts (e.g.,
news article) back in 1972. TF-IDF stands for Term Frequency (TF) × Inverse Document Frequency (IDF).
While TF counts the occurrences of a term within a document, IDF is based on the multiplicative inverse
of the number of documents in the corpus that contain the target term. TF-IDF can be calculated using
different variants of TF and IDF as follows:
TF-IDF(t,d) = ft,d × log( |D|
nt
+ 0.01) (2.1)
TF-IDF(t,d) = (1 + logft,d)× log(1 + |D|
nt
) (2.2)
Here ft,d refers to the frequency of a term t in the document d, nt refers to the number of documents
containing the term t, and D is the set of all documents in the corpus. Thus, if a term is frequent within
a document but not so frequent in other documents across the corpus, then this term is considered to be
important (e.g., search keyword) within the target document.
TF-IDF adopts the notion of term independence. That is, it does not capture the impact of the surrounding
terms upon a given term while determining the importance of the given term. [137]. However, idioms and
phrases clearly depend on each other for their comprehensive meaning. For example, search engine", a noun
phrase, conveys a different semantic than that of search" and engine" in isolation. Besides, important
keywords of a document might always not be the most frequent ones, which is especially observed with the
source code documents [102]. Despite these issues above, many of the existing studies [62, 98, 213] adopt
frequency based term weights (e.g., TF-IDF) in keyword selection (and query reformulation) since they are
light weight, intuitive and easy to use.
2.5.2 TextRank & POSRank
Unlike TF-IDF [114], several existing algorithms capture dependencies among the terms within a body of texts
using term co-occurrences [153] and syntactic dependencies [53]. First, they transform each text document
into a graph where the nodes represent the distinct words and the connecting edges refer to the dependencies
among the words from the document. Second, they adapt Google's PageRank algorithm [57] for natural
language texts, and determine the relative weight of each word using recursive weight computation (e.g.,
Chapter 3). Term weight based on word co-occurrences is called TextRank whereas the weight computed
using syntactic dependencies is called POSRank [53]. Several of our studies [189, 191, 192] leverage these
dependencies among the words for determining their relative importance. Unlike regular texts (e.g., news
articles), source code is often scarce in vocabulary but rich in structures and dependencies [102]. Thus,
graph-based algorithms could be a more suitable choice than TF-IDF for term weighting and for candidate
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term selection from the source code. Our experiments [189, 192] also support this propositions by providing
positive empirical evidence.
2.6 Implications of Automated Query Reformulation
Developers often fail to choose the appropriate queries from a change request while locating the concepts
within a software system [120]. As a result, they need to reformulate their queries frequently [98]. The
same challenge also exists in the Internet-scale code search, which warrants frequent query reformulations
[205, 219]. In short, constructing an appropriate query is challenging regardless of the working context of
a code search operation. Thus, automated supports are highly warranted in query construction for the low
cost code searches. However, like any other automated tool supports, automated query reformulation comes
with both positive and negative implications as follows.
2.6.1 Benefits of Query Reformulation
Traditional web/code search engines encourage short and concise queries [205, 263]. Developers thus often
use short queries (e.g., 1-3 keywords) for code search which might not reflect their information need properly
[78, 219]. There is also a little chance (i.e., 10%15%) that a developer might guess the exact same words
used in the source code documents that were authored by other developers [83]. All these circumstances make
the appropriate query construction highly challenging. Fortunately, addition of similar (e.g., synonyms) or
complementary keywords often improves a poorly designed query. Existing studies have reported ≈ 20%
performance improvement as a result of automated query reformulations [145]. Furthermore, automatically
reformulated queries and the documents retrieved by them help the developers (1) redefine their information
needs and (2) retrieve the source code documents of interest more quickly.
2.6.2 Costs of Query Reformulation
While query reformulations are useful, they might have a few negative effects as well. For example, automated
reformulations might hurt such queries that are already of high quality [61, 98, 189]. Adding extra keywords
to these queries makes them noisy. Hence, they might drift away from their original topics. Existing studies
[172, 228, 233] also argue that inappropriate reformulations of a search query are more harmful than no
reformulation at all. There also exist a few queries in each subject system namely difficult queries which
could not be improved using the existing approaches from literature [61, 87].
Given these two-fold implications of automated query reformulation above, contemporary approaches
attempt to maximize the benefits and minimize the costs of reformulation. For example, several studies
[96, 98, 189] adopt machine learning techniques and query difficulty analysis to improve the poor queries and
to preserve the high quality queries during query reformulation.
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2.7 Word Embeddings
Traditional code search engines (e.g., Lucene, GitHub code search) often suffer from vocabulary mismatch
issues (e.g., polysemy, synonymy) [95, 142, 265]. One crucial step towards tackling these challenges is to
determine the semantics of a word correctly. There have been several studies [156, 188, 268, 272] that
attempt to determine the semantics of a word using its context which is captured from a large corpus (e.g.,
Stack Overflow). Mikolov et al. [156] propose word2vec, a feed-forward neural network based text mining tool
that mines a corpus and represents each word as a high dimensional numeric vector. This vector is also called
word embeddings [156, 268]. In order to learn embeddings, word2vec uses two predictive models continuous
bag of words (CBOW) and skip-gram. CBOW model predicts a word given its contextual words whereas
skip-gram attempts to predict the context of a given word. Embeddings are learned in such a way that similar
words co-occur close to each other within a high dimensional semantic space. Two of our conducted studies
(Chapters 6, 8) make use of word embeddings in reformulating queries for source code search. In this thesis,
we use an updated version of word2vec namely fastText [54] and Stack Overflow as a corpus for learning our
word embeddings [194].
2.8 Cosine Similarity
It is a measure1 that indicates the orientation between two vector spaces with varying number of dimensions.
Cosine similarity is frequently used in Information Retrieval to determine the lexical similarity between any
two text documents. In particular, each unique term is considered as a dimension and each document is
considered as a vector of such dimensions. Let us consider that A and B are two documents representing
a query and a code segment respectively in our research context. First, A and B are normalized using
standard natural language preprocessing (e.g., stop word removal, punctuation removal, token splitting), and
a combined vector C is constructed using all the unique terms from them. Then the cosine similarity Scos












Here, Ai represents the weight (e.g., TF, TF-IDF) of i
th term from C in vector A, and Bi represents the
similar weight in vector B. This measure values from zero (i.e., complete dissimilarity) to one (i.e., complete
lexical similarity). The measure is widely used, intuitive and easy to calculate.
In this thesis, we use this measure to determine the semantic distance between any two words that are
represented as embedding vectors. We also use Lucene [32], a cosine similarity based code search engine, to




In this chapter, we introduced several important terminologies and background concepts that would help one
to follow the remaining of thesis. We defined automated query reformulation, and discussed its three types
and two working contexts local code search (e.g., concept location, bug localization) and Internet-scale code
search. We discussed the common steps of query reformulation, term weighting algorithms (e.g., TF-IDF,
TextRank) and explained both positive and negative impacts of automated query reformulations. Finally,
we defined word embeddings and cosine similarity which are frequently used throughout this thesis. In the
next six chapters, we discuss our six studies supporting concept location (Chapters 3, 4), bug localization
(Chapters 5, 6) and Internet-scale code search (Chapters 7, 8) with automated query reformulations. While
Fig. 2.1 shows the working contexts of the first four studies (S1, S2, S3, S4), Fig. 2.2 does the same for the
remaining two studies (S5, S6).
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Chapter 3
Search Query Reformulation for Concept Location
using Graph-Based Term Weighting
Software maintenance costs about 60% of the total development time and efforts [88]. Developers receive
thousands of software change requests from the users during maintenance phase. Change requests are often
a mix of unstructured regular texts and domain level concepts. Developers need to find the right keywords
from these concepts so that they could identify the relevant code entities (that should be changed) using a
search technique. Unfortunately, according to existing evidence [120], choosing the right search keywords is
highly challenging even for the experienced developers. In this chapter, we attempt to overcome this keyword
selection challenge. Here, we present our first study (STRICT) that accepts a change request as a search
query, identifies the appropriate search keywords from the request texts, and then delivers an improved,
reformulated search query for the concept location task.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 presents a brief overview of our study and
Section 3.2 offers a motivating example. Section 3.3 presents our proposed technique for search query con-
struction intended for the concept location. Section 3.4 discusses our experiments, results and validation,
Section 3.5 identifies the threats to validity, Section 3.6 discusses the related work, and finally Section 3.7
concludes the chapter with future work.
3.1 Introduction
During software maintenance, developers deal with a number of change requests. They make frequent changes
to the source code of a software system in order to address these requests. Before making a code change, one
needs to identify the exact locations in the code, which is a major challenge, even for a medium sized system
[265]. Such challenge is exacerbated by the unstructured nature of a submitted request. Change requests are
often written by the users of a software system who might be familiar with the application domain (e.g., word
processing) of a software (e.g., Microsoft Word). However, they generally lack the idea of how a particular
software feature is implemented in the software code. Hence, a change request from them generally entails
unstructured natural language texts and one or more high level" concepts from the application domain.
A developer needs to map these concepts to the relevant code locations of a software system in order to
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implement the changes requested by the users [121, 149]. Such mapping has been termed as concept location
or concept assignment problem by the research community over the years [84, 98, 142].
The mapping between concepts and source code is possibly trivial for a developer who has substantial
knowledge on a target system. Unfortunately, developers involved in the maintenance might always not
be aware of the low-level architecture of a software system. The design documents required for a code
change might also not be available [72, 171]. Thus, the developers often experience difficulties in identifying
the exact source code locations (e.g., methods) that need to be changed. The conceptual mapping above
generally starts with a search within the project codebase which requires one or more suitable search terms
[98]. Unfortunately, the developers perform poorly in choosing appropriate queries from a change request
regardless of their development experience [83, 120, 142]. Based on a user study, Kevic and Fritz [120] report
that only 12.20% of the search terms chosen by the developers were able to retrieve the code of interest.
Furthermore, the chances that a developer would correctly guess the exact words used in the source code are
slim (i.e., 10%  15%) [83]. Therefore, search term identification for concept location is a major challenge
for the developers. One way to help them overcome this challenge is to automatically suggest suitable search
terms from the change request texts at hand. Our work in this chapter addresses this particular research
problemsearch term suggestionfor concept location.
Relevant existing approaches from the literature apply lightweight heuristics [120], relevance feedback
[84, 93, 95, 98, 188], query difficulty analysis [93, 95, 97, 98], natural language processing [65, 104, 226] and
software repository mining [104, 109, 265]. However, most of these approaches expect a developer to provide
the initial search query which they can improve upon. Unfortunately, preparing such a query is often a non-
trivial task for the developers as shown by the existing evidence [83, 120, 142]. One can think of using the
whole texts (i.e., title + description) of a change request as a search query. However, such texts often produce
verbose and poor queries [64, 120]. Kevic and Fritz propose the only approach for automatically identifying
search terms from a change request. They consider several heuristics concerning frequency, location, part of
speech and notation of the terms from a request text. According to preliminary evaluation, their model is
found promising. However, it suffers from two major limitations. First, their model is neither trained using
a large dataset nor cross-validated against multiple software systems. They use a small dataset of only 20
change requests from a single subject system. Since the dataset was small and restricted to one system only,
their model might require frequent re-training for other set of bug reports. Thus, their model is yet to be
matured and reliable. Second, TF-IDF is reported as the most important feature of their model. However,
TF-IDF fails to capture the semantic or syntactic dependencies among terms during the estimation of term
importance, which has been reported as its major limitation [53, 153].
In this chapter, we propose and design a novel query suggestion techniqueSTRICTthat automatically
identifies and recommends high quality search terms from a change request for concept location. We first
determine the importance of each term from the texts of a request by employing three graph-based term






























































Figure 3.1: Text graphs of the change request in Table 3.1  (a) using word co-occurrences, and (b)
using syntactic dependencies
search query. Both TextRank and POSRank are the adaptations of PageRank algorithm [57] in the context
of natural language texts. They first transform the textual content of a change request into a text graph
(e.g., Fig. 3.1) by using either co-occurrences or syntactic dependencies among the terms. Then they
determine term importance by leveraging the topology of the constructed graphs with PageRank algorithm
[101, 153]. WK-Core extracts a cohesive sub-graph from such a text graph using K-Core decomposition,
and then identifies the important terms using centrality and cohesion of the nodes in the sub-graph. Unlike
the model of Kevic and Fritz [120] that overlooks term dependencies, our term weighting methods leverage
term dependencies (e.g., semantic & syntactic dependencies) and textual cohesion within a change request
for determining the term importance [53, 153, 217]. Thus, our approach has a higher potential for returning
the good quality search terms from a given change request.
Experiments using 2,885 change requests from eight Java-based subject systems report that our technique
STRICTcan provide higher quality search terms than 43%74% of the baseline queries (RQ1) which is
highly promising according to the literature [98, 164]. Our suggested queries can retrieve relevant source
code documents for 46%78% of the change tasks with 29% precision and a reciprocal rank of 0.29 which are
26%, 25% and 26% higher respectively than the best performing baseline (RQ2). Comparisons with two
state-of-the-art techniquesKevic and Fritz [120] and Rocchio [213]report that our technique can improve
19%23% more of the baseline queries than the state-of-the-art (RQ5). Furthermore, our queries achieve
37% higher accuracy, 31% higher precision and 38% higher reciprocal rank than the state-of-the-art when
Top-10 results are analysed (RQ6). All these findings above clearly demonstrate the high potential of our
approach over the state-of-the-art.
Novelty of Contributions: Our work in this chapter is a significantly extended version of our earlier
work on search term identification [191]. The earlier work (1) proposes a basic graph-based term selection
approach, and (2) conducts evaluation using a limited set of 1,939 change requests and four research questions.
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Table 3.1: An Example Change Request (Issue #303705, eclipse.jdt.ui)
Field Content QE
Title [search] Custom search results not shown hierarchically in the java search
results view
559
Description Consider an instance of org.eclipse.search.ui.text.Match with an el-
ement that is neither an IResource nor an IJavaElement. It might be an
element in a class diagram, for example. When such an element is reported,
it will be shown as a plain, flat element in the otherwise hierarchical java
search results view. This is because the LevelTreeContentProvider and
its superclasses only check for IJavaElement and IResource.
63
An Example of Query Suggestion
Baseline {Title + Description} 14
STRICT {element IResource Provider Level Tree} 01
QE = Rank of the first correct result returned by the query
On the other hand, our work in this chapter provides an improved version of the approach using not only
three graph-based algorithms (TextRank [153], POSRank [53], Weighted K-Core [217]) but also two novel
aspects such as query difficulty analysis and machine learning. We also conduct a more extended evaluation
using 2,885 change requests, and answer seven research questions. We perform more in-depth analysis for
the research questions that are taken from our earlier work [191], and contrast between difficult and easy
queries. Furthermore, we provide a working prototype and detailed replication package [24] which have been
successfully verified by the third parties.
Thus, we make the following contributions in this work:
(a) A novel query reformulation technique STRICT that accepts a change request as an input, and
delivers a reformulated query (high quality search terms) for concept location.
(b) Comprehensive evaluation of the technique using ≈3K change requests from eight Java-based subject
systems, four state-of-the-art performance metrics and two different performance dimensions.
(c) Comprehensive validation of the technique using comparisons with two state-of-the-art techniques on
query construction [120, 213].
(d) A verified replication package [24] that includes a working prototype, experimental data and other
associated materials for replication and third party reuses.
3.2 Motivating Example
In order to demonstrate the capability of our approach in the search query suggestion, we provide an example


































Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of the proposed query reformulation techniqueSTRICT
system that reports a concern about custom search result display in Eclipse IDE. Our techniqueSTRICT
first transforms the textual content of the request into two text graphs by capturing (a) co-occurrences among
the terms (i.e., Fig. 3.1-(a)) and (b) syntactic dependencies among the terms (i.e., Fig. 3.1-(b)) respectively.
Then, it identifies the most important terms by recursively analysing the topological characteristics of both
graphs and by employing term weighting, query quality analysis and machine learning. STRICT returns
the following Top-5 search terms (i.e., highlighted, Fig. 3.1) `element', `IResource', `Provider', `Level' and
`Tree'which return the first correct result at the topmost position of the result list. On the contrary, the
baseline queries Title, Description and Title+Description return the same result at the 559th, 63rd and
14th positions. Thus, our search query (1) can locate a starting point within the source code (for the code
change) more easily, and thus, (2) can potentially reduce the manual efforts spent on query preparation, code
search and on overall code changes by the developers.
3.3 STRICT: Automated Search Query Suggestion from a Change
Request for Concept Location
Since appropriate search term identification is a major challenge for the developers, we introduce a novel
approach for search term identification and suggestion from a software change request. Figure 3.2 shows the
schematic diagram of our proposed technique STRICT. Furthermore, Algorithms 13 present the pseudo-
code of our approach. We first transform a change request into two text graphs (e.g., Fig. 3.1) based on
word co-occurrences and syntactic dependencies among the words, and then identify suitable search terms
using three term weighting algorithms, query difficulty analysis and machine learning as follows:
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3.3.1 Data Collection
Our technique accepts the user-provided texts from a change request as the input (i.e., Step 1, Fig. 3.2),
and returns a ranked list of search terms as the output (i.e., Step 10, Fig. 3.2). We collect change requests
from two popular bug tracking systemsBugZilla and JIRA. Each change request is submitted as a semi-
structured report written using natural language texts, and it contains several fields such as Issue ID (e.g.,
303705), Product (e.g., JDT), Component (e.g., UI), Title and Description. We extract the last two fields
from each report for analysis, as was also done by the literature [98, 120]. Title summarizes a requested
change task whereas Description contains detailed explanation of the task provided by the submitter using
natural language texts.
3.3.2 Text Preprocessing
We analyse Title and Description fields of a software change request, and perform several preprocessing
operations on them (i.e., Step 2, Fig. 3.2, Lines 36, Algorithm 1). We consider sentence as a logical
unit of the request texts, and collect each of the sentences from both fields. Then we perform standard
natural language preprocessing (i.e., removal of stop words, keywords and punctuation marks, and splitting
of structured terms) on each of these sentences, and extract the candidate search terms. In particular, we
remove stop words or keywords, and turn each structured artifact (e.g., org.eclipse.ui.part) into multiple
technical terms (e.g., org, eclipse, ui and part) using token splitting. We also split each-camel case token
(e.g., createPartControl) into simpler tokens (i.e., create, Part and Control), and keep both simpler and
camel-case tokens for our analysis [75, 98]. It should be noted that we avoid term stemming (i.e., extracting
root form of a given term) since it degrades the performance of our technique, as was also reported by several
earlier studies [106, 120].
3.3.3 Text Graph Development
Using Term Co-occurrence: After the preprocessing step above, we get a list of sentences from each
change request. Each preprocessed sentence comprises of an ordered list of candidate search terms. We use
these sentences to transform the change request into a text graph (i.e., Step 3, Fig. 3.2, Line 8, Algorithm
1). In the text graph, unique terms are represented as nodes and the co-occurrences of terms within each
sentence are denoted as connecting edges (e.g., Fig. 3.1-(a)). The underlying idea is that all the terms that
co-occur in the texts within a fixed window have some level of semantic relatedness or dependencies among
them [53, 153]. For example, if we consider the sentence Custom search results not shown hierarchically
in the java search results view"from the example request texts (i.e., Table 3.1), the preprocessed version
forms an ordered list of terms custom search hierarchically java search view." It should be noted that the
transformed sentence contains several phrases such as custom search" and search view". The terms in each
of these phrases complement each other semantically, and convey an enriched semantic than their original
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generic semantics. Thus, these terms are semantically dependent on each other for a comprehensive new
meaning. Term co-occurrence information captures such dependencies in a statistical sense. We thus employ
a sliding window of window size = 2 (as recommended by Mihalcea and Tarau [153]), and derive the following
term co-occurrence relationships:
custom←→search, search←→hierarchically, hierarchically←→java, java←→search and search←→view.
Then these term relationships are represented as connecting edges among the corresponding nodes in the
text graph (i.e., Fig. 3.1-(a)). Given that both terms depend on each other for their semantics, we represent
each of the connections using bi-directional edges (e.g., Fig. 3.1-(a)).
Using Syntactic Dependence: Although term co-occurrence captures semantic dependencies among
the terms through a statistical sense, it might always not be effective for term weight estimation. Another
orthogonal approach to capture term importance could be syntactic dependencies among the terms. Jespersen
[113] suggests that words from a sentence can be divided into three major ranks primary (i.e., nouns),
secondary (i.e., verbs, adjectives), and tertiary (i.e., adverbs), which is often called as Jespersen's Rank
Theory of Three. According to this theory, a word from a higher rank defines (i.e., modifies) another word
from the same or lower ranks within a sentence. Thus, a noun can modify only another noun whereas a
verb can modify another noun, verb or adjective but not an adverb. We leverage this principle for our
term weight estimation, capture the grammatical modifications or dependencies among the words, and then
represent such dependencies as directed edges in the text graph (i.e., Step 4, Fig. 3.2, Line 9, Algorithm
1). We first annotate each of the sentences from a change request using Stanford POS tagger [244], and
then group them according to their Jespersen ranks. For instance, the example statementelement reported
plain flat element hierarchical java search view"can be organized into two ranksprimary (search", view",
java", element"), and secondary (plain", flat", hierarchical", and reported"). We derive the following
relationships based on their syntactic dependencies.
search←→view, view←→java, java←→element, reported−→search, reported−→view, reported−→java, re-
ported−→element, reported−→plain, reported−→flat, reported−→hierarchical,
Then we encode the above relationships into connecting edges in the text graph (e.g., Fig. 3.1-(b)). It should
be noted that these dependencies could be mutual or uni-directional.
3.3.4 TextRank (TR) Calculation
Once a text graph is developed based on term co-occurrences within the request texts, we treat the graph as
a regular connected network. We apply a popular graph-based ranking algorithm namely TextRank [53, 153]
to estimate the importance of the nodes (i.e., terms) in the graph (Step 5, Fig. 3.2, Lines 1011, Algorithm
1). TextRank is an adaptation of PageRank algorithm which was proposed by Brin and Page [57] originally
for web link analysis. TextRank analyses the connected neighbours and their weights for each term vi in the
graph recursively, and then calculates the term weight, TR(vi), as follows:
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|V (vj)| (0 ≤ φ ≤ 1) (3.1)
Here, V (vj) and φ denote node list connected to vi and damping factor respectively. In the text graph
(e.g., Fig. 3.1-(a)), co-occurrences among the terms are represented as bi-directional edges between the
corresponding nodes. In the context of web surfing, damping factor, φ, is considered as the probability of
randomly choosing a web page by the surfer, and 1−φ as the probability of jumping off that page. Mihalcea
and Tarau [153] use a heuristic value of φ = 0.85 for natural language texts in the context of keyword
extraction, and we also use the same value for our TextRank calculation. We initialize each of the terms in
the graph with a default value of 0.25, and run an iterative version of the algorithm [57]. It should be noted
that the initial value of a term does not affect its final score [153]. The computation iterates until the scores
of all the terms converge below a certain threshold or it reaches the maximum iteration limit (i.e., 100 as
suggested by Blanco and Lioma [53]). As Mihalcea and Tarau [153] suggest, we use a heuristic threshold of
0.0001 for the convergence checking of the scores.
TextRank adopts the underlying mechanism of a recommendation system where a term (e.g., Custom")
recommends (i.e., votes) another term (e.g., search") if the second term complements the semantics of the
first term in any way (e.g., custom search") [153]. The algorithm captures votes cast for a term by analysing
its connected edges within the text graph (e.g., Fig. 3.1-(a)). It should be noted that the votes could be cast
by other terms both from a local context (i.e., same sentence) and from the global context (i.e., entire request
texts). Thus, the algorithm determines importance of a term using both its local and global contexts. Once
the computation is over, each of the nodes of the graph is found with a final score. Such score is considered
as the relative weight or relative importance of the corresponding term within the whole request texts.
3.3.5 POSRank (POSR) Calculation
While TextRank operates on a text graph based on word co-occurrences (e.g., Fig. 3.1-(a)), POSRank
determines term-weight by analysing syntactic dependencies among the terms (e.g., Fig. 3.1-(b), Step 6, Fig.
3.2). POSRank is another adaptation of PageRank [57] for natural language texts. Similar to TextRank,
it also analyses connectivity of each term in the graph but considers the links according to their directions.
Incoming links and outgoing links of the term are treated differently. Incoming links represent votes cast for
the term by other terms whereas the outgoing links represent the opposite. Thus, POSRank POSR(vi) of
each term vi is calculated as follows:




|Out(vj)| (0 ≤ φ ≤ 1) (3.2)
Here In(vi) and Out(vi) denote the node lists to which node vi is connected to through incoming and outgoing
links respectively. Since the underlying mechanism of PageRank-based algorithms is recommendation (i.e.,
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votes) from other nodes of the graph, POSRank follows the suit of TextRank. That is, it determines the
weight (i.e., importance) of a term by capturing and analysing the weights of the incoming links recursively.
It should be noted that not only frequent votes but also the votes from other high scored nodes of the
graph are essential for a node (i.e., term) to be highly scored (i.e., important). Given the similar topological
properties (i.e., Fig. 3.1-(b)), we apply the same settings as of TextRank (Section 3.3.4). In particular, we
apply the same damping factor (φ), iteration count, initial score, and convergence threshold for the POSRank
calculation of each of the terms.
3.3.6 Weighted K-Core Calculation
Based on a user study, Rousseau and Vazirgiannis [217] report that keywords chosen by human subjects are
generally phrases rather than single words. Although TextRank and POSRank employ topological properties
of a graph constructed from texts, they might return a list of terms that are neither coherent nor comprehen-
sive about the information need [217]. One way to possibly address this challenge is to analyse the K-core of
the graph. K-core refers to a connected sub-graph of a graph where each node has a degree of at least size K.
K-core decomposition has been applied in identifying highly connected groups within a large social network
[50] and in extracting a coherent set of keywords from a body of texts [217]. Similarly, we employ a weighted
version of K-core decomposition for identifying coherent search terms from a change request for concept
location. In particular, we first extract K-core from each of the two graphs above by invoking Algorithm 2
(i.e., Step 7, Fig. 3.2, Lines 1315, Algorithm 1). We iterate through all the nodes of a graph, and delete the
nodes (and their edges) having a degree below K (i.e., Lines 16, Algorithm 2). This process continues until
the graph is left with only such nodes that have a weighted degree greater than K. Then we calculate score,
WK-Core(vi), of each node vi based on its degree and weights of the connecting edges (i.e., Lines 1618,
Algorithm 1) as follows:




Here, w(vi, vj) denotes the weight of a connecting edge between nodes vi and vj , and V (vi) refers to all nodes
directly connected to vi. We perform K-core decomposition on both text graphs constructed above (e.g., Fig.
3.1-a, b). Thus, the weight of an edge is determined based on either co-occurrence frequency or grammatical
modification frequency between the two terms connected.
3.3.7 Term Ranking and Candidate Query Selection
Once the scores are calculated, we rank the candidate search terms based on their TextRank, POSRank and
WK-Core (i.e., Lines 2022, Algorithm 1). Then we collect top scored X% (e.g., X = 33) candidate terms
from each of the ranked lists, and construct the candidate search queries (i.e., Line 23, Algorithm 1). It
should be noted that we collect a varying number of terms from each change request given that the requests
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Algorithm 1 Search Keyword Identification with Graph-based Term Weighting
1: procedure STRICT(CR) . CR: change request
2: L← {} . list of search terms
3: . collecting task details from the change request
4: T ← collectTitle(CR)
5: D ← collectDescription(CR)
6: TD ←preprocess(combine(T,D))
7: . developing text graphs from the task details
8: GCOC ← developTGUsingCo-occurrence(TD)
9: GPOS ← developTGUsingPOS-dependence(TD)
10: . calculating TextRank and POSRank
11: TR← calculateTR(GCOC)
12: POSR← calculatePOSR(GPOS)
13: . collecting K-core from the graphs
14: GKCOC ←extractK-Core(GCOC ,K)
15: GKPOS ←extractK-Core(GPOS ,K)
16: . calculating K-core scores
17: KCCOC ←calculateWK-Core(GKCOC)
18: KCPOS ←calculateWK-Core(GKPOS)
19: . getting candidate queries and their difficulties
20: Let CTS ←{TR, POSR, KCCOC , KCPOS}
21: for CandidateQueryKey ckey ∈ CTS.keys do
22: sortedTerms←sortByScore(CTS[ckey])
23: CQ[ckey]←getTopXPercent(sortedTerms) + T
24: QD[ckey]←getQueryDifficulty(CQ[ckey])
25: end for
26: . getting the best search query for change request
27: QD′ ←resampleWithReplacement(QD)
28: QDM ←developQueryDifficultyModel(QD′)





Algorithm 2 K-Core Decomposition of a Graph
1: procedure extractK-Core(G,K)
2: Let F ← G
3: . extracting the K-Core
4: while nodeExists(x) and wDegreeF (x)<K do




are of varying lengths. Earlier studies reported better performances for varying sized queries [50, 153, 217].
Our experimental results also suggest that variable size is better in terms of retrieval performance than a
fixed size of the query. We also found that terms from Title field of a change request are more salient than
those from the Description field. Hence, we append the terms from Title to each of the candidate queries as
well. Existing studies have shown that no single reformulation strategy [98, 99], information source [188, 189]
or retrieval algorithm [164] is sufficient enough for all queries under study. Similarly, we conjecture that no
single term weighting method could be sufficient enough for search term identification from all the change
requests. We thus develop six candidate search queries using the three term weighting methods discussed
above. Table 3.2 shows the candidate queries for the showcase change request (i.e., Table 3.1) based on
TextRank, POSRank and WK-Core score.
3.3.8 Best Query Suggestion with Machine Learning
Once multiple candidate queries are constructed from a software change request, the next challenge is to
identify the best one among them for suggesting to the developer. Query difficulty prediction has been an
active area of research to the Information Retrieval (IR) community [61]. Recently, such idea has also been
adopted successfully in the Software Engineering problems [96, 98]. In the same vein, we also perform query
difficulty analysis and then apply machine learning for identifying and suggesting the best candidate query
(i.e., Steps 810, Fig. 3.2) as follows:
Query Difficulty Analysis: Prediction of query difficulty or query quality had been an active avenue of
research for the Information Retrieval community over the last few decades. Haiduc et al. [96] first introduce
query difficulty analysis in the context of Software Engineering where they employ 21 pre-retrieval metrics
as query difficulty predictors. Pre-retrieval metrics do not require document retrieval to predict the quality
of a given query. They are lightweight and often computed using the information gathered during corpus
indexing (e.g., Term Frequency, Inverse Document Frequency). We use 20 of their metrics in our problem
context (i.e., Step 8a, Fig. 3.2, Line 24, Algorithm 1), and capture four quality aspects of a given query 
specificity, coherency, term relatedness among the query terms, and textual similarity between the query and
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Algorithm 3 Best Candidate Query Selection
1: procedure getBestCandiateQuery(QDM , CQ)
2: P ←{} . query difficulty class predictions
3: C ←{} . instance occurrence counts
4: for QueryDiffModel QDMi ∈ QDM do
5: for CandidateQueryKey ckey ∈ CQ.keys do
6: ptemp←getPredictionForHigh(ckey, QDMi)




11: for CandidateQueryKey ckey ∈ CQ.keys do
12: P [ckey]←P [ckey]/C[ckey]
13: end for
14: highKey ←sortKeyByPrediction(P )
15: return CQ[highKey]
16: end procedure
the document corpus. We collect query difficulty estimates of six candidate queries and one baseline query
(e.g., Table 3.2) for each of the change requests.
Dataset Labelling: We adopt a supervised machine learning approach for identifying the best query
among the candidates. Once query quality estimates are collected, we annotate each of the candidate queries
based on their quality. In particular, we determine the Effectiveness of each query, and classify the six
candidates and the baseline query into three classes high", medium" and low". The candidate query that
returns the first correct result at the closest position to the top of a result list is annotated as high and the
vice versa as low. The candidates that return the results between these two extreme positions are annotated
as medium quality queries. Thus, each of the instances in our training dataset has 20 query quality (or query
difficulty) predictors and one assigned class label.
Data Resampling with Bootstrapping: Our goal is to suggest only the high quality candidate query
to a developer for any given change request. Thus, the training dataset constructed above is inherently
skewed for the task. Only one out of each seven instances (i.e., six candidates + one baseline query) in the
dataset could be a true positive. We thus perform bootstrapping [116, 237] on the training dataset with
100% sample size and with sample replacement (i.e., Step 8b, Fig. 3.2, Line 27, Algorithm 1). In particular,
we make use of WEKA1, resample the training data multiple times (e.g., 100) and then develop multiple
1http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka
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training datasets. The underlying idea was to introduce limited bias in the training dataset deliberately
through resampling and thus to counteract the data skewness.
Suggestion of the Best Candidate Query: Once training datasets are ready, we apply machine
learning on each of them, and develop a query difficulty model for each (i.e., Line 28, Algorithm 1, Step 8c,
Fig. 3.2). Haiduc et al. [98] first employ Classification and Regression Tree (CART) algorithm for learning
such model. However, RandomForest performs higher than CART according to our investigations. We thus
use RandomForest for learning the query difficulty model in our work. Given the inherent data skewness
and the limited strength of individual predictors, single quality model might be not sufficient enough for
the best query prediction. We thus adopt the method of ensemble learning where multiple weak models
are combined to develop a strong prediction model. In particular, we train our models on all the sampled
datasets above, perform 10-fold cross validations, and then collect the predictions for high class returned by
each of the models. Then we average such predictions of each candidate query for a change request, and
identify such candidate that has the highest prediction for high quality (i.e., Lines 2930, Algorithm 1, Lines
115, Algorithm 3, Steps 8-10, Fig. 3.2). Such candidate is then suggested as the search query from the
change request for concept location by our technique.
3.3.9 A Working Example
Table 3.2 shows a working example of our techniqueSTRICTfor the showcase change request in Table 3.1.
We employ three term weighting methodsTextRank, POSRank and WK-Coreand develop six candidate
queries. It should be noted that each candidate query performs better than the baseline query (i.e., pre-
processed Title from the request) which justifies our term weighting methods. However, we conduct further
analysis on quality aspect of the queries, employ machine learning, and suggest the best performing candi-
date as the suggested query. For example, the candidate queryCQTR+POSRthat uses both TextRank and
POSRank for term weighting, performs the best. It returns the first correct result at the third position of
the result list. Our approach identifies this candidate using machine learning, and suggests the query to
the developer for code search. On the contrary, the baseline query returns such result at the 559th position
which far below in the result list. Thus, our approach offers a major rank improvement over the baseline.
Furthermore, tuned version of our suggested query{element IResource Provider Level Tree}returns the
same result at the topmost position of the result list which is highly promising.
3.4 Experiment
Given two evaluation methodspre-retrieval and post-retrievalin the literature [93, 95], we choose post-
retrieval method for the evaluation and validation of our search queries. This method evaluates the results
retrieved by a query rather than simply analysing the query properties which makes it more reliable. Besides,
past relevant studies [49, 98, 164] also adopted this method for evaluation and validation. We evaluate our
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Table 3.2: A Working Example of Query Suggestion by STRICT
Technique Search Query QE
Baseline CQT = {Bug search Custom search hierarchically java search view} 559
TextRank (TR) CQTR = {search element check IJavaElement IJava Element Resource IRe-
source Level Tree}
04
POSRank (POSR) CQPOSR = {Resource element Java IResource superclasses Element
Provider Bug search Custom}
77
TR + POSR CQTR+POSR = {element Resource IResource java IJavaElement IJava El-
ement search Level Tree}
03
WK-CoreCOC CQCOC = {search element IJavaElement IJava Element check java Re-
source IResource IAdaptable}
19





CQCOC+POS = {check Resource Element IResource IJavaElement IJava
Element element search java}
89
QBEST = getBestCandidateQuery(QDM , CQ)
STRICT ∗QBEST = {element Resource IResource java IJavaElement IJava
Element search Level Tree}
03
∗ = Suggested search query by our technique
technique using 2,885 software change requests with four state-of-the-art performance metrics. Furthermore,
we compare with two state-of-the-art techniques on search query suggestion [120, 213] and conduct a user
study involving five participants. Thus, we answer seven research questions as follows:
• RQ1: Can our suggested queries outperform the baseline queries from the change requests?
• RQ2: How do our suggested queries perform in retrieving the relevant source code documents?
• RQ3: How effective are the proposed term weighting algorithms TextRank, POSRank and WK-Core
in identifying good quality search terms from a change request? How do they perform in comparison
to the traditional term weighting methods (e.g., TF, TF-IDF)?
• RQ4: Are the parameters and thresholds adopted by our proposed technique justified?
• RQ5: Can STRICT outperform the state-of-the-art techniques in identifying good quality search terms
from a change request?
• RQ6: Can STRICT outperform the state-of-the-art techniques in retrieving relevant source code doc-
uments from the corpus?
• RQ7: How does our working prototype perform in terms of usability and usefulness?
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Table 3.3: Experimental Dataset
System SLOC #MD #CR Description
eclipse.jdt.core-4.7.0 951K 64K 404 Java infrastructure and compiler of Eclipse IDE
eclipse.jdt.debug-4.6.0 233K 16K 229 Debugging support module of Eclipse IDE
eclipse.jdt.ui-4.7.0 625K 57K 695 User Interface module of Eclipse IDE
eclipse.pde.ui-4.7.0 386K 32K 525 User Interface module for Eclipse IDE plug-ins.
ecf-170.170 222K 21K 345 An Eclipse communication framework
log4j-1.2.17 32K 3K 60 Apache logging service
sling-0.1.10 326K 30K 76 Apace framework for RESTful web applications
tomcat-7.0.70 286K 24K 551 Apache web server for Servlet and JSP
Total #CR: 2,885
SLOC: Source Line Of Code, MD: Method Definitions, CR: Change Requests selected for experiments
3.4.1 Experimental Dataset
Data Collection: We collect a total of 2,885 software change requests from eight Java-based subject systems
(i.e., five Eclipse systems + three Apache systems) for our experiments. Table 3.3 shows the details of our
selected systems. We first collect the RESOLVED change requests from BugZilla and JIRA bug repositories of
these systems, and then map them to their corresponding bug-fixing commits at GitHub and SVN. We analyse
commit messages from each project, and identify specific Issue ID (i.e., identifier of a change task) in these
messages using appropriate regular expressions [43]. Then, we include any change request in the experimental
dataset only if there exists a corresponding commit pointing to the request. Such data acquisition approach
is regularly adopted by the relevant literature [49, 98, 120, 276], and we also follow the same. In order to
ensure a fair evaluation, we also discard the change requests from our dataset for which no source code files
(i.e., Java classes) were changed or the relevant code files were missing from the system.
Ground Truth Construction: We collect the changeset (i.e., list of changed files) from each of our
selected commits from the version control history, and develop solution set (i.e., ground truth) for the cor-
responding change tasks. Thus, for experiments, we collect not only the actual change requests from the
reputed subject systems but also their solutions which were applied in practice by the developers [97]. We
use several utility commands such as git, clone, rev-list, shortlog and log on GitHub and SVN consoles for
collecting these information.
Replication Package: Our detailed experimental data, supporting materials and the working prototype
are hosted online (https://goo.gl/7Hrgmb) for replication or third-part reuse.
3.4.2 Search Engine
We use a Vector Space Model (VSM) based search engine (e.g., Apache Lucene [95, 98]) to search for the
documents that were changed in order to address the requested changes. Search engines generally index
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the documents of a corpus prior to search. Lucene is mostly targeted for simple text documents (e.g.,
news article). Since source code documents in our projects contain items beyond regular texts (e.g., code
segments), we apply limited preprocessing on them. In particular, we extract method bodies from each of
the Java classes, and treat each method as an individual document in the corpus (Table 3.3). We remove
all programming keywords, stop words and punctuation characters, and split the complex and camel case
tokens into simpler ones [75]. For token splitting, we employ a state-of-the-art token splitting toolSamurai
[79]. Please note that we avoid stemming of the tokens for aforementioned reasons as described in Section
3.3.2 [120]. Once a search is initiated using a query, the search engine collects relevant documents from the
corpus. It first uses a Boolean Search Model for short listing the documents, and then employs a TF-IDF
based scoring technique (e.g., BM25 [227]) to return a ranked list of relevant documents. As existing studies
suggest [120, 125], we consider the Top-10 results from the search engine for calculating the performance of
our suggested queries.
One can argue about our choice of Lucene over the others (e.g., Indri [220]) as the back end code search
engine. However, a recent third-party investigation2 suggests that Apache Lucene and its variants (e.g.,
Apache Solr, ElasticSearch) have ≈77% market share in the enterprise search. Thus, Lucene is widely used
for search operation not only in academia [98, 163, 164, 175, 176] but also in the industry level applications.
Despite this strong supporting evidence, we also conduct an experiment to compare between Lucene and a
potential contender  Indri. Our experiment suggests that Lucene can deliver 12% higher accuracy (Hit@10)
than that of Indri for the same set of queries. More detailed supporting evidence could be found in Section
5.3.3, RQ1-(b) and Table 5.5. Thus, our choice of using Lucene is likely to be justified.
3.4.3 Performance Metrics
We choose four state-of-the-art performance metrics for evaluation and validation of our suggested queries.
These metrics are frequently used by the relevant studies from the literature [98, 163, 164, 220], and thus are
highly appropriate for our experiments as well.
Query Effectiveness (QE): It approximates a developer's effort in locating the concept of interest in
the source code [98, 163]. In practice, the metric returns the rank of the first correct result that matches
with the ground truth, in the ranked list. The underlying idea is to provide an accurate starting point to the
developer that deals with the concepts discussed in the change request. The lower the effectiveness value is,
the better a query is since the developer can locate the correct result more quickly and with less efforts.
Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR@K): Reciprocal rank@K refers to the multiplicative inverse of the
rank of the first correctly returned result (i.e., matches with the ground truth) within the Top-K results
[220, 276]. Mean Reciprocal Rank@K (MRR@K) averages such measures for all search queries (Q) in the










Here, firstRank(q) provides the rank of the first correctly returned result. MRR can take a maximum value
of 1.00. The bigger the MRR value is, the better the search query is.
Mean Average Precision@K (MAP@K): Precision@K refers to the precision calculated at the oc-
currence of every single relevant result in the ranked list [220, 276]. Average Precision@K (AP@K) averages
the precision@K for all the relevant results in the list for a search query. Thus, Mean Average Precision@K
is calculated from the mean of average precision@K for all the queries Q) as follows:
AP@K =
∑D
k=1 Pk × rel(k)




Here, rel(k) denotes the relevance function of kth result in the ranked list that returns either 0 or 1, Pk
denotes the precision calculated at the kth result, and D refers to the number of total results. S is the true
positive retrieved by a query, and Q is the set of all queries (i.e., change requests).
Top-K Accuracy / Hit@K: It refers to the percentage of the search queries (i.e., change requests) for
each of which at least one result file is correctly returned (i.e., matches with the ground truth) within the
Top-K result list [239, 250, 276].
3.4.4 Evaluation of STRICT
We conduct experiments using 2,885 change requests from eight subject systems (Table 3.3) where the above
four metrics (Section 3.4.3) are applied to performance evaluation. We run each of our suggested queries
with Lucene search engine (Section 3.4.2), check their results against the ground truth (Section 3.4.1), and
then compare with the baseline queries from those requests. In this section, we discuss our evaluation details
and answer RQ1RQ4 as follows.
Baseline Query Selection: Developers often copy and paste the texts from a software change request
on an ad-hoc basis, and search for the source code that needs to be changed. Hence, request texts can
be considered as the baseline queries for our evaluation or validation [49, 98, 120]. We consider four types
of baseline queries from each request using its fields and structures. In particular, we capture Title and
Description fields from each change request, conduct standard natural language preprocessing (i.e., removal
of stop words and punctuation marks, splitting of complex or camel case tokens) on them, and then prepare
three baseline queries Title, Description, Title + Description. It should be noted that the same set of
preprocessing steps were also applied in our approach in Section 3.3.2. Structured tokens (e.g., camel-case
structures) are reported as better keywords than unstructured natural language terms by several earlier
studies [49, 120, 191]. We thus extract the structured tokens from each request using appropriate regular
expressions. Then we split these tokens using a state-of-the-art token splitting toolSamurai [79], and then







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.3: Improvement, worsening and preserving of the baseline queries by our proposed technique
 STRICT
Query Improvement, Worsening and Preserving: We use these terminologies frequently throughout
the rest of the discussions on experiments, and they are defined as follows. If a suggested query provides a
better rank than its corresponding baseline query for the first correct result, then we call it query improvement
and vice versa as query worsening. On the contrary, if both queries provide the same rank, then we call it
query preserving by the suggested query. Thus, a technique that improves more baseline queries than it
worsens is a better technique than the baseline approaches.
Answering RQ1Comparison with Baseline Queries: We execute each of the baseline queries with
our search engineLucene, and collect the ranks of their first correct results in the list. We also collect similar
ranks returned by our queries suggested from each of the change requests, and compare with that of the
baseline queries. Tables 3.4, 3.5 and Fig. 3.3 summarize our comparative analysis. From Table 3.4 (upper
half), we see that our queries provide higher ranks than 43%60% of the baseline queries. Such statistic is
promising according to the relevant literature that reported a maximum of 55% improvement on a different
dataset [98, 164]. Our queries also provide relatively lower ranks than 19%-28% of the baseline queries on
average. Given these mixed findings, we compare the query improvement ratios of our technique against
the worsening ratios across eight subject systems using statistical tests (e.g., Wilcoxon Signed Rank, Cliff's
Delta). As shown in Table 3.4, the query improvements by our technique are significantly higher (i.e., p-
value<0.05) than the worsening ratios with large effect sizes (i.e., 0.97≤ ∆ ≤1.00). Mean Rank Difference
(MRD) calculates the rank difference between baseline and suggested queries where a negative value refers to
rank improvement and vice versa as rank worsening. According to MRD analysis, our queries push the first
correct results towards the top of the list by 23 to 206 positions which is a major rank improvement over the
baseline counterpart.
We also consider Effectiveness of the baseline queries and divide them into two categorieseasy and
difficult. If a baseline query returns its first correct result within the Top-10 positions of the list, we call




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 3.6: Document Retrieval Performance of STRICT Queries
Query #Keywords Hit@1 Hit@5 Hit@10 MAP@10 MRR@10
Title 08 13.24% 26.76% 35.23% 19.78% 0.19
Description 72 13.03% 25.52% 31.70% 18.91% 0.18
Title+Description 100 17.32% 29.36% 35.21% 22.70% 0.22
(Title+Description)code 34 16.89% 30.59% 36.88% 23.21% 0.23
STRICTT10 10 13.18% 26.60% 32.33% 18.95% 0.19
STRICTT20 20 17.84% 33.18% 40.65% 24.82% 0.24
STRICTT30 30 19.31% 35.69% 43.90% 26.91% 0.26
STRICT 37 *21.95% *38.07% *46.43% *28.99% *0.29
Emboldened = Comparatively higher, * = Statistically significant difference between suggested and the
baseline queries
Figure 3.4: Comparison of the document retrieval performance of STRICT queries against baseline
queries in terms of (a) Hit@10, (b) MAP@10, and (c) MRR@10
significantly improved by our approach. From Table 3.4 (lower half), we see that our approach improve
56%74% of the difficult baseline queries while worsening only 17%22%. Thus, our query improvements are
three to four times higher than the query worsening ratios which is highly promising. We also found that the
easy queries cannot be further improved by our approach rather their quality level remain unchanged. Such
finding is also consistent with the earlier findings from the literature [98, 189].
Earlier studies report significant benefit in including source code tokens in the search query for bug
localization [163] and feature location [49]. We thus compare with another baseline, (Title+Description)code
that comprises of only structured or code-like tokens (e.g., camel-case tokens, HashSet) and their split
versions extracted from the change request. Although these queries perform highly compared to other three
baselines, our suggested queries perform even higher. From Table 3.4 (upper part and lower part), we see
that STRICT can improve 55%72% of the (Title+Description)code queries in two different circumstances
which demonstrates the high potential of our approach for the query suggestion.
We also further investigate the ranks of first correct results returned by our approach, and compare them
with the ranks of (Title+Description)code, one of the high performing baselines. In particular, we compare
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the rank distribution of STRICT with that of the baseline queries using descriptive statistics. From Table
3.5, we see that the rank improvements by our technique are generally higher than the corresponding rank
worsening. For example, the mean baseline rank of 248 queries from eclipse.jdt.core system is 613. Our
technique improves that rank to 157, and returns correct results for at least 50% of these queries within the
Top-5 positions of the result list (i.e., Q2 = 5) which are promising. Our technique also worsens the mean
rank of 77 baseline queries of the same subject system from 36 to 260. We compare such rank improvement
or worsening of STRICT against the baseline across eight subject systems, and found statistical significance
(i.e., p-value=0.02<0.05) with a medium effect size (i.e., ∆ = 0.38). In fact, our mean rank improvement
(i.e., -402) is two times higher than the mean rank worsening (i.e., +199). According to our quantile analysis,
STRICT turns 50% of the difficult baseline queries into easy ones (i.e., rank within Top-10 positions) from
five systems  ecf, eclipse.jdt.core, log4j, sling and tomcat70. Fig. 3.3 further demonstrates the box
plots of improvement and worsening of the baseline queries by our technique across eight subject systems.
We see that the medians of query improvement ratios of our technique are much higher than that of the
corresponding worsening ratios. In fact, STRICT improves 50%66% of the queries for six out of eight
systems which is promising.
We also manually investigate the baseline queries that are worsened by our approach, and found two
important observations. First, the extent of our rank worsening is relatively smaller than that of rank
improvement. Second, most of these worsened queries contain structured entities (e.g., stack traces). STRICT
could have performed even higher if such structures were properly incorporated in the text graphs. Such
an issue has actually been resolved by our later study called BLIZZARD (Chapter 5). We also manually
investigate the source code tokens in the baseline queries. We found that such items can always not be
guaranteed in the request texts. According to an earlier study [248], up to 55% of the change requests of a
system might contain only unstructured plain texts. Thus, the performance of the code-only baseline queries,
(Title+Description)code, could be limited. On the contrary, we suggest relatively higher quality queries from
the careful analysis of any available textual information in the change request. All these empirical evidences
presented above demonstrate the high potential of our approach.
Summary of RQ1: STRICT improves 43%-74% of the baseline queries. Furthermore, the extent of our
result rank improvement is two to three times higher than that of the rank worsening.
Answering RQ2  Document Retrieval Performance: Although our approach improves majority
of the baseline queries in RQ1, we further evaluate the approach in terms of document retrieval performance.
While RQ1 considers only first relevant document of the result list, we consider all the relevant documents
retrieved by a query in RQ2. We execute each of our queries, analyse the Top-10 results (as many existing
studies do [98, 120, 239]), and calculate Hit@K, mean average precision@K and mean reciprocal rank@K of
our technique. Table 3.6, Figures 3.4 and 3.5 summarize our performance details. From Table 3.6, we see that
our queries return correct results for 46% of 2,885 change requests with 29% mean average precision@10 and
a mean reciprocal rank@10 of 0.29 which are 26%, 25% and 26% higher respectively than the best baseline
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of STRICT queries with baseline queries for Top 1 to 100 results in terms
of (a) MAP@K and (b) Hit@K
measures (i.e., (Title+Description)code). Such performances are also comparable to other earlier findings
that use different datasets [37, 49, 59], which signals the external validity of our results. Our queries also
have more potential for practical use than the baseline queries. We achieve relatively higher performance
using a limited number of the search terms. For example, two of the baseline approachesDescription and
Title+Description achieve 32%35% Hit@10 with 72100 keywords in each of their queries on average. Such
long queries are noisy, and difficult to tweak manually. On the other hand, we offer 38% Hit@10 using only
top 10 of our suggested keywords. (Title+Description)code performs the best among the baseline approaches,
and it has a query length comparable to ours (e.g., 34). We thus consider it as an appropriate baseline
opponent and compare with it more extensively using statistical tests. Our tests report that the performance
of our query is significantly higher (i.e., p-value<0.05) with a medium effect size (i.e., ∆=0.34) in terms of
Hit@K, MAP@10 and MRR@10.
Fig. 3.4 further contrasts our queries against the baseline in terms of (a) MAP@10, (b) MRR@10 and
(c) Hit@10 using box plots over all the subject systems. We see that our technique, STRICT, has a higher
median (i.e., 50% percentile) for each of the three performance measures. That is, top 50% of our measures
are comparatively higher than the top 50% of any baseline measures. In other words, our suggested queries
can retrieve the relevant source code documents more efficiently than the baseline ones.
Although our queries show high performance for Top-10 results, we further investigate how they perform
when more results (e.g., 100) are considered. Fig. 3.5 shows (a) MAP@K and (b) Hit@K for Top-1 to Top-
100 results. We see that STRICT achieves a Top-50 accuracy of 69% and Top-100 accuracy of 78% which
are 24% and 20% higher respectively than the equivalent baseline measures, (Title+Description)code. More
importantly, our accuracy measures remained significantly higher (i.e., p-value<0.05) than the corresponding
baseline measures with small to large effect sizes (i.e., 0.24≤∆≤0.64) for various Top-K results. Our queries
also remained significantly more precise than the baseline queries (i.e., p-value<0.05, 0.42≤∆≤0.96) across
all Top-K results which demonstrates the relative strength of our proposed approach over the baseline.
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Summary of RQ2: Our queries achieve 26% higher accuracy, 25% higher precision and 26% higher recip-
rocal rank than the best performing baseline when Top-10 results are analysed. Furthermore, STRICT is
found more accurate and more precise than the baseline when Top-100 results are analysed.
Answering RQ3  (a) Role of our Term Weighting Algorithms: We investigate how three term-
weighting algorithms  TextRank, POSRank and Weighted K-Core  perform in identifying good quality
search terms from a software change request. Table 3.7 and Fig. 3.6 summarize our investigation details.
From Table 3.7, we see that both TextRank and POSRank perform almost equally in terms of Hit@K,
MAP@10 and MRR@10. Their combination marginally improves upon the individual performances. On the
contrary, WK-Core is a relatively better approach for term weighting. It achieves 41% Hit@10 as opposed
to 39% of TextRank and POSRank. Our technique, STRICT, combines all three term-weighting algorithms
using machine learning, and achieves 46% Hit@10 which is ≈16% higher. Similar findings are also observed
in the case of precision and reciprocal rank. Fig. 3.6 further demonstrates the improvement, worsening
and preserving ratios of the baseline queries by each of the term weighting approaches. We see that the
combination of all three approaches benefits the baseline queries on average. For example, TextRank improves
48% and worsens 39% of the baseline queries. On the contrary, our technique that combines all three term
weighting approaches improves 55% and worsens 28% of the queries which are 14% higher and 27% lower
respectively. Thus, our choice of combining different term weighting algorithms is justified.
(b) Comparison with Traditional Term Weighting Algorithms: TF-IDF has been a popular
term weighting approach for over the last five decades [114]. It stands for term frequency (TF) times the
inverse document frequency (IDF), i.e., TF-IDF = TF×IDF. While TF counts the occurrences of a term
within a document, IDF is computed using the number of documents from corpus containing that term.
Thus, TF-IDF captures both local and global contributions of a term, and determines its importance. We
compare our term weighting approaches with this traditional approach, and demonstrate the potential of
our approaches. From Table 3.8, we see that IDF performs the best among three traditional approaches -
TF, IDF and TF-IDF. It improves 1,467 baseline queries and retains the rank of 281 queries. Thus, the
traditional approaches improve or at least preserve 1,748 (60.59%) of 2,885 baseline queries. On the contrary,
our combined term weight, {TextRank+POSRank+WK-Core}, improves or preserves 1,784 (61.84%) baseline
queries which is comparatively higher. Furthermore, when our term weighting approaches are combined with
machine learning, they improve or preserve 70% of the baseline queries which is 16% higher than that of
traditional approaches.
Summary of RQ3: Each of the term weighting algorithms has its own strengths and weaknesses. Our
approach achieves 16% higher Hit@10, improves 15% more of the baseline queries, and worsens 24% less of
the queries when all three algorithms are combined using machine learning. Furthermore, our term weighting
algorithms are more promising than the traditional counterparts.
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Table 3.7: Retrieval Performance of TextRank, POSRank and WK-Core
Term weight Hit@1 Hit@5 Hit@10 MAP MRR
TextRank 14.75% 30.30% 39.47% 22.20% 0.22
POSRank 14.68% 29.67% 38.97% 22.29% 0.21
{TextRank + POSRank} 16.55% 31.29% 39.94% 23.51% 0.23
WK-CoreCOC 16.57% 30.73% 40.58% 23.14% 0.23
WK-CorePOS 15.80% 30.49% 40.80% 23.63% 0.23
{WK-CoreCOC + WK-CorePOS} 16.74% 31.67% 41.03% 24.19% 0.23
STRICT *21.95% *38.07% *46.43% *28.99% *0.29
Table 3.8: Comparison between Proposed and Traditional Term Weights
Term weight #Queries Improved Worsened Preserved
TF 2,885 1,439 (49.88%) 1,112 (38.54%) 247 (8.56%)
IDF 2,885 1,467 (50.85%) 1,031 (35.74%) 281 (9.74%)
TF-IDF 2,885 1,439 (49.88%) 1,082 (37.50%) 267 (9.25%)
TextRank 2,885 1,470 (50.95%) 1,077 (37.33%) 256 (8.87%)
POSRank 2,885 1,397 (48.42%) 1,124 (38.96%) 274 (9.50%)
{TextRank + POSRank} 2,885 1,445 (50.09%) 1,056 (36.60%) 304 (10.54%)
{TextRank + POSRank +
2,885 1,476 (51.16%) 1,021 (35.39%) 308 (10.68%)
WK-Core}
STRICT 2,885 1,660 (57.54%) 792 (27.45%) 366 (12.69%)
Answering RQ4  Impact of the Adopted Parameters and Thresholds: We conduct experiments
to justify our choice on the suggested query length, the use of data re-sampling, and the use of machine
learning algorithm. Figure 3.7 demonstrates the impacts of various parameters and thresholds upon the
performance of our approach. From Fig. 3.7-(a), we see that our approach improves more baseline queries
than it actually worsens when only Top-10 terms from each of our queries are used for code search. This
performance gradually improves up to a query length of ≈35 which makes it a potential threshold. Similar
findings can also be observed in Fig. 3.7-(b). However, earlier studies [50, 153, 217] report significant benefits
of a dynamic threshold over a fixed threshold. Furthermore, about 50% of our change requests have a query
length of ≈ 40. Thus, almost all terms from these change requests are likely to return as search terms with
a fixed threshold of 35 which makes the automated query suggestion irrelevant. Hence, we use a dynamic
threshold for our query length rather than a fixed threshold. In particular, we choose the top 33% of the highly
weighted terms from each change request as our query. Earlier studies [50, 153, 217] based on graph-based
term weighting use such threshold for keyword selection. Such threshold also helps us achieve the optimal
performance (i.e., dashed and dotted lines) both in query improvement and in the retrieval of relevant source
documents. More interestingly, such threshold ensures an average length of 37 for our suggested queries
which is also close to 35.
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Table 3.9: Comparison of Baseline Query Improvements between STRICT and Existing Techniques
Query Pairs #Queries Improved/(MRD) Worsened/(MRD) Preserved Net Gain Net MRD
Kevic and Fritz [120]-I 2,885 38.52%/(-505) 49.82%/(+288) 11.67% -11.30% -
Kevic and Fritz [120]-II 2,885 47.28%/(-455) 40.16%/(+228) 12.55% +7.12% -227
Rocchio [213]-I 2,885 43.53%/(-479) 47.96%/(+395) 8.51% -4.43% -
Rocchio [213]-II 2,885 45.41%/(-436) 41.73%/(+302) 12.86% +3.68% -134
Rahman and Roy [191] 2,885 47.59%/(-424) 37.16%/(+200) 15.25% +10.43% -224
STRICT 2,885 54.71%/(-402) 28.26%/(+199) 17.03% +26.45% -203
Comparison using Difficult Baseline Queries
Kevic and Fritz [120]-I 1,858 53.02%/(-578) 38.89%/(+406) 8.09% +14.13% -172
Kevic and Fritz [120]-II 1,858 63.33%/(-532) 30.10%/(+387) 6.57% +33.23% -145
Rocchio [213]-I 1,858 59.76%/(-553) 35.04%/(+602) 5.20% +24.72% +49
Rocchio [213]-II 1,858 60.74%/(-520) 33.58%/(+494) 5.68% +27.16% -26
Rahman and Roy [191] 1,858 64.36%/(-497) 28.43%/(+361) 7.22% +35.93% -136
STRICT 1,858 71.51%/(-486) 21.93%/(+360) 6.57% +49.58% -126
We also investigate whether the re-sampling of training data has any impact upon our performance or
not. In particular, we compare performance between two variants of our approach where one variant uses
data re-sampling and the other does not. Our statistical tests report that re-sampling based variant achieves
significantly higher accuracy (Hit@K) and significantly higher precision (MAP@K) with small to large effect
sizes (i.e., all p-values≤0.05, 0.26≤∆≤0.68).
We also investigate whether the use of any particular machine learning algorithm in our approach makes
a difference or not. In particular, we compare performance between two variants of our approach where
on variant use RandomForest and the other uses Classification and Regression Tree (CART) as the learning
algorithm. Our statistical tests report that RandomForest-based variant achieves significantly higher accuracy
(Hit@K) and significantly higher precision (MAP@K) than the CART-based variant with small to medium
effect sizes (i.e., all p-values≤0.05, 0.17≤∆≤0.46).
Summary of RQ4: We use a dynamic threshold for our query length, apply re-sampling to our training
data to cater for data skewness, and employ RandomForest as our learning algorithm for search query
suggestion. All these choices of ours are justified by the appropriate empirical evidences above.
3.4.5 Comparison with Existing Techniques
Although our suggested queries outperform the baseline queries with a large margin, we further compare our
approach with the state-of-the-art. Our approach, STRICT, could be considered as a technique both for (1)
search term identification and for (2) query reformulation. That is, STRICT not only identifies high quality
search terms from a change request but also, in essence, reformulates the baseline query by removing the low































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.6: Role of three term weighting algorithms in the improvement, worsening and preserving
of the baseline queries
two domains above. Kevic and Fritz [120] use a regression model to identify search terms from a change
request. They employ several heuristics concerning frequency, location, part of speech, and notation of the
terms from the request texts. To the best of our knowledge, Kevic and Fritz [120] is the only available study
in the literature for search term identification from a change request which makes it the state-of-the-art.
Rocchio [213] collects top K (e.g., K = 5) documents from the corpus returned by a given query, identifies
appropriate candidate terms from these documents using term weighting (e.g., TF-IDF [114]), and then
expands the query. Such expansion strategy has been adopted by a number of studies on query reformulation
[84, 98, 168, 189, 251] which makes it a suitable candidate for our comparison. We implement both of these
approaches using the authors' provided settings and parameters (e.g., metric weights), and collect the search
queries returned by them for our dataset. In particular, we develop two variants of each approach where
partial and the whole texts of a request are used as their inputs. We also select our earlier work, Rahman and
Roy [191], for comparison which is essentially the current state-of-the-art on search term identification. We
compare our queries with the queries from these five existing techniques using two performance dimensions
 (1) query rank improvement, and (2) relevant source document retrieval, and answer RQ5 and RQ6 as
follows:
Answering RQ5Comparison with the State-of-the-Art using Query Rank Improvement:
Table 3.9 compares our approach with the existing approaches in terms of baseline query improvement,
worsening and preserving ratios. We see that Kevic and Fritz-II performs the best among the existing
approaches, and improves 47% of the baseline queries while worsening 40%. On the contrary, our approach
improves 55% of the baseline queries and worsens only 28% of the queries which are 16% higher and 30% lower
respectively. That is, while the existing works improve the baseline queries, they also degrade a significant
amount of queries which makes the net gain (i.e., improvement ratio  worsening ratio) insignificant. For
example, none of the existing approaches achieves a net gain over 10%. On the contrary, our approach
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Figure 3.7: Impact of the adopted parameters and thresholds  (a,b) suggested query length, (c) use
of data re-sampling, and (d) use of machine learning algorithm
achieves a net gain improvement of 27% which is highly promising. According to mean rank difference
(MRD) analysis, our approach improves the result ranks up to 203 positions. This work also achieves 15%
more improvement than our earlier work Rahman and Roy, and thus advances the state-of-the-art.
We also compare our approach against the existing approaches using the difficult baseline queries that
return their results beyond 10th position of the result list. From Table 3.9 (lower part), we see that Kevic and
Fritz-II improves 63% of the queries and worsens 30% of the queries. On the contrary, our approach improves
72% and worsens 22% which are 13% higher and 27% lower respectively. Thus, our approach outperforms
the five existing techniques above in two different circumstances which clearly demonstrates its high potential
for query suggestion.
We also analyse the distribution of result ranks, and compare our approach with the existing approaches
using such analysis. From Table 3.10, we see that Kevic and Fritz-II and our earlier work are strong competitor
of each other. They improve a maximum of 1,445 queries with 25% quantile at 3 and 50% quantile at 15.
On the contrary, our approach improves a total of 1,660 baseline queries with 25% quantile at 2 and 50%
quantile at 12 which are 15%, 33% and 20% higher respectively. While each of the existing approaches provide
relatively better ranks than the baseline, our ranks are even more promising. Furthermore, our approach
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of baseline query improvements or worsening between our technique,
STRICT, and the existing techniques
worsens the least amount (i.e., 792) of baseline queries while ensuring the maximum improvement (i.e., 1,660)
at the same time.
We also further analyse the query improvement and worsening ratios of eight subject systems, and compare
our approach with the existing ones using box plots. From Fig. 3.8, we see that the median of improvement
and worsening ratios of Kevic and Fritz-II are 48% and 41%. On the contrary, our approach achieves 56%
improvement and 30% worsening which are 17% higher and 27% lower respectively. All these evidences above
clearly demonstrate the superiority of our approach over the state-of-the-art.
Summary of RQ5: Our approach clearly outperforms the existing approaches including the state-of-the-art
in improving the baseline queries. It improves 16% more and worsens 30% less of the baseline queries.
Furthermore, it delivers two to three times higher net gain in the result ranks than that of the state-of-the-
art approaches.
Answering RQ6Comparison with the State-of-the-Art using Relevant Document Retrieval:
While our approach outperforms the existing approaches on query improvement, we further compare using
relevant document retrieval performance. From Table 3.11, we see that Kevic and Fritz-II achieves 37%
Hit@10 with 21% precision and a reciprocal rank of 0.21 when only Top-10 results are analysed. On the
other hand, our approach achieves 46.43% Hit@10, 29% MAP and 0.29 reciprocal rank which are 25%, 37%
and 38% higher respectively. Our performance measures are also 16%, 23% and 26% higher respectively than
that of our earlier work [191] which demonstrate the potential of STRICT over the state-of-the-art. When
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Table 3.11: Comparison with Existing Techniques in Document Retrieval
Technique Hit@1 Hit@5 Hit@10 MAP MRR
Kevic and Fritz-I 11.87% 22.42% 28.55% 16.56% 0.16
Kevic and Fritz-II 15.11% 28.28% 37.17% 21.13% 0.21
Rocchio-I 12.54% 22.97% 31.10% 18.46% 0.17
Rocchio-II 15.92% 28.33% 33.90% 22.21% 0.21
Rahman and Roy 16.55% 31.29% 39.94% 23.51% 0.23
STRICT *21.95% *38.07% *46.43% *28.99% *0.29
* = Significant difference between proposed and existing techniques
Figure 3.9: Comparison between queries of STRICT and the queries of existing approaches in terms
of their (a) Hit@10, (b) MAP@10, and (c) MRR@10
Top-1 or Top-5 results are considered, our accuracy measures are also 32% and 22% higher respectively than
the state-of-the-art measures. Fig. 3.9 further contrasts the Top-10 performance between our approach and
the existing approaches using box plots. We see that our median accuracy, precision and reciprocal rank
are clearly higher than that of the competing approaches (e.g., Kevic and Fritz-II). Our statistical tests
also report significance with medium to large effect sizes (i.e., all p-values ≤0.05, 0.38≤∆≤0.53) over the
state-of-the-art.
While the above analysis is based on Top-10 retrieved documents only, we further compare our approach
against the existing approaches using Top-100 results. In particular, we collect accuracy and precision of
each technique for top 1 to 100 documents, and compare our measures with the state-of-the-art measures.
From Fig. 3.10, we see that our precision and accuracy are clearly the highest. Kevic and Fritz-II achieves
a maximum precision of 21% and a maximum accuracy of 72%. On the contrary, our approach delivers
29% precision and 78% accuracy which are 38% and 8% higher respectively. Our statistical tests also report
significant difference (i.e., all p-values ≤0.05, 0.32≤∆≤0.97) between our precision or accuracy and those
from the state-of-the-art approaches. All these evidences clearly demonstrate the superiority of our approach
over the existing approaches including the state-of-the-art.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison between queries of STRICT and queries from the existing approaches in
terms of (a) MAPK and (b) Hit@K
Figure 3.11: Stage I - Distribution of the grades for study tasks
Summary of RQ6: Our approach clearly outperforms the existing approaches including the state-of-the-art
in the retrieval of relevant source code documents (ground truth). STRICT achieves 25% higher accuracy,
37% higher precision and 38% higher reciprocal rank than that of the state-of-the-art.
3.4.6 Evaluation of Working Prototype
Empirical evaluations using 2,885 bug reports and two evaluation dimensions clearly demonstrate the superi-
ority of our approach over the state-of-the-art. Despite such strong evidences, we further evaluate our working
prototype with a user study involving 25 participants (7 graduate students + 18 fourth year undergraduate
students, from the Department of Computer Science, University of Saskatchewan).
User Study Design: We design a user study where participants use the proposed prototype for problem
solving. Our study was conducted in two stages. In the first stage, participants were instructed to perform
four different tasks3 targeting concept location. The goal was to find out the best search queries possible from
the change requests for concept location using partial and complete supports from the prototype. Each of the
3https://goo.gl/uBpYe8
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Figure 3.12: Stage II - User evaluation of the proposed prototype in terms of EI=Ease of Installation,
DQ=Documentation Quality,UF=Usefulness of Features, LF=Likelihood of Features, QSQ=Quality
of Suggested Queries, MER=Manual Effort Reduction, TSP=Time Saving Potential
participants completed the tasks using our prototype and then submitted their results. In the second stage,
the participants completed a questionnaire4 based on their work experience. They were asked 11 questions
about the installation, usability, perceived usefulness and benefits of the proposed prototype.
Participant Selection: In the first stage, 18 undergraduate students from the Department of Computer
Science, University of Saskatchewan took part in our study. In the second stage, six graduate and under-
graduate students chose to fill in the questionnaire. Each of these students were enrolled in CMPT 470/816:
Advanced Software Engineering, a graduate level course offered at the University of Saskatchewan. Thus,
they received basic training on concept location and software change life cycle, which made them suitable
candidates for our study.
Study Tasks and Ground Truth: We choose 10 change requests from ecf system for our study. Each
request contains only regular texts and was already marked as RESOLVED. We instruct the participants to
perform four tasks with each of these requests  T1: execute the available tool commands, T2: get the best
query from STRICT, T3: determine the result rank improvement over the baseline, and T4: construct the
optimal query with STRICT using manual keyword tweaking. We also perform each of these tasks ourselves,
consult with the change requests and their corresponding changed source documents, and then construct the
ground truth.
User Study Results (Stage-I): Once the first stage of our study was over, we evaluated the task results
(submitted by the participants) against our ground truth. Each of these submissions was graded between
0 to 100. Fig. 3.11 shows the distribution of grades for each of the tasks scored by 18 participants. We
see that almost each participant was able to successfully execute the available commands and produce the
expected results (i.e., T1). This suggests that our prototype is functional. Participants scored a median
grade of 75%85% for T2 and T3. This suggests that they were able to spot the differences in query quality
between baseline and STRICT, and also found the prototype's documentation helpful. In the fourth task, the
participants used STRICT queries as a starting point, and then attempted to identify the best possible queries
4https://goo.gl/ztoLp7
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using manual keyword tweaking. Their median grade (≈ 70%) suggests that our prototype significantly helped
them in such attempts (i.e., also check TSP in Fig. 3.12). Finally, the mean grade of ≈70% and a median
grade of 74% indicate that on average, each participant did pretty well and 50% of them did very well in
performing all four given tasks. It should be noted that three students performed poorly, and scored less
than 25%. Based on follow-up communications with them, we discovered that they either misunderstood
the tasks or possibly were not sincere enough. Alternatively, our provided tasks could be too difficult for
them technically. However, majority of the participants were successful in performing the given tasks. Such
findings indicate that, on average, the participants found our prototype working and useful for their tasks.
User Study Results (Stage-II): Although the results above clearly demonstrate the benefits of our
prototype, we additionally conduct another round of investigation by inviting the participants. We asked
them 11 questions on the ease of tool installation (EI), documentation quality (DQ), overall usefulness (UF),
liking for the tool features (LF), quality of our suggested queries (QSQ) and the tool's potential for manual
effort reduction (MER) or saving time (TSP) in the concept location process. Figure 3.12 summarizes our
findings from the survey using box plots. The participants provided responses on a scale between 1 and 5
where 1 represents the most negative, 3 represents neutral and 5 refers to the most positive response about
the tool. We see that the median response from the participants is positive (high) for each of the seven
dimensions. Thus, according to the participants, installation of our prototype is very easy (i.e., EI), our
provided features are likeable (i.e., UF, LF) and the suggested queries are of high quality (i.e., DQ). Besides,
our tool has the potential for reducing manual efforts (i.e., MER) and spent time (i.e., TSP) during concept
location. Furthermore, 66% of the participants preferred our suggested queries over the baseline ones in
their task. A few students did not put much time and efforts in the first stage, and misunderstood the task
requirements, which was also reflected in their survey responses. However, majority of the participants used
our tool successfully for a problem solving such as concept location. In short, all the positive responses above
indicate a high potential of our approach for its possible applications in practice.
Summary of RQ7: Participants found our prototype useful in locating concepts within the source code,
and most of them scored high grades in their tasks. Our prototype is easy to install, our queries are of high
quality than baseline, and they have the potential for reducing human efforts and spent time during
concept location.
3.5 Threats to Validity
We identify a few threats to the validity of our findings in this work. We not only discuss these threats but
also outline the means that were adopted to mitigate them as follows:
Threats to internal validity relate to experimental errors and biases [272]. Re-implementation of the
existing approaches is a possible source of such threat. Due to the lack of reliable or directly applicable
prototypes, both existing techniquesKevic and Fritz [120] and Rocchio [213]were re-implemented. These
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techniques are based on two different equations with clearly stated independent and dependent variables.
We implement them carefully using authors' provided parameters, and develop multiple variants using var-
ious settings. Furthermore, we ran them in our experiments multiple times, and compared with their best
performance. Thus, such threat might be mitigated.
Our suggested queries have an average length of 37 keywords which is a bit lengthy compared to the
queries used for traditional web or code search (e.g., 2-3 keywords) [45, 205]. However, unlike web or code
search, a change request deals with multiple domain level concepts which might not be expressed properly
using only a few keywords [87]. Our queries are thus longer than title but shorter than the description of
a change request. Future works might attempt to reduce the query length using more sophisticated term
weighting approaches.
The POS tagging (Section 3.3.3) might contain a few false positives given that preprocessed sentences are
used instead of original sentences. However, its impact might be low since stemming was not performed that
affects the individual words. Furthermore, the preprocessing step mostly removes the stop words, punctuation
marks and digits which convey only little semantics.
The data-resampling step of our query difficulty model (Section 3.3.8) plays an important role in delivering
the best candidate queries. However, our query difficulty model might be slightly biased towards the high-
class candidates. The challenges of data imbalance might not have been handled rigorously. Future work
should employ more rigorous methods for dealing with imbalanced data. In other words, while our work in
this chapter produces multiple high quality candidate queries from a change request, the future work should
focus on delivering the best candidate query from them more accurately but in a non-biased fashion.
Threats to external validity relate to the generalizability of an approach [201, 272]. So far, we
experimented with eight Java-based systems. However, given our generic approaches for term weighting
and the simplicity in the corpus creation (Section 3.4.2), our approach can be easily replicated for subject
systems using other programming languages. It also should be noted that our approach is not constrained
by programming language specific features.
Threats to construct validity relate to the suitability of metrics or measures adopted for the evaluation.
We use post-retrieval metrics such as Hit@K, MAP and MRR which are widely adopted by the relevant
literature on search query suggestion [53, 120, 153] and query reformulation [98, 189]. Thus, such threats are
possibly mitigated.
Threats to conclusion validity stem from the relationship between treatment and outcome [140].
We evaluate our term weighting approaches and query suggestion performance using six research questions,
and claim superiority of STRICT over the baseline and the state-of-the-art. However, these claims are
substantiated with appropriate experiments, and several statistical tests such as Wilcoxon Signed Rank and
Cliff's Delta are performed. We also report details (e.g., p-values, ∆) of the conducted tests before making
any claims. Thus, such threats might also be mitigated.
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3.6 Related Work
3.6.1 Search Query Suggestion & Reformulation
A number of studies in the literature attempt to support software developers in concept/feature/concern
location tasks using search query suggestion. They apply different lightweight heuristics [120], structural
analyses [49, 163] and query reformulation strategies [65, 84, 98, 99, 188, 189, 191, 226]. They also perform
different query quality analyses [95, 96, 97, 192] and data mining activities [109, 109, 121, 139, 265]. However,
most of these approaches (1) expect a developer to provide the initial search query which they can improve
upon, and (2) their main focus is improving a given query from the change request. Unfortunately, as existing
studies [83, 120, 142] suggest, preparing an initial search query is equally challenging, and those approaches do
not provide much support in this regard. In this study, we propose a novel techniqueSTRICTthat suggests
a list of suitable terms as an initial search query from a change request. Kevic and Fritz [120] consider a list
of heuristics such as frequency, location, part of speech and notation of the terms in the task description, and
employ a logistic regression model for identifying search terms from a change request. Our work is closely
related to theirs, and we compare with it directly in our experiments (Section 3.4.5).
In essence, our work is also aligned with query reformulation domain since it reformulates a baseline
query (i.e., change request) by discarding the low quality search terms from the query. Rocchio [213] collects
top documents from the corpus returned by a given query, identifies appropriate candidate terms from these
documents using term weighting (e.g., TF-IDF [114]), and then reformulates the query. Such expansion
strategy serves as a popular baseline for a number of recent studies on query reformulation [84, 98, 168,
189, 192, 251]. We thus consider Rocchio's method as a suitable candidate for our comparison as well
(Section 3.4.5). Our work in this article is also significantly different from our earlier work [191] in terms
of methodology and experiments. Previously, we proposed a basic graph-based term selection approach,
and conducted evaluation using a limited set and variety of change requests and research questions. This
work provides an improved version of that approach using not only three graph-based algorithms (TextRank
[153], POSRank [53], Weighted K-Core [217]) but also two novel dimensions such as query difficulty analysis
and machine learning. We also conduct a more extended evaluation using ≈1000 more change requests and
three more research questions. Furthermore, we perform more in-depth analysis on our previous research
questions, and also provide a verified working prototype for replication and reuse. We directly compare with
three state-of-the-art approaches  Kevic and Fritz, Rocchio and our earlier work (Rahman and Roy), and
the detailed comparison can be found in Section 3.4.5.
Haiduc et al. and colleagues conduct several studies on how to reformulate a given search query where
they apply query quality analyses [95, 97] and machine learning [98]. Although their studies are closely
related to ours from a technical perspective, they are also significantly different in several aspects. First of
all, they make use of source code for query preparation, whereas we use change request texts. Second, they
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require an initial query from the developers which is already challenging for them to prepare [120, 142]. Since
our approach suggests a search query from the change request using light-weight analysis, our work has the
potential to complement the existing works on query reformulation including Haiduc et al. A few studies
[109, 265] suggest semantically similar query for a given query by mining comment-code mapping from a
source code repository. They could also possibly perform better if the initial query is prepared carefully
which our technique does, rather than the query is chosen randomly. Bassett and Kraft [49] apply structural
term weighting to feature location by emphasizing on source code tokens during query formulation. However,
as our finding suggests (RQ1, Section 3.4.4), source code tokens might always not be available, and thus
queries based on them could be limited in performance. Chaparro et al. [65] recently analyse bug report
texts, identify expected behaviour (EB), observed behaviour (OB) and steps to reproduce (S2R), and return
OB as a search query from the report. Their work is also related to ours. However, their study is empirical in
nature which involves significant manual analysis, and do not provide any reusable prototype. We thus could
not directly compare with their work. Several other studies apply ontology [257], query-based configurations
[49, 163, 164] and phrasal concepts [105, 226] in concept location. Several other studies [58, 131, 144, 151, 274]
on automated query suggestion and reformulation target general-purpose or internet-scale code search, and
thus, they are not closely related to ours.
3.6.2 Code Search Algorithm
There also exist a number of studies [37, 142, 150, 178, 210, 225] that apply various underlying algorithms
to actually locate the concepts, features, concerns or bugs in the source code. They adopt static analysis,
dynamic analysis or perform both analyses on the source code to identify the items of interest such as
methods to be changed. Revelle et al. [210] combine information from three different processestextual
analysis, dynamic analysis and web miningand apply PageRank algorithm [57] like ours. However, they
apply the algorithm in a different context  ranking methods within the project source. On the contrary, we
use PageRank algorithm for the search term identification from a change request. Antoniol et al. [37] first use
Vector Space Model (VSM) for traceability analysis which was later improved by Zhou et al. [276] as rVSM
for bug localization. Since then several approaches adopt VSM-based search engine for bug localization
[163, 164, 192, 258] and concept location [98, 104, 189, 201]. We also similarly use a VSM-based engine
namely Lucene5 for concept location. However, as demonstrated and claimed in earlier sections, our main
contribution is the suggestion of appropriate search queries from the change requests.
Thus, from a technical perspective, we (1) adapt three graph-based term weighting algorithms (TextRank,
POSRank and WK-Core) in the context of concept location which are borrowed from Information Retrieval
domain, and (2) then identify a list of suitable terms from each change request. We exploit not only the co-
occurrences but also the syntactic dependencies and cohesion among the words for search term identification.
Furthermore, we employ query quality analysis and machine learning for identifying the best search query
5http://lucene.apache.org/core
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from a change request. Such idea was considered by no relevant existing studies, and the experimental
findings also confirm the high potential of our idea.
3.7 Summary
Software maintenance is costly in terms of time, money and development efforts [88]. Developers deal with
thousands of change requests during the maintenance phase. Studies suggest that choosing an appropriate
search query from a change request is a major challenge for the developers [120, 142, 150]. We propose
a novel technique STRICT that accepts a change request as a search query, automatically identifies the
suitable keywords from the request texts, and then delivers a reformulated query for concept location. In
particular, our approach constructs multiple reformulation candidates from the request texts by employing
three graph-based term-weighting algorithms (TextRank, POSRank and WK-Core), and then delivers the
best reformulated query using query difficulty analysis and machine learning. Experiments using 2,885 change
requests from eight subject systems show that our approach improves 43%74% of the baseline queries,
and achieves 26% higher accuracy, 25% higher precision and 26% higher reciprocal rank than the baseline.
Comparison with three existing studies including the state-of-the-art also shows that our approach improves
16% more baseline queries, and achieves 25% higher accuracy, 37% higher precision and 38% higher reciprocal
rank than the those of state-of-the-art. Our developed tool was also successfully verified by third parties,
and it received an overall positive response.
Despite these inspiring instances, we notice that our approach could be limited by the content of the
change requests. That is, if a change request does not contain the right search keywords in the first place,
our approach cannot deliver them. Our second study in the next chapter (ACER, Chapter 4) overcomes this
challenge, and reformulates a given query with complementary keywords carefully collected from the relevant
source code in order to improve the concept location task.
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Chapter 4
Search Query Reformulation for Concept Location
using CodeRank and Source Document Structures
Software developers address thousands of change requests during maintenance phase, which cost a sig-
nificant amount of development time and efforts [88]. Our previous study (STRICT, Chapter 3) accepts a
change request as a search query, identifies suitable keywords from the request texts, and then suggests a
reformulated search query for concept location. Extensive empirical evaluation, validation and user study
demonstrate the high potential of the approach (Section 3.4). However, STRICT could be limited due to its
sole reliance on the change requests. That is, the approach might not be able to deliver appropriate search
keywords if they are missing from the change requests in the first place. We overcome such a challenge
with another study in this chapter. Here, we present ACER that accepts a poor search query, identifies
complementary search keywords from the relevant source code (retrieved by the query), and then delivers an
improved, reformulated version of the given query for the concept location task.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows  Section 4.1 presents an overview of our study, and Section
4.2 provides our proposed technique for query reformulation for concept location. Section 4.3 discusses our
conducted experiments, findings and validations, Section 4.4 identifies the threats to the validity, Section 4.5
discusses the related work, and finally Section 4.6 concludes the chapter with future work.
4.1 Introduction
Studies show that 40%80% of the total development effort is spent in software maintenance [88, 175].
Developers deal with thousands of software issues during the maintenance [170, 220, 247]. Software issue
reports (e.g., change requests, bug reports) discuss either unexpected (or erroneous) features such as software
bugs or expected but non-existent features such as new software functionalities. Whether it is a bug resolution
or a new feature implementation, a developer is always required to map the concept discussed in the issue
report to appropriate code locations within a software project. Such a mapping task is widely known as
concept location in the literature [121, 150, 188]. Developers generally choose one or more important keywords
from the report texts, and then use a search method (e.g., regular expression) to locate the source code entities
(e.g., classes, methods) that need to be changed. Unfortunately, as the existing studies [120, 142] report,
developers regardless of their development experience perform poorly in choosing the right search queries for
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concept location. According to a user study of Kevic and Fritz [120], only 12.20% of the search keywords
chosen by the developers were able to locate the relevant source code during concept location. Furnas et al.
[83] also suggest that there is a little chance (i.e., 10%15%) that the developers would guess the exact words
used in the source code. Thus, appropriate search query construction for concept location task is a major
challenge. One way to assist the developers in this regard is to automatically reformulate their chosen queries
with complementary keywords.
Existing studies employ relevance feedback from developers [84], pseudo-relevance feedback from Infor-
mation Retrieval methods [98], and machine learning [98, 164] for the query reformulation tasks. They also
make use of the context of query keywords from source code [104, 109, 188, 231, 265], text retrieval configura-
tions [98, 164], and quality of queries [96, 97] in suggesting the reformulated queries. Gay et al. [84] capture
explicit feedback on document relevance from the developers, and then suggest reformulated queries using
Rocchio's expansion [213]. Haiduc et al. and colleagues [95, 96, 97, 98, 99] take quality of a given query (i.e.,
query difficulty) into consideration, and suggest the best reformulation strategy for the query using machine
learning. While all these above techniques are reported to be novel or effective, most of them also share sev-
eral limitations. First, source code documents contain both structured items (e.g., method signatures, field
signatures) and unstructured items (e.g., code comments). Unfortunately, many of the above reformulation
approaches [84, 98, 231] treat the source code documents as simple plain text documents, and ignore most of
their structural aspects except the structured tokens. Since they rely on source code for constructing their
reformulated queries, such an inappropriate treatment of the code might lead them to suboptimal or poor
queries. In fact, Hill et al. [104] first consider source document structures, and suggest natural language
phrases from method signatures and field signatures for concern location. However, since they apply only
simple textual matching between given queries and the signatures, their suggested phrases are subject to the
quality of not only the given queries and but also of the identifier names from the signatures. Second, many of
the above approaches often directly apply traditional metrics of term importance (e.g., TF-IDF [98, 213]) to
source code, which were originally targeted for unstructured regular texts such as news articles [114]. Thus,
they might fail to identify the appropriate search terms from the structured source code documents, which
could badly hurt their reformulated search queries.
In this chapter, we propose and design a novel query reformulation technique  ACER that automat-
ically reformulates a poor search query for concept location task. We first introduce a novel graph-based
term weighting algorithm CodeRank for identifying important terms from source code. CodeRank deter-
mines importance of a term not only by capturing its occurrences within the structured tokens (e.g., camel
case tokens) but also by exploiting its co-occurrences with other terms across various salient entities (e.g.,
method signatures) within the code. Our technique ACER accepts a given search query as an input,
employs CodeRank algorithm on the source code documents returned by the query, and develops multiple













Figure 4.1: An example term graph generated by CodeRank for the source code of Fig. 4.2
field signatures. Then it performs query difficulty analysis and machine learning [96, 98], and delivers the
best candidate as a reformulated query for the given poor query.
Table 4.1 shows an example change request [6] submitted for eclipse.jdt.debug system, and it refers
to debugger source lookup" issue of Eclipse IDE. Let us assume that the developer chooses a few important
keywords from the title of the change request, and formulates a generic search querydebugger source
lookup." Unfortunately, the query does not perform well, and returns the first correct result at the 79th
position of the result list. Further extensiondebugger source lookup work variables"also does not help,
and returns the result at the 77th position. The existing technique  RSV [62] extends the query as
followsdebugger source lookup work variables launch configuration jdt java debug"where the new terms
are collected from the project source code using TF-IDF based term weight. This query returns the correct
result at the 30th position which is also far from ideal unfortunately. The query of Sisman and Kak [231]
debugger source lookup work variables test exception suite core code"also returns the correct result at the
51st position. On the other hand, our suggested querydebugger source lookup work variables launch debug
problem resolve required classpath"returns the correct result at the 2nd position which is highly promising.
We first collect structured tokens (e.g., resolveRuntimeClasspathEntry) from method signatures and field
signatures of the source code (e.g., Fig. 4.2), and split them into simpler terms (e.g., resolve, Runtime,
Classpath and Entry). The underlying idea is that such signatures often encode high level intents and
important domain concepts whereas the rest of the code focuses on more granular level implementation
details, and thus possibly contains more noise [104, 226]. We develop individual term graph (e.g., Fig.
4.1) based on term co-occurrences from each signature type, apply CodeRank term weighting, and extract
multiple candidate reformulations with the highly weighted terms (e.g., gray coloured, Fig. 4.1). Then we
analyze the quality of the candidates using their quality measures [96], apply machine learning, and suggest
the best reformulation to the given query. Thus, our technique (1) first captures salient terms from the
source code documents by leveraging their structural aspect with an appropriate term weighting algorithm
(CodeRank), (2) generates multiple reformulation candidates from the two signatures (method signatures
and field signatures), and (3) then delivers the best reformulated query using query difficulty analysis and
machine learning [96].
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Table 4.1: An Example Change Request (Issue #31110, eclipse.jdt.debug)
Field Content
Title Debbugger Source Lookup does not work with variables
Description In the Debugger Source Lookup dialog I can also select variables for source lookup. (Ad-
vanced... > Add Variables). I selected the variable which points
to the archive containing the source file for the type, but the debugger still claims that he
cannot find the source.
An Example of Query Reformulation
Technique Reformulated Query QE
Baseline {debugger source lookup work variables} 77
RSV [212] {debugger source lookup work variables} +
{launch configuration jdt java debug} 30
Sisman and Kak [231] {debugger source lookup work variables} +
{test exception suite core code} 51
ACER {debugger source lookup work variables} +
(Proposed) {launch debug resolve required classpath} 02
QE = Rank of the first correct result returned by the query
Experiments using 1,675 baseline queries from eight open source subject systems show that our technique
can improve 71% (and preserve 26%) of the baseline queries which are highly promising according to the
relevant literature [62, 98, 164]. Our suggested queries return correct results for 64% of the queries in the
Top-100 results. Our findings report that CodeRank is a more effective term weighting method than the
traditional alternatives (e.g., TF, TF-IDF) for search query reformulation in the context of source code.
Our findings also suggest that structure of a source code document is an important paradigm both for term
weighting and for search query reformulation. Comparison with five closely related existing approaches
[62, 98, 104, 213, 231] not only validates our empirical findings but also demonstrates the superiority of our
technique. Thus, our work makes the following contributions:
(a) A novel term weighting method for source code CodeRank that identifies the important keywords
from a list of given source code entities (e.g., classes, methods).
(b) A novel query reformulation technique ACER that accepts a poor search query, identifies comple-
mentary keywords from the source code using CodeRank, source document structures, query quality
analysis and machine learning, and then delivers an improved, reformulated query for concept location.
(c) Comprehensive evaluation of the proposed technique using 1,675 baseline queries from eight open source
subject systems.
(d) Comparison with five closely related existing approaches from the literature.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic diagram of the proposed query reformulation techniqueACER
4.2 ACER: Automated Query Reformulation with CodeRank and
Document Structures for Concept Location
Fig. 4.3 shows the schematic diagram of our proposed techniqueACERfor automatic query reformulation.
We use a novel graph-based metric of term importanceCodeRank for source code, and apply source doc-
ument structures, query quality analysis and machine learning for query reformulation for concept location.
We define CodeRank and discuss different steps of ACER in the following sections.
4.2.1 Pseudo-relevance Feedback
In order to suggest meaningful reformulations to an initial query, feedback on the query is required. Gay
et al. [84] first reformulate queries based on explicit feedback from the developers. Although such feedback
could be useful, gathering them is often time-consuming and sometimes infeasible. Hence, a number of recent
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studies [62, 98, 188, 191] apply pseudo-relevance feedback as a feasible alternative. The top ranked results
returned by the code search tool for an initial query are considered as the pseudo-relevance feedback for the
query. We first refine an initial query by removing the punctuation marks, numbers, special symbols and
stop words (Step 1, Fig. 4.3). Then we collect the Top-K (i.e., K = 10, best performing heuristic according
to our experiments) search results returned by the query, and use them as the source for our candidate terms
for query reformulation (Steps 2, 3, Fig. 4.3).
4.2.2 Source Token Selection for Query Reformulation
Global Query Contexts: Pseudo-relevance feedback on an initial query provides a list of relevant source
documents where one or more terms from the query generally occur. Sisman and Kak [231] choose such
terms for query reformulation that frequently co-occur with the initial query terms within a fixed window
size in the feedback documents. Hill et al. [104] consider presence of the query terms in method signatures
or field signatures as an indicator of their relevance, and suggest natural language phrases from them as
reformulated queries. Both reformulation approaches are highly subject to the quality of the initial query
due to their imposed constraints co-occurrences with query terms [231] and textual similarity with query
terms [104]. Rocchio [213] determines importance (i.e., TF-IDF) of a candidate term across all the feedback
documents, and suggests the top-ranked terms for query reformulation. Carmel et al. [61] suggest that a
single natural language query might focus on multiple topics, and different parts of the returned results
might cover different topics. That is, the same candidate term is not supposed to be important across all the
feedback documents. In other words, accumulating term weight across all the documents might not always
return the most appropriate terms for query reformulation. Such sort of calculation might add unnecessary
noise to the term weight from the unrelated topics. Hence, we consider all the feedback documents as a
single body of structured texts which acts as a global context for the query terms. Thus, with the help of
an appropriate term weighting method, the terms representing the most dominant topic across the feedback
documents (i.e., also in the initial query) could simply stand out, and could be chosen for reformulation.
Candidate Token Mining: Developers often express their intent behind the code and encode domain
related concepts in the identifier names and comments [94]. However, code comments are often inadequate
or outdated [246]. All identifier types also do not have the same level of importance. For example, while
the signature of a method encodes the high level intent for the method, its body focuses on granular level
implementation details and thus possibly contains more noisy terms [104]. In fact, Hill et al. [104] first analyze
method signatures and field signatures to suggest natural language phrases as queries for code search. In
the same vein, we thus also consider method signatures (msig) and field signatures (fsig) as the source
for our candidate reformulation terms. We extract structured identifier names from these signatures using
appropriate regular expressions [211] (Step 4, Fig. 4.3). Since different contexts of a source document might
convey different types or levels of semantics (i.e., developers' intent), we develop a separate candidate token
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set (CTsig) for each of the two signature types (sig ∈ {msig, fsig}) from the feedback documents (∀d ∈ DRF )




{∃t ∈ Tsig} | structured(t) ∧ Tsig = sig(d) (4.1)
Here sig(d) extracts all tokens from method signatures or field signatures, and structured(t) determines
whether the token t ∈ Tsig is structured or not. Although we deal with Java source code in this research
where the developers generally use camel case tokens (e.g., MessageType) or occasionally might use same
case tokens (e.g., DECIMALTYPE), our approach can also be easily replicated for snake case tokens (e.g.,
reverse_traversal).
4.2.3 Source Code Preprocessing
Token Splitting: Structured tokens often consist of multiple terms where the terms co-occur (i.e., are
concatenated) due to their semantic or temporal relationships [226]. We first split each of the complex tokens
based on punctuation marks (e.g., dot, braces) which returns the individual tokens (Step 4, Fig. 4.3). Then
each of these tokens is splitted using a state-of-the-art token splitting toolSamurai [79]given that regular
expression based splitting might not be always sufficient enough. Samurai mines software repositories to
identify the most frequent terms, and then suggests the splits for a given token. We implement Samurai in
our working environment where our subject systems (Section 4.3.1) are used for mining the frequent terms,
and the author's provided prefix and suffix lists [19] are applied to the splitting task.
Stop word and Keyword Removal: Since our structured tokens comprise of natural language terms,
we discard stop words from them as a common practice (Step 4, Fig. 4.3). We use a standard list [25] hosted
by Google for stop word removal. Programming keywords can often be considered as the equivalence of stop
words in the source code which are also discarded from our analysis. Since we deal with Java source code, the
keywords of Java are considered for this step. As suggested by earlier study [98], we also discard insignificant
source terms (i.e., having word length< 3) from our analysis.
Stemming: It extracts the root (e.g., send") out of a word (e.g., sending"). Although existing stud-
ies suggest contradictory [120, 220] or conflicting [106] evidences for stemming with the source code, we
investigate the impact of stemming with RQ4 where Snowball stemmer [106, 176] is used for stemming.
4.2.4 Source Term Graph Development
Once candidate tokens are extracted from method signatures and field signatures, and are splitted into
candidate terms, we develop source term graphs (e.g., Fig. 4.1) from them (Step 5, Fig. 4.3). Developers often
encode their intent behind the code and domain vocabulary into the carefully crafted identifier names where
multiple terms are concatenated. For example, the method namegetChatRoomBotslooks like a natural
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language phraseget chat room botswhen splitted properly. Please note that each of these three terms
chat, room and bots co-occur with each other to convey an important concept a robotic technology,
and thus, they are semantically connected. On the other hand, the remaining termget co-occurs with
them due to a temporal relationship (i.e., develops a verbal phrase). Similar phrasal representations (refined
with lexical matching) were directly returned by Hill et al. for query reformulation. However, their approach
could be limited due to the added constraint (e.g., warrants query terms in signatures). We thus perform
further analysis on such phrases, and exploit the co-occurrences among the terms for our graph based term
weighting. In particular, we encode the term co-occurrences into connecting edges (E) in the term graph








{(Vi, Vj) | Vi, Vj ∈ t ∧ | i− j |= 1} (4.3)
Here splitted(t) returns individual terms from the token t ∈ CTsig, and validterm(Vi) determines whether
the term is valid (i.e., not an insignificant or a stop word) or not. We consider a window size of two within
each phrase for capturing co-occurrences among the terms. Such window size for co-occurrence was reported
to perform well by the earlier studies [53, 153, 191]. Thus, the above method name can be represented as the
following edges get←→chat, chat←→room, and room←→bots  in the term graph. That is, if a set of terms
are frequently shared across multiple tokens from two signature types, such occurrences are represented as
the high connectivity in the term graph (e.g., Classpath" in Fig. 4.1).
4.2.5 CodeRank Calculation
CodeRank: PageRank [57] is one of the most popular algorithms for web link analysis which was later
adapted by Mihalcea and Tarau [153] for text documents as TextRank. In this research, we adapt our term
weighting method from TextRank [53, 153, 191] for source code, and we call it CodeRank. To date, only
traditional term weights (e.g., TF, TF-IDF [98, 213, 231]) are applied to source code which were originally
proposed for regular texts [114] and are mostly based on isolated frequencies. On the contrary, CodeRank
not only analyzes the connectivity (i.e., incoming links and outgoing links) of each source term, but also the
relative weight of the connected terms from the graph recursively, and calculates the term weight, S(Vi), as
follows (Step 6, Fig. 4.3):




|Out(Vj)| (0 ≤ ψ ≤ 1) (4.4)
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Here, In(Vi), Out(Vj), and ψ denote the vertices to which Vi is connected through incoming links, the vertices
to which Vj is connected through outgoing links, and the damping factor respectively. As shown earlier using
the examplegetChatRoomBots, co-occurred terms complement each other with their semantics which are
represented as bi-directional edges in the term graph. Thus, each (Vi) of the vertices from the graph has
equal number of incoming links and outgoing links, i.e., in-degree(Vi)=out-degree(Vi).
Parameters and Configurations: Brin and Page [57] consider damping factor, ψ, as the probability
of randomly choosing a web page in the context of web surfing by a random web surfer. That is, 1 − ψ
is the probability of jumping off that page by the surfer. They use a well-tested value of 0.85 for ψ which
was later adopted by Mihalcea and Tarau [153] for text documents. Similarly, we also use the same value
of ψ for CodeRank calculation. Each of the vertices is assigned to a default value (i.e., base term weight)
of 0.25 (as suggested by earlier studies [57, 153]) with which CodeRank is calculated. It should be noted
that the base weight of a vertex does not determine its final weight when PageRank based algorithms are
applied [153]. CodeRank adopts the underlying mechanism of recommendation or votes [153, 191] for term
weighting. That is, each vertex feeds off from the scores of surrounding connected vertices from the graph in
terms of recommendation (i.e., incoming edges). PageRank generally has two modes of computationiterative
version and random walk version. We use the iterative version for CodeRank, and the computation iterates
until the weights of the terms converge below a certain threshold or they reach the maximum iteration limit
(i.e., 100 as suggested by Blanco and Lioma [53]). As applied by earlier studies [53, 153], we also apply a
heuristic threshold of 0.0001 for the convergence checking. The algorithm captures importance of a source
term not only by estimating its local impact but also by considering its global influence over other terms. For
example, the term, Classpath, Fig. 4.1, occurs in multiple structured tokens (Fig. 4.2), complements the
semantics of five other terms, and thus is highly important within the term graph (i.e., Fig. 4.1). Once the
iterative computation is over, each of the terms from the graph is found with a numeric score. We consider
these scores as the relative weight or importance of the corresponding terms from the source code.
4.2.6 Suggestion of the Best Query Reformulation
Candidate Reformulation Selection: Algorithms 4 and 5 show the pseudo-code of our query reformu-
lation techniqueACERfor concept location. We first collect pseudo-relevance feedback for the initially
provided query (Q) where Top-K source documents are returned (Lines 35, Algorithm 4). Then we collect
method signatures and field signatures from each of the documents (∀d ∈ DRF ), and extract structured
tokens from them. We prepare three token setsCTmsig, CTfsig and CTcomb from these signatures (Lines
612, Algorithm 4, Step 4, Fig. 4.3) where CTcomb combines tokens from both signatures. Then we perform
limited natural language preprocessing on each token set where Samurai algorithm [79] is used for token
splitting. We develop separate term graph for each of these token sets where individual terms are represented
as vertices, and term co-occurrences are encoded as connecting edges (Lines 37, Algorithm 5, Step 5, Fig.
4.3). We apply CodeRank term weighting to each of the graphs which provides a ranked list of terms based
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on their relative importance. Then we select Top-K (e.g., K = 10) important terms from each of the three
graphs, and prepare three reformulation candidates (Lines 812, Algorithm 5, Steps 6, 7, 8, Fig. 4.3).
Algorithm 4 ACER: Proposed Query Reformulation
1: procedure ACER(Q) . Q: initial search query
2: L← {} . list of best reformulation query terms
3: . collecting pseudo-relevance feedback for Q
4: Qpp ← preprocess(Q)
5: DRF ← getRelevanceFeedback(Qpp)
6: . collecting candidate source tokens from signatures
7: for SourceDocument d ∈ DRF do
8: CTmsig ← CTmsig ∪ getMethodSigTokens(d)
9: CTfsig ← CTfsig ∪ getFieldSigTokens(d)
10: end for
11: CTcomb ← CTmsig ∪ CTfsig
12: CTall ← {CTmsig, CTfsig, CTcomb}
13: for TokenList CTsig ∈ CTall do
14: QR[sig]← getQRCandidate(CTsig)
15: end for
16: . suggesting the best reformulated query for Q
17: QD ← resample(getQueryQualityMetrics(QR))
18: QRbest ← getBestCandidateUsingML(QR,Qpp, QD)
19: L← combine(Qpp, QRbest)
20: return L
21: end procedure
Selection of the Best Reformulation: Haiduc et al. [98] argue that the same type of reformulation
(i.e., addition, deletion or replacement of query terms) might not be appropriate for all given queries. In the
same vein, we argue that query reformulations from different contexts of the source document (e.g., method
signature, field signature) might have different level of effectiveness given that they embody different level
of semantics and noise. That means, one or more of the reformulation candidates could improve the initial
query, but the best one should be chosen carefully for useful recommendation.
Haiduc et al. [96] suggest that quality of a query with respect to the corpus could be determined using
four of its statistical properties specificity, coherency, similarity and term relatednessthat comprise of 21
metrics [60]. They apply machine learning on these properties, and separate high quality queries from low
quality ones. We thus also similarly apply machine learning on our reformulation candidates (and their
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metrics), and develop classifier model(s) where Classification And Regression Tree (CART) is used as the
learning algorithm [96]. Since only the best of the four reformulation candidates (i.e., including baseline)
is of our interest, the training data was inherently skewed. We thus perform bootstrapping (i.e., random
resampling) [116, 237] on the data multiple times (e.g., 50) with 100% sample size and replacement (Step 9,
Fig. 4.3), train multiple models using the sampled data, and then record their output predictions. Then, we
average all the predictions for each test instance from all models, and determine their average probability of
being the best candidate reformulation. Thus, we identify the best of the four candidates using our models,
and suggest the best reformulation to the initial query (Lines 1620, Algorithm 4, Steps 10, 11, Fig. 4.3).
Bassett and Kraft [49] suggest that repetition of certain query terms might improve retrieval performance of
the query. If none of the candidates is likely to improve the initial query according to the quality model (i.e.,
baseline itself is the best), we repeat all the terms from the initial query as the reformulation.
Algorithm 5 getQRCandidate: Get a candidate reformulation
1: procedure getQRCandidate(CTsig) . CTsig: extracted candidate tokens from the signatures sig
2: QRsig ← {} . candidate query reformulation
3: . extracting terms and their co-occurrences
4: STsig ← preprocess(Samurai(CTsig))
5: COsig ← getTermCo-occurrences(STsig, CTsig)
6: . developing term graph from token set
7: Gsig ← developTermGraph(STsig, COsig)
8: . calculating CodeRank using the graph
9: CRsig ← normalize(calculateCodeRank(Gsig))
10: . getting candidate reformulated query
11: QRsig ← getTopKTerms(sortByValue(CRsig))
12: return QRsig
13: end procedure
Working Example: Let us consider the query{debugger source lookup work variables}from our run-
ning example in Table 4.2. Our term weighting methodCodeRankextracts three candidate reformulations
from method signatures and field signatures. We see that different candidates have different level of effec-
tiveness (i.e., rank 02 to rank 16), and in this case, the candidate from the method signatures (QRmsig) is
the most effective. Our techniqueACER not only prepares such candidate queries from various contexts
(using a novel term weighting method) but also suggests the best candidate (QRbest) for query reformulation.
The reformulated query{debugger source lookup work variables launch debug resolve required classpath} 
returns the first correct result at the top position (i.e., rank 02) of the result list which is highly promising.
Such effective reformulations are likely to reduce a developer's effort during software change implementation.
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Table 4.2: A Working Example (Bug #31110, eclipse.jdt.debug)
Source Query Terms QE
Bug Title Debbugger Source Lookup does not work with variables 72
Initial
{debugger source lookup work variables}
77
Query (Q)
Q′msig Qpp ∪ (QRmsig={launch debug resolve required classpath}) 02
Q′fsig Qpp ∪ (QRfsig={label classpath system resolution launch}) 06
Q′comb Qpp ∪ (QRcomb={java type launch classpath label}) 16
QRbest = getBestCandidateUsingML(QRmsig, QRfsig, QRcomb, Qpp, QD)
Q′ACER Qpp ∪ QRbest 02
QE = Query Effectiveness, rank of the first correct result returned by the query
4.3 Experiment
Although pre-retrieval methods (e.g., coherency, specificity [96]) are lightweight and reported to be effective
for query quality analysis, post-retrieval methods are more accurate and more reliable [98]. Existing studies
[98, 164, 191, 220] also adopt these methods widely for evaluation and validation. We evaluate our term
weighting method and query reformulation technique using 1,675 baseline queries and three performance
metrics. We also compare our technique with five closely related existing techniques [62, 98, 104, 213, 231].
We thus answer five research questions using our experiments as follows:
• RQ1: Does query reformulation of ACER improve the baseline queries significantly in terms of query
effectiveness and retrieval performance?
• RQ2: Does CodeRank perform better than traditional term weighting methods (e.g., TF, TF-IDF) in
identifying effective search terms from the source code?
• RQ3: Does employment of document structure improve ACER's suggestion on good quality search
terms from the source code?
• RQ4: How stemming, query length, and relevance feedback size affect the performance of our technique?
• RQ5: Can ACER outperform the existing query reformulation techniques from the literature in terms
of effectiveness and retrieval performance of the queries?
4.3.1 Experimental Dataset
Data Collection: We collect a total of 1,675 change requests from eight open source subject systems (i.e.,
five Eclipse systems and three Apache systems) for our experiments. Table 4.3 shows the experimental
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Table 4.3: Experimental Dataset
System #Classes #CR System #Classes #CR
eclipse.jdt.core4.7.0 5,908 198 ecf279.279 2,827 154
eclipse.jdt.debug4.6.0 1,519 154 log4j1.2.18 309 28
eclipse.jdt.ui4.7.0 10,927 309 sling9.0 4,328 76
eclipse.pde.ui4.6.0 5,303 302 tomcat707.0.73 1,841 454
CR= Change requests
dataset. We first extract resolved change requests (i.e., marked as RESOLVED) from BugZilla and JIRA
repositories, and then collect corresponding bug-fixing commits from GitHub version control histories of these
eight systems. Such an approach was regularly adopted by the relevant literature [49, 98, 191, 231], and we
also follow the same. In order to ensure a fair evaluation or validation, we discard the change requests from
our dataset for which no source code files (e.g., Java classes) were changed or no relevant source files exist in
the system snapshot collected for our study. We also discard such change requests that contain stack traces
using appropriate regular expressions [163]. They do not represent a typical change request (i.e., mostly
containing natural language texts) from the regular software users.
Baseline Query Selection: We select the title of a change request as the baseline query for our
experiments, as was also selected by earlier studies [98, 120, 231]. However, we discard such baseline queries
that already return their first correct results within the Top-10 positions. They possibly do not need any
query reformulation [98]. Finally, we ended up with a collection of 1,675 baseline queries. We perform the
same preprocessing steps as were done on the source documents (Section 4.2.3), on the queries before using
them for code search in our experiments.
Goldset Development: Developers often mention a Bug ID in the title of a commit when they fix the
corresponding reported bug [43]. We collect the changeset (i.e., list of changed files) from each of our selected
bug-fixing commits, and develop individual solution set (i.e., goldset) for each of the corresponding change
requests. Such solution sets are then used for the evaluation and validation of our suggested queries.
Replication: All experimental data, intermediate results, and relevant materials are hosted online [2]
for replication or third party reuse.
4.3.2 Corpus Indexing & Source Code Search
Since we locate concept within project source, each of the source files is considered as an individual document
of the corpus [220]. We apply the same preprocessing steps on the corpus documents as were done for
query reformulation (i.e., details in Section 4.2.3). We remove punctuation marks and stop words from each
document. Then, we split the structured tokens, and keep both the original and the splitted tokens in the
preprocessed documents. We then apply Apache Lucene, a Vector Space Model (VSM) based popular search
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engine, to index all the documents and to search for relevant documents from the corpus for any given query.
Such approaches and tools were widely adopted by earlier studies [98, 120, 191, 224].
4.3.3 Performance Metrics
Query Effectiveness (QE): It approximates the effort required to find out the first correct result for a
query. In other words, query effectiveness is defined as the rank of the first correct result returned by the
query [98, 163]. The lower the effectiveness score, the better the query is.
Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR): Reciprocal rank is defined as the multiplicative inverse of query
effectiveness measure [220, 276]. Mean Reciprocal Rank averages such measures for all the queries. The
higher the MRR value, the better the query is.
Top-K Accuracy: It refers to the percentage of queries by which at least one correct result is returned
within the Top-K results [239, 250, 276]. The higher the metric value is, the better the queries are.
4.3.4 Evaluation of ACER and CodeRank
We evaluate our technique using 1,675 baseline queries from eight subject systems and three performance
metrics discussed above. We determine effectiveness and retrieval performance of our suggested reformulated
queries, and then compare them with their baseline counterparts. We also contrast our term weight with
traditional term weights, and calibrate our technique using various configurations.
Answering RQ1Effectiveness of ACER Queries: Table 4.4 and 4.5 show the effectiveness of ACER
queries. If our query returns the first correct result closer to the top position than the baseline query, then
we consider that as query improvement, and the vice versa as query worsening. If both queries return their
first correct results at the same position, we cosider that as query preserving. From Table 4.4, we see that
ACER can improve or preserve 97% of the baseline queries (i.e., about 71% improvement and about 26%
preserving) while worsening the quality of only about 3% of the queries. All these statistics are highly
promising according to the relevant literature [98, 164, 191], i.e., maximum 52% improvement reported [98],
and they demonstrate the potential of our technique. When individual systems are considered, our technique
provides 63%82% improvement across eight systems. According to the quantile analysis in Table 4.4, 25%
of our queries return their first correct results within the Top-10 positions for all the systems except two
(i.e., Top-12 position for log4j and Top-21 position for tomcat70). Please note that only 6% of the baseline
queries return their correct results within the Top-10 positions (Table 4.6). On the contrary, 25% of our
queries do so for six out of eight systems, which demonstrates the potential of our technique. While query
improvement ratios are significantly higher than the worsening ratios (i.e., 28 times higher), it should be
noted that our technique does not worsen any of the queries for two of the systemslog4j and sling.
Table 4.5 reports further effectiveness and the extent of actual rank improvements by our suggested
queries. We see that reformulations from the method signatures improve the baseline queries significantly.































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 4.5: Effectiveness of ACER Variants against Baseline Queries
Query Pairs Improved (MRD) Worsened (MRD) p-value Preserved
ACERmsig vs. Baseline 58.93% (-61) 37.99% (+131) *0.007 3.08%
ACERfsig vs. Baseline 52.51% (-51) 44.57% (+151) 0.063 2.91%
ACERcomb vs. Baseline 58.62% (-51) 38.19% (+136) *0.018 3.20%
ACER vs. Baseline 71.05% (-81) 2.51% (+104) *<0.001 26.44%
* = Statistically significant difference between improvement and worsening, MRD = Mean
Rank Difference between ACER and baseline queries
the field signatures are found relatively less effective. However, ACER reduces the worsening ratio to as low
as 2.51%, and increases the improvement ratio up to 71%, which are highly promising. More importantly,
the mean rank differences (MRD) suggest that ACER elevates first correct results in the ranked list by 81
positions on average for at least 71% of the queries while dropping them for only 3% of the queries by 104
positions. Such rank improvements are likely to reduce human efforts significantly during concept location.
Retrieval Performance of ACER Queries: Table 4.6 reports the comparison of retrieval performance
between our queries and baseline queries. Given that most of our selected queries are difficult (i.e., no correct
results within the Top-10 positions [98]), the baseline queries retrieve at least one correct result within the
Top-100 positions for 56% of the cases. However, our reformulations improve this ratio to about 64%, and the
improvement is statistically significant (i.e., paired t-test, p-value=0.010<0.05, Cohen's D=0.68 (moderate)).
Similar scenarios are observed with mean reciprocal rank as well.
Summary of RQ1: The reformulation offered by our approach, ACER, improves the baseline queries
significantly both in terms of query effectiveness and retrieval performance. ACER improves 71% of the
baseline queries with 64% Top-100 retrieval accuracy.
Answering RQ2CodeRank vs. Traditional Term Weighting Methods: Table 4.7 shows the
comparative analysis between CodeRank and two traditional term weightsTF and TF-IDF which are
widely used in the text retrieval contexts [62, 120, 213]. While TF estimates the importance of a term based
on its occurrences within a document, TF-IDF additionally captures the global occurrences of the term
across all the documents of the corpus [114]. On the contrary, CodeRank employs a graph-based scoring
mechanism that determines the importance of a term based on its co-occurrences with other important terms
within a certain context. From Table 4.7, we see that CodeRank performs significantly better than both TF
(i.e., paired t-test, p-value=0.005<0.05 ) and TF-IDF (i.e., p-value<0.001 ) in identifying important search
terms from source code, especially from the method signatures. Considering the whole source code rather
than signatures improves the performance of both TF (i.e., 56% query improvement) and TF-IDF (i.e., 52%
query improvement). However, our term weightCodeRankis still better alone (i.e., 59%), and improves
significantly higher (i.e., p-value=1.717e-06 ) fraction (i.e., 71%) of the baseline queries when employed with
our proposed reformulation algorithmACER.
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Table 4.6: Comparison of ACER's Retrieval Performance with Baseline Queries
Query Metric Top-10 Top-20 Top-50 Top-100
Baseline
Top-K Accuracy 5.78% 18.91% 41.09% 56.30%
MRR@K 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.03
ACERmsig
Top-K Accuracy 10.45% 21.48% 38.12% 51.31%
MRR@K 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.04
ACERfsig
Top-K Accuracy 7.77% 17.40% 36.25% 47.23%
MRR@K 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03
ACERcomb
Top-K Accuracy 8.68% 20.78% 36.87% 51.75%
MRR@K 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04
ACER
Top-K Accuracy *14.72% *31.22% *49.89% *63.89%
MRR@K 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.06
* = Statistically significant difference between ACER and baseline
Fig. 4.4 shows how CodeRank and traditional term weights perform in reformulating the baseline queries
with their (a) Top-10 and (b) Top-30 terms. We see that TF reaches its peak performance pretty quickly
(i.e., K = 3), and then shows a stationary or irregular behaviour. That means, TF identifies frequent
terms for query reformulation, and few of them (e.g., Top-3) could be highly effective. On the contrary,
our methodCodeRank demonstrates a gradual improvement in the performance up to Top-12 terms (i.e.,
K=12, Fig. 4.4-(b)), and crosses the performance peak of TF with a large margin (i.e., paired t-test, p-
value=0.004<0.05, Cohen's D=3.77>1.00 (large)), for K=10 to K=15). CodeRank emphasizes on the votes
from other important terms (i.e., by leveraging co-occurrences) for determining weight of a term, and as
demonstrated in Fig. 4.4, this weight is found to be more reliable than TF. TF-IDF is found relatively less
effective according to our investigation.
Summary of RQ2: CodeRank performs significantly better than traditional methods in identifying effective
terms for query reformulation from the source code.
Answering RQ3Do Document Structures Matter? While most of the earlier reformulation tech-
niques miss or ignore the structural aspect of a source document, we consider such aspect as an important
paradigm of our technique. We consider a source document as a collection of structured entities (e.g., signa-
tures, methods, fields) [184] rather than a regular text document. Thus, we make use of method signatures
and field signatures rather than the whole source code for query reformulation given that they are likely to
contain more salient terms and less noise [104]. Fig. 4.5 demonstrates how incorporation of document struc-
tures into a technique could be useful for query reformulations. We see that reformulations using method
signatures and field signatures improve two different sets of baseline queries, and this happens with both term
weighting methods(a) CodeRank and (b) TF. While these sets share about half of the queries (49%57%),
reformulations based on each signature type also improve a significant amount (i.e., 19% (73+136+24)  25%
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Table 4.7: Comparison between CodeRank and Traditional Term Weights
Query Pairs Improved Worsened Preserved
ACERmsig vs. TFmsig *58.93% / 53.40% *37.99% / 44.60% 3.08% / 2.00%
ACERfsig vs. TFfsig 52.51% / 51.57% 44.57% / 46.85% 2.91% / 1.57%
ACERcomb vs. TFcomb *58.62% / 54.34% *38.19% / 44.11% 3.20% / 1.54%
ACER vs. TFall *71.05% / 56.01% *2.51% / 41.44% *26.44% / 2.55%
ACERmsig vs. TF-IDFmsig *58.93% / 45.55% *37.99% / 49.88% 3.08% / 4.57%
ACERfsig vs. TF-IDFfsig 52.51% / 51.06% 44.57% / 46.77% 2.91% / 2.17%
ACERcomb vs. TF-IDFcomb *58.62% / 50.35% *38.19% / 47.25% 3.20% / 2.40%
ACER vs. TF-IDFall *71.05% / 52.17% *2.51% / 45.13% *26.44% / 2.70%
* = Statistically significant difference between ACER measures and their counterparts
Figure 4.4: Comparison of query improvement between CodeRank and traditional term weights for
(a) Top K=1 to 10 and (b) Top K=1 to 30 reformulated query terms
(105+152+46)) of unique baseline queries. In Fig. 4.5-(c), when these signatures (i.e., along with ACER)
are contrasted with the whole source code (i.e., along with TF), we even found that the signature-based
reformulations outperform the whole code-based reformulations by a large margin (i.e., (25.2%8.39%) ≈
17% more query improvement). That is, the use of the whole source code introduces additional noise, and
diminishes the strength or salience of the individual structures (i.e., signatures). Most of the existing methods
[84, 98, 188] suffer from this limitation. On the contrary, our technique ACER exploits document structures
(i.e., signatures), and carefully chooses the best among all the candidate reformulations derived from such
structures using query quality analysis and machine learning.
Summary of RQ3: Document structures (e.g., method signatures, field signatures) improve the suggestion
of query reformulation terms from the source code.
Answering RQ4 Impact of Stemming, Query Length, and Relevance Feedback: From Table
4.8, we see that stemming generally degrades the effectiveness of our reformulated queries. Similar findings
were also reported by earlier studies [120, 220]. Fig. 4.6 shows how (a) Top-10 and (b) Top-30 reformulation
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Figure 4.5: Improved queries by reformulation from method signatures and field signatures using (a)
CodeRank (CR) and (b) Term Frequency (TF). (c) ACER vs. TF (all content)
Table 4.8: Impact of Stemming on Query Effectiveness
Source Query Improved (MRD) Worsened (MRD) Preserved
Method ACERmsig,stem 52.66% (-58) 44.73% (+127) 2.61%
signature ACERmsig *58.93% (-61) *37.99% (+131) 3.08%
Field ACERfsig,stem 48.14% (-53) 47.47% (+151) 4.39%
signature ACERfsig 52.51% (-51) 44.57% (+151) 2.91%
Both ACERcomb,stem 52.68% (-57) 44.38% (+128) 2.94%
signatures ACERcomb *58.62% (-51) *38.19% (+136) 3.20%
Both ACERstem 68.11% (-78) 5.37% (+67) 26.51%
signatures ACER 71.05% (-81) *2.51% (+104) 26.44%
* = Statistically significant difference between two measures from the same signature,
MRD = Mean Rank Difference between ACER and baseline queries
terms improve the baseline queries. We see that our reformulations perform the best (i.e., about 60% query
improvement) with Top-10 to 15 search terms collected from each signature type. However, when query
quality analysis [96] is employed, our techniqueACERcan improve 71% of the baseline queries with only
Top-10 reformulation terms. We also repeat the same investigation with Top-30 terms, and achieved the same
top performance (i.e., Fig. 4.6-(b)). Thus, our choice of returning Top-10 reformulation terms is justified.
We also investigate how the size of pseudo-relevance feedback influences our performance, and experimented
with Top-30 documents. We found that reformulations for ACER reach the performance peak when Top-10
to 15 feedback source documents (i.e., returned by the baseline queries) are analyzed for candidate terms.
This possibly justifies our choice of Top-10 documents as the pseudo-relevance feedback.
Summary of RQ4: Token stemming degrades the query effectiveness of ACER. Reformulation size and
relevance feedback size gradually improve the performance of ACER's queries as long as they are below a
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.6: Effectiveness of ACER queries for (a) Top-10 and (b) Top-30 reformulated terms
Figure 4.7: Comparison of (a) query effectiveness, and (b) retrieval performance
4.3.5 Comparison with Existing Approaches
Answering RQ5: While the empirical evaluation in terms of performance metrics above clearly demonstrates
the promising aspects of our query reformulation technique, we still compare with five closely-related existing
approaches [62, 98, 104, 213, 231]. Hill et al. [104] suggest relevant phrases from method signatures and field
signatures as query reformulations. While Sisman and Kak [231] focus on term co-occurrences with query
keywords, Rocchio [213] and RSV [62] apply TF-IDF based term weights for choosing query reformulation
terms. Refoqus [98] is closely related to ours and is reported to perform better than RSV and other earlier
approaches, which probably makes it the state-of-the-art for our research problem. We replicate each of Hill
et al., Rocchio, RSV, Sisman and Kak, and Refoqus in our working environment by carefully following their
algorithms, equations and methodologies given that their implementations are not publicly available. In the
case of Refoqus, we implement 27 metrics (20 pre-retrieval [96] and 7 post-retrieval [98]) that estimate query
difficulty. We develop a machine learning model using CART algorithm (i.e., as used by them) and 10-fold
cross validation. Then, we use the model to return the best reformulation out of four candidates of Refoqus
query reduction, Dice expansion, Rocchio's expansion and RSV expansionfor each baseline query. Table 4.9
and Fig. 4.7 summarize our comparative analyses.
From Table 4.9, we see that RSV and Refoqus perform better than the other existing approaches. They
improve about 55% and about 53% of the baseline queries respectively. Such ratios are also pretty close to
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the originally reported performances by Haiduc et al. on a different dataset, which possibly validates the
correctness of our implementation. While 55% query improvement is the maximum performance provided by
any of the existing approaches, our techniqueACERimproves about 70% of the baseline queries (i.e., 1%
difference between Table 4.5 and Table 4.9 due to rounding error) which is significantly higher, i.e., paired t-
test, p-value=6.663e-06<0.05, Cohen's D=2.43>1.00 (large). Refoqus adopts a similar methodology like ours.
Unfortunately, the approach is limited due to possibly the low performance of its candidate reformulations.
One might argue about the data resampling step (i.e., Step 9, Fig. 4.3) of ACER for the high performance.
However, we also apply data resampling to Refoqus using the same settings as ours for further investigation.
We see that Refoqussampled has a similar improvement ratio like ours, but it still worsens a significant amount
of queries, 29%, compared to our query worsening ratio of 3.40%. Thus, our technique still performs better
than Refoqus in the equal settings. Our quantile measures and mean ranks are more promising than those
from the baseline or competing methods as reported in Table 4.9. Table 4.5 and RQ1 also suggest that our
queries have high potential for reducing human efforts. We also experiment with an extended dataset (i.e.,
1,755=1,675 + 8x10) containing 80 very good queries. As reported in Table 4.9, ACERext mostly preserves
the good quality queries rather than worsening, which also demonstrates its high potential.
Fig. 4.7-(a) shows the box plots of query improvement and query worsening ratios by all the techniques
under study. We see that ACER outperforms the existing techniques including the state-of-the-art [98] by
a large margin. Our median improvement ratio is about 75%, which is higher than even the maximum
improvement ratios of the counterparts, which demonstrates the promising aspect of ACER. Fig. 4.7-(b)
shows the Top-K accuracy of the query reformulation techniques. We see that our accuracy is relatively
higher than that of each of the existing approaches across various Top-K (i.e., 10100) values. The best
performing existing method is RSV. However, our performance is significantly higher than that of RSV for
various K values according to statistical significance tests (i.e., paired t-test, p-value<0.05, Cohen's D=0.34 ).
Summary of RQ5: Our technique, ACER, outperforms the state-of-the-art techniques in terms of refor-
mulation query effectiveness, and performs significantly better than each of the existing techniques in terms
of document retrieval accuracy.
4.4 Threats to Validity
Threats to internal validity relate to experimental errors and biases [272]. Although CodeRank and document
structures play a major role, the data resampling step (Section 4.2.6, Step 9, Fig. 4.3) has a significant role
behind the high performance of our technique. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, Refoqus [98] does
not have such a step. Thus, the performance comparison might look like a bit unfair. Besides, models based
on data resampling are sometimes criticized for their intrinsic biases [22]. However, we apply the same data
resampling step to Refoqus as well (i.e., Refoqussampled), and demonstrate that our technique still performs
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better in terms of query worsening ratio. Despite all these inspiring instances, our query difficulty models
might still be slightly biased due to data imbalance problem. Future work should employ more rigorous
methods for dealing with the imbalanced data.
Threats to external validity relate to the generalization of the obtained results [98]. All of our subject
systems are Java-based. So, there might be different results with systems from other programming languages.
However, we experimented with eight different systems with promising performance, and the comparison with
the state-of-the-art techniques demonstrates the superiority of our approach.
4.5 Related Work
There exist a number of studies in the literature that reformulate a given query for concept location in the
context of software change tasks. Existing studies apply relevance feedback from developers [84], pseudo-
relevance feedback from IR tools [98], partial phrasal matching [104, 215], and machine learning [98, 164] to
query reformulation. They also make use of context of query terms from source code [109, 188, 231, 265],
text retrieval configuration [98, 164], and quality of queries [96, 97] in suggesting the reformulated queries.
Hill et al. [104] consider the presence of query terms in the method or field signatures as an indicator of
their relevance, and suggest natural language phrases from them as reformulated queries. Sisman and Kak
[231] choose such terms for query reformulation that frequently co-occur with query terms within a fixed size
of window in the code. Rocchio [213] and RSV [62] determine importance of a term using TF-IDF based
metrics. Haiduc et al. [98] identify the best of four reformulation candidates for any given query using a
machine learning model with 28 metrics. All these five studies are highly relevant to ours, and we directly
compare with them using experiments. Readers are referred to Section 4.3.5 for comparison details.
Other related studies [187, 191, 267] explore graph-based methods for term weighting. Rahman and Roy
[187, 191] simply use TextRank on change request texts for suggesting initial queries for concept location. Yao
et al. [267] build a term augmented tuple graph and use a random walk approach to reformulate queries for
structured bibliographic DBLP Data (i.e., non-source code). Ours is significantly different from these studies
in the sense that we reformulate the initial queries not only by employing our term weighting method
CodeRank for source code, but also by applying source code document structures, query quality analysis and
machine learning. Besides, their reported best performance (i.e., 58%62% query improvement over baseline
[191]) is quite lower than our performance (i.e., 71%, even with difficult queries). Given that reformulation
is often performed on the initial queries, our technique can potentially complement theirs. Howard et al.
[109] map method signatures to associated comments for query reformulation, and thus, might not work
well with source code without comments. Our earlier work [188] exploits crowd sourced knowledge for query
reformulation, and that method is also subject to the availability of a third party information source. Thus,
while earlier studies adopt various methodologies or information sources, our technique not only employs
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a novel and promising term weight CodeRank, but also exploits structures of the source documents for
identifying the best reformulation to a given query for improved concept location.
4.6 Summary
Software developers deal with thousands of change requests during maintenance phase. Locating a concept
within the source code using the request texts is a major challenge. About 88% of the time, software
developers fail to choose the right search queries from the change requests [120]. Their queries thus need to
be carefully reformulated before using them for concept location. In this chapter, we propose a novel technique
ACER that reformulates the search queries from the developers and supports the concept location task. In
particular, ACER accepts a given query as input, and constructs multiple reformulation candidates from the
relevant source code documents using a novel term weighting method namely CodeRank. Then it suggests the
best reformulated query using query difficulty analysis and machine learning. Experiments with 1,675 search
queries from eight systems report that our technique can improve 71% of the given queries and preserve 26%
of them, which are highly promising. Comparison with five closely related existing approaches including the
state-of-the-art approach not only validates our empirical findings but also demonstrates the high potential
of our technique.
Our study in this chapter (ACER) and our previous study (STRICT, Chapter 3) extract important
keywords from source code documents and change requests respectively, and help the developers locate the
concepts of interest (e.g., program entities) within a software system. Although they are found promising for
concept location, they might not be directly applicable to bug localization. Bug reports often contain highly
structured entities (e.g., stack traces, test cases) as opposed to the unstructured texts in the change requests.
Thus, STRICT or ACER might not be suitable for extracting appropriate keywords from these structured
entities. In the next chapter, our third study (BLIZZARD, Chapter 5) overcomes this challenge. BLIZZARD
accepts a bug report as a search query, employs context-aware query reformulations, and then delivers an
improved, reformulated search query for bug localization even from the noisy and poor quality bug reports.
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Chapter 5
Search Query Reformulation for Bug Localization
using Report Quality Dynamics & Graph-Based Term
Weighting
Software bugs and failures cost trillions of dollars every year [1]. One crucial step towards resolving the
bugs is finding the locations of the bugs within a software system [220, 248, 276]. Our previous studies
(STRICT, Chapters 3, ACER, 4) accept a change request as a search query, and then deliver a reformulated
query for concept location. Although they are found promising for concept location, they might not be directly
applicable to bug localization task. Bug reports often contain highly structured entities (e.g., stack traces) as
opposed to the regular texts in the change requests. Thus, our previous studies that are designed for change
requests might deliver sub-optimal queries from the bug reports, which hurt the bug localization performance.
In this chapter, we present another study (BLIZZARD) that overcomes this challenge. BLIZZARD accepts
a bug report as a search query, employs appropriate methodologies or algorithms based on the quality of the
report (e.g., noisy, poor), and then delivers an improved, reformulated search query for the bug localization.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows Section 5.1 presents an overview of our study, and Section
5.2 describes our proposed approach for search query reformulation and bug localization. Section 5.3 discusses
our evaluation, validation and answers four research questions. Section 5.4 identifies the threats to validity,
Section 5.5 discusses the related work, and finally Section 5.6 concludes the chapter with future work.
5.1 Introduction
Despite numerous attempts for automation [41, 68, 91, 165, 278], software debugging is still largely a manual
process which costs a significant amount of development time and efforts [39, 170, 262]. One of the three
steps of debugging is the identification of the location of a bug in the source code, i.e., bug localization
[170, 248]. Recent bug localization techniques can be classified into two broad familiesspectra based and
Information Retrieval (IR) based [130]. While spectra-based techniques rely on execution traces of a software
system, IR-based techniques analyse shared vocabulary between a bug report (i.e., query) and the project
source for bug localization [163, 276]. Performances of IR-based techniques are reported to be as good as that
of spectra-based techniques, and such performances are achieved using a low cost text analysis [207, 248].
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Unfortunately, recent qualitative and empirical studies [193, 248] have reported two major limitations. First,
IR-based techniques cannot perform well without the presence of rich structured information (e.g., program
entity names pointing to defects) in the bug reports. Second, they also might not perform well with a
bug report that contains excessive structured information (e.g., stack traces, Table 5.1) [248]. One possible
explanation of these limitations could be that most of the contemporary IR-based techniques [130, 167, 207,
220, 230, 249, 276] use almost verbatim texts from a bug report as a query for bug localization. That is, they
do not perform any meaningful modification to the query except a limited natural language pre-processing
(e.g., stop word removal, token splitting, stemming). As a result, their query could be either noisy due to
excessive structured information (e.g., stack traces) or poor due to the lack of relevant structured information
(e.g., Table 5.2). One way to overcome the above challenges is to (a) refine the noisy query (e.g., Table 5.1)
using appropriate filters and (b) complement the poor query (e.g., Table 5.2) with relevant search terms.
Existing studies [128, 249, 250, 268] that attempt to complement basic IR-based localization with costly data
mining or machine learning alternatives can also equally benefit from such query reformulations.
In this chapter, we propose and design a novel technique BLIZZARD that locates software bugs from
source code by employing context-aware query reformulation and information retrieval. Our technique (1)
first determines the quality (i.e., prevalence of structured entities or lack thereof) of a bug report (i.e., query)
and classifies it as either noisy, rich or poor, (2) then applies appropriate reformulation to the query, and (3)
finally uses the improved query for the bug localization with information retrieval. Unlike earlier approaches
[220, 221, 249, 276], it either refines a noisy query or complements a poor query for effective information
retrieval. Thus, BLIZZARD has a high potential for improving IR-based bug localization.
To illustrate the capability of our technique in improving bug localization, we provide two examples in
which it outperforms the baseline. The baseline technique that uses all terms except punctuation marks,
stop words and digits from a bug report, returns its first correct result for the noisy query containing stack
traces in Table 5.1 at the 53rd position. On the contrary, our technique refines the same noisy query, and
returns the first correct result at the first position of the ranked list which is a significant improvement over
the baseline. Similarly, when we use a poor query containing no structured entities such as in Table 5.2, the
baseline technique returns the correct result at the 30th position. On the other hand, our technique improves
the same poor query, and returns the result again at the first position. BugLocator [276], one of the well
cited IR-based techniques, returns such results at the 19th and 26th positions respectively for the noisy and
poor queries which are far from ideal.
We evaluate our technique in several different dimensions using four widely used performance metrics
and 5,139 bug reports (i.e., queries) from six Java-based subject systems. First, we evaluate in terms of
the performance metrics, contrast with the baseline, and BLIZZARD localizes bugs with 7%56% higher
accuracy (i.e., Hit@10), 6%62% higher precision (i.e., MAP@10) and and 6%62% higher result ranks (i.e.,
MRR@10) than the baseline (Section 5.3.3). Second, we compare our technique with three bug localization
techniques [220, 250, 276], and our technique can improve 19% in MAP@10 and 20% in MRR@10 over the
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Table 5.1: A Noisy Bug Report (Issue #31637, eclipse.jdt.debug)
Field Content
Title should be able to cast null"
Description When trying to debug an application the variables tab is empty. Also when I try to inspect or











An Example of Noise Filtration
Technique Suggested Query QE
Baseline {Title + Description } 53
BLIZZARD NullPointerException + Bug should be able to cast null" + {JDIValue toString execute
EvaluationThread run}
01
state-of-the-art [250] (Section 5.3.4). Third, we also compare our approach with four state-of-the-art query
reformulations techniques, and BLIZZARD improves the result ranks of 59% of the noisy queries and 39% of
the poor queries which are 22% and 28% higher respectively than that of the state-of-the-art [191] (Section
5.3.4). By incorporating report quality aspect and query reformulation into IR-based bug localization, we
resolve an important issue which was either not addressed properly or otherwise overlooked by earlier studies,
which makes our work novel. Thus, our work makes the following contributions:
(a) A novel query reformulation technique BLIZZARD that filters noise from and adds complementary
information to the bug report, and suggests improved, reformulated search queries for bug localization.
(b) A novel bug localization technique that locates bugs from the project source by employing quality
paradigm of bug reports, query reformulation, and information retrieval.
(c) Comprehensive evaluation of the technique using 5,139 bug reports from six open source systems and
validation against seven techniques including the state-of-the-art.
(d) A working prototype [27] with detailed experimental data for replication and third party reuses.
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Table 5.2: A Poor Bug Report (Issue #187316, eclipse.jdt.ui)
Field Content
Title [preferences] Mark Occurences Pref Page
Description There should be a link to the pref page on which you can change the color. Namely: General/Edi-
tors/Text Editors/Annotations. It's a pain in the a** to find the pref if you do not know Eclipse's
preference structure well.
An Example of Query Expansion
Technique Expanded Query QE
Baseline {Title + Description} 30
BLIZZARD {Title + Description} + {compliance create preference add configuration field
dialog annotation}
01
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Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of the proposed query reformulation technique BLIZZARD(A) Bug
report classification and (B) Search query suggestion
5.2 BLIZZARD: Automated Query Suggestion using Report Qual-
ity Dynamics and Term Weighting for Bug Localization
Fig. 5.1 shows the schematic diagram of our proposed technique for automated query suggestionBLIZZARD.
Furthermore, Algorithm 6 shows the pseudo-code for BLIZZARD. We construct appropriate search queries
from the bug reports by making use of the report quality dimension and graph-based term weighting, and
then employ them for localizing the bugs in source code with information retrieval as follows.
5.2.1 Bug Report Classification
Since our primary objective with this work is to overcome the challenges posed by the different kinds of
information bug reports may contain, we categorize the reports prior to bug localization. In addition to
having natural language texts, a bug report typically may contain different structured elements: (1) stack
traces (reported active stack frames during the occurrence of a bug, e.g., Table 5.1), and (2) program elements
such as method invocations, package names, and source file names. Having consulted with the relevant
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literature [51, 52, 248], we classify the bug reports into three board categories (Steps 1, 2a, 2b and 2c, Fig.
5.1) as follows:
BRST: ST stands for stack traces. If a bug report contains one or more stack traces besides the
regular texts or program elements, it is classified into BRST . Since trace entries contain too much structured
information, query generated from such a report is generally considered noisy. We apply the following regular
expression [163] to locate the trace entries from the report content.
(.*)?(.+)\.(.+)(\((.+)\.java:\d+\)|\(Unknown Source\)|\(Native Method\))
BRPE: PE stands for program elements. If a bug report contains one or more program elements (e.g.,
method invocations, package names, source file name) but no stack traces in the texts, then it is classified
into BRPE . Queries generated from such report are considered rich. We use appropriate regular expressions
[211] to identify the program elements from the texts. For example, we use the following one to identify API
method invocations within the bug report texts.
((\w+)?\.[\s\n\r]*[\w]+)[\s\n\r]*(?=\(.*\))|([A-Z][a-z0-9]+){2,}
BRNL: NL stands for natural language. If a bug report contains neither any program elements nor any
stack traces, it is classified into BRNL. That is, it contains only unstructured natural language description
of the bug. Queries generated from such reports are generally considered poor in this work.
We adopt a semi-automated approach in classifying the bug reports (i.e., the queries). Once a bug report
is provided, we employ each of our regular expressions to determine its class. If the automated step fails due
to ill-defined structures of the report, the class is determined based on manual analysis. Given the explicit
nature of the structured entities, human developers can identify the class easily. The contents of each bug
report are considered as the initial queries which are reformulated in the next few steps.
5.2.2 Query Reformulation
Once bug reports (i.e., queries) are classified into three classes above based on their structured elements
or lack thereof, we apply appropriate reformulations to them. In particular, we analyse either bug report
contents or the results retrieved by them, employ graph-based term weighting, and then identify important
keywords from them for query reformulation as follows:
Trace Graph Development from BRST: According to existing findings [193, 248], bug reports con-
taining stack traces are potentially noisy, and performances of the bug localization using such reports (i.e.,
the queries) are below the average. Hence, important search keywords should be extracted from the noisy
queries for effective bug localization. In this work, we transform the stack traces into a trace graph (e.g.,
Fig. 5.2) (Steps 3a, 4a, Fig. 5.1, Lines 810, Algorithm 6), and identify the important keywords using a
graph-based term weighting algorithm namely PageRank [53, 153].
To the best of our knowledge, to date, graph-based term weighting has been employed only on unstructured











Figure 5.2: Trace graph of stack traces in Table 5.1
which are structured and should be analysed carefully. Stack traces generally comprise of an error message
containing the encountered exception(s), and an ordered list of method invocation entries. Each invocation
entry can be considered as a tuple t{P,C,M} that contains a package name P , a class name C, and a method
name M . While these entities are statically connected within a tuple, they are often hierarchically connected
(e.g., caller-callee relationships) to other tuples from the traces as well. Hill et al. [104] consider method
signatures and field signatures as salient entities from the source code, and suggest keywords from them for
code search. Similarly, we consider class name and method name from each of the N tuples as the salient
items, and represent them as the nodes and their dependencies as the connecting edges in the graph. In stack
traces, the topmost entry (i.e., i = 1) has the highest degree of interest [70] which gradually decreases for the
entries at the lower positions in the list. That is, if ti{Pi, Ci,Mi} is a tuple under analysis, and tj{Pj , Cj ,Mj}
is a neighbouring tuple with greater degree of interest, then the nodes Vi and edges Ei are added to the trace
graph GST as follows:







{Ei}, GST = (V,E)
(5.1)
For the example stack traces in Table 5.1, the following connecting edges: JDIValue↔toString, Cast↔
execute, Cast→JDIValue, execute→toString, Interpreter↔execute, and Interpreter→Cast are added
to the example trace graph in Fig. 5.2.
Text Graph Development from BRPE: Bug reports containing relevant program entities (e.g.,
method names) are found effective as queries for IR-based bug localization [193, 220, 248]. However, we
believe that appropriate keyword selection from such reports can further boost up the localization perfor-
mance. Existing studies employ TextRank and POSRank on natural language texts, and identify search
keywords for concept location [191] and information retrieval [53, 153]. Although bug reports (i.e., from
BRPE) might contain certain structures such as program entity names (e.g., class name, method name) and
code snippets besides natural language texts, the existing techniques could still be applied to them given
that these structures are treated appropriately. We thus remove stop words [25] and programming keywords
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[26] from a bug report, split the structured tokens using Samurai (i.e., a state-of-the-art token splitting tool
[79]), and then transform the preprocessed report (Rpp) into a set of sentences (S ∈ Rpp). We adopt Rah-
man and Roy [191] that exploits co-occurrences and syntactic dependencies among the terms for identifying
important terms from a textual body (e.g., change request). We thus develop two text graphs (Steps 3b, 4b,
Fig. 5.1, Lines 1011, Algorithm 6) using co-occurrences and syntactic dependencies among the words from
each report as follows:
(1) Text Graph using Word Co-occurrences: In natural language texts, the semantics (i.e., senses) of
a given word are often determined by its contexts (i.e., surrounding words) [154, 156, 268]. That is, co-
occurring words complement the semantics of each other. We thus consider a sliding window of size K (e.g.,
K = 2) [153], capture co-occurring words, and then encode the word co-occurrences within each window into
connecting edges E of a text graph [191]. The individual words (∀wi ∈ V ) are denoted as nodes in the graph.
Thus, for a word wi, the following node Vi and two edges Ei will be added to the text graph GPE as follows:











{Ei}, GPE = (V,E) (5.2)
Thus, the example phrasesource code directory"yields two edges, source"↔code" and code"↔directory"
while extending the text graph with three distinct nodes source", code" and directory".
(2) Text Graph using POS Dependencies: According to Jespersen's Rank theory [53, 113, 191], parts of
speech (POS) from a sentence can be divided into three ranks primary (i.e., noun), secondary (i.e., verb,
adjective) and tertiary (i.e., adverb) where words from a higher rank generally define (i.e., modify) the words
from the same or lower ranks. That is, a noun modifies only another noun whereas a verb modifies another
noun, verb or an adjective. We determine POS tags using Stanford POS tagger [244], and encode such syntac-
tic dependencies among words into connecting edges and individual words as nodes in a text graph. For exam-
ple, the sentence annotated using Penn Treebank tags [244]OpenV B theDT sourceNN codeNN directoryNN”
has the following syntactic dependencies: source"↔code", code"↔directory", source"↔directory",
open"←source", open"←code" and open"←directory", and thus adds six edges to the text graph.
Source Term Graph Development for BRNL: Bug reports containing only natural language texts
and no structured entities are found not effective for IR-based bug localization [193, 248]. We believe that
such bug reports possibly miss the right keywords for bug localization. Hence, they need to be complemented
with appropriate keywords before using. A recent study [189] provides improved reformulations to a poor
natural language query for concept location by first collecting pseudo-relevance feedback and then employing
graph-based term weighting. In pseudo-relevance feedback, Top-K result documents, returned by a given
query, are naively considered as relevant and hence, are selected for query reformulation [62, 98]. Since bug
reports from BRNL class contain only natural language texts, the above study might directly be applicable
to them. We thus adopt their approach for our query reformulation, collect Top-K (e.g., K = 10) source code
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documents retrieved by a BRNL-based query, and develop a source term graph (Steps 3c, 4c, Fig. 5.1, Lines
1315, Algorithm 6).
Hill et al. [104] consider method signatures and fields signatures from source code as the salient items,
and suggest keywords for code search from them. In the same vein, we also collect these signatures from
each of the K feedback documents for query reformulation. In particular, we extract structured tokens
from each signature, split them using Samurai, and then generate a natural language phrase from each
token [104]. For example, the method signaturegetContextClassLoader()can be represented as a verbal
phrase get Context Class Loader". We then analyse such phrases across all the feedback documents, capture
co-occurrences of terms within a fixed window (i.e., K = 2) from each phrase, and develop a source term
graph. Thus, the above phrase adds four distinct nodes and three connecting edges  get"↔context",
context"↔class" and class"↔loader"  to the source term graph.
Term Weighting using PageRank: Once each body of texts (e.g., stack traces, regular texts, source
document) is transformed into a graph, we apply PageRank [57, 153, 189, 191] to the graph for identifying
important keywords. PageRank was originally designed for web link analysis, and it determines the reputation
of a web page based on the votes or recommendations (i.e., hyperlinks) from other reputed pages on the web
[57]. Similarly, in the context of our developed graphs, the algorithm determines importance of a node
(i.e., term) based on incoming links from other important nodes of the graph. In particular, it analyses the
connectivity (i.e., connected neighbours and their weights) of each term Vi in the graph recursively, and then
calculates the node's weight TW (Vi):




|Out(Vj)| (0 ≤ φ ≤ 1) (5.3)
Here, In(Vi) refers to nodes providing incoming links to Vi, Out(Vj) refers to nodes that Vj is connected
to through outgoing links, and φ is the damping factor. Brin and Page [57] consider φ as the probability
of randomly clicking a linked web page and 1 − φ as the probability of jumping off the page by a random
web surfer. They use φ = 0.85 which was adopted by later studies [53, 153, 191], and we also do the same.
We initialize each node in the graph with a value of 0.25 [153], and recursively calculate their weights unless
they converge below a certain threshold (i.e., 0.0001) or the iteration count reaches the maximum (i.e., 100)
[153]. Once the calculation is over, we end up with an accumulated weight for each node (Step 5, Fig. 5.1,
Lines 1620, Algorithm 6). Such weight of a node is considered as an estimation of relative importance of
corresponding term among all the terms (i.e., nodes) from the bug report (i.e., graph).
Reformulation of the Initial Query: Once term weights are calculated, we rank the terms based on
their weights, and select the Top-K (8≤ K ≤30, Fig. 5.4) terms for query reformulations. Since bug reports
(i.e., initial queries) from three classes have different degrees of structured information (or lack thereof),
we carefully apply our reformulations to them (Steps 6, 7, Fig. 5.1, Lines 2130, Algorithm 6). In case of
BRST (i.e., noisy query), we replace trace entries with the reformulation terms, extract the error message(s)
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Algorithm 6 Bug Localization with Query Reformulation and IR
1: procedure BLIZZARD(R) . R: a given bug report
2: Q′ ← {} . reformulated query terms
3: . Classifying and preprocessing the bug report R
4: CR ← getBugReportClass(R)
5: Rpp ← preprocess (R)
6: . Representing the bug report as a graph
7: switch CR do
8: case BRST
9: ST ← getStackTraces (R)
10: GST ← getTraceGraph (ST )
11: case BRPE
12: GPE ← getTextGraphs (Rpp)
13: case BRNL
14: RF ← getPseudoRelevanceFeedback (Rpp)
15: GNL ← getSourceTermGraph (RF )
16: . Getting term weights and search keywords
17: if ClassKey CK ∈ {ST, PE,NL} then
18: PRCK ← getPageRank (GCK)
19: Q[CR]← getTopKTerm(sortByWeight(PRCK))
20: end if
21: . Constructing the reformulated query Q′
22: switch CR do
23: case BRST
24: NE ← getExceptionName(R)
25: ME ← getErrorMessage(R)
26: Q′ ← {NE ∪ME ∪Q[CR]}
27: case BRPE
28: Q′ ← Q[CR]
29: case BRNL
30: Q′ ← {Rpp ∪Q[CR]}
31: . Bug localization with Q′ from codebase corpus
32: return Lucene(corpus, Q′)
33: end procedure
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Table 5.3: Working Examples
Technique Group Query Terms QE
Baseline
BRST
127 terms from Table 5.1 after preprocessing, Bug ID# 31637, eclipse.jdt.debug 53





195 terms (after preprocessing) from Bug ID# 15036, eclipse.jdt.core 27
BLIZZARD {astvisitor post postvisit previsit pre file post pre astnode visitor} 01
Baseline
BRNL
32 terms from Table 5.2 after preprocessing, Bug ID# 187316, eclipse.jdt.ui 30
BLIZZARD Preprocessed report texts + {compliance create preference add configuration
field dialog annotation}
01
QE = Query Effectiveness, rank of the first returned correct result
containing exception name(s), and combine them as the reformulated query. For BRNL (i.e., poor query),
we combine preprocessed report texts with the highly weighted source code terms as the reformulated query.
In the case of BRPE category, only Top-K weighted terms from the bug report are used as a reformulated
query for bug localization.
5.2.3 Bug Localization
Code Search: Once a reformulated query is constructed, we submit the query to Lucene [98, 164]. Lucene
is a widely adopted search engine for document search that combines Boolean search and VSM-based search
methodologies (e.g., TF-IDF [114]). In particular, we employ the Okapi BM25 similarity from the engine, use
the reformulated query for the code search, and then collect the results (Lines 3132, Algorithm 6). These
resultant and potentially buggy source code documents are then presented as a ranked list to the developer
for manual analysis.
Working Examples: Table 5.3 shows our reformulated queries for the showcase bug reports in Table
5.1 (i.e., BRST ), Table 5.2 (i.e., BRNL), and another example report from BRPE class. Baseline queries from
these reports return their first correct results at the 53rd (for BRST ), 27
th (for BRPE) and 30
th (for BRNL)
positions of their corresponding ranked lists. On the contrary, BLIZZARD refines the noisy query from BRST
report, selects important keywords from BRPE report, and enriches the poor query from BRNL report by
adding complementary terms from relevant source code. As a result, all three reformulated queries return
their first correct results (i.e., buggy source files) at the topmost (i.e., first) positions, which demonstrate the
potential of our technique for bug localization.
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Table 5.4: Experimental Dataset
System Time Period BRST BRPE BRNL BRAll
ecf Oct, 2001Jan, 2017 71 319 163 553
eclipse.jdt.core Oct, 2001Sep, 2016 159 698 132 989
eclipse.jdt.debug Oct, 2001Jan, 2017 126 202 229 557
eclipse.jdt.ui Oct, 2001Jun, 2016 130 578 407 1,115
eclipse.pde.ui Oct, 2001Jun, 2016 123 239 510 872
tomcat70 Sep, 2001Aug, 2016 217 731 105 1,053
Total - 826 (16.06%) 2,767 (53.81%) 1,546 (30.08%) 5,139
BRST=Bug reports with stack traces, BRPE=Bug reports with program entities but no stack traces,
BRNL=Bug reports with only natural language texts
5.3 Experiment
We evaluate our proposed technique in several different dimensions using four widely used performance
metrics and more than 5K bug reports (the queries) from six different subject systems. First, we evaluate in
terms of the performance metrics and contrast with the baseline for different classes of bug reports/queries
(Section 5.3.3). Second, we compare our approach with three state-of-the-art bug localization techniques
(Section 5.3.4). Third, and possibly the most importantly, we also compare our approach with four state-
of-the-art query reformulations techniques (Section 5.3.4). In particular, we answer four research questions
using our experiments as follows:
• RQ1: (a) How does the proposed approach BLIZZARD perform in bug localization, and (b) how do
various parameters affect its performance?
• RQ2: Do our reformulated queries perform better than the baseline search queries from the bug reports?
• RQ3: Can the proposed approach BLIZZARD outperform the existing bug localization techniques
including the state-of-the-art?
• RQ4: Can the proposed approach BLIZZARD outperform the existing query reformulation tech-
niques targeting concept/feature location and bug localization?
5.3.1 Experimental Dataset
Dataset Collection: We collect a total of 5,139 bug reports from six open source subject systems for our
experiments. The dataset was taken from an earlier empirical study [193]. Table 5.4 shows our dataset. First,
all the resolved (i.e., marked as RESOLVED) bug reports of each subject system were collected from the
BugZilla and JIRA repositories given that they were submitted within a specific time interval (Table 5.4).
Then the version control history of each system at GitHub was consulted to identify the bug-fixing commits
[43]. Such approach was regularly adopted by the relevant literature [49, 163, 276], and we also follow the
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same. In order to ensure a fair evaluation, we also discard such bug reports from our dataset for which no
source code files (e.g., Java classes) were changed or no relevant source files exist in the collected system
snapshot.
Goldset Development: We collect changeset (i.e., list of changed files) from each of our selected bug-
fixing commits, and develop a goldset. Multiple changesets for the same bug were merged together.
Replication Package: Our working prototype and experimental data are publicly available [27] for
replication and reuse.
5.3.2 Performance Metrics
We use four performance metrics for the evaluation and comparison of our technique. Since these metrics
were frequently used by the relevant literature [163, 191, 220, 249, 268, 276], they are also highly appropriate
for our experiments in this work.
Hit@K: It is defined as the percentage of queries for which at least one buggy file (i.e., from the goldset)
is correctly returned within the Top-K results [250]. It is also called Recall@Top-K [220] and Top-K Accuracy
[239] in the literature.
Mean Average Precision@K (MAP@K): Unlike regular precision, this metric considers the ranks of
correct results within a ranked list. Precision@K calculates precision at the occurrence of each buggy file in
the list. Average Precision@K (AP@K) is defined as the average of Precision@K for all the buggy files in a
ranked list for a given query [220, 276]. Thus, Mean Average Precision@K is defined as the mean of Average
Precision@K (AP@K) of all queries as follows:
AP@K =
∑D
k=1 Pk × buggy(k)




Here, function buggy(k) determines whether kth file (or result) is faulty/buggy (i.e., returns 1) or not (i.e.,
returns 0), and Pk provides the precision at k
th result. D refers to the number of total results, S is the true
positive result set of a query, and Q is the set of all queries. The bigger the MAP@K value is, the better a
technique is.
Mean Reciprocal Rank@K (MRR@K): Reciprocal Rank@K is defined as the multiplicative inverse
of the rank of first correctly returned buggy file (i.e., from gold set) within the Top-K results [220, 276].








Here, firstRank(q) provides the rank of first buggy file within a ranked list. MRR@K can take a maximum
value of 1 and a minimum value of 0. The bigger the MRR@K value is, the better a bug localization technique
is.
Effectiveness (E): It approximates a developer's effort in locating the first buggy file in the result list
[98, 163]. That is, the measure returns the rank of first buggy file in the result list. The lower the effectiveness
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Table 5.5: Performance of BLIZZARD in Bug Localization
Dataset Technique Hit@1 Hit@5 Hit@10 MAP@10 MRR@10
BRST
Baseline 21.67% 40.03% 48.25% 28.09% 0.29
BaselinePunct 13.52% 28.25% 37.27% 19.74% 0.20
BLIZZARD *34.42% *66.28% *75.21% *45.50% *0.47
BRPE
Baseline 39.85% 64.29% 72.09% 47.28% 0.50
BaselinePunct 25.46% 45.57% 55.39% 32.34% 0.34
BLIZZARD 44.31% *69.48% *77.84% *52.08% *0.55
BRNL
Baseline 28.24% 50.96% 61.23% 35.48% 0.38
BaselinePunct 21.59% 43.03% 53.17% 28.67% 0.31
BLIZZARD 29.16% 53.78% 65.21% *37.62% 0.40
All
Baseline 34.32% 57.83% 66.47% 41.66% 0.44
BaselinePunct 22.56% 42.51% 52.46% 29.55% 0.31
BaselineIndri 32.24% 52.43% 59.51% 39.09% 0.32
BLIZZARD *38.58% *65.08% *74.52% *47.13% *0.50
*=Significantly higher than baseline, Emboldened= Comparatively higher
value is, the better a given query is, i.e., the developer needs to check less amount of results from the top
before reaching the actual buggy file in the list.
5.3.3 Experimental Results
We first show the performance of our technique in terms of appropriate metrics (RQ1-(a)), then discuss the
impacts of different adopted parameters upon the performance (RQ1-(b)), and finally show our comparison
with the baseline queries (RQ2) as follows:
Selection of Baseline Queries, and Establishment of Baseline Technique and Baseline Per-
formance: Existing studies suggest that text retrieval performances could be affected by query quality [98],
underlying retrieval engine [164] or even text preprocessing steps [106, 120]. Hence, we choose the baseline
queries and baseline technique pragmatically for our experiments. We conduct a detailed study where three
independent variables bug report field (e.g., title, whole texts), retrieval engine (e.g., Lucene [98], Indri
[220]) and text preprocessing step (i.e., stemming, no stemming)are alternated, and then we choose the best
performing configuration as the baseline approach. In particular, we chose the preprocessed version (i.e.,
performed stop word and punctuation removal, split complex tokens but avoided stemming) of the whole
texts (i.e., title + description) from a bug report as a baseline query. Lucene was selected as the baseline
technique since it outperformed Indri on our dataset. The performance of Lucene with the baseline queries
was selected as the baseline performance (i.e., Table 5.5) for IR-based bug localization in this study. In short,
our baseline is: (preprocessed whole texts + splitting of complex tokens + Lucene search engine).
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of BLIZZARD with baseline technique in terms of (a) MAP@K and (b)
MRR@K
Figure 5.4: Impact of query reformulation length on the MAP@10 of our techniqueBLIZZARD
Answering RQ1(a)  Performance of BLIZZARD:As shown in Table 5.5, on average, our technique
BLIZZARDlocalizes 74.52% of the bugs from a dataset of 5,139 bug reports with 47% mean average preci-
sion@10 and a mean reciprocal rank@10 of 0.50 which are 12%, 13% and 14% higher respectively than the
baseline performance measures. That is, on average, our technique can return the first buggy file at the second
position of the ranked list, almost half of returned files are buggy (i.e., true positive) and it succeeds three
out of four times in localizing the bugs. Furthermore, while the baseline technique is badly affected by the
noisy (i.e., BRST ) and poor queries (i.e., BRNL), our technique overcomes such challenges with appropriate
query reformulations, and provides significantly higher performances. For example, the baseline technique
can localize 48% of the bugs from BRST dataset (i.e., noisy queries) with only 28% precision when Top-10
results are considered. On the contrary, our technique localizes 75% of the bugs with 46% precision in the
same context which are 56% and 62% higher respectively than the corresponding baseline measures. Such
improvements are about 7% for BRNL, i.e., poor queries. In the cases where bug reports contain program
entities, i.e., BRPE , and the baseline performance measures are already pretty high, our technique further
refines the query and provides even higher performances. For example, BLIZZARD improves both baseline
MRR@10 and baseline MAP@10 for BRPE dataset by 10% which is promising.
Fig. 5.3 further demonstrates the comparative analyses between BLIZZARD and the baseline technique for
various Top-K results in terms of (a) precision and (b) reciprocal rank in the bug localization. From Fig. 5.3-
(a), we see that precision reaches to the maximum pretty quickly (i.e., at K ≈ 4) for both techniques. While
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Table 5.6: Query Improvement by BLIZZARD over Baseline Queries
Dataset Query Pair Improved/MRD Worsened/MRD Preserved
BRST
BLIZZARD vs. BLT 484 (58.60%)/-82 206 (24.94%)/+34 136 (16.46%)
BLIZZARD vs. BL 485 (58.72%)/-122 174 (21.07%)/+72 167 (20.22%)
BRPE
BLIZZARD vs. BLT 1,397 (50.49%)/-60 600 (21.68%)/+38 770 (27.83%)
BLIZZARD vs. BL 865 (31.26%)/-34 616 (22.26%)/+24 1,286 (46.48%)
BRNL
BLIZZARD vs. BLT 869 (56.21%)/-27 355 (22.96%)/+29 322 (20.83%)
BLIZZARD vs. BL 597 (38.62%)/-16 455 (29.43%)/+31 494 (31.95%)
All
BLIZZARD vs. BLT 2,750 (53.51%) /-55 1,161 (22.59%)/+32 1,228 (23.90%)
BLIZZARD vs. BL 1,947 (37.89%)/-50 1,245 (24.22%)/+30 1,947 (37.89)%
Preserved=Query quality unchanged, MRD = Mean Rank Difference between BLIZZARD and
baseline queries, BLT = title, BL = title + description
Figure 5.5: Quality improvement of (a) noisy and (b) poor baseline queries by our technique
BLIZZARD
the baseline technique suffers from noisy (i.e., from BRST ) and poor (i.e., from BRNL) queries, BLIZZARD
achieves significantly higher precision than the baseline. Our non-parametric statistical testsMann-Whitney
Wilcoxon and Cliff's Deltareported p-values< 0.05 with a large effect size (i.e., 0.77 ≤ ∆ ≤ 1.00). Although
the baseline precision for BRPE is higher, BLIZZARD offers even higher precision. From Fig. 5.3-(b), we see
that mean reciprocal ranks of BLIZZARD have a logarithmic shape and whereas the baseline counterparts
look comparatively flat. That is, as more results from the top of the ranked list are considered, more true
positives are identified by our technique than the baseline technique does. Statistical tests also reported
strong significance (i.e., p-values<0.001) and a large effect size (i.e., 0.62≤∆≤1.00) of our measures over the
baseline counterparts. That is, BLIZZARD performs a good job in reformulating the noisy and poor queries,
and such reformulations contribute to a significant improvement in the bug localization performances.
Answering RQ1(b) Impact of Parameters and Settings: We investigate the impacts of different
adopted parameters -query reformulation length, word stemming, and retrieval engine - upon our technique,
and justify our choices. BLIZZARD reformulates a given query (i.e., bug report) for bug localization, and
hence, size of the reformulated query is an important parameter. Fig. 5.4 demonstrates how various refor-
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mulation lengths can affect the MAP@10 of our technique. We see that precision reaches the maximum for
three report classes at different query reformulation lengths (i.e., RL). For BRST , we achieve the maximum
precision at RL=11, and for BRNL, such maximum is detected with RL ranging between 8 and 12. On
the contrary, precision increases in a logarithmic manner for BRPE bug reports. We investigated up to 30
reformulation terms and found the maximum precision. Given the above empirical findings, we chose RL=11
for BRST , RL=30 for BRPE and RL=8 for RNL as the adopted query reformulation lengths and our choices
are likely to be justified.
We also investigate the impact of stemming and text retrieval engine on our technique. We found that
stemming did not improve the performance of BLIZZARD, i.e., reduced localization accuracy. Similar finding
was reported by earlier studies as well [106, 120]. We also found that Lucene performs better than Indri on
our dataset. From Table 5.5, we see that Lucene (i.e., Baseline) achieves 12% higher Hit@10, 7% higher
MAP@10 and 38% higher MRR@10 than those of Indri (i.e., BaselineIndri). Besides, Lucene has been widely
used by the relevant literature [98, 163, 164, 176]. Furthermore, according to a recent third-party study [16],
Apache Lucene and its variants (e.g., Solr, ElasticSearch) have ≈77% market share in the enterprise search,
which suggests the mass adoption of Lucene in the industrial applications. Given the above findings and
earlier suggestions, our choices on stemming and code retrieval engine are also justified.
One might also argue for the inclusion of punctuation marks into the search queries for bug localization.
The underlying assumption is that the punctuation marks could provide additional contexts to the search
keywords and thus could enrich their semantics which might improve their bug localization performance.
However, punctuation marks themselves convey very little semantics compared to the keywords (e.g., natural
language terms, identifier names). Thus, the existing literature [120, 220, 250] generally considers them as
noise and discard them from the analysis. Despite this widely used practice, we investigate the impact of
including punctuation marks into the query. In particular, for each subject system, we (1) construct a corpus
where source documents are indexed with their terms and punctuation marks, and (2) collect a set of search
queries (from the bug reports) that contain both search keywords and punctuation marks. Then we compare
between queries with punctuation marks (BaselinePunct) and the same queries without the punctuation
marks (Baseline). From Table 5.5, we see that the queries with punctuation marks (BaselinePunct) perform
poorly compared to their counterpart (Baseline) in all measures and in all cases. That is, punctuation marks
possibly bring more noise than semantics in the search query. Thus, our choice of discarding punctuation
marks from the search query is likely to be justified.
Summary of RQ1: BLIZZARD outperforms baseline in accuracy, precision and reciprocal rank by 7%56%,
6%62% and 6%62% respectively across three report groups, and our adopted parameters are also justified.
Answering RQ2-Comparison with Baseline Queries: While Table 5.5 contrasts BLIZZARD with
the baseline approach for top 1 to 10 results, we further investigate how BLIZZARD performs compared to
the baseline when all results of a query are considered. We compare our queries with two baseline queries
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title (i.e., BLT ), title+description (i.e., BL)  from each of the bug reports. When our query returns the first
correct result at a higher position in the result list than that of corresponding baseline query, we call it query
improvement and vice versa query worsening. When result ranks of the reformulated query and the baseline
query are the same, then we call it query preserving. From Table 5.6, we see that our applied reformulations
improve 59% of the noisy queries (i.e., BRST ) and 39%56% of the poor (i.e., BRNL) queries both with
≈ 25% worsening ratios. That is, the improvements are more than two times the worsening ratios. Fig.
5.5 further demonstrates the potential of our reformulations where improvement, worsening and preserving
ratios are plotted for each of the six subject systems. We see that noisy queries get benefited greatly from our
reformulations, and on average, their query effectiveness improve up to 122 positions (i.e., MRD of BRST ,
Table 5.6) in the result list. Such improvement of ranks can definitely help the developers in locating the
buggy files in the result list more easily. The poor queries also improve due to our reformulations significantly
(i.e., p-value=0.004<0.05, Cliff's ∆=0.94 (large)), and the correct results can be found 16 positions earlier
(than the baseline) in the result list starting from the top. Quantile analysis in Table 5.9 also confirms that
noisy and poor queries are significantly improved by our provided reformulations. Besides, the benefits of
query reformulations are also demonstrated by our findings in Table 5.5 and Fig. 5.3.
Summary of RQ2: Our applied reformulations to the bug localization queries improve 59% of the noisy
queries and 39%56% of the poor queries, and return the buggy files closer to the top of result list. Such
improvements can reduce a developer's effort in locating bugs.
5.3.4 Comparison with Existing Techniques
Answering RQ3 Comparison with Existing IR-Based Bug Localization Techniques: Our eval-
uation of BLIZZARD with four widely used performance metrics shows promising results. The comparison
with the best performing baseline shows that our approach outperforms the baselines. However, in order to
further gain confidence and to place our work in the literature, we also compared our approach with three
IR-based bug localization techniques [220, 250, 276] including the state-of-the-art [250]. Zhou et al. [276]
first employ improved Vector Space Model (i.e., rVSM) and bug report similarity for locating buggy source
files for a new bug report. Saha et al. [220] employ structured information retrieval where (1) a bug report
is divided into two fieldstitle, description and a source document is divided into four fieldsclass, method,
variable and comments, and then (2) eight similarity measures between these two groups are accumulated to
rank the source document. We collect authors' implementations of both techniques for our experiments.
While the above studies use bug report contents only, the later approaches combine them [221] and add
more internal [258] or external information sources such as version control history [249] and author information
[250]. In the same vein, Wang and Lo [250] recently combine five internal and external information sources
- similar bug report, structured IR, stack traces, version control history and bug reporter's history  for
ranking a source document, and outperform five earlier approaches which makes it the state-of-the-art in
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IR-based bug localization. Given that authors' implementation is not publicly available, we implement this
technique ourselves by consulting with the original authors. Since BLIZZARD does not incorporate any
external information sources, to ensure a fair comparison, we also implement a variant of the state-of-the-art
namely AmaLgam+BRO where BRO stands for Bug Report Only. It combines bug report texts, structured
IR and stack traces (i.e., Table 5.8) for source document ranking.
Table 5.7: Comparison with IR-Based Bug Localization Techniques
RG Technique Hit@1 Hit@5 Hit@10 MAP@10 MRR@10
BRST
BugLocator 28.79% 55.08% 67.00% 38.49% 0.40
BLUiR 23.38% 44.34% 54.06% 30.96% 0.32
AmaLgam+BRO 45.33% 66.97% 73.29% 52.88% 0.55
BLIZZARD 34.42% 66.28% 75.21% 45.50% 0.47
BLIZZARDBRO 47.42% 73.74% 78.77% 56.22% 0.59
AmaLgam+ 50.51% 66.47% 71.66% 55.97% 0.58
BLIZZARD+ 53.39% *76.12% *80.03% 60.65% 0.63
BRPE
BugLocator 36.25% 61.37% 70.96% 44.24% 0.47
BLUiR 35.54% 62.93% 72.17% 43.67% 0.47
AmaLgamBRO 33.90% 60.48% 69.09% 42.00% 0.45
BLIZZARD *44.31% *69.48% 77.84% *52.08% *0.55
BLIZZARDBRO 47.16% 71.26% 78.25% 53.69% 0.57
Amalgam+ 52.00% 68.54% 72.93% 55.80% 0.59
BLIZZARD+ 56.84% 74.70% 80.09% 60.78% 0.65
BRNL
BugLocator 25.11% 48.52% 59.04% 32.19% 0.35
BLUiR 29.87% 56.63% 66.10% 38.07% 0.41
AmaLgam+BRO 29.40% 56.07% 65.01% 37.74% 0.40
BLIZZARD 29.16% 53.78% 65.21% 37.62% 0.40
BLIZZARDBRO 35.45% 58.75% 69.17% 42.26% 0.46
AmaLgam+ 49.72% 65.42% 71.49% 52.74% 0.57
BLIZZARD+ 47.97% 66.24% 74.49% 52.12% 0.56
All
BugLocator 31.85% 57.37% 67.87% 40.17% 0.43
BLUiR 32.45% 59.18% 68.65% 40.82% 0.44
Amalgam+BRO 35.03% 61.32% 69.89% 43.36% 0.46
BLIZZARD 38.58% 65.08% 74.52% 47.13% *0.50
BLIZZARDBRO 44.26% 69.15% 76.61% 51.41% *0.55
AmaLgam+ 52.29% 68.53% 73.58% 56.03% 0.59
BLIZZARD+ 54.78% 73.76% 79.66% 59.32% 0.63
RG=Report Group, BRO=Bug Report Only, *=Significantly higher
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Table 5.8: Components behind Existing IR-Based Bug Localization
Technique
Bug Report Only External Resources
MRR
BRT BRS ST QR BRH VCH AH
Baseline l 0.44
BugLocator l l 0.43
BLUiR l l 0.44
AmaLgam+BRO l l l 0.46
BLIZZARD l l *0.50
BLIZZARDBRO l l l l *0.55
AmaLgam+ l l l l l l 0.59
BLIZZARD+ l l l l l l l 0.63
BRT=Bug Report Texts, BRS=Bug Report Structures, ST=Stack Traces,
QR=Query Reformulation, BRH=Bug Report History, VCH=Version Control
History, AH=Authoring History, BRO=Bug Report Only, l=Feature used
From Table 5.7, we see that AmaLgam+ performs better than the other existing techniques under our
study  BugLocator and BLUiR. However, its performance comes at a high cost of mining six information
contents (i.e., Table 5.8). Besides, for optimal performance, AmaLgam+ needs past bug reports, version
control history and author history which might always not be available. Thus, to ensure a fair comparison,
we develop two variants of our techniqueBLIZZARDBRO and BLIZZARD+. BLIZZARDBRO combines
query reformulation with bug report only features whereas BLIZZARD+ combines query reformulation with
all ranking components of AmaLgam+ (i.e., details in Table 5.8). We then compare both BLIZZARD and
BLIZZARDBRO with AmaLgam+BRO, and BLIZZARD+ with AmaLgam+ respectively.
As shown in Table 5.7, BLIZZARD outperforms AmaLgam+BRO in terms of all three metrics especially
for BRPE reports while performing moderately high with other report groups. For example, BLIZZARD
provides 22% higher MRR@10 and 24% higher MAP@10 than AmaLgam+BRO for BRPE . When all report
only features are complemented with appropriate query reformulations, our technique, BLIZZARDBRO out-
performs AmaLgam+BRO in terms of all three metricsHit@K, MAP@10 and MRR@10 with each report
groups. Such findings suggest that BLIZZARDBRO can better exploit the available resources (i.e., bug report
contents) than the state-of-the-art variant, and returns the buggy files at relatively higher positions in the
ranked list. Furthermore, BLIZZARD+ outperforms the state-of-the-art, AmaLgam+, by introducing query
reformulation paradigm. For example, BLIZZARD+ improves Hit@5 and Hit@10 over AmaLgam+ for each
of the three query types, e.g., 15% and 12% respectively for noisy queries (BRST ). It also should be noted
that none of the existing techniques is robust to all three report groups simultaneously. We overcome such
issue with appropriate query reformulations, and deliver ≈75%80% Hit@10 irrespective of the bug report


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.6: Comparison of (a) MAP@K and (b) Hit@K with the state-of-the-art IR-based bug
localization techniques
Figure 5.7: Comparison of Hit@10 across all subject systems
by consuming equal amount of resources, i.e., bug report only. All these findings above suggest two important
points. First, earlier studies might have failed to exploit the report contents and structures properly for bug
localization. Second, query reformulation has a high potential for improving the IR-based bug localization.
Fig. 5.6 demonstrates a comparison of BLIZZARD with the existing techniques in terms of (a) MAP@K
and (b) Hit@K for various Top-K results. Our statistical tests report that BLIZZARD, BLIZZARDBRO and
BLIZZARD+ outperform AmaLgam+BRO and AmaLgam+ respectively in MAP@K by a significant margin
(i.e., p-values≤0.001) and large effect size (i.e., 0.82≤∆≤1.00). Similar findings were also achieved for Hit@K.
Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 focus on subject system specific performances. From Fig. 5.7, we see that
BLIZZARD outperforms AmaLgam+BRO with four systems in Hit@10, and falls short with two systems.
However, BLIZZARDBRO and BLIZZARD+ outperform AmaLgam+BRO and AmaLgam+ respectively for
all six systems. As shown in the box plots of Fig. 5.8, BLIZZARD has a higher median in MRR@10 and
MAP@10 than AmaLgam+BRO across all subject systems. AmaLgam+ improves both measures especially
MAP@10. However, BLIZZARD+ provides even higher MRR@10 and MAP@10 than any of the existing
techniques including the state-of-the-art.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of (a) MRR@10 and (b) MAP@10 with existing techniques across the subject
systems
Summary of RQ3: Our technique outperforms the state-of-the-art from IR-based bug localization in various
dimensions. It offers 20% higher precision and reciprocal rank than that of state-of-the-art variant (i.e.,
AmaLgam+BRO) by using only query reformulation rather than costly alternatives, e.g., mining of version
control history
Answering RQ4 Comparison with Existing Query Reformulation Techniques: While we have
already showed that our approach outperforms the baselines and the state-of-the-art IR-based bug localization
approaches, we also wanted to further evaluate our approach in the context of query reformulation. We thus
compared BLIZZARD with four query reformulation techniques [98, 191, 213, 231] including the state-of-
the-art [191] that were mostly used for concept/feature location. We use authors' implementation of the
state-of-the-art, STRICT, and re-implement the remaining three techniques. We collect Query Effectiveness
(i.e., rank of the first correct result) of each of the reformulated queries provided by each technique, and
compare with ours using quantile analysis. From Table 5.9, we see that 48% of the noisy (i.e., BRST ) queries
are improved by STRICT, and 32% of the poor (i.e., BRNL) queries are improved by Sisman and Kak
[231]. Neither of these techniques considers bug report quality (i.e., prevalence of structured information or
lack thereof) and each technique applies the same reformulation strategy to all reports. On the contrary,
BLIZZARD chooses appropriate reformulation based on the class of a bug report, and improves 59% of the
noisy queries and 39% of the poor queries which are 22% and 20% higher respectively. When compared using
quantile analysis, we see that our quantiles are highly promising compared to the baseline. Our reformulations
clearly improve the noisy queries, and 75% of the improved queries return their first correct results within
Top-9 (i.e., Q3=9) positions whereas STRICT needs Top-17 positions for the same. In the case of poor
queries, quantiles of BLIZZARD are comparable to that of Sisman and Kak. However, BLIZZARD worsens
less and preserves higher amount of the baseline queries which demonstrate its high potential.
Summary of RQ4: Our approach, BLIZZARD, outperforms the state-of-the-art in query reformulation
using context-aware (i.e., responsive to report quality) query reformulation. Whatever improvements are
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offered to noisy and poor queries by the state-of-the-art, our technique improves 22% more of noisy queries
and 20% more of the poor queries.
5.4 Threats to Validity
Threats to internal validity relate to experimental errors and biases [272]. Replication of existing studies
and misclassification of the bug reports are possible sources of such threats. We use authors' implementation
of three techniques [191, 220, 276] and re-implement the remaining four. While we cannot rule out the
possibility of any implementation errors, we re-implemented them by consulting with the original authors
[250] and their reported settings and parameters [98, 213, 231]. While our technique employs appropriate
regular expressions for bug report classification, they are limited in certain contexts (e.g., ill-structured
stack traces) which require limited manual analysis currently. More sophisticated classification approaches
[173, 241, 277] could be applied in the future work.
Threats to external validity relate to generalizability of a technique [272]. We conduct experiments using
Java systems. However, since we deal with mostly structured items (e.g., stack traces, program entities) from
a bug report, our technique can be adapted to other OOP-based systems that have such structured items.
5.5 Related Work
Bug Localization: Automated bug localization has been an active research area for over two decades [220].
Existing studies from the literature can be roughly categorized into two broad familiesspectra based and
information retrieval (IR) based [130, 248]. We deal with IR-based bug localization in this work. Given that
spectra based techniques are costly and lack scalability [163, 248], several studies adopt IR-based methods
such as Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [179], Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [167, 207] and Vector Space
Model (VSM) [122, 163, 220, 230, 258, 276] for bug localization. They leverage the shared vocabulary between
bug reports and source code entities for bug localization. Unfortunately, as existing evidences [193, 248]
suggest, they are inherently subject to the quality of bug reports. A number of recent studies complement
traditional IR-based localization with spectra based analysis [130], machine learning [128, 269] and mining of
various repositories bug report history [221], version control history [230, 249], code change history [255, 270]
and bug reporter history [250]. Recently, Wang and Lo [250] combine bug report contents and three external
repositories, and outperform five earlier IR-based bug localization techniques [220, 221, 230, 249, 258, 276]
which makes it the state-of-the-art. In short, the contemporary studies advocate for combining (1) multiple
localization approaches (e.g., dynamic trace analysis [130], Deep learning [128], learning to rank [268, 269])
and (2) multiple external information sources with classic IR-based localization, and thus, improve the
localization performances. However, such solutions could be costly (i.e., multiple repository mining) and
less scalable (i.e., dependency on external information sources), and hence, could be infeasible to use in
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practice. In this work, we approach the problem differently, and focus on better leveraging the potential of
the resources at hand (i.e., bug report and source code) which might have been underestimated by the earlier
studies. In particular, we refine the noisy queries (i.e., containing stack traces) and complement the poor
queries (i.e., lacks structured items), and offer an effective information retrieval unlike the earlier studies.
Thus, issues raised by low quality bug reports [248] have been significantly addressed by our technique, and
our experimental findings support such conjecture. We compare with three existing studies including the
state-of-the-art [250], and the detailed comparison can be found in Section 5.3.4 (i.e., RQ3).
A few studies [163, 258] analyse stack traces from a bug report for bug localization. However, they apply
the trace entries to boost up source document ranking, and superfluous trace entries were not discarded
from their stack traces. Learning-to-rank [268, 269] and Deep learning [128] based approaches might also
suffer from noisy and poor queries since they adopt classic IR without query reformulation in their document
ranking. Recent studies [245, 268] employ distributional semantics of words to address limitations of VSM.
Since noisy terms in the report could be an issue, our approach can complement these approaches through
query reformulation.
Query Reformulation: There exist several studies [64, 84, 96, 98, 104, 120, 188, 191, 208, 268] that sup-
port concept/feature/concern location tasks using query reformulation. However, these approaches mostly
deal with unstructured natural language texts. Thus, they might not perform well with bug reports con-
taining excessive structured information (e.g., stack traces), and our experimental findings also support this
conjecture (Table 5.9). Sisman and Kak [231] first introduce query reformulation in the context of IR-based
bug localization. However, their approach cannot remove noise from a query. Recently, Chaparro et al. [65]
identify observed behaviour (OB), expected behaviour (EB) and steps to reproduce (S2R) from a bug report,
and then use OB texts as a reformulated query for bug localization. However, they only analyse unstructured
texts whereas we deal with both structured and unstructured contents. Since we apply query reformulation,
we compare with four recent query reformulation techniques employed for concept locationRocchio [213],
RSV [212], STRICT [191] [189] and bug localization SCP [231]. The detailed comparison can be found in
Section 5.3.4 (i.e., RQ4).
In short, existing IR-based techniques suffer from quality issues of bug reports whereas traditional query
reformulation techniques are not well-adapted for the bug reports containing excessive structured information
(e.g., stack traces). Our work fills this gap of the literature by incorporating context-aware (i.e., report quality
aware) query reformulation into the IR-based bug localization. Our technique better exploits resources at
hand and delivers equal or higher performance than the state-of-the-art at a relatively lower cost. To the
best of our knowledge, such comprehensive solution was not provided by any of the existing studies.
5.6 Summary
Developers spend about 50% of their development time in dealing with software bugs and failures, which
cost billions of dollars every year [1]. Finding the locations of bugs within the source code is a crucial step
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of the bug resolution process. Traditional solutions for bug localization are limited. They do not perform
well when the bug reports are noisy or poor in quality [248]. In this chapter, we propose a novel technique
BLIZZARD that accepts a bug report as a search query, employs appropriate query reformulations based
on its reporting quality (e.g., noisy, poor), and then delivers an improved, reformulated search query for
the bug localization. Experiments using 5,139 bug reports from six open source subject systems report that
BLIZZARD can offer up to 62% higher precision than the best baseline and 20% higher precision than the
state-of-the-art measure. Our technique also improves 22% more of noisy queries and 20% more of the poor
queries than that of the state-of-the-art.
Although our approach suggests appropriate search queries from the noisy and poor quality bug reports,
they might require further reformulations to achieve the optimal performance during bug localization. In
particular, we notice that BLIZZARD might achieve only marginal improvement over the baseline when
the bug reports are really poor. In the next chapter, our fourth study (BLADER, Chapter 6) attempts to
overcome this challenge. BLADER accepts a poor bug report as a search query, and reformulates the query
using word embedding technology and clustering tendency analysis for the bug localization.
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Chapter 6
Search Query Reformulation for Bug Localization
using Word Semantics & Clustering Tendency
Analysis
Software bugs and failures are pervasive in modern software systems [1]. Changes to the existing software
systems are also frequent and inevitable during the maintenance. Thus, finding bugs in the software code
(a.k.a., bug localization) and identifying concepts of interest in the software code (a.k.a., concept location)
are two major challenges of the software maintenance. Our previous studies (Chapters 3, 4, 5) deliver
search queries for concept location and bug localization by analysing change requests, bug reports and
relevant source code documents. They determine keyword importance using statistical properties (e.g., term
co-occurrences, Section 3.3.3) and dependency relationships among the keywords (e.g., syntactic, static or
hierarchical dependencies, Section 5.2.2). While these dimensions were found promising, the underlying
semantics of the keywords were overlooked, which could have been another important dimension. In this
chapter, we overcome this issue with another study. Here, we present BLADER that accepts a poor quality
bug report as a query, analyses clustering tendency between the query and the candidate keywords in terms of
their underlying semantics, and then delivers an improved, reformulated search query for the bug localization.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows  Section 6.1 presents an overview of our study, and
Section 6.2 offers a motivating example. Section 6.3 describes our proposed technique for search query
reformulation for bug localization, and Section 6.4 discusses our experiments, evaluation and validation.
Section 6.5 identifies the threats to the validity of our findings, Section 6.6 discusses related work, and finally
Section 6.7 concludes the chapter with future work.
6.1 Introduction
Software bugs and failures cost trillions of dollars every year and consume almost half of the development
time and efforts [1, 28]. Bug localization is one of the most challenging steps of software debugging. It
involves finding out the bugs or faults within the source code of a software system [130, 170]. Over the last
two decades, Information Retrieval (hereby IR) had been widely adopted in the localization of software bugs
[98, 163, 164, 220, 249, 276]. IR-based localization leverages textual similarity between a bug report (query)
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and the source code in localizing the bug [276]. Such a localization is reported as light-weight, cost-effective
and even as accurate as spectra-based techniques which localize a bug by analysing the execution traces
[207, 248]. Unfortunately, recent findings [192, 193, 248] suggest that IR-based approaches suffer heavily
when the quality of a bug report is low (i.e., poor query). They cannot perform well without the presence
of relevant program entity names (e.g., class names, method names) in the report texts. Such entities could
essentially help find the locations of the encountered bugs or failures within the source code. According to
existing investigations [193, 248], up to 55% of bug reports of a software system could be of low quality (i.e.,
lack program entities). Thus, such automated supports are highly warranted that could localize the bugs in
the software even with these low quality bug reports (i.e., poor queries).
Software developers often use a few important keywords from a bug report as a search query for bug
localization [120, 231]. Unfortunately, choosing such keywords from the bug report is often challenging, and
even the experienced developers cannot do this job well [83, 120, 142]. Furthermore, they might not even
find any useful keywords from the low quality bug reports. An ad hoc alternative to this issue could be the
use of the whole texts (i.e., title + description) of a bug report as a search query. Unfortunately, such texts
might also produce verbose and poor queries [64]. Thus, appropriate query selection for bug localization is a
major challenge, and the developers are badly in need of automated tool supports. Our work in this chapter
addresses this particular research problem query reformulation for the IR-based bug localization.
Several existing studies offer automated supports for query reformulations in the context of concept/fea-
ture location [84, 98, 104, 164, 191] and bug localization [65, 163, 192, 231]. Unfortunately, they might fail
with low quality bug reports (poor queries) due to their high reliance on the report contents. Most of them
use pseudo-relevance feedback (PRF) [222] and term selection methods (e.g., TF-IDF [114]). PRF-based
techniques accept a search query, retrieve a few apparently relevant source documents, and then expand the
query with important keywords extracted from these documents [222]. However, if the given query is already
poor, the retrieved documents could be either noisy or even completely irrelevant which can negatively affect
the reformulated query. Low quality bug reports (i.e., poor queries) generally do not contain any relevant
program entity names (e.g., class names) [193, 248]. Thus, term selection based approaches [120, 191] might
also not be sufficient enough for selecting appropriate queries from the low quality bug reports.
In this chapter, we propose and design a novel techniqueBLADER that reformulates a poor search
query by analysing and complementing its underlying semantics, and then localizes the bugs in the software
code using the reformulated query. First, we construct a high dimensional semantic space (a.k.a., semantic
hyperspace) and a large vocabulary of ≈660K words by employing a widely used text mining tool, FastText
[54], on 1.40 million Q&A threads of Stack Overflow. FastText represents each word of the vocabulary as
a point within the semantic hyperspace so that similar or relevant words cluster together within the space.
Second, we collect multiple reformulation candidates from the relevant source code against a given query,
and determine their appropriateness based on their clustering tendency towards the given query within the
hyperspace (i.e., use of word semantics). Third, we choose the best candidate using machine learning as our
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Table 6.1: An Example of Low Quality Bug Report (Issue #192756, ECF)
Field Content
Title [IRC] On channel join, get rid of `entered' spam in
Description If you join a big channel, you get a ton of xxx entered". I think on channel entry, we
don't show these messages. We should show these messages in maybe the `server tab', ie.,
irc.freenode.net, similar to how other IRC clients do it.
An Example of Query Reformulation
Technique Reformulated Query QE
BaselineT {title} 30
BaselineD {description} 10
Baseline {title + description} 12
Rocchio [213] {title + description} + {remoteserviceadminevent admin service feed remote synd
mask writer event export}
10
BLADER {title + description} + 03
(Proposed) {connect invitation handle message room chat user send}
QE = Rank of the first buggy document retrieved by the query
reformulated query (i.e., poor query + complementary keywords), and then employ this query in the bug
localization with information retrieval. While many earlier approaches [220, 276] simply use the poor queries
(i.e., low quality bug reports) verbatim, our approach complements such queries with relevant keywords
from the source code using word semantics, clustering tendency analysis and machine learning. Thus, our
approach, BLADER, has a greater chance of overcoming the challenges posed by low quality bug reports
(poor queries). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to apply clustering tendency analysis
and word semantics (derived from Stack Overflow Q&A threads) in the query reformulation intended for bug
localization, which makes our work novel.
We evaluate our technique using four widely used performance metrics, two different dimensions (bug
localization and query reformulation), and a dataset of 1,546 bug reports from six subject systems. First, we
evaluate in terms of bug localization performance (RQ1). In contrast with a baseline approach, our technique
localizes software bugs with 9% higher Hit@10, 17% higher MAP and 21% higher MRR. Second, we compare
with five well known existing studies on bug localization [192, 220, 250, 268, 276] (RQ3), where BLADER
achieves 11% higher MAP and 15% higher MRR than the state-of-the-art [192]. Third, we compare with
six well known existing approaches on query reformulation [188, 191, 192, 212, 213, 231] (RQ4). BLADER
improves 48%-72% of the poor queries which is 23% higher than that of the state-of-the-art [192]. Such
an improvement can help the practitioners find out the buggy documents with less manual or cognitive
efforts. Our work also demonstrates the novel and effective application of clustering tendency analysis and
word semantics derived from Stack Overflow in addressing a complex Software Engineering challenge such
as query reformulation for IR-based bug localization. Thus, our work makes the following contributions.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of the proposed query reformulation technique BLADER (A)
Construction of a semantic hyperspace and (B) Reformulation of a query for bug localization
(a) A novel query reformulation technique, BLADERQR, that improves a poor search query with appro-
priate keywords from the source code of a software system by employing word semantics, clustering
tendency analysis, machine learning and pseudo-relevance feedback.
(b) A novel bug localization technique, BLADERBL, that employs query reformulation, Information Re-
trieval, and word semantics for the bug localization.
(c) Comprehensive evaluation of the proposed approach using 1,546 bug reports and comparison with
eleven existing techniques in two different dimensions.
(d) A replication package [29] that includes a working prototype, experimental dataset and other associated
materials for third party reuse and replication.
6.2 Motivating Example
In order to demonstrate the capability of our technique in improving search queries and thereby in bug local-
ization, we provide an example where BLADER outperforms three baseline approaches and one frequently
cited existing approachRocchio [213]. The upper part of Table 6.1 shows a low quality bug report. The
report explains a bug on IRC chat using only regular texts. It does not contain any program entities (e.g.,
class names) which might have assisted in the bug localization process. In the lower part of Table 6.1, we
compare our approach with others. We see that three baseline approaches  BaselineT (title only), BaselineD
(description only) and Baseline (title+description) do not perform well, and they return the first buggy
document at the 30th, 10th and 12th positions respectively in their result lists. On the contrary, BLADER
complements this low quality bug report (poor query) with appropriate search keywords from the
source code, and then returns the same result at the third position which is a 70% rank improvement over
the baseline. Despite the expansion, Rocchio's method fails to improve over baseline due to its high reliance
on the poor query. Please note that our keywords are more appropriate and more relevant.
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6.3 BLADER: Automated Query Reformulation using Word Se-
mantics & Clustering Tendency Analysis for Bug Localization
Fig. 6.1 shows the schematic diagram of our proposed technique for query reformulation targeting bug lo-
calization. Furthermore, Algorithm 7 shows the pseudo code of our approach. We first construct a semantic
hyperspace (i.e., multi-dimensional semantic space) from 1.40 million Q&A threads of Stack Overflow us-
ing FastText. Then we reformulate a poor query using two clustering tendency metrics derived from this
hyperspace and perform bug localization with the reformulated query as follows:
6.3.1 Construction of a Semantic Hyperspace from Stack Overflow Q&A Threads
Several earlier studies [144, 226] make use of natural language thesauri (e.g., WordNet) to expand a search
query with synonyms and semantically similar words. However, Sridhara et al. [233] later suggest that words
used in Software Engineering literature have different semantics than what they have in the regular texts
(e.g., news article). That is, natural language thesaurus such as WordNet might not be sufficient enough
for keyword suggestion in the context of Software Engineering (SE) tasks (e.g., bug localization). We thus
construct a dictionary-like mechanism (e.g., semantic hyperspace) using the contents relevant to Software
Engineering (e.g., programming Q & A threads) for our query reformulation.
Data Collection: We use Stack Overflow, the most popular programming Q & A site on the web, for our
semantic hyperspace construction (i.e., Step 1, Fig. 6.1). Stack Overflow is a large body of knowledge with
14 million questions and 22 million answers across various programming languages, algorithms, API libraries,
and state-of-the-art software development practices [58]. These contents are spontaneously produced by
millions of software engineers, programming hobbyists, and researchers from all over the world. They are also
systematically curated by this large technical crowd with a voting based system. Thus, Stack Overflow offers
a massive body of relevant, reusable, and useful resources. Furthermore, such resources could be leveraged
in exploring the underlying semantics of the keywords from queries related to Software Engineering tasks.
Several earlier studies [58, 201, 205, 272] also demonstrate the high potential of Stack Overflow for SE tasks.
We collect a total of 1.40 million questions and answers related to Java from Stack Overflow for our
corpus preparation. We make use of the official data dump [35] released on March, 2018 by Stack Overflow.
Since we deal with Java-based subject systems, we were interested in the Java related questions, answers and
discussions posted on Stack Overflow. We identify them using <java> tag of the questions. We also make
sure that each of the questions has at least one answer in order to avoid the low quality questions.
Text Preprocessing: As a widely used practice [272], we perform standard natural language prepro-
cessing on each of the questions and answers (i.e., Step 2, Fig. 6.1). In particular, we first remove stop
words, programming keywords, punctuation marks, and digits, and then split the complex or structured
tokens (e.g., camel case, GoogleTalk) into simpler ones (e.g., Google, Talk). Stop words (e.g., `a', `an', `the')
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and keywords (e.g., for, while) are frequently used words in the texts and source code respectively which
convey very little semantics. We use a standard list of stop words [25] and an official list of Java language
keywords [12] for the stop word removal and keyword removal respectively. It should be noted that we avoid
stemming in our analysis due to the controversial evidence of stemming in the software text retrieval [106].
Learning of Word Embeddings: Semantics of a word are often determined by its contexts (i.e.,
surrounding words) within the texts. The same word can express different meanings in different contexts.
For example, the word `bank' could mean a financial institution in one context, and could also mean an
edge of the river in another context. Thus, determining the exact meaning of a word is a major challenge.
Since bug reports are written by mostly layman users, search queries constructed from these reports could
be ambiguous as well. There have been several attempts [109, 154, 188, 233, 265, 272] for understanding
software word semantics during the last decade. Recently, Mikolov et al. [156] propose a neural network based
approach called Word2Vec that learns the semantics of a word in terms of a numeric vector. Such a vector
is also called word embeddings. Word2Vec has been found surprisingly effective for various traditional text
classification tasks (e.g., sentiment analysis [115, 238]). We use a recent version of their approach namely
FastText [54] for learning the word embeddings in our work.
We use a three-layer neural network (i.e., input layer + hidden layer + output layer) with Skip-gram
algorithm to learn word embeddings (Step 3a, Fig. 6.1). The training of this network (1) starts with a set of
random weights and an activation function (e.g., linear function) in the hidden layer, and (2) finishes with a
set of fine-tuned weights in the hidden layer neurons.
Then the hidden layer weights learned by the network for each of the words are considered as their
corresponding word embeddings [36, 156]. We implement FastText using gensim library in Python platform,
and use the default set of parameters like earlier studies [194, 274]. In particular, we use a window size of 5,
a minimum frequency of 5, and a hidden layer of 100 neurons. Thus, our trained model returns a numeric
vector of 100 weights as the word embeddings for each of the ≈660K words from the corpus.
Modelling of a Semantic Hyperspace with Word Embeddings: Although word embeddings are
learned from a simple, shallow neural network, they have useful properties that could be leveraged for
various text processing tasks (e.g., semantic similarity estimation [268, 274]). For example, the embeddings
are learned in such a fashion that similar or relevant words are found close to one another when their word
embeddings are visualized. We make use of this interesting property, and map the embedding vector of
each word to a unique point within the semantic hyperspace. Hyperspace refers to a space having more than
three dimensions. Thus, each point (or word) could be considered as an intersection of multiple dimensions
pointing towards multiple semantics. Our corpus from Stack Overflow contains a total of ≈660K unique
words, and their word embeddings thus construct a large-scale, multi-dimensional semantic space (a.k.a.,
semantic hyperspace) (Step 3b, Fig. 6.1).
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Algorithm 7 Bug Localization with QR using Word Semantics & Clustering Tendency Analysis
1: procedure BLADER(Q, WE)
2: . Q: a poor bug report, a.k.a., search query
3: . WE: word embeddings learned from Stack Overflow
4: . stopword/keyword/punctuation removal, and token splitting
5: Qpp ←preprocess(Q)
6: . collect candidate terms for reformulation
7: C ←getCandidateTermsFromProjectSource(Qpp)
8: X ← {C ∪Qpp}
9: . get reformulation candidates using clustering tendency
10: S ← {∀x : x ∈ X}, S′ ← {∀x : x ∈ X} . set initialization
11: . get the candidate using Hopkins statistic
12: Y ← {y : y ∈ X ∧ Y ⊆ X} . uniformly distributed set
13: for CandidateTerm t ∈ X do
14: rc← {∀x : x ∈ S ∧ x 6= t}
15: HS[rc]←calculateHopkinsStatistic(rc, X, Y , WE)
16: if HS[rc] ≥ HSmax then
17: RCHS ← rc . candidate with maximum HS
18: S ← {S \ t}
19: end if
20: end for
21: . get the candidate using polygon area
22: for CandidateTerm t ∈ X do
23: rc← {∀x : x ∈ S′ ∧ x 6= t}
24: PA[rc]←calculatePolygonArea(rc, WE)
25: if PA[rc] ≤ PAmin then
26: RCPA ← rc . candidate with minimum PA
27: S′ ← {S′ \ t}
28: end if
29: end for
30: . get the best reformulation using machine learning
31: RCbest ←getBestQR(RCHS , RCPA, RCbase)
32: QR ← {Qpp ∪RCbest}





6.3.2 Automated Search Query Reformulation with Semantic Hyperspace, Clus-
tering Tendency & Machine Learning
We use the semantic hyperspace constructed above (Section 6.3.1), identify the best reformulation candidate
using two clustering tendency metrics and machine learning, and then expand a poor query intended for
IR-based bug localization as follows:
Selection of Candidate Source Terms: First step of automatic query reformulation is to collect
suitable candidate terms for the reformulation. Existing approaches from the literature often make use of
relevance feedback [84, 146] or pseudo-relevance feedback [62, 98, 213, 222] for candidate selection. Rahman
and Roy [189] recently make use of field and method signatures from the source code of a software system,
and suggest suitable terms for query reformulation using pseudo-relevance feedback and an advanced term
weighting method (e.g., PageRank [57]). Their approach also outperforms contemporary PRF-based ap-
proaches which makes it an ideal choice for our candidate term selection. We use authors' implementation of
the tool, and extract the Top-25 terms (i.e., threshold justified in RQ1) from the source code as the candidate
terms (i.e., Step 4, Fig. 6.1, Lines 48, Algorithm 7). Given that low quality bug reports often lack relevant
program entities, such terms from the relevant source code could complement them for bug localization.
Clustering Tendency Analysis: Once candidate terms are selected, we attempt to identify the most
appropriate ones from them to reformulate a given query (i.e., bug report). Several earlier studies [194,
268, 274] simply rely on semantic distance between query keywords and candidate terms for choosing the
appropriate terms for query reformulation. However, their idea might fail with poor search queries (i.e., low
quality bug reports). While a term from the source code could be semantically close to one of the query
keywords, (1) it might not be relevant to the whole query or (2) the keyword itself might not be a salient one.
We thus leverage the clustering tendency of the candidate terms towards the query keywords rather than
simply relying on their semantic distance. In particular, we locate the query keywords and the candidate terms
within our semantic hyperspace using their embedding vectors (i.e., coordinates), determine their clustering
tendency with each other using two metrics below, and then develop two reformulation candidates as follows
(Steps 56, Fig. 6.1, Lines 929, Algorithm 7):
(a) Hopkins Statistic is a statistical hypothesis test that determines the clustering tendency of a given
dataset [48, 108]. It assumes a null hypothesis that the data points in the dataset have a uniform random
distribution, and thus do not form any cluster. We use this statistic to identify a subset of the candidate
terms that have the highest clustering tendency with a given query.
We first combine query keywords and candidate source terms, and develop a sample set X of size n. For
the sake of brevity, we assume that X contains n items. Now, we construct a subset S ⊆ X of size m << n
by iteratively discarding the individual items. We also draw a uniform random sample Y ⊆ X of size l << n
where Y contains only l distinct items (i.e., uniformly distributed). That is, S is the real dataset and Y is
the uniformly sampled set. We then determine the distance between each item and its nearest neighbour
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from X. Lets assume that ui is the distance between xi ∈ S and its nearest neighbour in X whereas vi is the
distance between yi ∈ Y and its the nearest neighbour in X. Now, we calculate the Hopkins statistic HS for





















Here, d refers to the dimension of each data point. Since we represent each item xi ∈ X using correspond-
ing embedding vector with a size of d, the distance measures above are calculated using cosine similarity
[90]. Let us assume that two items (i.e., terms) r ∈ S and t ∈ X have two embedding vectors R and T
respectively which are derived from our semantic hyperspace (i.e., Section 6.3.1). Now, the semantic distance
udi between r and t is calculated as follows:
udi = 1−
∑d









Hopkins statistic takes a value between 0 and 1. A value close to 1 indicates that the sample set S is
highly clustered whereas 0.5 indicates that S is randomly sampled, and does not contain any meaningful
clusters. We construct a number of subsets S ⊆ X, and choose the one with the highest HS value as our
reformulation candidate RCHS (i.e., Step 6a, Fig. 6.1, Lines 1120, Algorithm 7).
(b) Polygon Area calculation, a well known concept from Coordinate Geometry, has found numerous
applications in the real world problems (e.g., architectural planning, computer 3D modelling) [34]. These
problems often involve the maximization or minimization of the area of an irregular polygon. In order to
reformulate a poor query, we deal with a set of points within the semantic hyperspace which also essentially
form an irregular polygon. Carmel et al. [61] suggest that poor queries often discuss multiple topics which
make them ambiguous, and good quality queries are mostly precise. Similarly, we argue that terms of a good
quality search query are closely related in their semantics. Hence, the area of polygon created by them within
our semantic hyperspace is likely to be small. Conversely, a large polygon area indicates broad or ambiguous
query topics. Thus, the polygon area could be another proxy to clustering tendency between the candidate
reformulation terms and the query keywords (e.g., bug report).
We develop a sample set X by combining candidate terms and query keywords. For the sake of brevity, let
us assume that X contains n points where each point is an embedding vector of size d for corresponding term
or keyword from X. Since we deal with a d-dimensional space (a.k.a., hyperspace), we adapt the traditional
2-dimensional polygon area calculation [33] with d-dimensions. In particular, we choose dC2 dimension pairs,
calculate the polygon area for each pair, and then sum them up to obtain the final area PA. Let us assume
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that R and T contain rth and tth coordinates from n points above. Now we calculate their polygon area






(Rj +Ri)× (Tj − Ti) where j = i− 1 (6.3)
Here, j takes a value of n when i = 1, otherwise it always takes the previous value of i, i.e., j = i− 1. We
construct a number of subsets S ⊆ X, extract their embedding vectors, and calculate the polygon area for
each subset. Then, we choose the one with the smallest polygon area as the reformulation candidate RCPA
(i.e., Step 6b, Fig. 6.1, Lines 2129, Algorithm 7).
Selection of the Best Reformulation Candidate: The clustering tendency metrics above provide
two reformulation candidates (RCHS, RCPA) using the candidate terms from the source code of a software
system. An earlier study [193] suggests that baseline queries might also perform well in some cases. We thus
use the preprocessed version of a given bug report as the third reformulation candidate RCbase (Step 6c,
Fig. 6.1). Existing evidence [98, 189] shows that combination of multiple reformulation strategies performs
consistently higher than any single strategy. We thus consider all three reformulation candidates, and choose
the best one among them using machine learning (Lines 3032, Algorithm 7) as follows:
(a) Data Resampling: Query difficulty metrics [62] have been used by several existing studies [96, 98,
189] to identify the best reformulation candidate. However, they might not be effective for poor queries (our
problem context) since they mostly rely on the linguistic aspect of the queries. We thus attempt to predict
the best reformulation candidate using the above two data analytics based metrics  Hopkins Statistic, and
Polygon Area of each candidate. We also determine Query Effectiveness of each of the three reformulation
candidates, and annotate them with one of these three labels `high', `medium', and `low '  based on their
performances. Since only `high' labelled candidates are of our interest, the training dataset is inherently
skewed. We thus perform bootstrapping (i.e., random resampling [116]) on the training dataset with 100%
sample size and with replacement option. Bootstrapping is often used to mitigate data skewness [116]. In
particular, we draw 50 random samples (i.e., suggested by an earlier study [189]) from this dataset, and
prepare multiple datasets for our model training (Step 7, Fig. 6.1).
(b) Machine Learning: Given multiple training datasets, we develop multiple machine learning models,
and then identify the best reformulation candidate by combining the predictions from each of these models.
Such an approach of combining multiple models is known as ensemble learning [174, 214]. It is often used when
individual models might be weak. As shown by earlier studies [56, 203], RandomForest algorithm has the
potential to avoid model overfitting which makes it a suitable choice for our machine learning task. Besides,
our investigation in RQ1, Section 6.4.3 shows that RandomForest is the best choice for our dataset. We thus
train RandomForest model with 10-fold cross validations on each of the training datasets, combine predictions
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from all the models for a given test instance, and then suggest the best candidate as the reformulated query
(i.e., Steps 79, Fig. 6.1).
6.3.3 Bug Localization
Once BLADER returns a reformulated query against a poor search query (i.e., low quality bug report), we
submit the reformulated query to a widely used code search engine namely Lucene [32]. Lucene employs
Boolean Search Model and Vector Space Model [114] for the search, and it is widely adopted both by the
industry (e.g., ElasticSearch) and by the existing literature [98, 164, 189]. We use Okapi BM25 similarity [227]
between a query and the source code documents, and retrieve a ranked list of buggy source documents for
each query using Lucene (i.e., Lines 3335, Algorithm 7). These ranked buggy documents are then presented
to the developer for manual analysis. As shown in Table 6.1, our suggested query returns the first buggy
document at the third position as opposed to the 12th position by the given query.
6.4 Experiment
We evaluate our proposed technique BLADER with four widely used performance metrics and 1,546
bug reports from six subject systems. We further consider two different dimensions  (1) bug localization
and (2) query reformulation for our evaluation. We first determine our bug localization performance (i.e.,
BLADERBL), and compare with one baseline approach and five existing approaches on bug localization [192,
220, 250, 268, 276] including the state-of-the-art [192]. In addition to that, we contrast our query reformulation
performance (i.e., BLADERQR) with that of another six existing approaches on query reformulation [188,
191, 192, 212, 213, 231] including the state-of-the-art [192]. Thus, we answer four research questions using
our experiments as follows:
• RQ1: Can BLADERBL outperform the baseline approach in bug localization? Are the adopted thresh-
olds, parameters and choices justified?
• RQ2: Can BLADERQR outperform the baseline approach in query reformulation intended for bug
localization?
• RQ3: Can BLADERBL outperform the state-of-the-art in the IR-based bug localization?
• RQ4: Can BLADERQR outperform the state-of-the-art in query reformulation intended for bug/con-
cept location?
6.4.1 Experimental Dataset
Dataset Collection: We use a total of 1,546 bug reports from six open source, Java-based systems for the
evaluation and validation of our technique. We collect these bug reports from a publicly available benchmark
dataset [30, 192, 193]. Table 6.2 shows the details of our dataset. First, all the resolved bug reports (i.e.,
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marked as RESOLVED) are collected from either BugZilla or JIRA repository of each system. Second, bug-
fixing commits (i.e., commits solving the bugs) are extracted from the version control history of each system
at GitHub using a set of appropriate regular expressions [43]. Such bug reports are then selected that have the
corresponding bug-fixing commits. Third, we retain such bug reports that contain only unstructured regular
texts, and do not contain any structured entities (e.g., class names, stack traces), i.e., BRNL category, poor
bug reports [192, 248]. Fourth, we also discard such bug reports for which (1) no source code documents (e.g.,
Java classes) are changed, and (2) the changed source code documents do not exist any more in the current
snapshot of the subject system.
Construction of Ground Truth: We extract the changeset (i.e., list of changed files) from each of
the bug-fixing commits, and use them as the ground truth for corresponding bug reports. When multiple
commits are found for the same bug report, their changesets are merged together to form the ground truth.
Recent studies [103, 260] report concerns about tangled commits that often contain changes irrelevant to
the fixed bug. In order to mitigate such threat, we also discard the large commits that contain more than
five changed documents from the dataset. It should be noted that evaluations are performed both with and
without tangled commits.
Replication Package: Our dataset, experimental results and working prototype are publicly available
(https://goo.gl/tcVKup) for the replication or third party reuse.
6.4.2 Performance Metrics
We use four state-of-the-art performance metrics that are frequently adopted for evaluation by the existing
approaches on IR-based bug localization [163, 220, 250] and on query reformulation [98, 164, 189]. They are
defined as follows:
Hit@K / Top-K Accuracy determines the fraction of all queries by each of which at least one buggy
source document is retrieved within the Top-K positions of result list [191, 220, 250]. The higher the measure
is, the better the approach (or its query) is.
Mean Average Precision@K (MAP) considers the rank of the results unlike the traditional precision
measure [164, 220, 276]. Precision@K calculates the precision of an approach at the occurrence of kth result.
Average Precision@K (AP@K) averages the Precision@K from all the true positive results (i.e., buggy source
documents) within a result list. Mean Average Precision@K (MAP) averages AP@K over all the queries in
the dataset (Q) as follows:
AP@K =
∑K
k=1 Pk × buggy(k)




Here, Pk refers to Precision@K, K is the number of top results under analysis, and S is the set of true positive
results retrieved by each query. The function buggy(k) returns a value of 1 when kth result from the list is
true positive (i.e., actually buggy) and 0 for the opposite. The higher the MAP measure is, the better the
approach (or its query) is. We calculate MAP for top 1 to 15 results only.
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Table 6.2: Experimental Dataset (Subject Systems & Bug Reports)
System Duration #BR System Duration #BR
ecf 20012017 163 eclipse.jdt.ui 20012016 407
eclipse.jdt.core 20012016 132 eclipse.pde.ui 20012016 510
eclipse.jdt.debug 20012017 229 tomcat70 20012016 105
Total: 1,546
Figure 6.2: Comparison of our approach, BLADERBL, with the baseline approach in bug localization
using (a) MAP and (b) MRR
Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) is defined as the mean of Reciprocal Rank of all queries (Q). Recip-
rocal Rank is the multiplicative inverse of the rank of the first buggy document within the results retrieved
by each query [163, 220, 276]. For the sake of practicality, we only consider top 1 to 15 results retrieved by








Here, firstRank(q) returns the rank of the first buggy document retrieved by a query q. The bigger the
measure is, the better the approach (or its query) is.
Query Effectiveness (QE) is defined as the rank of the first buggy source document retrieved by a
query [98, 163, 164]. It should be noted that all retrieved results are analysed in this case rather than Top-K
only. The measure approximates a developer's effort in locating the first buggy document in the result list.
The higher the rank is, the quicker a developer locates the first buggy source document. Thus, a small QE
value indicates high quality of a query.
6.4.3 Evaluation of BLADER
We first show the bug localization performance of our technique using the metrics above (Section 6.4.2), and
then compare with a baseline approach and two of its variants. Like several earlier studies [98, 164, 192, 220],
our baseline uses a pre-processed version of the bug report as a query, and employs Lucene [32] as the
document retrieval engine. Thus, our Baseline = (pre-processed bug report texts + Lucene). We answer
RQ1 and RQ2 as follows:
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Table 6.3: Performance of BLADERBL in Bug Localization
Technique Hit@1 Hit@5 Hit@10 MAP MRR
BaselineT 22.73% 45.22% 56.35% 30.30% 0.32
BaselineD 22.65% 44.55% 53.60% 29.49% 0.32
Baseline 28.89% 52.10% 62.54% 36.23% 0.39
BLADERBL *36.64% *59.39% *68.29% *42.46% *0.47
Performance of BLADERBL without Tangled Commits
BaselineT 19.27% 42.69% 53.59% 27.87% 0.29
BaselineD 19.66% 41.44% 49.76% 27.66% 0.29
Baseline 25.90% 49.12% 60.32% 34.73% 0.36
BLADERBL *32.97% *55.95% *65.56% *41.11% *0.43
* = Significantly higher than Baseline, Baseline uses whole texts (title +
description), BaselineT uses only title, and BaselineD uses only
description from a bug report
Answering RQ1(a) Performance of BLADERBL in Bug Localization: Table 6.3 (upper part)
shows Top-1, Top-5 and Top-10 performances of our technique. While the baseline achieves a maximum
Hit@1 of 29%, our approach returns the correct results (i.e., buggy source documents) at the Top-1 position
for 37% of the queries (i.e., 37% Hit@1) which is 27% higher than the baseline measure. However, the main
strengths of our approach, BLADERBL, are in precision and reciprocal rank. Baseline approach achieves
a precision of 36% and a reciprocal rank of 0.39 when Top-10 results are analysed. On the contrary, our
approach achieves a precision of 42% and a reciprocal rank of 0.47 in the same case which are 17% and 21%
higher respectively. Statistical tests such as Wilcoxon Signed Rank and Cliff's Delta tests (across six subject
systems) also report strong significance with p-values<0.05 and a large effect size (i.e., δ=0.78). Fig. 6.2
also clearly demonstrates that BLADERBL achieves higher precision and higher reciprocal rank than those
of the baseline and its two variants for top 1 to 15 results.
Several earlier studies [103, 260] voice concerns about tangled commits that fix bugs but contain changes
unrelated to the bugs. We discard such commits, and repeat our experiments. From Table 6.3 (lower part),
we see that our approach performs significantly higher than the baseline even with this refined dataset.
For example, BLADERBL achieves 18% higher precision and 19% higher reciprocal rank than those of the
baseline. All these empirical findings above suggest that BLADERBL has higher potential than the baseline
approach and its two variants for the IR-based bug localization.
Answering RQ1(b) Impact of Adopted Thresholds, Parameters and Choices: We conduct
several experiments to justify our adopted thresholds, parameters and choices  (a) use of multiple reformu-
lation candidates, (b) number of candidate terms, (c) use of machine learning algorithm, and (d) use of Stack
Overflow for learning word embeddings. From Fig. 6.3-(a), we see that reformulation candidates based on
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Figure 6.3: Impact of our adopted thresholds, parameters and choices  (a) Multiple reformulation
candidates, (b) Number of candidate source terms, (c) Machine learning algorithm for the best query
selection, and (d) Corpus for learning word embeddings
Hopkins Statistic (i.e., BLADERHS) and Polygon Area (i.e., BLADERPA) perform similarly. However, our
approach, BLADERBL, leverages both these candidates, delivers the best candidate using machine learning
(Steps 69, Fig. 6.1), and thus achieves comparatively higher Hit@K performance. Such finding justifies the
use of multiple reformulation candidates. Similar evidence was found in the earlier studies [98, 189] as well.
Fig. 6.3-(b) shows that our approach performs optimally when Top-25 terms are collected from the project
source code as the candidate terms (Step 4b, Fig. 6.1). We also conduct experiments using three machine
learning algorithms  CART [98], J48 [180] and RandomForest [56] for identifying the best reformulation
candidate (Section 6.3.2, Step 8, Fig. 6.1). As shown in Fig. 6.3-(c), RandomForest based approach (i.e.,
BLADERRF) performs better than BLADERJ48 and marginally better than BLADERCART . RandomFor-
est is also more robust to model over fitting problem [56]. Thus, our choice of using RandomForest as the
machine learning algorithm is possibly justified. We also investigate whether the use of corpus in learning
the word embeddings matters or not (Section 6.3.1, Steps 13, Fig. 6.1). We conduct experiments using two
open source corpora - Stack Overflow [194] and GitHub [90]. As shown in Fig. 6.3-(d), Stack Overflow based
versions, (i.e., BLADERHS+SO), perform marginally higher than the GitHub based versions. Such finding
also justifies our choice of using Stack Overflow for learning the word embeddings.
Summary of RQ1: Our technique, BLADERBL, achieves 27% higher accuracy, 17% higher precision
and 21% higher reciprocal rank than those of the baseline approach. Furthermore, our adopted thresholds,
parameters and choices are justified.
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Table 6.4: Comparison of Query Effectiveness with Baseline Queries
Query Pairs Improved Worsened Preserved
Comparison with All Queries (1,546)
BLADERQR vs. BQ 735 (47.54%) 182 (11.77%) 629 (40.69%)
Comparison with Low Quality Baseline Queries (569)
BLADERQR vs. BQ 410 (72.06%) 85 (14.94%) 74 (13.01%)
Comparison without Tangled Commits (1,074)
BLADERQR vs. BQ 537 (50.00%) 134 (12.48%) 403 (37.52%)
BQ = Baseline Queries
Answering RQ2Comparison with the Baseline Queries: Although RQ1 shows high potential of
our approach, we further compare with the baseline queries. In particular, we compare the rank of the first
correct result (i.e., buggy source document) returned by a baseline query with such rank of the corresponding
reformulated query from BLADERQR. If the rank of BLADERQR is higher than that of the baseline, we call
it query improvement, and the opposite as query worsening. On the contrary, if both ranks are equal, we call
it query preserving. From Table 6.4, we see that BLADERQR improves 48% of the baseline queries, keeps
the quality of 41% queries unchanged, and worsens only 12% of the queries. That is, on average, nine out of
ten baseline queries (i.e., 90%≈48%+41%) either get improved or get preserved through the reformulations
offered by BLADERQR, which are highly promising according to relevant literature [98, 191, 231]. Result
rank distributions shown in Table 6.6 also suggest that the ranks achieved by BLADERQR are closer to the
top of the list than those of the baseline. We also repeat our experiments using very low quality baseline
queries which return their first correct results below the 10th position of the list (i.e., QE>10). As shown
in Table 6.4, BLADERQR improves 72% of these low quality queries. Similar findings are also observed for
the queries without tangled commits (e.g., 50% improvement). All these empirical findings above clearly
demonstrate the high potential of our reformulated queries over the baseline queries.
Summary of RQ2: About 48%72% of the queries provided by our technique perform better than the
corresponding baseline queries (taken from bug reports). Nine out of ten baseline queries either get improved
or get preserved due to the reformulations of BLADERQR.
6.4.4 Comparison with Existing Techniques
Although our approach demonstrates high potential over the baseline approach both in RQ1 and RQ2, we
further compare with the state-of-the-art in order to place our work in the literature. In particular, we
extensively compare with five existing studies on IR-based bug localization [192, 220, 250, 268, 276] including
the state-of-the-art [192] and six existing studies on query reformulation [188, 191, 192, 212, 213, 231]. We
answer RQ3 and RQ4 as follows:
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Table 6.5: Comparison with Existing Bug Localization Techniques
Technique Hit@1 Hit@5 Hit@10 MAP MRR
Basic and Structured Information Retrieval
BugLocator 25.04% 48.51% 58.90% 32.11% 0.35
BLIZZARD 29.16% 53.78% 65.21% 37.62% 0.40
BLUiR 29.91% 56.59% 66.10% 38.11% 0.41
BLADERBL *36.64% 59.39% 68.29% *42.46% *0.47
Information Retrieval + Multiple Ranking Algorithms
AmaLgam+BRO 29.40% 56.07% 65.01% 37.74% 0.40
BLIZZARDBRO 35.45% 58.75% 69.17% 42.26% 0.46
BLADERBRO+BL 35.44% 61.27% 70.63% 42.97% 0.47
Information Retrieval + Multiple Ranking + External Resources
AmaLgam+ 49.72% 65.42% 71.49% 52.74% 0.57
BLIZZARD+ 47.97% 66.24% 74.49% 52.12% 0.56
BLADER+BL 48.39% 67.60% 75.70% 52.62% 0.57
Information Retrieval + Word Embeddings
Ye et al. 21.74% 43.36% 55.33% 29.24% 0.31
BLADERBL *36.64% *59.39% *68.29% *42.46% *0.47
*=Significantly higher than baseline, Emboldened=Comparatively higher
Answering RQ3  Comparison with IR-Based Bug Localization Techniques: Zhou et al. [276]
first use an improved version of Vector Space Model (a.k.a., rVSM), and localize software bugs with Infor-
mation Retrieval (IR). Saha et al. [220] introduce structured Information Retrieval where they leverage the
structures of both bug reports and source code documents for the bug localization. Later studies [249, 258]
combine both rVSM and structures. In the same vein, Wang and Lo [250] combine five items from the
literature  similar bug reports, structured IR, stack traces, version control history and author history, and
outperform earlier approaches. However, recently, our another work [192] introduces novel aspects such as
report quality dynamics and query reformulation, and outperforms earlier approaches in the IR-based bug
localization which makes it state-of-the-art. Ye et al. [268] recently combine semantic similarity and tex-
tual similarity for IR-based bug localization. These five works above namely BugLocator [276], BLUiR [220],
AmaLgam+ [250], BLIZZARD [192] and Ye et al. [268] are highly relevant to ours, and we compare with them
experimentally. We collect the authors' implementations of three techniques [192, 220, 276], and carefully
re-implement the remaining two [250, 268] by consulting with their original authors for the comparison.
From Table 6.5 (upper part), we see that two of the existing approaches BLUiR and BLIZZARD that
rely on structured Information Retrieval stand out from the rest. BLUiR achieves a maximum precision
of 38% and a maximum reciprocal rank of 0.41 when Top-10 results are analysed. On the contrary, our
approach, BLADERBL, achieves 11% higher precision and 15% higher reciprocal rank than BLUiR in the




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RT RS SS CTA
Baseline l 0.39
BugLocator l 0.35
BLUiR l l 0.41
BLIZZARD l l 0.40
Ye et al. l l 0.31
BLADERBL l l l 0.47
AmaLgam+ l l l 0.57
BLIZZARD+ l l l l 0.56
BLADER+BL l l l l l 0.57
RT=Report Texts, RS=Report Structure, QR=Query Reformulation,
SS=Semantic Similarity, CTA=Clustering Tendency Analysis, SVA=Similar
reports, Version control history, and Author history, l=Feature used
Figure 6.4: Comparison of our approach with the existing techniques in bug localization using (a)
MAP, and (b) MRR for top 1 to 10 results
state-of-the-art approaches for top 1 to 10 results. We see that BLADERBL outperforms four (m = 4)
existing approaches including the state-of-the-art with statistical significance. We perform Wilcoxon Signed
Rank and Cliff's delta tests with Bonferroni Correction, and report each p-value≤0.0125 (α/m) and a large
effect size with 0.84≤ δ ≤1.00. Fig. 6.5-(a) shows the overlap of successfully localized bugs by BLADERBL
and by the state-of-the-art approaches [192, 220]. We see that our approach localizes about 92% of the bugs
that were identified by BLUiR and BLIZZARD, and then it localizes an additional 34 unique bugs when only
Top-10 results are analysed. All these findings above suggest the high potential of our approach over the
state-of-the-art especially in terms of precision and reciprocal rank.
From Table 6.5 (middle part), we also see that AmaLgam+, BLIZZARD+ and their variants achieve
higher performances than that of BLADERBL by combining multiple ranking algorithms and by employing
additional resources (e.g., past bug reports, version control history, author history). Although such perfor-
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Figure 6.5: (a) Overlap of the successfully localized bugs between BLADERBL and the state-of-the-
art, and (b) Overlap of the improved queries between BLADERQR and the state-of-the-art approaches
mance improvements are highly desirable, we argue that these approaches [249, 250] are not only less scalable
but also limited in their usability. Majority of their performances come from third party items which could
be unavailable. On the contrary, our goal is to improve the basic IR-based localization using the primary
resources available at hand (e.g., bug reports and source code documents). Our localization is cheap, easy-
to-use, and scalable. Nonetheless, when these third party items are considered, one of the variants of our
approach, BLADER+BL, performs equally or higher than the competing approaches [192, 250] (Table 6.5).
We also compare with Ye et al. [268] that combines textual similarity and semantic similarity between a bug
report and the source code document. Our investigation in Table 6.5 (lower part) demonstrates that simple
semantic similarity might not be sufficient enough if the poor queries are not improved at the first place.
Our approach BLADERBL employs word semantics and clustering tendency analysis, complements the poor
queries with appropriate keywords from the source code, and thus, outperforms Ye et al. in bug localization.
Table 6.7 shows a matrix of eight different features that are used by the contemporary approaches. We add
clustering tendency analysis (CTA) as a novel dimension there, overcome the challenges with poor search
queries and outperform the state-of-the-art approaches [192, 220].
Summary of RQ3: Our approach outperforms five existing approaches on IR-based bug localization by a
significant margin. BLADERBL achieves 11% higher precision and 15% higher reciprocal rank than that of
the state-of-the-art.
Answering RQ4  Comparison with Query Reformulation Techniques: Although our approach
outperforms the state-of-the-art on bug localization, we further compare with six existing studies on query
reformulation [188, 191, 192, 212, 213, 231]. Rocchio [213] and RSV [212] are two widely used query refor-
mulation techniques in source code search [98, 251, 274]. STRICT [191] and QUICKAR [188] reformulate
search queries for concept location by employing term weighting methods (e.g., TextRank) and crowdsourced
knowledge from Stack Overflow respectively. Sisman and Kak [231] and BLIZZARD [192] reformulate queries
for bug localization where they leverage spatial code proximity and context-awareness respectively. We use
the authors' implementation for QUICKAR, STRICT and BLIZZARD, carefully re-implement the remaining
three [212, 213, 231] (i.e., unavailable prototypes), and then compare with their best performances on our
dataset. We determine the rank of the first buggy document retrieved by each of the queries from each of
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of our approach with the existing techniques in query reformulation using
very low quality queries
these techniques, and then compare with corresponding baseline rank. If the rank of the reformulated query is
higher than the baseline rank, we call it query improvement and the opposite as query worsening. From Table
6.6, we see that BLIZZARD, the state-of-the-art, improves 39% and worsens 29% of 1,546 baseline queries.
On the contrary, our approach improves 48% and worsens 12% of the queries which are 23% higher and 60%
lower respectively. Quartile analysis of the result ranks also demonstrates that our ranks are more promis-
ing (i.e., closer to the top) than the state-of-the-art ranks. Fig. 6.5-(b) shows the overlap of our improved
queries with that of BLIZZARD and Sisman and Kak [231]. We see that our approach improves 78%87%
of the queries that were also improved by these two approaches. However, additional 107 unique queries are
improved by BLADERQR where the earlier approaches totally fail. We further conduct experiments using
569 very poor queries which return their buggy source documents below the 10th position. As shown in Fig.
6.6, our approach improves the maximum amount of these poor queries (e.g., 72%) among all the approaches.
Such ratios are 61% and 45% for BLIZZARD and Sisman and Kak respectively. Furthermore, BLADERQR
worsens fewer queries (e.g., 12%15%) than the existing approaches.
Summary RQ4: Our approach outperforms six existing approaches on query reformulation intended for
concept/bug localization. BLADERQR improves 23% more of the poor queries (i.e., low quality bug reports)
than that of the state-of-the-art.
6.5 Threats to Validity
Threats to internal validity relate to experimental errors and biases [272]. Re-implementation of the existing
approaches is a possible source of such threats. We re-implement five approaches [212, 213, 231, 250, 268] and
reuse authors' implementation of the remaining five approaches [188, 191, 192, 220, 276]. While we cannot
rule out the possibility of human errors, we also partially validate our implementations against the previously
published results [192, 250].
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Threats to external validity relate to the generalizability of an approach [272]. Although we deal with Java-
based systems and Java related Q & A threads from Stack Overflow, our approach can be easily replicated
for other platforms. Our approach is not restricted by any programming language-specific features let it be
semantic hyperspace construction or bug localization.
The use of data re-sampling during machine learning (Step 7, Fig. 6.1) might pose a threat to the
reproducibility of our results. However, we employ random seeds to address this, repeat our experiments at
least 50 times, and then use the average results. Thus, such a threat about reproducibility might also be
mitigated. Furthermore, we have made our replication package publicly available [29]. Our query difficulty
model might also be slightly biased towards the high-class candidates. Future work should adopt more
rigorous methods for dealing with imbalanced data and focus on accurately predicting the best one from the
list of reformulation candidates produced by our approach.
6.6 Related Work
Bug Localization: Automated bug localization has been one of the major challenges in Software Engineering
over the last few decades [220, 248]. There have been a number of studies on bug localization which can be
classified into two broad categories  spectra based and Information Retrieval (IR) based [248]. While spectra
based approaches analyse execution traces, IR-based approaches leverage the textual similarity between bug
report texts and source code documents for the bug localization. In this work, we deal with IR-based bug
localization only. It is cheap, easy to use, and still provides good results [207, 248]. To date, existing studies
make use of several Information Retrieval methods such as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [150, 179], Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [167, 207] and Vector Space Model (VSM) [163, 192, 249, 250, 258, 276].
Zhou et al. [276] first introduce an improved version of Vector Space Model (VSM) namely rVSM, and
localize software bugs using Information Retrieval (IR). Saha et al. [220] employ structured IR where they
leverage the structures of both bug reports and source code documents for the localization task. Later studies
[221, 249, 258] combine both rVSM and structured IR, and report improved performances. Wen et al. [255]
also combine code level changes with basic IR for improved localization. Other studies combine spectral
analysis [130, 142] and deep learning [128] with the basic IR. In the same vein, Wang and Lo [250] combine
five items  similar bug reports [276], structured IR [220], stack traces [258], version control history [249], and
author history, and outperform five earlier IR-based approaches. Rahman and Roy [192] recently integrate
report quality dynamics and query reformulation, and their approach outperforms seven earlier approaches
which makes it the state-of-the-art on IR-based bug localization. While most of these approaches combine
additional ranking methods or external resources (e.g., version control history) with basic IR, we focus on
improving the basic IR approach by reformulating the search query. From this point of view, Rahman and
Roy [192] shares a similar goal like us. Unfortunately, their approach falls short in dealing with the poor
queries as demonstrated by our and their experiments. We compare with five of the earlier studies on IR-based
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bug localization [192, 220, 250, 268, 276] including the state-of-the-art [192], and the detailed comparison
results can be found in Tables 6.5, 6.7, Fig. 6.4, and Section 6.4.4.
Query Reformulation: Existing studies on query reformulation employ term weighting [189, 191, 213],
heuristics [64, 65, 104, 120, 231], pseudo-relevance feedback [213, 231], and machine learning [98, 189]. Rocchio
[213] and RSV [212] are frequently used for query reformulation in Software Engineering contexts [98, 274].
STRICT [191] employs graph-based term weighting methods (e.g., TextRank, POSRank) to select appropri-
ate search keywords from a bug report for concept location. QUICKAR [188] makes use of crowdsourced
knowledge from Stack Overflow in the query reformulation task. Sisman and Kak [231] first introduce query
reformulation in IR-based bug localization where they employ spatial code proximity (SCP) analysis. Re-
cently, Rahman and Roy [192] integrate report quality dynamics into query reformulation, and their approach
outperforms four earlier approaches which makes it the state-of-the-art. We compare with six of these existing
approaches [188, 191, 192, 212, 213, 231] including the state-of-the-art [192], and the detailed comparison
can be found in Table 6.6, Fig. 6.6, and Section 6.4.4. While the keyword selection method of Rahman and
Roy works well with rich bug reports containing structured entities (e.g., stack traces), it generally fails with
poor queries (i.e., low quality bug reports). On the contrary, our approach overcomes such challenge using
word semantics, clustering tendency analysis and machine learning.
Word Semantics: Recent studies use word embeddings [54] in bug localization [128] and in code search
[90, 194, 274] where they learn the embeddings from one or more large corpora (e.g., GitHub). However, all
these studies simply rely on semantic similarity between a search query and the source code which might
not be sufficient enough for dealing with the poor queries. According to our investigation (Table 6.5), poor
queries need to be improved first before employing them for bug localization. Our approach exactly does that
using appropriate keywords from the relevant source code, which are carefully chosen with word semantics
(from Stack Overflow) and machine learning.
In short, while the existing approaches including the state-of-the-art fail to deal with poor queries (low
quality bug reports), we overcome this crucial issue using word semantics, clustering tendency analysis,
query reformulation and Information Retrieval. Such a comprehensive solution was not provided by any of
the earlier studies from the literature.
6.7 Summary
Software bugs and failures cost billions of dollars every year [1]. Thus, resolution of the bugs or errors is a
major part of software maintenance. Bug localization is a crucial step of the whole bug resolution process.
Traditional solutions for bug localization do not perform well with poor quality bug reports (queries) since
they do not contain any localization hints (e.g., program entities). We propose BLADER that overcomes
this issue, and reformulates a given search query for bug localization using the underlying semantics of the
keywords. In particular, our approach accepts a poor bug report as a search query, analyses the clustering
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tendency between the query and the reformulation candidates in terms of their underlying semantics, and
then delivers an improved, reformulated search query for the bug localization. We evaluate our technique
using four performance metrics, two evaluation dimensions and 1,546 low quality bug reports (queries) from
six subject systems. Our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art approach on IR-based bug localization
by 11% higher precision and 15% higher reciprocal rank. Furthermore, our approach outperforms six existing
approaches on query reformulation, and improves 23% more queries than the state-of-the-art.
During bug localization and concept location, software developers generally perform code search within a
single software system. However, developers also frequently search for relevant code on the web, and reuse the
retrieved code in various software maintenance tasks (e.g., new feature implementation). Thus, in essence,
they perform code search within thousands of online software systems during the code search on the web
(a.k.a., Internet-scale code search). Since each of our proposed approaches including this one (Chapters 3,
4, 5, 6) targets either concept location or bug localization, they might not be sufficient enough for query
construction intended for Internet-scale code search. Online code repositories (e.g., GitHub, SourceForge)
are much larger and noisier, and thus pose new challenges. In the next chapter, our fifth study (RACK,
Chapter 7) overcomes these challenges, and reformulates a generic query for Internet-scale code search using
the crowd generated knowledge from Stack Overflow Q&A site.
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Chapter 7
Search Query Reformulation for Internet-scale Code
Search using Crowdsourced Knowledge
Software maintenance costs about 60% of the total development time and efforts [88]. Bug localization and
concept location are two major challenges of the maintenance phase. During bug localization and concept
location, developers generally search for code within a single software system. However, developers also
frequently search for relevant code on the web (a.k.a., Internet-scale code search) [55], and reuse the retrieved
code in various software maintenance tasks (e.g., new feature addition). In this case, they search for relevant
code within thousands of online software systems. Since each of our previous approaches (Chapters 3, 4, 5,
6) targets either concept location or bug localization (i.e., designed for single software system), they might
not be sufficient enough for query construction intended for Internet-scale code search. Internet-scale code
repositories (e.g., GitHub, SourceForge) are much larger and noisier, and thus pose new challenges in query
construction and code search. In this chapter, we overcome this issue with another study. Here, we present
RACK that accepts a programming task description as a query, reformulates the query with relevant API
classes from Stack Overflow, and then delivers an improved, reformulated query for Internet-scale code search.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 7.1 presents an overview of our study, Section 7.2
discusses the design and findings of our exploratory study, and Section 7.3 describes our proposed technique
for search query reformulation. Section 7.4 discusses our evaluation and validation, and Section 7.5 identifies
the threats to the validity of our findings. Section 7.6 discusses related work from the literature, and finally
Section 7.7 concludes the chapter with future work.
7.1 Introduction
Studies show that software developers on average spend about 19% of their development time in web search
[55]. On the web, they frequently look for relevant code snippets for their tasks [55, 263]. Online code search
engines (e.g., Open Hub, Koders, GitHub) index thousands of large open source projects, and these projects
are a potential source for such code snippets [44, 152]. However, these traditional, Internet-scale code search
engines mostly employ keyword matching. Hence, they often do not perform well with unstructured natural
language (NL) queries due to vocabulary mismatch between NL query and source code [45]. They retrieve
code snippets based on lexical similarity between a search query and the project source code. That means,
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these engines require the queries to be carefully designed by the users and to contain solution code-like
information (e.g., relevant API classes). Unfortunately, preparing an effective search query that contains
information on relevant APIs is not only challenging but also time-consuming for the developers [55, 120].
Previous studies [120, 125] also suggested that on average, developers regardless of their experience levels
performed poorly in coming up with good queries for the code search. Thus, an automated technique that
complements a natural language query with a list of relevant API classes or methods (i.e., search-engine
friendly query) can greatly assist the developers in performing the code search. Our work addresses this
particular research problemquery reformulation with relevant API classesby exploiting the crowdsourced
knowledge stored at Stack Overflow programming Q & A site.
Existing studies on API recommendation accept one or more natural language queries, and return relevant
API classes and methods by mining feature request history and API documentations [243], large code reposi-
tories [274], API invocation graphs [63], library usage patterns [242], code surfing behaviour of the developers
and API invocation chains [152]. McMillan et al. [152] first propose Portfolio that recommends relevant API
methods for a given code search query and demonstrates their usage from a large codebase. Chan et al. [63]
improve upon Portfolio by employing further sophisticated graph-mining and textual similarity techniques.
Thung et al. [243] recommend relevant API methods to assist the implementation of an incoming feature re-
quest. Although all these techniques perform well in different working contexts, they share a set of limitations
and thus fail to address the research problem of our interest. First, each of these techniques [63, 152, 243]
exploits lexical similarity measure (e.g., Dice's coefficients [63]) for candidate API selection. This warrants
that the search query should be carefully prepared, and it should contain keywords similar to the API names.
In other words, the developer should or must possess a certain level of experience with the target APIs to
actually use these techniques [45]. Second, API names and search queries are generally provided by different
developers who may use different vocabularies to convey the same concept [121]. Furnas et al. [83] named this
the vocabulary mismatch problem. Lexical similarity based techniques often suffer from this problem. Hence,
the performance of these techniques is not only limited but also subject to the identifier naming practices
adopted in the codebase under study. We thus need a technique that overcomes the above limitations, and
recommends relevant or appropriate APIs for natural language queries from a wider vocabulary.
One possible way to tackle the above challenges is to leverage the knowledge or experience of a large
technical crowd on the usage of particular API classes and methods. Let us consider a natural language
queryGenerating MD5 hash of a Java string." Now, hundreds of Q&A threads from Stack Overflow discuss
potential solutions and relevant APIs for this task which could be leveraged for our research. For instance,
the Q&A example in Fig. 7.1 discusses on how to generate an MD5 hash (Fig. 7.1-(a)), and the accepted
answer (Fig. 7.1-(b)) suggests that MessageDigest API should be used for the task. Such a usage of the
API has also been recommended by at least 305 technical users from Stack Overflow, which validates the
appropriateness of the usage. We leverage this crowd generated knowledge in relevant API suggestion. Our
approach is thus generic, language independent, project insensitive, and at the same time, it overcomes the
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Figure 7.1: An example of (a) Stack Overflow question and (b) its accepted answer
vocabulary mismatch problem suffered by the past studies. One can argue in favour of Google which is
often used by the developers for searching code on the web. Unfortunately, recent study [205] shows that
developers need to spend more efforts (i.e., two times) in code search than in web search while using Google
search engine. In particular, they need to reformulate their queries more frequently and more extensively
for the code search. Such finding suggests that the general-purpose web search engines (e.g., Google) might
be calibrated for the web pages only, and they perform sub-optimally with the source code, especially due
to vocabulary mismatch issues [95, 102]. Thus, automatic tool supports in the query formulation for code
search is still an open research problem that warrants further investigation.
In this chapter, we propose a novel query reformulation techniqueRACKthat exploits the associations
between query keywords and different API classes used in Stack Overflow and translates a natural language
query intended for Internet-scale code search into a set of relevant API classes. First, we motivate our
idea of using crowdsourced knowledge for API recommendation with an exploratory study where we analyse
172,043 questions and their accepted answers from Stack Overflow. Second, we construct a keyword-API
mapping database using these questions and answers where the keywords (i.e., programming requirements)
are extracted from questions and the APIs (i.e., programming solutions) are collected from the corresponding
accepted answers. Third, we propose an API recommendation technique that employs three heuristics on
keyword-API associations and recommends a ranked list of API classes for a given query for its reformulation.
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The baseline idea is to capture and learn the responses from millions of technical users (e.g., developers,
researchers, programming hobbyists) for different programming problems, and then exploit them for relevant
API suggestion. Our technique (1) does not rely on the lexical similarity between a query and the API classes
(or their documentations) for API selection, and (2) addresses the vocabulary mismatch problems by using
a large vocabulary (i.e., 20K) produced by millions of users of Stack Overflow. Thus, it has a great potential
for overcoming the challenges faced with the past studies.
An exploratory study with 172,043 Java related Q & A threads (i.e., question + accepted answer) from
Stack Overflow shows that (1) each answer uses at least two different API classes on average (RQ1), and
(2) about 65% of the classes from each of the 11 core Java API packages are used in these answers (RQ2).
Such findings clearly suggest the potential of using Stack Overflow for relevant API suggestion. Experiments
using 175 code search queries randomly chosen from three Java tutorial sitesKodeJava, Java2s and Javadb
show that our technique can recommend relevant API classes with an accuracy of 83%, a mean average
precision@10 of 46% and a recall@10 of 54%, which are 66%, 79% and 87% higher respectively than that of
the state-of-the-art [243] (RQ4, RQ8). Query reformulations using our suggested API classes improve 46%
64% of the baseline queries (i.e., contain natural language only), and their overall code retrieval accuracy
improves by 19% (RQ9). Comparisons with the state-of-the-art techniques on query reformulation [168, 274]
also demonstrate that RACK offers 48% net improvement in the baseline query quality as opposed to 26%
by the state-of-the-art, which is 87% higher (RQ10). Our investigations with Google, Stack Overflow native
search, and GitHub native code search also report that our reformulated queries can improve their results by
22%26% in precision and 12%28% in reciprocal rank in the context of code example search (RQ11).
Novelty in Contribution: This work is a significantly extended version of our earlier work [201] which
employed two heuristics (KAC and KKC, Section III-B), experimented with 150 queries, and answered seven
research questions. This work extends the earlier work in various aspects. First, we improve the earlier
heuristics by recalibrating their weights and thresholds (i.e., RQ7). Second, we introduce a novel heuristic
Keyword Pair API Co-occurrence (KPAC, Section III-B)that leverages word co-occurrences for candidate
API selection more effectively. In fact, this one performs better than the earlier two. Third, we conduct
experiments with a larger dataset containing 175 distinct queries, and further evaluate them in terms of their
code retrieval performance (i.e., missing in the earlier work). Fourth, we extend our earlier analysis and
answer 11 research questions (i.e., as opposed to seven questions answered by the earlier work). Fifth, we
investigate the potential application of our approach in the context of code search using popular web search
engines (e.g., Google) and Internet-scale code search engines (e.g., GitHub).
Thus, our work in this chapter makes the following contributions:
(a) An exploratory study that suggests the potential of using Stack Overflow for relevant API suggestion
against an NL query intended for Internet-scale code search.
(b) A keyword-API mapping database that maps 655K natural language question keywords to 551K API
classes from Stack Overflow Q&A site.
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Table 7.1: API Packages for Exploratory Study
Package #Class Package #Class
Core Packages
java.lang 255 java.net 84
java.util 470 java.security 148
java.io 105 java.awt 423
java.math 09 java.sql 29
java.nio 189 javax.swing 1,195
java.applet 05
Non-Core Packages
java.beans 62 java.rmi 67
javax.xml 327 javax.annotation 17
java.text 44 javax.print 123
javax.sound 56 javax.management 201
Total API Classes: 3,809
(c) A novel query reformulation techniqueRACKthat exploits query keyword-API associations stored in
the crowdsourced knowledge of Stack Overflow, and reformulates a natural language query with a set
of relevant API classes for Internet-scale code search.
(d) Comprehensive evaluation of the proposed technique with six performance metrics, and comparison
with the state-of-the-art techniques and contemporary web search engines (e.g., Google, Stack Overflow
native search) and Internet-scale code search engines (e.g., GitHub native code search).
7.2 Exploratory Study
Our technique relies on the mapping between natural language keywords from the questions of Stack Overflow
and API classes from corresponding accepted answers for translating a code search query into relevant API
classes. Thus, an investigation is warranted whether such answers contain any API related information and
the questions contain any search query keywords. We perform an exploratory study using 172,043 Q & A
threads from Stack Overflow, and analyse the usage and coverage of standard Java API classes in them. We
also explore if the question titles are a potential source of suitable keywords for code search. We particularly
answer three research questions as shown in Table 7.2.
7.2.1 Data Collection
We collect 172,043 questions and their accepted answers from Stack Overflow using StackExchange data
explorer [23] for our investigation. Since we are interested in Java APIs, we only collect such questions that
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Table 7.2: Research Questions Answered using Exploratory Study
Research Questions Targeting API Coverage
RQ1: To what extent do the accepted answers from Stack Overflow refer to standard Java
API classes?
RQ2: To what extent are the API classes from each of the core Java packages covered (i.e.,
mentioned) in the accepted answers from Stack Overflow?
Research Question on Search Keyword Matching
RQ3: Do the titles from Stack Overflow questions contain potential query keywords (i.e.,
technical terms) for code snippet search?
are annotated with java tag. In addition, we apply several other constraints(1) each of the questions should
have at least three answers (i.e., average answer count) with one answer being accepted as the solution, in
order to ensure that the questions are answered substantially and successfully [148], and (2) the accepted
answers should contain code like elements such as code snippets or code tokens so that API information can
be extracted from them. We identify the code elements with the help of <code> tags in the HTML source of
the answers (details in Section 7.2.2), and use Jsoup1, a popular Java library, for HTML parsing and content
extraction.
We repeat the above steps, and construct another dataset by collecting 440K Q & A threads from one of
our recent works [194]. This dataset is a superset of the above collection, and it contains more recent threads
from Stack Overflow. We call it the extended dataset in the remaining sections of the exploratory study.
We collect a total of 3,809 Java API classes for our study from 19 packages of standard Java edition 7.
While 2,912 classes are taken from 11 core Java packages2, the remaining classes have come from 8 non-core
Java packages. The goal is to find out if these classes are referred to in Stack Overflow posts, and if yes, to
what extent they are referred to. We first use Java Reflections [21], a runtime meta data analysis library,
to collect the API classes from JDK 7, and then apply regular expressions on their fully qualified names for
extracting the class name tokens. Table 7.1 shows class statistics of the 19 API packages selected for our
investigation.
We also collect a set of 18,662 real life search queries from the Google search history of the first author
over the last eight years, which are analysed to answer the third research question. Although the queries come
from a single user, they contain a large vocabulary of 9,029 distinct natural language search keywords, and
the vocabulary is built over a long period of time. Thus, a study using these queries can produce significant




Figure 7.2: Frequency distribution for core API classes  (a) API frequency PMF, (b) API frequency
CDF
Figure 7.3: Frequency distribution for core and non-core API classes over the extended dataset  (a)
API frequency PMF, (b) API frequency CDF
7.2.2 API Class Name Extraction
Several existing studies [42, 73, 211] extract code elements such as API packages, classes and methods from
unstructured natural language texts (e.g., forum posts, mailing lists) using information retrieval (e.g., TF-
IDF) and island parsing techniques. In the case of island parsing, they apply a set of regular expressions
describing Java language specifications [89], and isolate the land (i.e., code elements) from water (i.e., free-
form texts). We borrow their parsing technique [211], and apply it to the extraction of API elements from
Stack Overflow posts. Since we are interested in the API classes only, we adopt a selective approach for
identifying them in the post contents. We first isolate the code like sections from HTML source of each
of the answers from Stack Overflow using <code> tags. Then we split the sections based on white spaces
and punctuation marks, and collect the tokens having the camel-case notation of Java class (e.g., HashSet).
According to the existing studies [73, 211], such parsing of code elements sometimes introduces false positives.
Thus, we restrict our exploratory analysis to a closed set of 3,809 API classes from 19 Java packages (details
in Table 7.1) to avoid false positives (e.g., camel-case tokens but not valid API classes).
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Figure 7.4: Frequency distribution of unique API classes from core packages  (a) Distinct API
frequency PMF, (b) Distinct API frequency CDF
Figure 7.5: Frequency distribution of unique API classes from core and non-core packages  (a)
Distinct API frequency PMF, (b) Distinct API frequency CDF
7.2.3 Answering RQ1: Use of APIs in the accepted answers of Stack Overflow
Since our API suggestion technique exploits keyword-API associations from Stack Overflow, we investigate
whether the accepted answers actually use certain API classes of interest in the first place. According to
our investigation, out of 172,043 accepted answers, 136,796 (79.51%) answers refer to one or more Java API
class-like tokens. About 61.02% of the answers actually use API classes from 11 core Java packages whereas
9.94% of them use the classes from 8 non-core packages as a part of their solution. We analyse the HTML
contents from Stack Overflow answers with tool supports and then detect the occurrences of 3,809 standard
API classes (Table 7.1) in each of the accepted answers using a closed-world assumption [211]. We then
examine the statistical properties or distribution of such API occurrence frequencies (i.e., total appearances,
unique appearances) and attempt to answer our first research question.
Fig. 7.2 shows (a) probability mass function (PMF) and (b) cumulative density function (CDF) for the
total occurrences of API classes per SO answer where the API classes belong to the core Java API packages.
Both density curves suggest that the frequency observations derive from a heavy-tailed distribution, and
majority of the densities accumulate over a short frequency range. That is, most of the time only a limited
number of API classes co-occur in each answer from Stack Overflow. The empirical CDF curve also closely
matches with the theoretical CDF [5] (i.e., red dots in Fig. 7.2-(b)) of a Poisson distribution. Thus, we believe
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that the observations are probably taken from a Poisson distribution. We get a 95% confidence interval over
[5.27, 5.37] for mean frequency, λ = 5.32, which suggests that the API classes from the core packages are
referred to at least five times on average in each of the answers from Stack Overflow. We also get 10th
quantile at frequency=2 and 97.5th quantile at frequency=10 which suggest that only 10% of the frequencies
are below 3 and only 2.5% of the frequencies are above 10. When our investigation is repeated for non-core
classes, we get a mean frequency, λ = 0.36, with 95% confidence interval over [0.35, 0.37]. When 11 core
and 8 non-core packages are combined and employed against the extended dataset, we get a 95% confidence
interval over [23.62, 23.87] for the mean frequency, λ=23.75 with a similar distribution (i.e., Fig. 7.3). Fig.
7.4 shows density curves of the core API class occurrences per answer where only unique API classes are
considered. These observations are also drawn from a heavy-tailed distribution. We get a 95% confidence
interval over [2.35, 2.38] for the mean frequency, λ = 2.37, which suggests that at least two distinct classes are
used on average in each answer. 30th quantile at frequency = 1 and 80th quantile at frequency = 4 suggest
that 30% of the Stack Overflow answers refer to at least one API class whereas 20% of the answers refer to at
least four distinct API classes from the core Java packages under our study. In the case of non-core classes,
we get 90th quantile at frequency = 1, which suggests that their frequencies are negligible. When the same
investigation is repeated with 19 (11 core + 8 non-core) packages against the extended dataset, we get a 95%
confidence interval over [3.44, 3.46] for λ=3.45 with a similar heavy tailed distribution (i.e., Fig. 7.5).
Summary of RQ1: At least two different API classes from the core Java packages are referred to in each
of the 61% accepted answers that are collected from Stack Overflow. These classes are mentioned at least
five times on average in each answer. API classes from non-core packages are discussed in ≈10% of the
answers. Furthermore, our observations derived from 172K answers are similar to that derived from an
extended dataset of 440K answers from Stack Overflow.
7.2.4 Answering RQ2: Coverage of API classes in the accepted answers from
Stack Overflow Q & A site
Since our technique exploits inherent mapping between API classes in Stack Overflow answers and keywords
from corresponding questions for API suggestion, we need to investigate if such answers actually use a
significant portion of the API classes from the standard packages as a part of the solution. We thus identify
the occurrences of the API classes from core and non-core packages (Table 7.1) in Stack Overflow answers,
and determine the API coverage for these packages.
Fig. 7.6 shows the fraction of the API classes that are used in Stack Overflow answers for each of the 11
core packages under study. We note that at least 60% of the classes are used in Stack Overflow for nine out
of 11 packages. The remaining two packagesjava.math and javax.swing have 55.56% and 37.41% class
coverage respectively. Among these nine packages, three large packages java.lang, java.util and java.io
have a class coverage over 70%. Thus, on average, 65% of the classes are mentioned at least once in Stack
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Figure 7.6: Coverage of API classes from core packages by Stack Overflow answers
Overflow. In Fig. 7.7, when our investigations are repeated using 19 (11 core + 8 non-core) packages and
an extended dataset, we get a 95% confidence interval over [56.11, 73.01] for mean coverage, µ=64.56% with
a normal distribution. We note that at least 40% of the classes from seven non-core packages are used in
Stack Overflow. The remaining package, javax.management, has a class coverage of ≈ 20%. Fig. 7.8 shows
the fraction of Stack Overflow answers (under study) that use API classes from each of the core 11 packages.
We see that classes from java.lang package are used in over 50% of the answers, which can be explained
since the package contains a number of frequently used and basic classes such as String, Integer, Method,
Exception and so on. Two packages java.util and java.awt that focus on utility functions (e.g., unzip,
pattern matching) and user interface controls (e.g., radio button, check box) respectively have a post coverage
over 20%. We also note that classes from java.io and javax.swing packages are used in over 10% of the
Stack Overflow answers, whereas the same statistic for the remaining six packages is less than 10%. When
our investigations are repeated using 19 (11 core + 8 non-core) packages with the extended dataset, most of
the above findings on core packages are reproduced, as shown in Fig. 7.9-(a). However, as in Fig. 7.9-(b)),
we see that API classes from all eight non-core packages except javax.xml are used in less than 5% of the
Stack Overflow answers under study. Thus, although a significant amount (e.g., 40%) of the classes from
non-core packages are mentioned in Stack Overflow at least for once (i.e., Fig. 7.7-(b)), as a whole, they
are less frequently discussed compared to the core classes. Such finding can also be explained by the highly
specific functionalities (e.g., RMI, print) of the classes from non-core packages under study.
Summary of RQ2: On average, 65% of the API classes from each of the 19 (core + non-core) Java packages
are used in Stack Overflow accepted answers. Each of these packages is referred to (using their classes) by
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Figure 7.7: Coverage of API classes from (a) core and (b) non-core packages by Stack Overflow
answers (extended dataset)






at least 10% of the answers under our study. Such findings clearly suggest a significant presence of standard
API classes in Stack Overflow posts, and thus, signal their high potential.
7.2.5 Answering RQ3: Presence of code search keywords in the title of questions
from Stack Overflow
Our technique relies on the mapping between natural language terms from Stack Overflow questions and API
classes from corresponding accepted answers for augmenting a code search query with relevant API classes.
Thus, an investigation is warranted on whether keywords used for code search are present in the SO question
texts or not. We are particularly interested in the title of a Stack Overflow question since it summarizes the
technical requirement precisely using a few important words, and also resembles a search query. We analyse
the titles of 172,043 Stack Overflow questions and 18,662 real life queries used for Google search (Section
7.2.1). Since we are interested in code related queries, we only select such queries that were intended for
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Figure 7.8: Use of core API packages in the Stack Overflow answers
Table 7.4: Code Search Keywords Found in Tutorial Sites







Stack Overflow 172,043 20,391 Title 69.22%
Matched=Overlap between extracted terms and code search keywords
code search. Rahman et al. [205] recently used popular tags from Stack Overflow questions to separate code
related queries from non-code queries that were submitted to a general-purpose search engine, Google. We
use a subset of their selected tags (shown in Table 7.3) for identifying the code related queries. We discover
3,073 such queries from our query collection (Section 7.2.1) where the queries contain a total of 2,001 unique
search keywords.
According to our analysis, 172,043 question titles contain 20,391 unique terms after performing natural
language preprocessing (i.e., stop word removal, splitting and stemming). These terms match 69.22% of the
keywords collected from our code search queries. Fig. 7.10 shows the fraction of the search keywords that
match with the terms from Stack Overflow questions for the past eight years starting from 2008. On average,
62.69% of the code search keywords from each year match with Stack Overflow vocabulary derived from its
question titles.
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Figure 7.9: Use of (a) core and (b) non-core API packages in the Stack Overflow answers (extended
dataset)
Fig. 7.11 shows (a) probability mass function, and (b) cumulative density function of keyword frequency
in the question titles. We see that the density curve shows the central tendency like a normal curve (i.e.,
bell shaped curve), and the empirical CDF closely matches with the theoretical CDF (i.e., red curve) of a
normal distribution with mean, µ = 3.22 and standard deviation, σ = 1.60. We also draw 172,043 random
samples from a normal distribution with equal mean and standard deviation, and compare with the keyword
frequencies. Our Kolmogorov-Smirnov test reported a p-value of 2.2e-16<0.05 which suggests that both
sample sets belong to the same distribution. Thus, we believe that the keyword frequency observations come
from a normal distribution. We get a mean frequency, µ = 3.22 with 95% confidence interval over [3.21,
3.23], which suggests that each of the question titles from Stack Overflow contains at least three code search
keywords on average. Furthermore, a recent query classification model that leverages Stack Overflow tags
for separating code queries from non-code queries achieves a promising accuracy of 87% precision and 86%
recall [205]. Such findings further suggest the potential of Stack Overflow vocabulary for improving the code
search.
We also collect all the Q & A threads from two other popular tutorial sitesJavatpoint3 and Tutori-
alspoint4, construct two baseline vocabularies from them, and then contrast with the vocabulary of Stack
Overflow. Table 7.4 shows the statistics on downloaded pages and unique terms extracted from them. For
example, Tutorialspoint has a total of 2,219 web pages, and they form a vocabulary of 14,930 unique terms




Figure 7.10: Coverage of keywords from the collected queries in Stack Overflow questions
Figure 7.11: Collected search query keywords in Stack Overflow (a) Keyword frequency PMF (b)
Keyword frequency CDF
cluding Java, C/C++, and C#. On the contrary, when titles from only Java related questions of Stack
Overflow are considered, they form a vocabulary of 20K. We also note that terms from Tutorialspoint page
titles match only ≈20% of the code search keywords. On the contrary, such matching ratio is 69% for Stack
Overflow which is 237% higher. Surprisingly, when analysed from a granular perspective, Stack Overflow
might not be better than these two sites. For example, titles from Javatpoint and Tutorialspoint provide
15.91% and 9.08% of search keywords as opposed to <1.00% by Stack Overflow when 1000 random pages are
analysed. However, Stack Overflow offers (1) a nice combination of query terms (in the questions) and API
classes (in the code snippets), and (2) a much larger collection of Q & A threads compared to Javatpoint
and Tutorialspoint across various domains. Thus, it has a higher potential for assisting the developers in
traditional code search.
Summary of RQ3: Each question title from Stack Overflow contains three potential keywords for code
search on average. Term extracted from these titles match 69% of the code search keywords produced in
real life over the last eight years. Furthermore, vocabulary developed from Stack Overflow posts is much
larger than that of any other available tutorial sites on the web.
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Figure 7.12: Schematic diagram of the proposed query reformulation technique RACK(a) Con-
struction of token-API mapping database, (b) Translation of a code search query into relevant API
classes
7.3 RACK: Automated Query Reformulation for Internet-scale Code
Search using Crowdsourced Knowledge
According to the exploratory study (Section 7.2), at least two API classes are used in each of the accepted
answers of Stack Overflow, and about 65% of the API classes from the core packages are used in these
answers. Besides, the titles from Stack Overflow questions are a major source of query keywords for code
search. Such findings suggest that Stack Overflow might be a potential source not only for code search
keywords but also for API classes relevant to them. Since we are interested in exploiting this keyword-API
association from Stack Overflow questions and answers for API suggestion (i.e., for query reformulation), we
need a technique that stores such associations, mines them automatically, and then recommends the most
relevant APIs. Thus, our proposed technique has two major steps  (a) Construction of token-API mapping
database, and (b) Recommendation of relevant API classes for a code search query which is written in natural
language (a.k.a., NL query). Fig. 7.12 shows the schematic diagram of our proposed techniqueRACK for
automated query reformulation with relevant API classes for Internet-scale code search.
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7.3.1 Construction of NL Token-API Mapping Database
Since our technique relies on keyword-API associations from Stack Overflow, we need to extract and store
such associations for quick access. In Stack Overflow, each question describes a technical requirement such
as how to send an email in Java? The corresponding answer offers a solution containing code example(s)
that refer(s) to one or more API classes (e.g., MimeMessage, Transport). We capture both the requirement
and API classes carefully, and exploit their semantic association for the development of token-API mapping
database. Since the title summarizes a question using a few but important words, we only use the titles from
the questions. Acceptance of an answer by the person who posted the question indicates that the answer
actually meets the requirement in the question. Thus, we consider only the accepted answers from the answer
collection for our analysis. The construction of the mapping database has several steps as follows:
Token Extraction from Titles: We collect title(s) from each of the questions, and apply standard
natural language pre-processing steps such as stop word removal, splitting and stemming on them (Step 1,
Fig. 7.12-(a)). Stop words are the frequently used words (e.g., the, and, some) that carry very little meaning
for a sentence. We use a stop word list [25] hosted by Google for the stop word removal step. The splitting
step splits each word containing any punctuation mark (e.g., .,?,!,;), and transforms it into a list of words.
Finally, the stemming step extracts the root of each of the words (e.g., send" from sending") from the
list, where Snowball stemmer [176, 246] is used. Thus, we extract a set of unique and stemmed words that
collectively convey the meaning of the question title, and we consider them as the tokens" from the title of
a question from Stack Overflow. Finally, our database ended up with a total of 19,783 unique NL terms.
API Class Extraction: We collect the accepted answer for each of our selected questions, and parse
their HTML source using Jsoup parser [14] for code segments (Step 2, 3, Fig. 7.12-(a)). We extract all <code>
and <pre> tags from the source content as they generally contain code segments [198]. It should be noted
that code segments may sometimes be demarcated by other tags or no tag at all. However, identification
of such code segments is challenging and often prone to false-positives. Thus, we restrict our analysis to
contents inside <code> tags and <pre> for code segment collection from Stack Overflow. We split each
of the segments based on punctuation marks and white spaces, and discard the programming keywords.
Existing studies [42, 211] apply island parsing for API method or class extraction where they use a set of
regular expressions. Similarly, we use a regular expression for Java class [89], and extract the API class
tokens having a camel case notation. Thus, we collect a set of unique API classes from each of the accepted
answers. The API classes (e.g., String, Integer, Double) from java.lang package are mostly generic and
frequently used in the code, which is also supported by our RQ2. Hence, we also avoid all the API classes
from this package during our API extraction from Stack Overflow answers.
Token-API Linking: Natural language tokens from a question title hint about the technical requirement
described in the question, and API names from the accepted answer represent the relevant APIs that can meet
such requirement. Thus, the programming Q & A siteStack Overflow inherently provides an important
semantic association between a list of tokens and a list of APIs. For instance, our technique generates a list
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of natural language tokens{generat, md5, hash} and an API token MessageDigest from the showcase
example on MD5 hash (Fig. 7.1). We capture such associations from 126,567 Stack Overflow question and
accepted answer pairs, and store them in a relational database (Step 4, 5, Fig. 7.12-(a)) for relevant API
recommendation for any code search query.
7.3.2 API Relevance Ranking & Reformulation of the NL-Query
In the token-API mapping database, each NL token (or term) associates with different APIs, and each
API class associates with a number of NL tokens. Thus, we need a technique that carefully analyses such
associations, identifies the candidate APIs, and then recommends the most relevant ones from them for
a given query. It should be noted that we do not apply the traditional association rule mining [264]. Our
investigations using the constructed database (Section 7.3.1) report that frequencies of co-occurrence between
NL terms and API classes in Stack Overflow posts are not sufficient enough to form association rules for
all queries. The API class ranking and recommendation targeting our query reformulation for code search
involve several steps as follows:
Identification of Keyword Context
In natural language processing, the context of a word refers to the list of other words that co-occur with that
word in the same phrase, same sentence or even the same paragraph [100]. Co-occurring words complement
the semantics of one another [153]. Yuan et al. [272] analyse programming posts and tags from Stack Overflow
Q & A site, and use word context for determining semantic similarity between any two software-specific words.
In this research, we identify the words that co-occur with each query keyword in the thousands of question
titles from Stack Overflow. For each keyword, we refer to these co-occurring words as its context. We then
opportunistically use these contextual words for estimating semantic relevance between any two keywords.
Candidate API Selection
In order to collect candidate APIs for a NL query, we employ three different heuristics. These heuristics
consider not only the association between query keywords and APIs but also the coherence among the APIs
themselves. Thus, the key idea is to identify such programming APIs as candidates that are not only likely
for the query keywords but also functionally consistent to one another.
Keyword-API Co-occurrence (KAC): Stack Overflow discusses thousands of programming problems,
and these discussions contain both natural language texts (i.e., keywords) and reference to a number of APIs.
According to our observation, several keywords might co-occur with a particular API and a particular keyword
might co-occur with several APIs across different programming solutions. This co-occurrence generally takes
place either by chance or due to semantic relevance. Thus, if carefully analysed, such co-occurrences could be
a potential source for semantic association between keywords and APIs. We capture these co-occurrences (i.e.,
associations) between keywords from question titles and APIs from accepted answers, discard the random
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associations using a heuristic threshold (δ), and then collect the top API classes (LKAC [Ki]) for each keyword
(Ki) that co-occurred most frequently with the keyword at Stack Overflow.
LKAC [Ki] = {Aj | AjA ∧ rankfreq(Ki → Aj) ≤ δ} (7.1)
Here, Ki → Aj denotes the association between a keyword Ki and an API class Aj , rankfreq returns rank
of the association from the ranked list based on association frequency, and δ is a heuristic rank threshold.
In our research, we consider top ten (i.e., δ = 10) APIs as candidates for each keyword, which is carefully
chosen based on iterative experiments on our dataset (see RQ7 for details).
Keyword PairAPI Co-occurrence (KPAC): While frequent co-occurrences of APIs with a query
keyword are a good indication of their relevance to the query, they might also fall short due to the fact that
the query might contain more than one keyword. That is, API classes relevant to (i.e., frequently co-occurred
with) one keyword might not be relevant to other keywords from the query. Thus, API classes that are
simultaneously relevant to multiple keywords should be selected as candidates. We consider nC2 keyword
pairs from n keywords of a query using combination theory, and identify such APIs that frequently co-occur
with both keywords from each pair in the same context (e.g., same Q & A thread). Suppose, Ki and Kj are
two keywords, and they form one of the nC2 keyword pairs from the query. Now, the candidate API classes
(LKPAC [Ki,Kj ]) are relevant if they occur in an accepted answer of Stack Overflow whereas both keywords
appear in the corresponding question title. We select such relevant candidates as follows:
LKPAC [Ki,Kj ] = {Am | AmA ∧ rankfreq((Ki,Kj)→ Am) ≤ δ} (7.2)
Here (Ki,Kj) → Am denotes the association between keyword pair (Ki,Kj) from a question title and
API class Am from the corresponding accepted answer of Stack Overflow. We capture top ten (i.e., δ = 10)
such co-occurrences for KPAC heuristic, and the detailed justification for this choice can be found in RQ7.
We determine the association based on their co-occurrences in the same set of documents. In this case, each
question-answer thread from Stack Overflow is considered as a document. While co-occurrences of keyword
triples with APIs could also be considered for API candidacy, existing IR-based studies report that phrases
of two words are more effective as a semantic unit (e.g., chat room") rather than the triples (e.g., find chat
room") [153, 191].
KeywordKeyword Coherence (KKC): The two heuristics above determine relevant API candidacy
based on the co-occurrence between query keywords and APIs in the same document. That is, multiple
keywords from the query are also warranted to co-occur in the same document. However, such co-occurrences
might not always happen, and yet the keywords could be semantically related to one another (i.e., co-occurred
in the query). More importantly, the candidate APIs should be relevant to multiple keywords that do not
co-occur. Yuan et al. [272] determine semantic similarity between any two software specific words by using
their contexts from Stack Overflow questions and answers. We adapt their technique for identifying coherent
keyword pairs which might not co-occur. The goal is to collect candidate APIs relevant to these pairs based on
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their coherence. We (1) develop a context (Ci) for each of the n query keywords by collecting its co-occurring
words from thousands of question titles from Stack Overflow, (2) determine semantic similarity for each of
the nC2 keyword pairs based on their context derived from Stack Overflow, and (3) use these measures to
identify the coherent pairs and then to collect the functionally coherent APIs for them. At the end of this
step, we have a set of candidate APIs for each of the coherent keyword pairs.
Suppose, two query keywordsKi andKj have context word list Ci and Cj respectively. Now, the candidate
APIs (LKKC) that are relevant to both query keywords and functionally consistent with one another can be
selected as follows:
LKKC [Ki,Kj ] = {L[Ki] ∩ L[Kj ] | cos(Ci, Cj) > γ} (7.3)
Here, cos(Ci, Cj) denotes the cosine similarity [198] between two context lists Ci and Cj , and γ is the
similarity threshold. We consider γ = 0 in this work based on iterative experiments on our dataset (see RQ7
for the detailed justification). L[Ki] and L[Kj ] are top frequent APIs for the two keywords Ki and Kj
where Ki and Kj might not co-occur in the same question title. Thus, LKKC [Ki,Kj ] contains such APIs
that are relevant to both keywords (i.e., co-occurred with them in Stack Overflow answers) and functionally
consistent with one another. Since the candidate APIs co-occur with the keywords from each coherent pair
(i.e., semantically similar, γ > 0) in different contexts, they are also likely to be coherent for the programming
task at hand. Such coherence often could be explained in terms of the dependencies among the API classes.
API Relevance Ranking Algorithm
Fig. 7.12-(b) shows the schematic diagram, and Algorithm 8 shows the pseudo code of our API relevance
ranking algorithmRACK. Once a search query is submitted, we (1) perform Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging
on the query for extracting the meaningful words such as nouns and verbs [59, 259], and (2) apply standard
natural language preprocessing (i.e., stop word removal, splitting, and stemming) on them to extract the
stemmed words (Lines 34, Algorithm 8). For example, the queryhtml parser in Java" turns into three
keywords`html', `parser' and `java' at the end of the above step. We then apply our three heuristicsKAC,
KPAC and KKC on the stemmed keywords, and collect candidate APIs from the token-API linking database
(Step 2, Fig. 7.12-(b), Lines 58, Algorithm 8). The candidate APIs are selected based on not only their co-
occurrence with the query keywords but also the coherence (i.e., functional consistency) among themselves.
We then use the following metrics (i.e., derived from the above heuristics) to estimate the relevance of the
candidate API classes for the query.
API Co-occurrence Likelihood estimates the probability of co-occurrence of a candidate API (Aj)
with one (Ki) or more (Ki,Kj) keywords from the search query. It considers the rank of the API in the
ranked list based on keyword-API co-occurrence frequency (i.e., KAC and KPAC) and the size of the list,
and then provides a normalized score (on the scale from 0 to 1) as follows:
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Algorithm 8 API Relevance Ranking using the Proposed Heuristics
1: procedure RACK(Q) . Q: natural language query for code search
2: R← {} . list of API classes relevant to Q
3: . collecting keywords using POS tagging and NL preprocessing
4: K ← preprocess(collectNounVerbs(Q))
5: . collecting candidate API classes
6: LKAC ← getKACList(K)
7: LKPAC ← getKPACList(K)
8: LKKC ← getKKCList(K)
9: . estimating relevance of the candidate APIs
10: for Keyword Ki ∈ K do
11: for APIClass Aj ∈ LKAC [Ki] do
12: . relevance of an API with single keyword
13: SKAC ← getKACScore(Aj , LKAC [Ki])
14: RKAC [Aj ].score← RKAC [Aj ].score+ SKAC
15: end for
16: end for
17: for Keyword Ki,Kj ∈ K do
18: . relevance of an API with multiple keywords
19: for APIClass Aj ∈ LKPAC [Ki,Kj ] do
20: SKPAC ← getKPACScore(Aj , LKPAC [Ki,Kj ])
21: RKPAC [Aj ].score← RKPAC [Aj ].score+ SKPAC
22: end for
23: . coherence of an API with other candidate APIs
24: Ci ← getContextList(Ki)
25: Cj ← getContextList(Kj)
26: SKKC ← getKKCScore(Ci, Cj)
27: for APIClass Aj ∈ LKKC [Ki,Kj ] do
28: RKKC [Aj ].score← RKKC [Aj ].score+ SKKC
29: end for
30: end for
31: . ranking of the API classes using their normalized scores and relative weights
32: for APIClass Aj ∈ {RKAC , RKPAC , RKKC} do





SKAC(Aj ,Ki) = 1− rank(Aj , sortByFreq(L[Ki]))|LKAC [Ki]| (7.4)
SKPAC(Aj ,Ki,Kj) = 1− rank(Aj , sortByFreq(LKPAC [Ki,Kj ]))|LKPAC [Ki,Kj ]| (7.5)
Here, SKAC and SKPAC denote the API co-occurrence likelihood estimates, and they range from 0 (i.e.,
not likely at all for the keywords) to 1 (i.e., very much likely for the keywords). The more likely an API
is for the keywords, the more relevant it is for the query. This approach might also encourage the common
API classes (e.g., List, String) that are often used with most programming tasks. Such APIs might not
be helpful for relevant code snippet search. We thus apply appropriate filters and thresholds to avoid such
noisy items.
API Coherence estimates the coherence of an API (Aj) with other candidate APIs for a query. Since
the query targets a particular programming task (e.g., parsing the HTML source"), the suggested APIs
should be logically consistent with one another. One way to heuristically determine such coherence is to
exploit the semantic relevance among the corresponding keywords that co-occurred with that API (Aj).
The underlying idea is that if two keywords are semantically similar, their co-occurred API sets could also
be logically consistent with each other. We thus determine semantic similarity between any two keywords
(Ki,Kj) from the query using their context lists (Ci, Cj) [272], and then propagate that measure to each of
their candidate API classes (Aj) that co-occurred with both of the keywords (i.e., KKC) as follows:
SKKC(Aj ,Ki,Kj) = cos(Ci, Cj) | (Ki → Aj) ∧ (Kj → Aj) (7.6)
Here, SKKC denotes the API Coherence estimate, and it ranges from 0 (i.e., not relevant at all with
multiple keywords) to 1 (i.e., highly relevant). It should be noted that each candidate, Aj , comes from L[Ki]
or L[Kj ], i.e., the API is already relevant to each of Ki and Kj in their corresponding contexts. SKKC
investigates how similar those contexts are, and thus heuristically estimates the coherence between the APIs
from these contexts.
We first estimate API Co-occurrence Likelihood of each of the candidate APIs that suggests the likeliness
of the API for one or more keywords from the given query (Lines 922, Algorithm 8). Then we determine API
Coherence for each candidate API that suggests coherence of the API with other candidate APIs for the query
(Lines 2330). Once all metrics of each candidate are calculated (Step 3, Fig. 7.12-(b)), only the maximum
score is taken into consideration where appropriate weightsα, β and (1− α − β)are applied (Lines 3134,
Algorithm 8). These weights control how two of our above dimensions co-occurrence and coherenceaffect
the final relevance ranking of the candidates. We consider a heuristic value of 0.325 for α and a value of 0.575
for β, and the detailed weight selection method is discussed in Section 7.4.9. The candidates are then ranked
based on their final scores, and Top-K API classes from the ranked list are returned as API recommendation
(Line 35, Algorithm 8, Step 4, 5, Fig. 7.12-(b)). Such API classes are then used for NL-query reformulation.
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Table 7.5: An Example of Query Reformulation using RACK
html SKAC parser SKAC java SKAC
KAC
Document 1.00 Document 1.00 Object 1.00
Jsoup 0.80 Element 0.80 ArrayList 0.80
Element 0.60 File 0.60 File 0.60
Elements 0.40 IOException 0.40 Class 0.40
IOException 0.20 Node 0.20 IOException 0.20
(html, parser) SKPAC (html, java) SKPAC (parser, java) SKPAC
KPAC
Document 1.00 Document 1.00 Document 1.00
Jsoup 0.80 Jsoup 0.80 Element 0.80
Element 0.60 Element 0.60 File 0.60
Elements 0.40 IOException 0.40 DocumentBuilder 0.40
Parser 0.20 Elements 0.20 DocumentBuilderFactory 0.20
(html, parser) SKKC (html, java) SKKC (parser, java) SKKC
KKC
Document 0.42 IOException 0.28 File 0.20




Initial Query Reformulated Query Suggested API Score
RACK
Document 0.79
Q′={Document, Element, Element 0.69
Q=HTML parser in Java" File, IOException, File 0.69
Jsoup} + Q IOException 0.52
Jsoup 0.50
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Working Example: Table 7.5 shows a working example of how our proposed query reformulation
technique RACK works. Here we reformulate our natural language queryHTML parser in Java"into
relevant API classes. We first apply KAC heuristic, and collect the Top-5 (i.e., δ = 5) candidate APIs for each
of the three keywords`html',`parser' and `java' based on co-occurrence frequencies of the candidates with
the keywords. We also repeat the same step for each of the three (i.e., 3C2) keyword pairs(html, parser),
(html, java) and (parser, java) by applying our KPAC heuristic. Then we estimate co-occurrence likelihood
(with the keywords and keyword pairs) of each of the candidate APIs. For example, Document has a maximum
likelihood of 1.00 among the candidates not only for the single search keyword but also for the keyword pairs.
We then determine coherence of each candidate API (with other candidates) based on semantic relevance
among the above three keyword pairs. For example, `html' and `parser' have a semantic relevance of 0.42
between them (on the scale from 0 to 1) based on their contexts from Stack Overflow questions and answers,
and they have several common candidates such as Document, Element and File. Since the two keywords are
semantically relevant, their relevance score (i.e., 0.42, SKKC) is propagated to their shared candidate APIs
as a proxy to the coherence among the candidates. We then gather all scores for each candidate, choose the
best score, and finally get a ranked list. From the recommended list, we see that Document, Element and
Jsoup are highly relevant APIs from Jsoup library for the given NL-query. Our technique returns such a list
of relevant API classes as the reformulation to an original NL query.
7.4 Experiment
One of the most effective ways to evaluate a technique that suggests relevant API classes or methods for a
query is to check their conformance with the gold set APIs of the query. Since the suggested APIs could
be used to reformulate the initial query (i.e., using natural language), the quality of the automatically
reformulated query could be another performance indicator for the technique. We evaluate our technique
using 175 code search queries, their goldset APIs and their relevant code segments (i.e., implementing the
tasks in the query) collected from three programming tutorial sites. We determine the performance of our
technique using six appropriate metrics from the literature. Then we compare with two variants of the
state-of-the-art technique on API recommendation [243] and a popular code search engineLucene [98]for
validating our performance. We answer eight research questions with our experiments as shown in Table 7.6.
7.4.1 Experimental Dataset
Data Collection: We collect 175 code search queries for our experiment from three Java tutorial sites
KodeJava [15], JavaDB [13] and Java2s [11]. These sites discuss hundreds of programming tasks that involve
the usage of different API classes from the standard Java API libraries. Each of these task descriptions
generally has three parts(1) a title (i.e., question) for the task, (2) one or more code snippets (i.e., answer),
and (3) an associated prose explaining the code. The title summarizes a programming task (e.g., How do I
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Table 7.6: Research Questions Answered using our Experiment
Research Questions on API Suggestion
RQ4: How does the proposed technique RACK perform in recommending relevant APIs for a code
search query?
RQ5: How effective are the proposed heuristicsKAC, KPAC and KKCin capturing the relevant APIs
for a query?
RQ6: Does an appropriate subset of the query keywords perform better than the whole query in
retrieving the relevant APIs?
RQ7: How do the heuristic weights (i.e., α, β) and threshold settings (i.e., γ, δ) influence the perfor-
mance of our technique?
RQ8: Can RACK outperform the state-of-the-art techniques in recommending relevant APIs for a
given set of natural language queries?
Research Questions on Query Reformulation
RQ9: Can RACK significantly improve the natural language queries in terms of relevant code retrieval
performance?
RQ10: Can RACK outperform the state-of-the-art technique in improving the natural language queries
for code search?
RQ11: How does RACK perform compared to the popular web search engines (e.g., Google) and code
search engines (e.g., GitHub code search)?
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decompress a GZip file in Java?") using natural language texts. It generally uses a few pertinent keywords
(e.g., decompress", GZip"), and also often resembles a query for code search (Section 7.2.5). We thus
consider such titles from the tutorial sites as the code search queries, and use them for our experiment in
this research.
Gold Set Development: The prose explaining the code often refers to one or more APIs (e.g.,
GZipOutputStream, FileOutputStream) from the code snippet(s) that are found to be essential for the
task. In other words, such APIs can be considered as the most relevant ones (i.e., vital) for the target
programming task. We collect such APIs from the prose against each of the task titles (i.e., code search
queries) from our dataset, and develop a gold setAPI-goldsetfor the experiment. Since relevance of the
APIs is determined based on working code examples and their associated prose from the publicly available
and popular tutorial sites, the subjectivity associated with the relevance of the collected APIs is minimized
[63]. We also collect the code segments verbatim that implement each of the selected tasks (i.e., our queries)
from these tutorial sites, and develop another gold setCode-goldsetfor our experiments. Our goals are to
(1) compare our queries containing the suggested API classes with the baseline queries containing only NL
keywords and (2) compare our queries with the reformulated queries by the state-of-the-art techniques on
API recommendation [168, 243, 274].
Corpus Preparation: We evaluate not only the API recommendation performance of RACK but also
the retrieval performance of its reformulated queries. We collect relevant code snippets (i.e., ground truth)
for each of our 175 search queries from the above tutorial sites, and develop a corpus. It should be noted
that each query-code snippet pair comes from the same Q & A thread from the tutorial sites. However,
this approach leaves us with a corpus of 175 documents which do not represent a real world corpus. We
thus extend our code corpus by adding more code snippets from one of our earlier works [184], and this
provided a corpus containing 4,170 (175+3,995) code snippets. It should be noted that the additional 3,995
code snippets were carefully collected from hundreds of open source projects hosted at GitHub (see [184] for
details). This corpus is referred to as 4K-Corpus throughout the later sections in the chapter.
We also develop two other corpora containing 256,754 (175+256,399) and 769,244 (175+769,069) docu-
ments respectively. They are referred to as 256K-Corpus and 769K-Corpus in the rest of the sections. These
corpus documents are Java classes extracted from an internet-scale and well-established dataset IJaDataset
[118, 143, 236]. The dataset was constructed using 24,666 real world Java projects across various domains,
and they were collected from SourceForge5 and Google Code6 repositories. We analyse 1,500,000 Java source
files from the dataset, and discard the ones with a size greater than 3KB. 95% of our ground truth code
segments have a size less than 3KB. The goal was to avoid the large and potentially noisy code snippets in
the corpus. Given the large size (i.e., 769K documents) and cross-domain nature of the collected projects,




We consider each of these code snippets from all three corpora as an individual document, apply standard
natural language preprocessing (i.e., token splitting, stop word removal, programming keyword removal) to
them, and then index the corpus documents using Apache Lucene7, a search engine widely used by the
relevant literature [98, 120, 163]. The indexed corpus is then used to determine the retrieval performance of
the initial and reformulated queries for code search.
Replication: All the experimental data, associated tools and implementations are hosted online [201]
for replication or third party reuse.
7.4.2 Performance Metrics
We choose six performance metrics for the evaluation and validation of our technique that are widely adopted
by relevant literature [63, 152, 243]. Two of them are related to recommendation systems whereas the other
four metrics are widely popular in the information retrieval domain.
Top-K Accuracy/Hit@K: It refers to the percentage of the search queries for each of which at least
one item (e.g., API class, code segment) is correctly returned within the Top-K results by a recommendation





Here, isCorrect(q,K) returns a value 1 if there exists at least one correct API class (i.e., from the API-
goldset) or one correct code segment (i.e., implements the task in query) in the Top-K returned results, and
returns 0 otherwise. Q denotes the set of all search queries used in the experiment. Although Top-K Accuracy
and Hit@K are used interchangeably in the literature [239, 249], we use Hit@K to denote recommendation
accuracy in the remaining sections for the sake of consistency.
Mean Reciprocal Rank@K (MRR@K): Reciprocal rank@K refers to the multiplicative inverse of the
rank (i.e., 1/rank(q,K), q ∈ Q) of the first relevant API class or code segment in the Top-K results returned
by a technique [220, 276]. Mean Reciprocal Rank@K (MRR@K) averages such measures for all search queries








Here, rank(q,K) returns the rank of the first correct API or the correct code segment from a ranked list of
size K. If no correct API class or code segment is found within the Top-K positions, then rank(q,K) returns
∞. On the contrary, it returns 1 for the correct result at the topmost position of a ranked list. Thus, MRR
can take a maximum value of 1 and a minimum value of 0. The bigger the MRR value is, the better the
technique is.
Mean Average Precision@K (MAP@K): Precision@K calculates the precision at the occurrence of
every single relevant item (e.g., API class, code segment) in the ranked list. Average Precision@K (AP@K)
7http://lucene.apache.org/
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averages the precision@K for all relevant items within Top-K results for a code search query [220, 276]. Mean
Average Precision@K is the mean of Average Precision@K for all queries (Q) from the dataset. MAP@K of
a technique can be defined as follows:
AP@K =
∑K






Here, relk denotes the relevance function of k
th result in the ranked list that returns either 1 (i.e., relevant) or
0 (i.e., non-relevant), Pk denotes the precision at k
th result, and K refers to number of top results considered.
RR is the set of relevant results for a query, and Q is the set of all queries.
Mean Recall@K (MR@K): Recall@K refers to the percentage of gold set items (e.g., API, code
segment) that are correctly recommended for a code search query in the Top-K results by a technique [249].









Here, result(q,K) refers to Top-K recommended APIs by a technique, and gold(q) refers to goldset APIs for
each query q ∈ Q. The bigger the MR@K value is, the better the recommendation technique is.
Query Effectiveness (QE): It refers to the rank of first relevant document in the results list retrieved
by a query. The metric approximates a developer's effort in locating the first item of interest. Thus, the lower
the effectiveness measure is, the more effective the query is [98, 164, 191]. We use this measure to determine
whether a given query is improved or not after its reformulation.
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG): It determines the quality of ranking provided
by a technique. With a graded relevance scale for results, the metric accumulates overall gain or usefulness
from the top to the bottom of the list [112, 253]. It assumes that (1) highly relevant results are more useful
when they appear earlier in the ranked list, and (2) highly relevant results are more useful than marginally







where grelk = 1− goldRank(k, gold(q))|gold(q)| (7.7)
Here, grelk refers to the graded relevance of the result at position k. goldRank(.) returns the rank of the k
th
result within the goldset items gold(q). If kth result is not found in the goldset, grelk simply returns 0 as a
special case. Thus, grelk provides a graded relevance scale between 0 and 1 for each relevant result. Once











Here IDCG(q) is the Ideal Discounted Cumulative Gain which is derived from the ranking of goldset items.
Thus, NDCG(q) is the metric for one single query q, whereas NDCG(Q) averages the metric over all queries
(∀q ∈ Q). We use NDCG in order to determine the quality of code search ranking from the traditional
web/code search engines (Section 7.4.13).
7.4.3 Evaluation Scenarios
Our work in this article has two different aspects (a) relevant API suggestion and (b) automatic query refor-
mulation. We thus employ two different setups for evaluating our approach. In the first case, we investigate
API suggestion performance of RACK, calibrate our adopted parameters, and compare with the state-of-
the-art approaches on API suggestion [243, 274] (RQ4RQ8). In the second case, we reformulate the initial
NL queries from the dataset using our suggested API classes. Then we compare our reformulated queries
not only with the baseline queries but also with the queries generated by the state-of-the-art approaches on
query reformulation [168, 274] (RQ9RQ10). We also investigate the potential of our queries in the context
of contemporary web and code search practices (RQ11).
7.4.4 Statistical Significance Tests
In our comparison studies, we perform two statistical tests before claiming significance of one set of items over
the other. In particular, we employ Mann-Whitney Wilcoxon (MWW) and Wilcoxon Signed Rank (WSR) for
significance tests. We refer to them as MWW and WSR respectively in the remaining sections. MWW is a
non-parametric test that (1) does not assume normality of the data and (2) is appropriate for small dataset
[98]. We use this test for comparing any two arbitrary lists of items. WSR test is another non-parametric
test that performs pair-wise comparison between two lists. In our experiment, WSR was used for significance
test between performance measures (e.g., Hit@K) of RACK in API/code suggestion and that of an existing
approach for the same K positions (i.e., 1≤K≤10) (RQ8, RQ9, RQ10). We report p-value of each statistical
test, and use 0.05 as the significance threshold. In addition to these significance tests, we also perform effect
size test using Cliff's delta to demonstrate the level of significance. For this work, we use three significance
levels  short (0.147≤∆≤0.33), medium (0.33≤∆≤0.474) and large (∆≥0.474) [216]. We use two R packages
 stats, effsize  for conducting these statistical tests.
7.4.5 Matching of Suggested APIs with Goldset APIs
In order to determine performance of a technique, we apply strict matching between gold set APIs and the
recommended APIs. That is, we consider two API classes matched if (1) they are categorically the same,
and (2) they are superclass or subclass of each other. For example, if OutputStream is a gold set API and
FileOutputStream is a recommended API, we consider them and their inverse as matched. If a base class is
relevant for a programming task, the derived class is also likely to be relevant and thus, the recommendation
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Table 7.7: Performance of RACK
Metric
Non-weighted Version Weighted Version
Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-10 Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-10
Hit@K 30.29% 55.43% 68.57% 83.43% 38.29% 61.14% 72.00% 83.43%
MRR@K 0.30 0.41 0.44 0.46 0.38 0.48 0.48 0.52
MAP@K 30.29% 40.19% 42.00% 39.66% 38.29% 48.14% 48.39% 45.74%
MR@K 9.24% 22.67% 33.53% 52.78% 12.12% 26.41% 37.94% 54.07%
is considered to be accurate. In the case of relevant code segment retrieval, we also apply exact matching
between gold set segment and returned segment by a query. Since the tutorial sites clearly indicate which of
the code segments implements which of our selected tasks (i.e., queries), such matching is warranted for this
case. It should be noted that items (e.g., API class, code segment) outside the goldset could be also relevant
to our queries. However, we stick to our gold sets for the sake of simplicity and clarity of our experiments.
Our gold sets are also publicly available [201] for third-party replication or reuse.
7.4.6 Answering RQ4: How does the proposed technique perform in suggesting
relevant APIs for a code search query?
Each of our selected queries summarizes a programming task that requires the use of one or more API classes
from various Java libraries. Our technique recommends Top-K (e.g., K = 10) relevant API classes for each
query. We compare the recommended items with the API-goldset and evaluate them using above four metrics.
In this section, we answer RQ4 using Table 7.7 and Fig. 7.13.
Table 7.7 shows the performance details of our technique for Top-1, Top-3, Top-5 and Top-10 API rec-
ommendations. We see that our technique recommends at least one API correctly for 83%+ of the queries
with both its (a) non-weighted and (b) weighted versions. The weighted version applies a fine tuned weight
to each of our three heuristicsKAC, KPAC and KKCwhereas the non-weighted version treats each of the
heuristics equally. Such accuracy is highly promising according to the relevant literature [63, 152]. Mean
average precision and mean recall of RACK are 40%46% and 53%54% respectively for Top-10 results which
are also promising. It also should be noted that RACK provides 55%61% accuracy and 40%48% precision
for only Top-3 results which are good. That means, one out of the two suggested API classes is found to
be relevant for the task, which could be really helpful for effective code search. Our mean reciprocal ranks
are 0.46 and 0.52 for non-weighted and weighted version respectively. That is, the first correct suggestion is
generally found between first to second position of our ranked list, which demonstrates the potential of our
technique. Fig. 7.13 shows how different performance metrics  accuracy, precision and recall change over
different values of Top-K. We see that our technique reaches a high precision (i.e., 48.14%) quite early (i.e.,
K = 3) and the highest (i.e., 48.39%) at K = 5, and then stays comparable for the rest of the K values.
However, the improvement of recall measure is comparatively slow. It is ≈ 10% for K = 1, and then increases
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Figure 7.13: Hit@K, Mean Average Precision@K, and Mean Recall@K of RACK using (a) non-
weighted version (i.e., dashed line) and (b) weighted version (i.e., solid line)
somewhat linearly up to 54% for the last value of K = 10. On the contrary, the accuracy of RACK improves
in a log-linear fashion, and becomes somewhat stationary for K = 10 with 83%. While our accuracy and
recall could further improve for increased K-values, the precision is likely to drop. Thus, we conduct our
experiments using only Top-10 suggestions from a technique. Developers generally do not check items beyond
the Top-10 items from the ranked list, and relevant literature [191, 239] also widely apply such cut-off value.
Thus, our choice of K = 1 to 10 is also justified.
We also analyse the distribution of API classes from 19 (11 core + 8 non-core) Java packages (i.e., Table
7.1) in our ground truth, and investigate how they correlate with corresponding distributions from Stack
Overflow. We found that on average, 10% of the standard Java API classes from each package overlap with
our ground truth classes. On the contrary, 65% of the API classes from each package are discussed in Stack
Overflow Q & A threads according to RQ2. Thus, Stack Overflow discusses more API classes than the ground
truth warrants for. In short, Stack Overflow is highly likely to deliver the relevant classes from standard API
packages, and our approach harnesses that power. We also found that 51% of the ground truth classes come
from the core packages whereas 10% of them come from the non-core packages. Since Stack Overflow has a
good coverage (e.g., ≈ 65%) for both core and non-core packages (Fig. 7.7), RACK is also likely to perform
well for such queries that require the API classes from non-core packages only.
We also determine correlation between four performance measures (e.g., Hit@10, reciprocal rank, average
precision, recall) of our API suggestions (against NL queries) and the coverage of their corresponding ground
truth in the constructed API database (Section 7.3.1). We employed two correlation methods  Pearson
and Spearman, and found either very weak or negligible correlations (i.e., 0.04≤ ρ ≤0.12) between those two
entities. That is, the API suggestion performance of RACK is not biased by the coverage of the ground truth
API classes in our API database. Such finding strengthens the external validity of our results.
Summary of RQ4: RACK suggests relevant API classes for about 83% of the generic NL queries with a
mean average precision@10 of 40%46%, a mean reciprocal rank@10 of 0.460.52, and a mean recall@10
of 53%54%, which are highly promising.
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Table 7.8: Role of Proposed Heuristics KAC, KPAC and KKC
Heuristics Metric Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-10
Hit@K 19.43% 42.29% 58.86% 76.00%
{Keyword-API MRR@K 0.19 0.29 0.33 0.36
Co-occurrence (KAC)} MAP@K 19.43% 29.05% 31.94% 32.57%
MR@K 5.97% 15.35% 25.71% 46.42%
Hit@K 36.57% 58.86% 69.14% 79.43%
{Keyword Pair-API MRR@K 0.37 0.46 0.49 0.50
Co-occurrence (KPAC)} MAP@K 36.57% 46.19% 46.13% 43.65%
MR@K 11.08%% 24.88% 36.20% 52.21%
Hit@K 13.71% 32.57% 41.14% 55.43%
{Keyword-Keyword MRR@K 0.14 .22 0.24 0.26
Coherence (KKC)} MAP@K 13.71% 21.52% 23.05% 24.26%
MR@K 4.46% 12.32% 18.07% 28.29%
Hit@K 17.71% 40.00% 58.29% 77.71%
{KAC + KKC} [201]
MRR@K 0.18 0.28 0.32 0.34
MAP@K 17.71% 27.57% 30.24% 30.84%
MR@K 5.65% 14.66% 25.56% 46.15%
Hit@K 38.29% 61.14% 72.00% 83.43%
RACK [206]
MRR@K 0.38 0.48 0.48 0.52
MAP@K 38.29% 48.14% 48.39% 45.74%
MR@K 12.12% 26.41% 37.94% 54.07%
7.4.7 Answering RQ5: How effective are the proposed heuristicsKAC, KPAC
and KKC in capturing the relevant API classes for a query?
We investigate the effectiveness of our adopted heuristics KAC, KPAC and KKC, and justify their com-
bination in the API ranking algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 8). Table 7.8 and Fig. 7.14 demonstrate how each
heuristic performs in capturing the relevant APIs for a given set of code search query as follows:
From Table 7.8, we see that our technique suggests correct API classes for 78.00% and 79% of the queries
when KAC and KPAC heuristics are employed respectively. Both heuristics leverage co-occurrences between
query keywords (in the question titles) and API classes (in the accepted answers) from Stack Overflow for
such recommendation. On the contrary, KKC considers coherence among the candidate API classes, and is
found less effective than the former two heuristics. In fact, KPAC performs the best among all three heuristics
with up to 46% precision and 52% recall. However, the weighted combination of our heuristics provides the
maximum performance in terms of four metrics. It provides 83% Hit@10 with a mean reciprocal rank@10 of
0.52, a mean average precision@10 of 46% and a mean recall@10 of 54%. That is, our combination harnesses
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Figure 7.14: (a) Hit@K of RACK, (b) Mean Average Precision@K (MAP@K) of RACK, and (c)
Mean Recall@K (MR@K) of RACK for three heuristicsKAC, KPAC and KKC
the strength from all the heuristics, and also overcomes their weaknesses simultaneously using appropriate
weights. All these statistics are also highly promising according to the relevant literature [152, 243]. Thus, our
combination of these three heuristics is also justified. Our earlier work combines KAC and KKC, and provides
79% Hit@10 with 35% precision and 45% recall from the experiments with 150 queries. Replication with our
current extended dataset (i.e., 175 queries) reports similar performance (e.g., 78% Hit@10), which supports
our earlier findings [201] as well. In this work, we introduce the new heuristicKPACwhich improved
our performance in terms of all four metrics Hit@10 (i.e., 7% improvement), reciprocal rank (i.e., 53%
improvement), precision (i.e., 48% improvement) and recall (i.e., 17% improvement). Thus, the addition
of KPAC heuristic to our ranking algorithm is justified. Furthermore, we apply appropriate weights to
these heuristics for controlling their influence in the API relevance ranking. Fig. 7.14 further demonstrates
how the performance of our heuristics changes over various Top-K results. We see that KPAC is the most
dominant one among the heuristics (as observed above) and achieves the maximum performance. However,
the addition of the other two heuristics also improves our performance marginally (i.e., 2%  4%) in terms
of all four metrics.
Summary of RQ5: KPAC and KAC are found more effective than KKC in capturing the relevant API
classes from Stack Overflow Q & A threads. However, combination of all three heuristics using appropriate
relative weights delivers the maximum performance. Thus, their combination for API ranking is justified.
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Table 7.9: Impact of Different Query Term Selection
Query Terms Metric Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-10
Hit@K 37.14% 60.57% 71.43% 82.86%
All terms MRR@K 0.37 0.48 0.50 0.52
from query MAP@K 37.14% 47.29% 47.81% 45.29%
MR@K 11.69% 26.93% 38.85% 54.80%
Noun terms only
Hit@K 33.71% 58.86% 70.29% 82.29%
MRR@K 0.34 0.45 0.48 0.49
MAP@K 33.71% 44.95% 45.71% 42.62%
MR@K 10.56% 25.47% 36.67% 55.21%
Verb terms only
Hit@K 7.43% 17.71% 24.00% 35.43%
MRR@K 0.07 0.11 0.13 0.14
MAP@K 7.43% 11.52% 12.68% 14.02%
MR@K 2.14% 6.69% 10.46% 17.38%
Hit@K 38.29% 61.14% 72.00% 83.43%
{Noun terms + MRR@K 0.38 0.48 0.48 0.52
Verb terms} MAP@K 38.29% 48.14% 48.39% 45.74%
MR@K 12.12% 26.41% 37.94% 54.07%
Hit@K 37.14% 60.57% 72.00% 83.43%
{Noun terms + MRR@K 0.37 0.47 0.47 0.52
Verb terms}-java" MAP@K 37.14% 46.90% 47.35% 45.19%
MR@K 11.84% 26.18% 38.09% 54.08%
7.4.8 Answering RQ6: Does an appropriate subset of the query keywords per-
form better than the whole query in retrieving the relevant API classes?
Since the proposed technique identifies relevant API classes based on their co-occurrences with the keywords
from a query, the keywords should be chosen carefully. Selection of random keywords might not return
appropriate API classes. Several earlier studies choose nouns and verbs from a sentence, and report their
salience in automated comment generation [259] and corpus indexing [59]. We thus also extract noun and
verb terms from each query as the search keywords using Stanford POS tagger [244], and then use them for
our experiments. In particular, we investigate whether our selection of keywords for code search is effective
or not.
From Table 7.9, we see that our technique performs better with noun-based keywords than with verb-
based keywords. The verb-based keywords provide a maximum of 35% Hit@10. On the contrary, RACK
returns correct API classes for 82% of queries with 43% precision, 55% recall and a reciprocal rank of 0.49
when only noun-based keywords are chosen for search. However, none of the performance metrics reaches the
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baseline performance except recall. That is, they are lower than the performance of RACK with all query
terms minus the stop words. Interestingly, when both nouns and verbs are employed as search keywords, the
performance reaches the maximum especially in terms of accuracy, precision and reciprocal rank. For example,
RACK achieves 83% Hit@10 with 46% precision, 54% recall and a reciprocal rank of 0.52. Although the
improvement over the baseline performance (i.e., with all keywords of a query) is marginal, such performances
were delivered using a fewer number of search keywords. That is, our subset of keywords not only avoids
the noise but also ensures a comparatively higher performance than the baseline with relatively lower costs
(i.e., fewer keywords). Thus, selection of a subset of keywords from the NL query intended for code search is
justified, and our subset is also found effective.
We also investigate the impact of generic search keywords such as java" in our query. According to our
analysis, 11.43% of our queries in the dataset contain this keyword. From Table 7.9, we see that removal
of this keyword marginally degrades most of the performance measures of our technique. Only marginal
improvements can be observed in the recall measure for Top-5 and Top-10 results. Thus, our choice of
retaining the generic keywords is also justified.
Summary of RQ6: Important keywords from a natural language query mainly consist of its noun and verb
terms. Our keyword selection approach of leveraging noun and verbs from a query is found quite effective in
the relevant API suggestion.
7.4.9 Answering RQ7: How do the heuristic weights (i.e., α, β) and threshold
settings (i.e., γ, δ) influence the performance of our technique?
Our relevance ranking algorithm applies two relative weightsα and βto our proposed heuristics, and the
heuristics are also constrained with two thresholdsγ and δ. While the thresholds help the heuristics collect
appropriate candidate API classes, the weights control the influence of the heuristics in the API relevance
ranking. In this section, we justify our chosen weights and thresholds, and investigate how they affect the
performance of our technique.
We adopt a greedy search-based technique [272] (i.e., controlled iterative approach) for determining the
relative weights for our heuristics. That is, we start our searches with our best initial guesses for α (i.e., 0.25)
and β (i.e., 0.30), refine our weight estimates in every iteration with a step size of 0.025, and then stop when
the fitness function [272] (i.e., performance) reaches the global maximum. We use mean average precision@10
and mean recall@10 as the fitness functions in the search for α and β. Fig. 7.15 shows how different values of
α and β can influence the performance of RACK. Please note that when one weight is calibrated, the other
one is kept constant during performance computation. We see that precision and recall of RACK reach the
maximum when α ∈ [0.300, 0.325] and β=0.575. The target weights are identified using dashed vertical lines
above. While α and β are considered as the relative importance of the co-occurrence based heuristics, KAC
and KPAC respectively, (1 − α − β) goes to the remaining heuristicKKC. Since KKC is found relatively
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Figure 7.15: (a) Mean Average Precision@10 (MAP@10), and (b) Mean Recall@10 (MR@10) of
RACK for different values of the heuristic weightsα and β
Figure 7.16: Performance of RACK for different δ thresholds with (a) Top-5 results and (b) Top-10
results considered
weak according to our earlier investigation, we emphasize more on α and β, and chose the following heuristic
weights: 0.325, 0.575 and 0.10for KAC, KPAC and KKC respectively. Thus, all the weights sum to 1, and
such weighting mechanism was also used by an earlier study [163]. The performance of RACK is significantly
higher than its non-weighted version especially in terms of MRR@K (i.e., WSR, p-value= 0.002, ∆ = 1.00
(large)) and MAP@K (i.e., WSR, p-value< 0.001, ∆ = 0.84 (large)) for Top-1 to Top-10 results. Thus, the
application of relative weights to our adopted heuristics is also justified.
Both KAC and KPAC apply δ threshold for collecting candidate API classes from the token-API linking
database. Fig. 7.16 shows how different values of δ can affect our performance. We use Hit@K, MAP@K and
MR@K as the fitness functions, and determine our fitness for Top-5 and Top-10 returned results. We see that
each of these performance measures reach their maximum when δ = 10 for both settings. That is, collecting
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Figure 7.17: Performance of RACK for different γ thresholds with (a) Top-5 results and (b) Top-10
results considered
10 candidate API classes for each keyword or keyword pair from the query is the most appropriate choice.
Less or more than that provides comparable performance but not the best one. Thus, we chose δ = 10 in our
algorithm, and our choice is justified.
KKC applies another threshold, γ, for candidate API selection that refers to the degree of contextual
similarity between any two keywords from the query. Fig. 7.17 reports our investigation on this threshold.
We see that different values of γ starting from 0 to 0.5 do not change our fitness (i.e., performance) at all.
Since the heuristic itself, KKC, is not strong, the variance of γ also does not have much influence on the
performance of our technique. Thus, our choice of γ = 0 is also justified. That is, we consider two API
classes coherent to each other when their contexts share at least one search keyword.
Summary of RQ7: The performance of RACK reaches the maximum for certain weights and thresholds,
α=0.325, β=0.575, γ=0, and δ=10. They were chosen carefully based on controlled iterative experiments,
as were also done by the earlier studies [163, 272] from relevant literature.
7.4.10 Answering RQ8: Can RACK outperform the state-of-the-art techniques
in suggesting relevant API classes for a given set of queries?
Thung et al. [243] accept a feature request as an input and return a list of relevant API methods. Their API
suggestions are based not only on the mining of feature request history but also on the textual similarity
between the request texts and the corresponding API documentations. Zhang et al. [274] determine semantic
distance between an NL query and a candidate API using a neural network model (CBOW) and a large code
repository, and then suggest a list of relevant API classes for the query. To the best of our knowledge, these
are the latest and the closest studies to ours in the context of API suggestion, and thus, we select them for
comparison.
Since feature request history is not available in our experimental settings, we implement Description-
Based Recommender module from Thung et al. We collect API documentations of 3,300 classes from the
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Table 7.10: Comparison of API Recommendation Performance with Existing Techniques (for various
Top-K Results)
Technique Metric Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-10
Thung et al. [243]-I
Hit@K 20.57% 30.85% 38.29% 44.00%
MRR@K 0.21 0.25 0.26 0.27
MAP@K 20.57% 24.57% 25.47% 24.84%
MR@K 6.37% 11.74% 15.79% 22.19%
Thung et al. [243]-II
Hit@K 20.00% 32.57% 39.43% 50.29%
MRR@K 0.20 0.26 0.27 0.29
MAP@K 20.00% 25.14% 25.85% 25.59%
MR@K 6.19% 13.02% 18.47% 28.95%
Zhang et al. [274]
Hit@K 19.43% 32.00% 36.00% 39.43%
MRR@K 0.19 0.25 0.26 0.26
MAP@K 19.43% 24.86% 25.44% 24.81%
MR@K 6.00% 15.86% 21.54% 29.87%
Hit@K 38.29% 61.14% 72.00% 83.43%
RACK [206] MRR@K 0.38 0.48 0.48 0.52
(Proposed technique) MAP@K 38.29% 48.14% 48.39% 45.74%
MR@K 12.12% 26.41% 37.94%% 54.07%
*Emboldened items are the highest statistics for the existing and proposed
techniques
Java standard libraries (i.e., JDK 6), and develop Vector Space Model (VSM) for each of the API classes. In
fact, we develop two models for each API class using (1) class header comments only, and (2) class header
comments + method header comments, and implement two variants Thung et al.-I and Thung et al.-II for
our experiments. We use Apache Lucene [32] for VSM development, corpus indexing and for textual similarity
matching between the API documentations and each of the queries from our dataset. In the case of Zhang
et al., we (1) make use of IJaDataset [117] as a training corpus (as was done by the original authors), and
(2) learn the word embeddings for both keywords and API classes using fastText [54], an improved version
of word2vec implementation. We then use these vectors to determine semantic distance between a query
and the candidate API classes using cosine similarity [198]. We also determine API popularity within the
training corpus, and then combine with semantic distance metric to identify a set of relevant API classes for
the NL query.
Table 7.10 summarizes the comparative analysis between our techniqueRACK and three existing tech-
niques. Here, emboldened items refer to maximum measures provided by the existing techniques and our
technique. We see that the variants of Thung et al. can provide a maximum of about 50% accuracy with
about 26% precision and 29% recall for Top-10 results. On the other hand, RACK achieves a maximum
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Figure 7.18: Comparison of API recommendation performances with the existing techniques-(a)
Hit@K, (b) Mean Reciprocal Rank@K, (c) Mean Average Precision@K, and (d) Mean Recall@K
accuracy of 83% with 46% precision and 54% recall which are 66%, 79% and 87% higher respectively. We
investigate how the four performance measures change for different Top-K results for each of these three
techniques. From Fig. 7.18, we see that Hit@K of RACK increases gradually up to 83% whereas such perfor-
mance measures for the textual similarity based techniques stop at 50%. The MRR@K of RACK improves
from 0.38 to 0.52 whereas such measures for the counterparts are as low as 0.200.29. It should be noted
that RACK reaches its maximum precision, i.e., 48%, quite early at K = 3, and then its recall gradually
improves up to 54% (at K = 10). On the contrary, such measures for the counterparts are at best 25%
and 30% respectively. These demonstrate the superiority of our technique. From the box plots in Fig. 7.19,
we see that RACK performs significantly higher than both variants in terms of all three metrics accuracy,
precision and recall. Our median accuracy is above 70% whereas such measures for those variants are close
to 40%. The same goes for precision and recall measures. We perform significance and effect size tests,
and compare our performance measures with the measures of the state-of-the-art for various Top-K results
(1≤K≤10). We found that the performance of our approach is significantly higher than that of the existing
techniques in terms of Hit@K (i.e., WSR, p-value=0.002<0.05, ∆=0.79 (large)), MRR@K (i.e., WSR, p-
value=0.002<0.05, ∆=0.90 (large)), MAP@K (i.e., WSR, p-value=0.002<0.05, ∆=0.90 (large)) and MR@K
(i.e., WSR, p-value=0.002<0.05, ∆=0.70 (large)). All these findings above suggest that (1) textual similarity
between query and API signature or documentations might not be always effective for API recommendation,
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Figure 7.19: Comparison of API recommendation with existing techniques using box plots
and (2) semantic distance between keyword and API classes should be calculated using appropriate training
corpus. Our technique overcomes that issue by applying three heuristics KAC, KPAC and KKC which
leverage the API usage knowledge of a large developer crowd stored in Stack Overflow. Performance reported
for Thung et al. is project-specific, and the technique is restricted to feature requests [243]. On the contrary,
our technique is generic and adaptable for any type of code search. It is also independent of any subject
systems. Although Zhang et al. employ a large training corpus, they learn word embeddings for NL keywords
from the source code which might not be always helpful. Source code inherently has a smaller vocabulary
than regular texts [102]. On the contrary, we leverage the contexts of NL keywords and API classes more
carefully from Stack Overflow Q & A site to determine their relevance. Furthermore, we harnesses the ex-
pertise of a large crowd of technical users effectively for relevant API suggestion which was not considered
by the past studies from literature. Thus, our technique possibly has a greater potential.
Summary of RQ8: Our approach, RACK, outperforms multiple existing studies on relevant API suggestion
for NL queries, and achieves 66% higher accuracy, 79% higher precision and 87% higher recall than those
of the state-of-the-art.
7.4.11 Answering RQ9: Can RACK significantly improve the natural language
queries in terms of relevant code retrieval performance?
Our earlier research questions (RQ4RQ8) evaluate the performance of RACK in suggesting relevant API
classes for a natural language query intended for code search. Although they clearly demonstrate the potential
of our technique, another way of evaluation could be the retrieval performance of our suggested queries. In
this section, we investigate whether our reformulations to the baseline queries improve them or not in terms
of their relevant code retrieval performances. We employ three corpora  4K-Corpus, 256K-Corpus, and
769K-Corpus each of which includes 175 ground truth code segments (see Section 7.4.1 for details). We
apply limited natural language preprocessing (i.e., removal of stop words and keywords, splitting of complex
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Table 7.11: Comparison of Source Code Retrieval Performance with Baseline Queries
Query Metric Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-10
Retrieval Performance with Small Dataset (4K-Corpus)
Baseline Hit@K 39.43% 54.86% 62.29% 68.57%
(NL Keywords) MRR@K 0.39 0.46 0.48 0.49
Goldset API
Hit@K 65.71% 85.71% 89.14% 91.43%
MRR@K 0.66 0.75 0.76 0.76
Baseline + Hit@K 70.29% 88.00% 96.00% 97.14%
Goldset API MRR@K 0.70 0.78 0.80 0.80
RACKA
Hit@K 29.71% 50.29% 56.00% 68.57%
MRR@K 0.30 0.39 0.40 0.42
RACKA+Q
Hit@K 50.86% 73.14% 77.71% 84.00%
MRR@K 0.51 0.61 0.62 0.63
Retrieval Performance with Large Dataset (256K-Corpus)
Baseline Hit@K 22.29% 30.86% 37.71% 44.00%
(NL Keywords) MRR@K 0.22 0.26 0.27 0.28
Goldset API
Hit@K 60.00% 78.29% 84.57% 90.29%
MRR@K 0.60 0.69 0.70 0.71
Baseline + Hit@K 76.00% 89.14% 90.86% 94.86%
Goldset API MRR@K 0.76 0.82 0.82 0.83
RACKA
Hit@K 14.29% 26.29% 30.86% 36.57%
MRR@K 0.14 0.19 0.20 0.21
RACKA+Q
Hit@K 40.00% 52.57% 59.43% 66.29%
MRR@K 0.40 0.46 0.47 0.48
Retrieval Performance with Extra-Large Dataset (769K-Corpus)
Baseline Hit@K 17.14% 24.57% 0.28.57% 34.29%
(NL Keywords) MRR@K 0.17 0.20 0.21 0.22
Goldset API
Hit@K 50.86% 69.14% 75.43% 81.14%
MRR@K 0.51 0.59 0.61 0.62
Baseline + Hit@K 64.00% 80.00% 86.86% 90.29%
Goldset API MRR@K 0.64 0.71 0.73 0.73
RACKA
Hit@K 10.86% 18.29% 22.29% 26.86%
MRR@K 0.11 0.14 0.15 0.16
RACKA+Q
Hit@K 26.86% 42.29% 49.14% 56.57%
MRR@K 0.27 0.33 0.35 0.36
A=Suggested API classes only, A+Q=Reformulated query combining both
suggested API classes and baseline query keywords.
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tokens) to each corpus document, and then index them for retrieval. We employ Apache Lucene8, a popular
code search engine that has been used by several earlier studies from the literature [98, 163, 176], for document
indexing and for source code retrieval.
Table 7.11 and Fig. 7.20 summarize our findings on comparing our reformulated queries with the baseline
queries. We consider two versions of our reformulated queries RACKA and RACKA+Qfor our experiments.
While RACKA comprises of suggested API classes only, RACKA+Q combines both the suggested API classes
and the NL keywords from baseline queries. From Table 7.11, we see that the baseline queries (i.e., comprise
of NL keywords) perform poorly especially with the large corpora. In the case of 256K-Corpus, they return
relevant code segments at the Top-1 position and within the Top-5 positions for only 22% and 38% of the
queries respectively (i.e., Hit@K). On the contrary, our reformulated queries, RACKA+Q, can return relevant
code segments for 40% and 59% of the queries within Top-1 and Top-5 positions respectively, which are more
promising. We see a notable increase in the query performance with the smaller corpus (i.e., 4K-Corpus) and
a notable decrease with the bigger corpus (i.e., 769K-Corpus). Such observations can be explained by the
reduced and added noise in the corpus respectively. However, our reformulated queries perform consistently
higher than the baseline across all three corpora. For example, while the baseline Hit@10 reduces to 34%
for 769K-Corpus, our reformulated queries deliver a Hit@10 of 57% which is 65% higher. Thus, our query
reformulations offer 23%-80% improvement in Hit@K over the baseline performance across the three corpora.
It should be noted that Hit@1 and Hit@5 could reach up to 60% and 85% respectively when the goldset
API classes are used as the search queries. Combination of NL queries and goldset API classes performs
even better. Such findings also strengthen our idea of suggesting and using relevant API classes for code
search. However, we also see that reformulated queries containing both NL keywords and API classes (e.g.,
RACKA+Q) are always better than those containing only the suggested API classes (e.g., RACKA).
Our MRR@K measures in Table 7.11 are also found more promising. They suggest that on average, the
relevant code segments are returned by our queries within the top three positions of the result list across all
three corpora, which is promising from the perspective of practical use. Furthermore, our MRR@K measures
are 29%81% higher than the baseline counterparts across all three corpora which demonstrate the potential
of our reformulated queries for code search.
Fig. 7.20 further demonstrates the performance of baseline queries and our reformulated queries for various
Top-K results. We see that Hit@K and MRR@K of our queries are higher than those of the baseline queries
by a large margin across all three corpora 4K-Corpus, 256K-Corpus, and 769K-Corpus. Non-parametric
tests such as Wilcoxon Singed Rank, Mann-Whitney Wilcoxon and Cliff's delta tests also report statistical
significance of our performance improvements for both Hit@K (i.e., all p-values<0.05, 0.82≤∆≤0.94 (large))
and MRR@K (i.e., all p-values<0.05, ∆=1.00 (large)). For the sake of simplicity, only one code segment (i.e.,
collected from the tutorial sites, Section 7.4.1) was chosen as the ground truth of each query. Thus, Hit@K
8https://lucene.apache.org/
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Figure 7.20: Comparison of code retrieval performance with the baseline queries in terms of (a)
Hit@K and (b) MRR@K
Figure 7.21: Comparison of QE distribution with baseline queries across (a) 4K-Corpus, (b) 256K-
Corpus and (c) 769K-Corpus
and MRR@K are the most appropriate performance metrics for this case, and consequently, precision and
recall were not chosen for this evaluation.
We also investigate query performance by relaxing the Top-K constraint and by analysing all the results
returned by each query. Table 7.12 and Fig. 7.21 report our findings on query effectiveness [163, 164]. That
is, if the first relevant code segment by a reformulated query is returned closer to the top of the result list
than that of the baseline query, we consider it as query quality improvement, and vice versa as query quality
worsening. If there is no change in the result ranks between baseline and reformulated queries, we call it
query quality preserving. From Table 7.12, we see that 46%64% of the baseline queries can be improved
by our technique, RACKA+Q, across all three corpora. It worsens only 11%16% of the queries, and thus,
offers a net gain of 35%49% query improvement. While 60% net gain is possible in the best case scenario
using gold set APIs directly, our technique delivers ≈ 50%, which is promising according to relevant literature
[98, 191]. Fig. 7.21 further contrast between baseline and our reformulated queries. We see that the result
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Table 7.12: Improvement of Baseline Queries by RACK
Query Pairs Improved Worsened Net Gain Preserved
Query Improvement with Small Dataset (4K-Corpus)
Goldset API vs. Baseline 54.29% 13.71% +40.58% 32.00%
RACKA vs. Baseline 42.29% 39.43% +2.86% 18.29%
RACKA+Q vs. Baseline 46.29% 10.86% +35.43% 42.86%
Query Improvement with Large Dataset (256K-Corpus)
Goldset API vs. Baseline 70.86% 14.29% +56.00% 14.86%
RACKA 43.43% 48.00% -4.57% 8.57%
RACKA+Q 61.71% 13.14% +48.57% 25.14%
Query Improvement with Extra-Large Dataset (769K-Corpus)
Goldset API vs. Baseline 74.86% 14.86% +60.00% 10.29%
RACKA 44.00% 48.00% -4.00% 8.00%
RACKA+Q 64.00% 16.00% +48.00% 20.00%
Net Gain = Gained improvement of result ranks through query reformulations
ranks provided by RACK are closer to zero (i.e., top of the list) across all three corpora. Such finding provides
more evidence on the high potential of our suggested queries.
Summary of RQ9: Reformulated queries by RACK retrieve relevant code segments with 23%80% higher
accuracy and 29%-81% higher reciprocal rank than those of the baseline queries. Furthermore, RACK
improves 46%64% of the baseline queries, and they return the results closer to the top of the list.
7.4.12 Answering RQ10: Can RACK outperform the state-of-the-art techniques
in improving the natural language queries intended for code search?
Although our reformulations improve the baseline queries significantly, we further validate them against the
queries generated by existing techniques including the state-of-the-art. The study of Zhang et al. [274] is
a closely related work to ours. They suggest relevant API classes for natural language queries intended for
code search by analysing semantic distance between query keywords and API classes. Thung et al. [243]
is another related study in the context of relevant API suggestion which was originally targeted for feature
location (i.e., project-specific code search). Recently, Nie et al. [168] reformulate a query for code search by
collecting pseudo-relevance feedback from Stack Overflow, and then by applying Rocchio's expansion [213]
to the query. Their tool QECK suggests software-specific terms from programming questions and answers as
query expansions. To the best of our knowledge, these are the most recent and the most closely related work
to ours in the context of query reformulation for code search which make them the state-of-the-art. We thus
compare our technique with these three existing techniques [168, 243, 274] in terms of Hit@K, MRR@K and
Query Effectiveness (QE).
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Table 7.13: Comparison of Code Retrieval Performance with Existing Techniques
Technique Metric Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-10
Retrieval Performance with Small Dataset (4K-Corpus)
Thung et al. [243]-I
Hit@K 41.14% 58.29% 69.14% 74.29%
MRR@K 0.41 0.49 0.51 0.52
Thung et al. [243]-II
Hit@K 44.00% 62.29% 71.43% 77.71%
MRR@K 0.44 0.52 0.55 0.55
Nie et al. [168]
Hit@K 48.57% 69.14% 74.86% 81.14%
MRR@K 0.49 0.58 0.59 0.60
Zhang et al. [274]
Hit@K 43.43% 64.00% 69.14% 77.71%
MRR@K 0.43 0.53 0.54 0.55
RACK [206]
Hit@K 50.86% 73.14% 77.71% 84.00%
MRR@K 0.51 0.61 0.62 0.63
Retrieval Performance with Large Dataset (256K-Corpus)
Thung et al. [243]-I
Hit@K 27.43% 40.57% 48.00% 54.86%
MRR@K 0.27 0.33 0.35 0.36
Thung et al. [243]-II
Hit@K 33.71% 44.57% 50.29% 59.43%
MRR@K 0.34 0.39 0.40 0.41
Nie et al. [168]
Hit@K 29.71% 44.00% 52.57% 60.00%
MRR@K 0.30 0.36 0.38 0.39
Zhang et al. [274]
Hit@K 24.00% 34.29% 41.71% 52.57%
MRR@K 0.24 0.29 0.30 0.32
RACK [206]
Hit@K 40.00% 52.57% 59.43% 66.29%
MRR@K 0.40 0.46 0.47 0.48
Retrieval Performance with Extra-Large Dataset (769K-Corpus)
Thung et al. [243]-I
Hit@K 20.57% 29.71% 36.57% 42.86%
MRR@K 0.21 0.24 0.26 0.27
Thung et al. [243]-II
Hit@K 25.71% 35.43% 41.14% 46.86%
MRR@K 0.26 0.30 0.31 0.32
Nie et al. [168]
Hit@K 25.14% 36.57% 41.14% 48.00%
MRR@K 0.25 0.30 0.31 0.32
Zhang et al. [274]
Hit@K 20.00% 28.57% 33.14% 38.29%
MRR@K 0.20 0.24 0.25 0.26
RACK [206]
Hit@K 26.86% 42.29% 49.14% 56.57%
MRR@K 0.27 0.33 0.35 0.36
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From Table 7.13, we see that the retrieval performance of RACK is consistently higher than that of
the state-of-the-art techniques or their variants across all three corpora. Nie et al. [168], performs the best
among the existing techniques. Their approach achieves 41%75% Hit@5 with a MRR@5 between 0.31 to
0.59 on our dataset. However, our technique, RACK, achieves 49%78% Hit@5 with 0.350.62 MRR@5 which
are 4%19% and 5%13% higher respectively. RACK also achieves a Hit@10 of 57% with the extra-large
corpus (i.e., 769K-Corpus) which is 18% higher than the state-of-the-art measure, i.e., 48% Hit@10 by Nie
et al. While the performance measures of each technique degrade as the corpus size grows from 4K to 769K
documents, our performance measures remain consistently higher than the state-of-the-art. Thus, RACK is
more robust to varying sizes of corpora than any of the existing techniques under our study.
Fig. 7.22 further demonstrates how RACK outperforms the state-of-the-art techniques for various Top-K
results in terms of Hit@K and MRR@K. We compare RACK with QECK by Nie et al. [168] for Top-1 to
Top-10 performance measures using non-parametric tests. Nie et al. is clearly the state-of-the-art according
to the above analysis. Our Mann-Whitney Wilcoxon and Cliff's delta tests reported statistical significance
of RACK over Nie et al. with large effect sizes for both Hit@K (i.e., p-values<0.05, 0.33≤∆≤0.52 (large))
and MRR@K (i.e., p-values<0.05, 0.68≤∆≤0.90 (large)) across all three corpora. Thus, the findings above
clearly demonstrate the superiority of our technique over the existing studies on query reformulation.
We also compare our technique with the existing techniques in terms of Query Effectiveness (QE). From
Table 7.14, we see that Nie et al. performs the best with 4K-Corpus whereas Thung et al.-II performs the best
with the remaining two corpora 256K-Corpus and 769K-Corpus. Nie et al. improves 32% of the baseline
queries whereas Thung et al.-II improves 43%49% of the queries. On the contrary, RACK improves 46%
and 62%64% of the baseline queries in the same contexts. In particular, our technique offers 48% net gain as
opposed to 26% provided by Thung et al.-II which is 87% higher. Thus, RACK clearly has a high potential
for query reformulation than the state-of-the-art. It also should be noted that RACK degrades only 11%16%
of the queries across all three corpora which suggests the reliability and robustness of the technique. Fig.
7.23 further contrasts the result ranks of RACK with that of the state-of-the-art approaches using box plots.
We see that on average, RACK provides higher ranks, and returns results closer to the top of list than the
competing approaches. For example, Thung et al.-II returns 50% of its first correct results within the Top-8
positions and 75% of them within the Top-96 positions when dealing with extra-large corpus (i.e., 769K-
Corpus). On the contrary, RACK returns such results within Top-5 and Top-42 positions which are 38% and
57% higher respectively. Similar findings can be observed with the remaining two corpora. All these findings
above clearly demonstrate of superiority of our technique in query reformulation over the state-of-the-art.
Summary of RQ10: Reformulated queries of RACK retrieve relevant code segments with 19% higher
accuracy and 13% higher reciprocal rank than the state-of-the-art. Furthermore, RACK offers 48% net
improvement in the quality of baseline queries, which is 87% higher than the state-of-the-art counterpart.
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Figure 7.22: Comparison of code retrieval performance with existing techniques using (a,b) 4K-
Corpus, (c,d) 256K-Corpus and (e,f) 756K-Corpus
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Table 7.14: Comparison of Query Improvements with Existing Techniques
Query Pairs Improved Worsened Net Gain Preserved
Query Improvement with Small Dataset (4K-Corpus)
Thung et al. [243]-I vs. Baseline 24.00% 11.43% +12.57% 64.57%
Thung et al. [243]-II vs. Baseline 31.43% 10.86% +20.57% 57.71%
Nie et al. [168] vs. Baseline 32.00% 8.00% +24.00% 60.00%
Zhang et al. [274] vs. Baseline 28.00% 10.29% +17.71% 61.71%
RACK vs. Baseline 46.29% 10.86% +35.43% 42.86%
Query Improvement with Large Dataset (256K-Corpus)
Thung et al. [243]-I vs. Baseline 37.71% 22.29% +15.42% 40.00%
Thung et al. [243]-II vs. Baseline 42.86% 21.14% +21.72% 36.00%
Nie et al. [168] vs. Baseline 41.71% 24.57% +17.14% 33.71%
Zhang et al. [274] vs. Baseline 36.00% 26.86% +9.14% 37.14%
RACK vs. Baseline 61.71% 13.14% +48.57% 25.14%
Query Improvement with Extra-Large Dataset (769K-Corpus)
Thung et al. [243]-I vs. Baseline 41.14% 25.71% +15.43% 33.14%
Thung et al. [243]-II vs. Baseline 48.57% 22.86% +25.71% 28.57%
Nie et al. [168] vs. Baseline 45.71% 24.57% +21.14% 29.71%
Zhang et al. [274] vs. Baseline 41.14% 28.57% 12.57% 30.29%
RACK vs. Baseline 64.00% 16.00% +48.00% 20.00%
Net Gain = Gained improvement of result ranks through query reformulations
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Figure 7.23: Comparison of QE distribution with the state-of-the-art using (a) 4K-Corpus, (b)
256K-Corpus, and (c) 769K-Corpus
7.4.13 Answering RQ11: How does RACK perform compared to the popular
web search engines and code search engines?
Existing studies [166, 205, 219, 263] report that software developers frequently use general-purpose web search
engines (e.g., Google) for code search. Hence, these search engines are natural candidates for comparison
with our technique. We thus compare our approach with three popular web and code search engines Google,
Stack Overflow native search and GitHub code search. Unfortunately, we faced several challenges during our
comparison with these commercial search engines. First, results from these search engines frequently change
due to their dynamic indexing. This makes it hard to develop a reliable or stable oracle from their results.
In fact, we found that Top-30 Google results collected for the same query in two different dates (i.e., two
weeks apart) matched only 55%. Second, Google search API [8] was used for our experiments given that GUI
based Google search is not a practical idea for 175 x 2 = 350 queries. However, this paid search API imposes
certain restrictions on the number of API calls to be made. That is, results for 175 baseline queries and their
reformulated queries could not be collected all at the same time. Given the changing nature of the underlying
corpus, comparison between the results of baseline and reformulated queries could thus not be fair. Third,
these commercial search engines are mostly designed for natural language queries. They also impose certain
restrictions on the query length and query type. Hence, they might either produce poor results or totally fail
to produce any results for our reformulated queries which mostly contain structured keywords (e.g., multiple
API classes). Thus, we found a head-to-head comparison with these commercial search engines infeasible.
Despite the above challenges, we still compare with these engines, and investigate whether our reformulated
queries can improve their search results significantly or not through a post-processing step of their results.
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Table 7.15: Comparison with Popular Web/Code Search Engines
Technique Hit@10 MAP@10 MRR@10 NDCG@10
Google 100.00% 68.56% 0.82 0.46
RACKGoogle 100.00% 83.71% 0.92 0.67
Stack Overflow 91.43% 59.54% 0.67 0.43
RACKSO 91.43% 75.27% 0.82 0.62
GitHub 89.71% 55.27% 0.58 0.47
RACKGitHub 90.29% 68.59% 0.74 0.59
Emboldened= Comparatively higher than counterpart
Collection of Search Results and Construction of Oracle: We collect Top-30 results for each query
from each search engine for oracle construction. We make use of Custom Search API 9 by Google and native
API endpoints by Stack Overflow10 and GitHub11, and collect the search results. Given the large volume
of search results (i.e., 175 x 30 = 5,250), it is impractical to manually analyze them all. Hence, we used
a semi-automated approach in constructing the oracle for these web/code search engines. In particular, we
extract the code segments from each of the result pages using appropriate tools (e.g., Jsoup12). In the case
of GitHub search results, we use JavaParser13 to extract the method bodies as code segments. Then we
determine their similarity against the original ground truth code that was extracted from tutorial sites in
Section 7.4.1. For this, we use four code similarity algorithms  Cosine similarity [198], Dice similarity [98],
Jaccard similarity [235] and Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) [218]. These algorithms are frequently
used as the baseline for various code clone detection techniques [218, 235]. We collect four normalized code
similarity scores from each result, average them, and then extract the Top-10 results containing the most
relevant code segments. We then manually analyse a few of these results (and their code segments), and
attempt to tweak them with various similarity score thresholds. Unfortunately, score thresholds were not
sufficient enough to construct oracle for all the queries. We thus use these Top-10 results as the oracle for
our web/code search engines.
Comparison between Initial Search Results and Re-ranked Results using the Reformulated
Queries: Once a search engine returns results for natural language (NL) queries, we re-rank them with the
corresponding reformulated queries provided by RACK. We first detect the presence of code segments in
their contents, and then collect Top-10 documents based on their relevance to our reformulated queries (i.e.,
NL keywords + relevant API classes). We compare both the initial and re-ranked results with the oracle
constructed above.
From Table 7.15, we see that our re-ranking approach improves upon the initial results returned by







Figure 7.24: Comparison of RACK with popular web/code search engines
reciprocal rank and NDCG. For example, Google achieves 69% precision with a reciprocal rank of 0.82 and
an NDCG of 0.46. However, our approach, RACKGoogle achieves 84% precision with a reciprocal rank of
0.92 and an NCCG of 0.67, which are 22%, 12% and 46% higher respectively. That is, although Google
performs high as a general-purpose web search engine, it might not be always precise for code search. Similar
observation is shared by a recent survey [205] that reports that developers need more query reformulations
during code search using the web search engines. GitHub native search achieves 55% precision, a reciprocal
rank of 0.58 and an NDCG of 0.47. On the contrary, our approach, RACKGitHub, delivers 69% precision
with a reciprocal rank of 0.74 and an NDCG of 0.62, which are 24%, 28% and 26% higher respectively.
Such findings demonstrate the potential of our reformulated queries. Fig. 7.24 further contrasts between
our approach and the contemporary web/code search engines for Top-1 to Top-10 results. While Google is
the best performer among the three search engines, our re-ranking using RACK outperforms Google with
a significant margin in terms of precision (i.e., WSR, p-value<0.05, ∆=0.90 (large)), reciprocal rank (i.e.,
WSR, p-value<0.05, ∆=0.90 (large)) and NDCG (i.e., WSR, p-value<0.05, ∆=1.00 (large)). Thus, all the
findings above suggest the high potential of our reformulated queries for improving the code search performed
either with web or code search engines. The status quo of Internet-scale code search is far from ideal [205],
and our reformulated queries could benefit the traditional practices.
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Table 7.16: Comparison among the Traditional Code Search Engines
Serial Question Kruglea SearchCodeb GitHubc Codased Snipplre
Q1 How to send email in Java? N/A 1/5 1/5 N/A 0
Q2 How to calculate MD5 hash for a string? N/A 4/5 5/5 N/A 0
Q3 How to parse HTML in Java? N/A 0/5 1/5 N/A 1/5
Q4 How to parse XML in Java? N/A 5/5 3/5 N/A 1/5
Q5 How to download a file in Java? N/A 1/5 1/5 N/A 1/5
ahttps://www.krugle.com, bhttps://searchcode.com, chttps://github.com/search, dhttp://www.codase.com, ehttps://snipplr.com/search.php
One might also argue about our choice of GitHub code search over the other available code search en-
gines (e.g., SearchCode, Krugle) for the comparison above. However, GitHub14 has been the largest online
codebase with 100 million repositories and 37 million users including the professional developers from the
large companies (e.g., Microsoft, Google). Thus, GitHub is likely to contain a large collection of high quality
code examples that implement numerous programming tasks, which could be leveraged by our approach.
Despite this strong motivation, we conduct an experiment using five sample queries and five traditional code
search engines (Table 7.16). In particular, we select the Top-5 code search engines according to a third-party
survey15, execute the sample queries against them, and then report our findings. From Table 7.16, we see
that Krugle and Codase accept the queries but fail to return any code segments. They might not be well
calibrated for the free-form search queries. SearchCode was able to retrieve at least one somewhat relevant
code example within the Top-5 results for 4 out of 5 queries. Interestingly, GitHub was able to retrieve
at least one relevant code example for all five queries. Further analysis suggests that GitHub has its own
codebase whereas SearchCode is dependent on GitHub for the results. GitHub also has a well managed API
service which was crucial to our extensive experiment with 250 queries. We needed to make hundreds of API
calls to collect the results against the search queries. In short, GitHub has the largest codebase online, a
native search engine with public API service, and it performs better than the other traditional code search
engines. Thus, our choice of using GitHub for the comparison study above is likely to be justified.
Summary of RQ11: Developers face difficulties in the code search while using contemporary web or code
search engines (e.g., Google). Our technique can significantly improve their result ranks with the help of our
reformulated queries that contain relevant API classes. In particular, RACK can improve upon the precision
of Google in the code search by 22%, which is promising. Our choice about web/code search engines for the




7.5 Threats to Validity
We identify a few threats to the validity of our findings. While we attempt to mitigate most of them using
appropriate measures, the remaining ones should be addressed in future work. Our identified threats and
their mitigation details are discussed as follows:
7.5.1 Threats to Internal Validity
They relate to experimental errors and biases [272]. We develop a gold set for each query by analysing the
code examples and the discussions from tutorial sites which might involve some subjectivity. However, each
of the examples is a working solution to the corresponding task (i.e., NL-query), and they are frequently
consulted. Thus, the gold set development using sample code from the tutorial sites is probably a more
objective evaluation approach than human judgements of API relevance or code relevance that introduce
more subjective bias [63]. According to the exploratory findings (Section 7.2.4), our technique might be
effective only for the recommendation of popular and frequently used API classes. Since fully qualified names
are mostly missing in Stack Overflow texts, third-party APIs similar to Java API classes could also have been
mistakenly considered despite the fact that questions and answers selected for the study were tagged with
<java> tag.
We use a dataset of 175 queries and a popular code search engineApache Lucene [98]for determining their
retrieval performance across three corpora of varying sizes. For the sake of simplicity, only one code segment
was considered as relevant for each query. However, in practice, there could be multiple code segments in
the corpus that are relevant to a given query. In this work, we trade such perfection with transparency and
objectivity in our evaluation and validation.
During code or web search, developers generally choose the most appropriate keywords when a list of
auto-generated suggestions are provided. We re-enact such behaviour of the developers by choosing only
goldset API classes from within the suggested list, and use them for query reformulation. Such choice might
have favoured the code retrieval performance of our queries. However, the same approach was carefully
followed for all the existing techniques under study [168, 243, 274]. Thus, they received the same treatment
in the performance evaluation as ours. Furthermore, the validation results (i.e., RQ10) clearly report the
superiority of our suggested queries over their counterparts from the existing techniques. Our investigation
using the three contemporary web/code search engines also has drawn a similar conclusion for RACK (i.e.,
RQ11).
7.5.2 Threats to External Validity
They relate to the generalizablity of a technique. So far, we experimented using API classes from only
standard Java libraries. However, since our technique mainly exploits co-occurrence between keywords and
APIs, the technique can be easily adapted for API recommendation in other programming domains. Since
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popularity of a programming language or change proneness of an API [140] has a significant role in triggering
discussions at Stack Overflow which are mined by us, RACK could be effective for popular languages (e.g.,
Java, C#) but comparatively less effective for non-popular or less used languages (e.g., Erlang).
7.5.3 Threats to Construct Validity
Construct validity relates to suitability of evaluation metrics. Our work is aligned to both recommendation
system and information retrieval domains. We use Hit@K and Reciprocal Rank which are widely used for
evaluating recommendation systems [239, 243]. The remaining two metrics are well known in information
retrieval, and are also frequently used by studies [63, 152, 243] relevant to our work. This confirms no or
little threat to construct validity.
7.5.4 Threats to Statistical Conclusion Validity
Conclusion validity concerns the relationship between treatment and outcome [140]. We answer 11 research
questions in this work, and collect our data from publicly available, popular programming Q & A and tutorial
sites. In order to answer these questions, we use non-parametric tests for statistical significance (e.g., Mann-
Whitney Wilcoxon, Wilcoxon Signed Rank), effect size analysis (e.g., Cliff's delta) and confidence interval
analysis. We apply these tests to our experiments opportunistically and report the detailed test results (e.g.,
p-values, Cliff's delta). Thus, threats to the statistical conclusion validity might be mitigated.
7.6 Related Work
Our work is aligned with three research topics(1) API/API usage recommendation, (2) query reformulation
for code search, and (3) crowdsourced knowledge mining. In this section, we discuss existing studies from
the literature of each of these research topics, and compare or contrast our work with them.
7.6.1 API Recommendation
Existing studies on API recommendation accept one or more natural language queries, and recommend
relevant API classes and methods by analysing code surfing behaviour of the developers and API invocation
chains [152], API dependency graphs [63], feature request history or API documentations [243], and library
usage patterns [242]. McMillan et al. [152] first propose Portfolio that recommends relevant API methods for
a code search query by employing natural language processing, indexing and graph-based algorithms (e.g.,
PageRank [57]). Chan et al. [63] improve upon Portfolio, and return a connected sub-graph containing the
most relevant APIs by employing further sophisticated graph-mining and textual similarity techniques. Gvero
and Kuncak [92] accept a free-form NL-query, and return a list of relevant method signatures by employing
natural language processing and statistical language modelling on the source code. A few studies offer NL
interfaces for searching relevant program elements from the project source [124] or relevant artefacts from
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the project management repository [138]. Thung et al. [243] recommend relevant API methods to assist the
implementation of an incoming feature request by analysing request history and textual similarity between
API details and the request texts. In short, each of these relevant studies above analyse lexical similarity
between a query and the signature or documentation of the API for finding out candidate APIs. Such
approaches might not be always effective and might face vocabulary mismatch issues given that choice of
query keywords could be highly subjective [83]. On the other hand, we exploit three co-occurrence heuristics
that are derived from crowdsourced knowledge, and they are found to be more effective in the selection
of candidate API classes. Co-occurrence heuristics overcome the vocabulary mismatch issues [83, 95], and
provide a generic, both language and project independent solution. Besides, we exploit the expertise of a
large crowd of technical users stored in Stack Overflow for API recommendation which none of the earlier
relevant studies did. Zhang et al. [274] determine semantic distance between NL keywords and API classes
using a neural network model (CBOW), and suggest relevant API classes for a generic NL query intended
for code search. They collect their API classes from the OSS projects whereas ours are collected from Stack
Overflow, the largest programming Q & A site on the web. Their work is closely related to ours. We compare
with two variants of Thung et al. and Zhang et al., and readers are referred to Sections 7.4.10, 7.4.12 for the
detailed comparison. Since Thung et al. outperform Chan et al. as reported [243], we compared with Thung
et al. for our validation.
7.6.2 API Usage Pattern Recommendation
Thummalapenta and Xie [240] propose ParseWeb that takes in a source object type and a destination object
type, and returns a sequence of method invocations that serve as a solution that yields the destination object
from the source object. Xie and Pei [264] take a query that describes the method or class of an API, and
recommends a frequent sequence of method invocations for the API by analysing hundreds of open source
projects. Warr and Robillard [254] recommend a set of API methods that are relevant to a target method
by analysing the structural dependencies between the two sets. Each of these techniques is relevant to our
work since they recommend API methods. However, they operate on structured queries rather than natural
language queries, and thus comparing ours with theirs is not feasible. Of course, we introduced three heuristics
and exploited crowd knowledge for API recommendation, which were not considered by any of these existing
techniques. This makes our contribution significantly different from all of them.
7.6.3 Query Reformulation for Code Search
There have been a number of studies on query reformulation that target either project-specific code search
(e.g., concept/feature location [84, 95, 98, 104, 109, 121, 188, 191, 265], bug localization [65, 231]) or general-
purpose code search [92, 136, 168]. Gay et al. [84] first propose relevance feedback" based model for query
reformulation in the context of concept location. Once the initial query retrieves search results, a developer
is expected to mark them as either relevant or irrelevant. Then their model analyses these marked source
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documents, and expands the initial query using Rocchio expansion [213]. Although developer feedbacks
on document relevance are effective, collecting them is time consuming and sometimes infeasible as well.
Therefore, latter studies came up with a less efficient but feasible alternativepseudo relevance feedback for
query reformulation where they consider only Top-K search results (retrieved by the initial query) as the
relevant ones. Then they apply term weighting [120, 191, 213], term context analysis [104, 109, 231, 265],
query quality analysis [95, 98], and machine learning [98] to reformulate a given query for concept/feature
location. Our work falls into the category of general purpose code search. Relevance feedback models were
also adopted in this case for query reformulation. Wang et al. [251] incorporate developer feedback in the
code search, and improve result ranking. Nie et al. [168] employ Stack Overflow as the provider of relevance
feedback on the initial query, and then reformulate it using Rocchio expansion. Although we do not apply
relevance feedback for query reformulation, the work of Nie et al. is not only closely related to ours but also
relatively more recent. Another closely related recent work by Zhang et al. [274] leverages semantic distance
between NL keywords and API classes, and then expands the NL queries using semantically relevant API
classes for code search. We thus compare our technique with three techniques above [168, 243, 274], and
the detailed comparison can be found in RQ10. Li et al. [136] develop a lexical database by using software-
specific tags from Stack Overflow questions, and reformulate a given query using synonymy substitution.
However, their approach searches for relevant software projects rather than source code segments. Campbell
and Treude [58] mine titles from Stack Overflow questions, and suggest automatic expansion to the initial
query in the form of auto-completion. However, this approach also relies on textual similarity between initial
query and the expanded query, and thus, is subject to the vocabulary mismatch issues. On the contrary,
we overcome such issues using three co-occurrence based heuristics. Besides, their approach is constrained
by a fixed set of predefined queries from Stack Overflow questions, and thus, might not help much in the
formulation of custom queries. RACK does not impose such restrictions on query formulation.
7.6.4 Crowdsourced Knowledge Mining
Existing studies [136, 168, 176, 188, 229, 272] leverage crowd generated knowledge to support several search
related activities performed by the developers. Yuan et al. [272] first used programming questions and
answers from Stack Overflow to identify semantically similar software specific word pairs. They first construct
context of each word by collecting co-occurred words from Stack Overflow questions, answers and tags. Then
they determine the semantic similarity between a pair of NL words based on the overlap between their
corresponding contexts. Such word pairs might help in addressing the vocabulary mismatch issues with web
search. However, they might not help much with code search given that source code and regular texts often
hold different semantics for the same word [45, 265]. Wong et al. [259] mine developer's descriptions of the
code snippets from Stack Overflow answers, and suggest them as comments for similar code segments. Rigby
and Robillard [211] mine posts from Stack Overflow, and extract salient program elements using regular
expressions and machine learning. Along the same line with the earlier studies, we mine Stack Overflow
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questions and answers to reformulate a given natural language query for code search. While our work is related
to earlier studies [136, 168], it is also significantly different in many ways. First, we suggest relevant API
classes for a NL-query by considering keyword-API co-occurrences whereas Nie et al. suggest mostly natural
language terms as query expansions by employing pseudo-relevance feedback. Li et al. [136] reformulate
queries using crowd wisdom from Stack Overflow for searching open source projects whereas our queries are
targeted for more granular software artefacts, e.g., source code snippets. Furthermore, we suggest relevant
API classes in contrast with synonymous NL tags by Li et al., which are more appropriate and effective for
code search [45]. Another contemporary work [229] uses all program artifacts indiscriminately from Stack
Overflow posts for expanding code search queries which could be noisy. On the contrary, we leverage co-
occurrences between NL keywords (in the question title) and API classes (in the accepted answer) as a proxy
to their relevance, and choose appropriate API classes only for our query reformulation.
Our work in this article also significantly extends our earlier work [201] in various aspects. We improve
earlier heuristics by extensively calibrating their weights and thresholds, and introduce a novel heuristic
Keyword Pair API Co-occurrence that performs better than the earlier ones. We conduct experiments with
a relatively larger dataset containing 175 distinct queries, and further evaluate them in terms of relevant code
retrieval performance which was missing in the earlier work. We not only compare with several state-of-the-
art studies but also demonstrate RACK's potential for application in the context of traditional web/code
search practices. Furthermore, we extend our earlier analysis and answer 11 research questions as opposed
to seven questions answered by the earlier work.
7.7 Summary
Software developers often search for relevant code examples on the web [55], and reuse them in various
software maintenance tasks (e.g., new feature addition). As in the local code searches (e.g., bug localization,
concept location), appropriate query construction is also a major challenge in the Internet-scale code search
[45]. We propose a novel query reformulation technique RACK that accepts a generic query, expands
the query with relevant API classes carefully mined from Stack Overflow, and then delivers an improved,
reformulated query for Internet-scale code search. Experiments using 175 queries from three tutorial sites
show that our reformulated queries (using relevant API classes) can significantly improve upon the given
queries in terms of code retrieval performance. Comparison with the state-of-the-art approaches shows
that our approach outperforms them in the query reformulation by a significant margin. Furthermore, our
technique is generic, project independent, and it exploits invaluable crowd generated knowledge from Stack
Overflow for automated query reformulation.
Despite these positive instances above, RACK bears the risk of hurting a given search query with noisy
or false-positive API classes. The implicit association between the query keywords and the API classes is
an effective proxy to their relevance. However, such a proxy overlooks the underlying semantics of both
the keywords and the API classes, which could be a crucial factor. In the next chapter, our sixth study
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(NLP2API, Chapter 8) overcomes this issue. NLP2API accepts a programming task description as a query,
reformulates the query with relevant API classes that are determined based on the underlying semantics




Search Query Reformulation for Internet-scale Code
Search using Word Semantics
Software maintenance costs a major part of the development time and efforts [88]. Software developers
often search for relevant code examples on the web [55], and reuse them in various maintenance tasks (e.g.,
new feature addition). As in the local code searches (e.g., bug localization, concept location), appropriate
query construction is also a major challenge in the Internet-scale code search. Our previous study (RACK,
Chapter 7) leverages the implicit association between query keywords and API classes within Stack Overflow
Q&A threads as a proxy to their relevance. Although such an association was found reliable as a proxy to
relevance (Section 7.4), the underlying semantics of both the keywords and the candidate API classes were
overlooked, which could be a crucial factor. In this chapter, we address this issue with another study. Here,
we present NLP2API that accepts a programming task description as a query, reformulates the query with
relevant API classes by leveraging queryAPI semantic distance and by mining crowd knowledge from Stack
Overflow, and then delivers an improved, reformulated search for Internet-scale code search.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows Section 8.1 presents an overview of our study, and Section
8.2 discusses our proposed technique for automatic query reformulation for Internet-scale code search. Section
8.3 discusses our evaluation and validation details, Section 8.4 focuses on the threats to validity, Section 8.5
discusses the related work, and finally Section 8.6 concludes the chapter with future work.
8.1 Introduction
Software developers spend about 19% of their development time in searching for relevant code snippets (e.g.,
API usage examples) on the web [55, 263]. Although open source software repositories (e.g., GitHub, Source-
Forge) are a great source of such code snippets, retrieving them is a major challenge [44]. Developers often
use traditional code search engines (e.g., GitHub native search) to collect code snippets from such reposi-
tories using generic natural language queries [45]. Unfortunately, such queries hardly lead to any relevant
results (i.e., only 12% [45]) due to vocabulary mismatch issues [83, 142]. Hence, the developers frequently
reformulate their queries by removing irrelevant keywords and by adding more appropriate keywords. Studies
[45, 120, 219] have shown that 33%73% of all the queries are incrementally reformulated by the developers.
These manual reformulations involve numerous trials and errors, and often cost significant development time
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and efforts [120]. One way to help the developers overcome this challenge is to automatically reformulate
their generic queries (which are often poorly designed [120, 142]) with meaningful query keywords such as rel-
evant API classes. Our work in the chapter addresses this particular research problem  query reformulation
targeting Internet-scale code search.
Several existing studies offer automatic query reformulation supports for Internet-scale code search using
either actual or pseudo relevance feedback on the query [168, 251] and by mining crowd generated knowledge
stored in Stack Overflow programming Q & A site [136, 168, 201]. Nie et al. [168] collect pseudo-relevance
feedback (PRF) on a given query by employing Stack Overflow as a feedback provider, and then suggest
query expansion by analysing the feedback documents, i.e., relevant programming questions and answers.
However, they treat the Q & A threads as regular texts, and suggest natural language (i.e., software-specific)
terms as query expansion. Existing evidence suggests that queries containing only natural language terms
perform poorly in code search [45]. Rahman et al. [201] mine co-occurrences between query keywords (found
in the question titles) and API classes (found in the answers) of Stack Overflow, apply two heuristics, and
then suggest a set of relevant API classes for a given query. Unfortunately, their heuristics heavily rely on
the association between the query keywords and the candidate API classes for relevance estimation, which
might always not be sufficient enough. In particular, such heuristics bear the risk of returning the generic,
frequent but less-relevant API classes (e.g., String, ArrayList, List) if appropriate filters are not used.
In this chapter, we propose a novel techniqueNLP2APIthat automatically identifies relevant API classes
for a programming task written as a natural language query, and then reformulates the query using these
API classes for Internet-scale code search. We first (1) collect candidate API classes for a query from
relevant questions and answers of Stack Overflow (i.e., crowdsourced knowledge) (Section 8.2.1), and then (2)
identify appropriate classes from the candidates using Borda count (Section 8.2.2) and query-API semantic
proximity (i.e., word semantics) (Section 8.2.3). In particular, we determine semantics of either a keyword
or an API class based on their positions within a high dimensional semantic space developed by fastText
[54] using 1.40 million questions and answers of Stack Overflow. Then we estimate the relevance of the
candidate API class to the search query using their semantic proximity measure. Earlier approaches only
perform either local context analysis [168, 251] or global context analysis [134, 144, 201]. On the contrary,
our technique analyses both local (e.g., PageRank [57]) and global (e.g., semantic proximity) contexts of the
query keywords for relevant API class identification and query reformulation. Thus, NLP2API has a higher
potential for query reformulation. Besides, opportunistic blending of pseudo-relevance feedback [62, 222],
term weighting methods [57, 114], Borda count [275] and word semantics [54] also makes our work novel.
Table 1 and Fig. 8.1 present a use-case scenario of our technique where a developer is looking for a
working code snippet that can convert a colour image to grayscale without losing transparency. First, the
developer issues a generic queryConvert image to grayscale without losing transparency". Then she submits
it to Lucene, a search engine that is widely used both by contemporary code search solutions such as GitHub
native search [10] or ElasticSearch and by academic studies [98, 164, 191]. Unfortunately, the generic natural
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Figure 8.1: An example code snippet for the programming task Convert image to grayscale without
losing transparency"  (taken from [9])
Table 8.1: Reformulations of an NL Query for Improved Internet-scale Code Search
Technique Reformulated Query QE
Baseline Convert image to grayscale without losing transparency 115
QECK [168] {Convert image grayscale losing transparency} + {hsb pixelsByte png iArray
img correctly HSB mountainMap enhancedImagePixels file}
11
Google Convert image to grayscale without losing transparency 02
Proposed {Convert image grayscale losing transparency} + {BufferedImage
Grayscale ImageEdit ColorConvertOp File Transparency ColorSpace
BufferedImageOp Graphics ImageEffects}
02
QE = Rank of the first correct result returned by the query
language query does not perform well due to vocabulary mismatch between its keywords and the source
code, and returns the relevant code snippet (e.g., Fig. 8.1) at the 115th position. On the contrary, (1) our
proposed technique complements this query with not only relevant, but also highly specific API classes (e.g.,
BufferedImage, ColorConvertOp, ColorSpace), and (2) our improved query returns the target code snippet
at the second position of the ranked list which is a major rank improvement over the baseline. The most
recent and closely related techniqueQECK [168] returns the same code snippet at the 11th position which is
not ideal. Google, the most popular web search engine, returns a similar code at the second position as well.
However, in the case of web search, relevant code snippets are sporadic and often buried into a large bulk of
unstructured, noisy and redundant natural language texts across multiple web pages which might overwhelm
the developer with information overload [151].
Experiments using 310 code search queries randomly collected from four Java tutorial sitesKodeJava,
Java2s, CodeJava and JavaDBreport that our technique can suggest relevant API classes with 82% Top-10
Accuracy, 48% precision, 58% recall and a reciprocal rank of 0.55 which are 6%, 32%, 48% and 41% higher
respectively than those of the state-of-the-art [201]. Comparisons with three state-of-the-art studies and
three popular code (or web) search engines  Google, Stack Overflow native search and GitHub native search












































Figure 8.2: Schematic diagram of the proposed query reformulation techniqueNLP2API
and (2) can improve upon the precision of these search engines by 17%, 34% and 33% respectively using our
reformulated queries. Thus, our work makes the following contributions:
(a) A novel query reformulation technique NLP2API that reformulates generic natural language queries
for Internet-scale code search using word semantics and crowd knowledge derived from Stack Overflow.
(b) Comprehensive evaluation of the proposed technique using 310 queries and validation against the state-
of-the-art techniques and widely used web/code search engines.
(c) A replication package that includes our working prototype and the detailed experimental dataset [18].
8.2 NLP2API: Automated Query Reformulation using Word Se-
mantics & Crowd Knowledge for Internet-scale Code Search
Fig. 8.2 shows the schematic diagram of our proposed technique for the reformulation of a generic query
targeting Internet-scale code search. Furthermore, Algorithm 9 shows the pseudo-code of our technique. We
make use of pseudo-relevance feedback (PRF), crowd generated knowledge stored at Stack Overflow, two
term weighting algorithms, and word semantics for our query reformulation as follows:
8.2.1 Development of Candidate API Lists
We collect candidate API classes from Stack Overflow Q & A site to reformulate a generic query (i.e., Fig.
8.2, Steps 1a, 1b, 27). Stack Overflow is a large body of crowd knowledge with 14 million questions and 22
million answers across multiple programming languages and domains [58]. Hence, it might contain at least
a few questions and answers related to any programming task at hand. Earlier studies from the literature
[58, 136, 168] also strongly support this conjecture. Given that relevant program elements are a better choice
than generic natural language terms for code search [45], we collect API classes as candidates for query
reformulation by mining the programming Q & A threads of Stack Overflow.
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Corpus Preparation: We collect a total of 656,538 Q & A threads related to Java (i.e., using <java>
tag) from Stack Overflow for corpus preparation (Fig. 8.2, Steps 1a, 1b, Algorithm 9, Line 3). We use the
public data dump [35] released on March 2018 for data collection. Since we are mostly interested in the API
classes discussed in the Q & A texts, we adopt certain restrictions. First, we make sure that each question or
answer contains a bit of code, i.e., the thread is about coding. For this, we check the existence of <code> tags
in their texts like the earlier studies [76, 80, 177, 198]. Second, to ensure high quality content, we chose only
such Q & A threads where the answer was accepted as solution by the person who submitted the question
[168, 201]. Once the Q & A threads are collected, we perform standard natural language preprocessing (i.e.,
removal of stop words, punctuation marks and programming keywords, token splitting) on each thread, and
normalize their contents. Given the controversial evidence on the impact of stemming on source code [106],
we avoid stemming on these threads given that they contain code segments. Our corpus is then indexed using
Lucene, a widely used search engine by the literature [98, 164, 191], and later used for collecting feedbacks
on a generic natural language query.
Pseudo-Relevance Feedback (PRF) on the NL Query: Nie et al. [168] first employ Stack Overflow
in collecting pseudo-relevance feedback on a given query. Their idea was to extract software-specific words
relevant to a given query, and then to use them for query reformulation. Similarly, we also collect pseudo-
relevance feedback on the query using Stack Overflow. We first normalize a natural language query using
standard natural language preprocessing (i.e., stopword removal, token splitting), and then use it to retrieve
Top-M (e.g., M = 35, check RQ1 for detailed justification) Q & A threads from the above corpus with
Lucene search engine (i.e., Fig. 8.2, Steps 24, Algorithm 9, Lines 48). The baseline idea is to extract
appropriate API classes from them using appropriate selection methods [139], and then, to use them for
query reformulation. We thus extract the program elements (e.g., code segments, API classes) from each of
the threads by analysing their HTML contents. We use Jsoup [14], a Java library for the HTML scraping.
We also develop two separate sets of code segments from the questions and answers of the feedback threads.
Then we use two widely used term-weighting methods TF-IDF and PageRank for collecting candidate API
classes from them.
API Class Weight Estimation with TF-IDF: Existing studies [84, 98, 168] often apply Rocchio's
method [213] for query reformulation where they use TF-IDF to select appropriate expansion terms. Similarly,
we adopt TF-IDF for selecting potential reformulation candidates from the code segments that were collected
above. In particular, we extract all API classes from each code segment (i.e., feedback document) with the
help of island parsing (i.e., uses regular expressions) [211], and then determine their relative weight (i.e., Fig.
8.2, Step 5, Algorithm 9, Lines 1112) as follows:











Figure 8.3: API co-occurrence graph for code segment in Fig. 8.1
Here TFAi refers to total occurrence frequency of an API class Ai in the collected code segments, N refers
to total Q & A threads in the corpus, and DFAi is the number of threads that mentioned API class Ai in
their texts or code segments.
API Class Weight Estimation with PageRank: Semantics of a term are often determined by its
contexts, i.e., surrounding terms [268, 272]. Hence, inter-dependence of terms is an important factor in the
estimation of term weight. However, TF-IDF assumes term independence (i.e., ignores term contexts) in the
weight estimation. Hence, it might fail to identify highly important but not so frequent terms from a body of
texts [153, 189]. We thus employ another term weighting method that considers dependencies among terms
in the weight estimation. In particular, we apply PageRank algorithm [57, 153] to the relevance feedback
documents, i.e., relevant code segments, and identify the important API classes as follows:
Construction of API Co-occurrence Graph: Since PageRank algorithm operates on a graph-based struc-
ture, we transform pseudo-relevance feedback documents into a graph of API classes (i.e., Fig. 8.2, Step 6,
Algorithm 9, Line 13). In particular, we extract all API classes from each code segment using island parsing
[211], and then develop an ordered list by preserving their initialization order in the code. For example,
the code snippet in Fig. 8.1 is converted into a list of six API classes. Co-occurrences of items in a certain
context has long been considered as an indication of relatedness among the items [153, 272]. We thus capture
the immediate co-occurrences of API classes in the above list, consider such co-occurrences as connecting
edges, and then develop an API co-occurrence graph (e.g., Fig. 8.3). We repeat the same step for each of
the code segments, and update the connectivities in the graph. We develop one graph for the code segments
from questions and another graph for the code segments from answers which were returned as a part of the
pseudo-relevance feedback.
API Class Rank Calculation: PageRank has been widely used for web link analysis [57] and term weighting
in Information Retrieval domain [153]. It applies the underlying mechanism of recommendation or voting
for determining importance of an item (e.g., web page, term) [191]. That is, PageRank considers a node
as important only if it is recommended (i.e., connected to) by other important nodes in the graph. The
same idea has been widely used for separating legitimate pages from spam pages [169]. Similarly, in our
problem context, if an API class co-occurs with other important API classes across multiple code segments
that are relevant to a programming task, then this API class is also considered to be important for the task.
We apply PageRank algorithm on each of the two graphs (i.e., Fig. 8.2, Step 6, Algorithm 9, Line 14),
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and determine the importance ACR(vi) (i.e., API Class Rank) of each node vi by recursively applying the
following equation:




|Out(vj)| (0 ≤ φ ≤ 1) (8.2)
Here, In(vi) refers to nodes providing inbound links (i.e., votes) to node vi whereas Out(vi) refers to nodes
that vi is connected to through outbound links, and φ is the damping factor. In the context of world wide
web, Brin and Page [57] considered φ as the probability of visiting a web page and 1− φ as the probability
of jumping off the page by a random surfer. We use a value φ = 0.85 for our work like the previous studies
[57, 153, 189]. We initialize each node with a score of 0.25, and run an iterative version of PageRank on the
graph. The algorithm pulls out weights from the surrounding nodes recursively, and updates the weight of a
target node. This recursive process continues until the scores of the nodes converge below a certain threshold
(e.g., 0.0001 [153]) or total iteration count reaches the maximum (e.g., 100 [153]). Once the computation is
over, each node (i.e., API class) is left with a score which is considered as a numerical proxy to its relative
importance among all nodes.
Selection of Candidate API Classes: Once two weights TF-IDF and PageRank of each of the
potential candidates are calculated, we rank the candidates according to their weights. Then we select Top-N
(e.g., N = 16, check RQ1 for justification) API classes from each of the four lists (i.e., two lists for each term
weight, Fig. 8.2, Step 7, Algorithm 9, Lines 916). In Stack Overflow Q & A site, a question often describes
a programming problem (or a task) whereas the answer offers a solution. Thus, API classes involved with
the problem and API classes forming the solution should be treated differently for identifying the relevant
and specific API classes for the task. We leverage this inherent differences of context and semantics between
questions and answers, and treat their code segments separately unlike the earlier study of Nie et al. [168]
that overlooks such differences.
8.2.2 Borda Score Calculation
Borda count is a widely used election method where the voters sort their political candidates on a scale of
preference [3, 275]. In the context of Software Engineering, Holmes and Murphy [107] first apply Borda count
to recommend relevant code examples for the code under development in the IDE. They apply this method to
six ranked list of code examples collected using six structural heuristics, and then suggest the most frequent
examples across these lists as the most relevant ones. Similarly, we apply this method to our four candidate
API lists (i.e., Fig. 8.2, Step 8, Algorithm 9, Lines 2223) where each of the API classes are ranked based
on their importance estimates (e.g., TF-IDF, API Class Rank). We calculate Borda score SB for each of the
API classes (∀Ai ∈ A) from the these ranked candidate listsWRC = {WCQ,WCA, RCQ, RCA}as follows:
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Algorithm 9 Automated Query Reformulation using Relevant API Classes
1: procedure NLP2API(Q) . Q: natural language query
2: R← {} . R: Relevant API classes
3: C ←developQ&ACorpus(SODump) . C: SO corpus
4: Qpp ←preprocess(Q)
5: . collecting pseudo-relevance feedback
6: PRF ←getPRF(Qpp, C)
7: PRFQ ← getQuestionCodeSegments(PRF )
8: PRFA ← getAnswerCodeSegments(PRF )
9: . collecting candidate API list
10: for PRF prf ∈ {PRFQ, PRFA} do
11: TW ←calculateTFIDF(prf, C)





17: . training the fastText model
18: Mft ←getFastTextModel(preprocess(SODump))
19: . API relevance estimation
20: A←getAllCandidateAPIClasses(RC ∪WC)
21: for CandidateAPIClass Ai ∈ A do
22: . calculate Borda score
23: SB [Ai]← getBordaScore(Ai, RC,WC)
24: . semantic relevance between API class and query
25: SP [Ai]← getQuery-APIProximity(Ai, Qpp,Mft)
26: R[Ai].score← SB [Ai] + SP [Ai]
27: end for
28: . ranking of the API classes
29: rankedClasses← sortByFinalScore(R)
30: . reformulation of the initial query
31: return Qpp + rankedClasses
32: end procedure
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SB(Ai ∈ A) =
∑
RLj∈WRC
1− rank(Ai, RLj)|RLj | (8.3)
Here, A refers to the set of all API classes extracted from the ranked candidate lists WRC, |RLj | denotes
each list size, and rank(Ai, RLj) returns the rank of class Ai in the ranked list. Thus, an API class that
occurs at the top positions in multiple candidate lists is likely to be more important for a target programming
task than the ones that either occurs at the lower positions or does not occur in multiple lists.
8.2.3 Query-API Semantic Proximity Analysis
Pseudo-relevance feedback, PageRank (Section 8.2.1) and Borda count (Section 8.2.2) analyse local contexts
of the query keywords within a set of tentatively relevant documents (i.e., Q & A threads) and then extract
candidate API classes for query reformulation. Although local context analysis is useful, existing studies
report that such analysis alone might cause topic drift from the original query [62, 136]. We thus further
analyse global contexts of the query keywords, and determine the semantic proximity between the given
natural language query and the candidate API classes as follows:
Word2Vec Model Development: Mikolov et al. [156] and colleagues propose a neural network based
toolword2vecfor learning word embeddings from an ultra-large body of texts where they employ continuous
bag of words (CBOW) and skip-gram models. While other studies attempt to define context of a word using
co-occurrence frequencies or TF-IDF [150, 201, 272], they offer a probabilistic representation of the context.
In particular, they learn word embeddings (Section 2.7) for each of the words from the corpus, and map each
word to a point in the semantic space so that semantically similar words appear in the close proximity. We
leverage this notion of semantic proximity, and determine the relevance of a candidate API class to the given
query. It should be noted that such proximity measure could be an effective tool to overcome the vocabulary
mismatch issues [83]. We thus develop a word2vec model where 1.3 million programming questions and
answers (i.e., 656,538 Q & A pairs, collected in Section 8.2.1) are employed as the corpus. We normalize
each question and answer using standard natural language preprocessing, and learn the word embeddings
(Fig. 8.2, Step 1b, 1c, 1d, Algorithm 9, Lines 1718) using skip-gram model. For our learning, we use
fastText [54], an improved version of word2vec that incorporates sub-word information into the model. We
performed the learning oine and it took about one hour. It should be noted that our model is learned using
default parameters (e.g., output vector size = 100, context window size = 5, minimum word occurrences =
5) provided by the tool.
Semantic Relevance Estimation: While a given query contains multiple keywords, a candidate API
class might not be semantically close to all of them. We thus capture the maximum proximity estimate
between an API class and any of the query keywords as the relevance estimate of the class. In particular, we
collect word embeddings (i.e., a vector of 100 real valued estimates of the contexts) of each candidate API
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class Ai ∈ A and each keyword q ∈ Q, and determine their semantic proximity SP using cosine similarity
(i.e., Fig. 8.2, Step 9, Algorithm 9, Lines 2425) as follows:
SP (Ai ∈ A) = {f(Ai, q) | f(Ai, q) > f(Ai, q0)∀q0 ∈ Q} (8.4)
f(Ai, q) = cosine(fastText(Ai), fastText(q)) (8.5)
Here fastText(.) returns the learned word embeddings of either a query keyword or an API class, and
f(Ai, q) returns the cosine similarity between their word embeddings. We use print-word-vectors option
of fastText, and collect the word embeddings from our learned model on Stack Overflow.
8.2.4 API Class Relevance Ranking & Query Reformulation
Once Borda score SB and semantic proximity score SP are calculated, we normalize both scores between 0 and
1, and then sum them up using a linear combination (i.e., Line 26, Algorithm 9) for each of the candidate API
classes. While fine tuned relative weight estimation for these two scores could have been a better approach,
we keep that as a part of future work. Besides, equal weights also reported pretty good results (e.g., 82%
Top-10 accuracy) according to our investigation. The API classes are then ranked according to their final
scores, and Top-K (e.g., K = 10) classes are suggested as the relevant classes for the programming task
stated as a generic query (i.e., Fig. 8.2, Steps 1012, Algorithm 9, Lines 1929). These API classes are then
appended to the given query as reformulations [98] (i.e., Fig. 8.2, Steps 13, Algorithm 9, Lines 3031). Table
8.1 shows our reformulated query for the showcase natural language query using the relevant API classes
suggested by NLP2API.
8.3 Experiment
We conduct experiments with 310 code search queries randomly collected from four popular programming
tutorial sites, and evaluate our query reformulation technique. We choose five appropriate performance
metrics from the literature, and evaluate two aspects of our provided supports-(1) relevant API class sugges-
tion and (2) query reformulation. Our technique is also validated against three state-of-the-art techniques
[168, 201, 229] and three popular code/web search engines including Google. We thus answer five research
question using our experiments as follows:
• RQ1: How does NLP2API perform in recommending relevant API classes for a given query? How do
different parameters and thresholds influence the performance?
• RQ2: Can NLP2API outperform the state-of-the-art technique on relevant API class suggestion for a
query?
• RQ3: Can the reformulated queries of NLP2API outperform the baseline natural language queries?
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• RQ4: Can NLP2API outperform the state-of-the-art technique on query reformulation that uses crowd-
sourced knowledge from Stack Overflow?
• RQ5: Can our approach, NLP2API, significantly improve the results provided by state-of-the-art code
or web search engines?
8.3.1 Experimental Dataset
Dataset Collection: We collect 310 code search queries from four popular programming tutorial sites
KodeJava [15], Java2s [11], CodeJava [7] and JavaDB [13]for our experiments. While 150 of these queries
were taken from a publicly available dataset [201], we attempted to extend the dataset by adding 200 more
queries. However, after removing the duplicates and near duplicates, we ended up with 160 queries. Thus,
our dataset contains a total of 310 (i.e., 150 old + 160 new) search queries. Each of these sites above discusses
hundreds of programming tasks as Q & A threads where each thread generally contains (1) a question title,
(2) a solution (i.e., code), and (3) a prose explaining the code succinctly. The question title (e.g., How do I
decompress a GZip file in Java?" [20]) generally comprises of a few important keywords and often resembles
a real life search query. We thus use these titles from tutorial sites as code search queries in our experiments,
as were also used by the earlier studies [63, 201].
Ground Truth Preparation: The prose that explains code in the tutorial sites above often includes one
or more API classes from the code (e.g., GZipInputStream, FileOutputStream). Since these API classes are
chosen to explain the code that implements a programming task, they are generally relevant and specific to
the task. We thus consider these relevant and specific API classes as the ground truth for the corresponding
question title (i.e., our search query) [201]. We develop a ground truth API set to evaluate the performance
of our technique in the API class suggestion. We also collect the code segments from each of the 310 Q & A
threads from the tutorial sites above as the ground truth code segments, and use them to evaluate the query
reformulation performance (i.e., in terms of code retrieval) of our technique. Given that these API classes
and code segments are publicly available online and were consulted by thousands of technical users over the
years, subjectivity associated with their relevance to the corresponding tasks (i.e., our selected queries) is
minimized [63]. Our dataset preparation step took ≈ 25 man hours.
Replication Package: Our dataset, working prototype and other materials are accepted for publication
[195]. They are publicly available [18] for replication and third party reuse.
8.3.2 Performance Metrics
We choose five performance metrics that were widely adopted by relevant literature [63, 152, 168, 191, 201,
243], for the evaluation and validation of our technique as follows:
Top-K Accuracy / Hit@K: It is the percentage of search queries for each of which at least one item
(e.g., API class) from the ground truth is returned within the Top-K results [239, 243, 250].
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Figure 8.4: Performance of NLP2API in API class suggestion for various Top-K results
Table 8.2: Performance of NLP2API in Relevant API Suggestion
Performance Metric Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-10
Top-K Accuracy 41.94% 64.19% 72.90% 81.61%
Mean Reciprocal Rank@K 0.42 0.52 0.54 0.55
Mean Average Precision@K 41.94% 50.62% 50.56% 47.85%
Mean Recall@K 12.53% 30.17% 40.28% 57.87%
Top-K = Performance measures for Top-K suggestions
Mean Reciprocal Rank@K (MRR@K): Reciprocal Rank@K is defined as the multiplicative inverse
of the rank of first relevant item (e.g., API class from ground truth) in the Top-K results returned by a
technique [220, 276]. Mean Reciprocal Rank@K (MRR@K) averages such measures for all queries.
Mean Average Precision@K (MAP@K): Precision@K is the precision calculated at the occurrence
of Kth item in the ranked list. Average Precision@K (AP@K) averages the precision@K for all relevant items
(e.g., API class from ground truth) within the Top-K results for a search query [220, 276]. Mean Average
Precision@K is the mean of Average Precision@K for all queries from the dataset.
Mean Recall@K (MR@K): Recall@K is defined as the percentage of ground truth items (e.g., API
classes) that are correctly recommended for a query in the Top-K results by a technique [63, 249]. Mean
Recall@K (MR@K) averages such measures for all queries from the dataset.
Query Effectiveness (QE): It is defined as the rank of first correct item (i.e., ground truth code
segment) in the result list returned by a query. The measure is an approximation of the developer's effort
in locating the first code segment relevant to a given query. Thus, the lower the effectiveness measure is,
the more effective the query is [98, 164, 191]. We use this measure to evaluate the improvement of a query
through reformulations offered by a technique.
8.3.3 Evaluation of NLP2API: Relevant API Class Suggestion
We first evaluate the performance of our technique in the relevant API class suggestion for a generic code
search query. We make use of 310 code search queries (Section 8.3.1) and four performance metrics (Section
8.3.2) for this experiment. We collect Top-K (e.g., K=10) API classes suggested for each query, compare
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Figure 8.5: Impact of (a) PRF size (M), and (b) Candidate API list size (N) on relevant API class
suggestion from Stack Overflow
them with the ground truth API classes, and then determine our API suggestion performance. In this section,
we also answer RQ1 and RQ2 as follows:
Answering RQ1Relevant API Class Suggestion: From Table 8.2, we see that our technique returns
relevant API classes for 73% of the queries with 51% mean average precision and 40% recall when only Top-5
results are considered. That is, half of the suggested classes come from the ground truth, and our approach
succeeds for seven out of 10 queries. More importantly, it achieves a mean reciprocal rank of 0.54. That
means, on average, the first relevant API class can be found at the second position of the result list. Such
classes can also be found at the first position for 42% of the queries. All these statistics are highly promising
according to relevant literature [201, 243]. Fig. 8.4 further demonstrates our performance measures for Top-1
to Top-10 results. We see that accuracy, recall and reciprocal rank measures increase monotonically which
are expected. Interestingly, the precision measure shows an almost steady behaviour. That means, as more
results were collected, our technique was able to filter out the false positives which demonstrates its high
potential for API suggestion.
Impact of Pseudo-Relevance Feedback Size (M) and Candidate API List Size (N): We inves-
tigate how different sizes of pseudo-relevance feedback (i.e., number of Q & A threads retrieved from Stack
Overflow by the given query) and candidate API list (i.e., detailed in Section 8.2.1) affect the performance of
our technique. We conduct experiments using 1045 feedback Q & A threads and 530 candidate API classes.
We found that these parameters improved accuracy and recall measures monotonically (i.e., as expected) but
affected precision measures in an irregular fashion (i.e., not monotonic). However, we found an interesting
pattern with mean reciprocal rank. From Fig. 8.5, we see that mean reciprocal rank@10 of our technique
reaches the maximum when (a) pseudo-relevance feedback size, M is 35 and (b) candidate API list size, N
is 16. We thus adopt these thresholds, i.e., M = 35 and N = 16, in our technique for the experiments.
Borda Count vs. Query-API Class Proximity as API Relevance Estimate: Once candidate
API classes are selected (Section 8.2.1), we employ two proxies (Sections 8.2.2, 8.2.3) for estimating the
relevance of an API class to the NL query. We compare the appropriateness of these proxies Borda Count
and Query-API Proximity in capturing the API class relevance, and report our findings in Fig. 8.6. We
see that Borda Count is more effective than Query-API Proximity in capturing the relevance of an API
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Figure 8.6: Comparison between Borda count and Query-API proximity in estimating API relevance
using (a) accuracy, (b) reciprocal rank, (c) precision, and (d) recall
class to a given query. However, the proximity demonstrates its potential especially with accuracy and recall
measures. More interestingly, combination of these two proxies ensures the best performance of our technique
in all four metrics. Non-parametric statistical tests also report that performances with Borda+Proximity are
significantly higher than those with either Borda Count (i.e., all p-values<0.05, 0.34 ≤ ∆ ≤ 0.82 (large)) or
Query-API Semantic Proximity (i.e., all p-values<0.05, 0.20 ≤ ∆ ≤ 0.90 (large)).
We also investigate the parameters of fastText [54] that were used to determine the query-API proximity.
Although we experimented using various custom parameters, we did not see any significant performance gain
over the default parameters. Besides, increased thresholds (e.g., context window size, output vector size)
could be computationally costly. We thus adopt the default settings of fastText in this work.
Summary of RQ1: Our technique provides the first relevant API class at the second position, ≈ 50% of
our suggested classes are true positive, and the technique succeeds eight out of 10 times (i.e., 82% Top-10
accuracy). Besides, our adopted parameters and thresholds (e.g., M , N) are justified.
Answering RQ2 Comparison with Existing Studies on Relevant API Class Suggestion: We
compare our technique with the state-of-the-art approach  RACK [201]  on API class suggestion for a
natural language query. Rahman et al. [201] employ two heuristics Keyword-API Co-occurrence (KAC)
and Keyword-Keyword Coherence (KKC)for suggesting relevant API classes from Q & A threads of Stack
Overflow for a given query. Their approach outperformed earlier approaches [63, 243] which made it the
state-of-the-art in relevant API class suggestion. We collect the authors' implementation of RACK from
corresponding web portal, ran the tool as is on our dataset, and then extract the evaluation results.
From Table 8.3, we see that our techniqueNLP2API outperforms RACK especially in precision, recall
and reciprocal rank. It should be noted that our reported performance measures for RACK are pretty close
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Table 8.3: Comparison with the State-of-the-art in API Class Suggestion
Technique Metric Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-10
RACK [201]
Top-K Accuracy 20.97% 52.90% 64.19% 77.10%
MRR@K 0.21 0.35 0.37 0.39
MAP@K 20.97% 34.76% 36.76% 36.38%
MR@K 6.25% 20.81% 28.06% 39.22%
Top-K Accuracy 41.94% 64.19% 72.90% 81.61%
NLP2API MRR@K 0.42 0.52 0.54 0.55
(Proposed) MAP@K 41.94% 50.62% 50.56% 47.85%
MR@K 12.53% 30.17% 40.28% 57.87%
Top-K = Performance measures for Top-K suggestions
Figure 8.7: Reformulated vs. baseline query using (a) Top-10 accuracy and (b) MRR@10
to the authors' reported measures [201], which indicates a fair comparison. We see that RACK recommends
API classes correctly for 64% of the queries with 37% precision, 28% recall and a reciprocal rank of 0.37 when
Top-5 results are considered. On the contrary, our technique recommends correctly for 73% of the queries
with 51% precision, 40% recall and a promising reciprocal rank of 0.54 in the same context. These are 14%,
38%, 44% and 46% improvement respectively over the state-of-the-art performance measures. Statistical tests
for various Top-K results (i.e., 1≤K≤10) also reported significance (i.e., all p-values≤0.05) of our technique
over the state-of-the-art with large effect sizes (i.e., 0.39 ≤ ∆ ≤ 0.90).
Summary of RQ3: Our technique outperforms the state-of-the-art approach on relevant API class sugges-
tion, and it suggests relevant API classes with 38% higher precision and 46% higher reciprocal rank than
those of the state-of-the-art.
8.3.4 Evaluation of NLP2API: Query Reformulation
Although our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art on relevant API class suggestion, we further apply
the suggested API classes to query reformulations. Then we demonstrate the potential of our reformulated
queries for improving the code snippet search. In this section, we also answer RQ3, RQ4 and RQ5 using our
experiments as follows:
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Table 8.4: Impact of Reformulations on Generic NL Queries
Reformulation RL Improved/MRD Worsened/MRD Preserved
NLP2APIB
05 43.23%/-245 31.29%/+54 25.48%
10 48.07%/-223 26.13%/+65 25.81%
NLP2APIP 10 40.97%/-148 30.97%/+44 28.06%
NLP2API
05 40.00%/-159 27.74%/+54 32.26%
10 48.07%/-209 25.16%/+45 26.77%
15 49.03%/-217 22.26%/+46 28.71%
MRD = Mean Rank Difference between reformulated and given queries
Answering RQ3Improvement of Natural Language Queries with the Suggested API Classes:
We reformulate each of the generic natural language queries for code search using the API classes suggested
by our technique. Then we investigate the performance of these reformulated queries using code search. We
prepare a code corpus of 4,170 code segments where 310 segments are ground truth code segments (Section
8.3.1) and 3,860 code segments were taken from a publicly available and curated dataset [184] based on
hundreds of GitHub projects. We normalize these segments using standard natural language preprocessing
(i.e., stop and keyword removal, token splitting), and index them with Lucene. We then perform code search
on this corpus, and contrast between generic natural language queries and our reformulated queries in terms
of their Effectiveness and code retrieval performances.
From Table 8.4, we see that our reformulations improve or preserve 75% (i.e., 48% improvement and 27%
preserving) of the given queries. The improvement ratio reaches the maximum of 49% with a reformulation
length of 20. According to relevant literature [98, 164, 191], such statistics are promising. Fig. 8.7 further
demonstrates the impact of our reformulations on the baseline generic queries. We see that the baseline
natural language queries retrieve ground truth code segments with 50% Top-10 accuracy (dashed line, Fig.
8.7-(a)) and 0.32 mean reciprocal rank (dashed line, Fig. 8.7-(b)). On the contrary, our reformulated queries
achieve a maximum of 69% Top-10 accuracy with a reciprocal rank of 0.47 which are 37% and 47% higher
respectively than the baseline. Quantile analysis in Table 8.5 also shows that our provided result ranks are
more promising than those of the baseline queries.
Summary of RQ3: Reformulations offered by our technique improve 49% of the generic natural language
queries, and the reformulated queries achieve 37% higher accuracy and 47% higher reciprocal rank than
those of the generic NL queries.
Answering RQ4Comparison with Existing Query Reformulation Techniques: Nie et al. [168]
collect pseudo-relevance feedbacks from Stack Overflow on a given query and then apply Rocchio's method
to expand the query. Their approach, QECK, outperformed earlier studies [144, 152] on query reformulation
targeting code search which made it the state-of-the-art. Another contemporary work, CoCaBu [229] applies
Vector Space Model (VSM) in identifying appropriate program elements from Stack Overflow posts. To





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































unavailability of authors' prototype, we re-implement them ourselves using their best performing parameters
(e.g., PRF size = 510, reformulation length = 10), and then compare them with ours. We also compare
with RACK [201] in the context of query reformulation due to its highly related nature.
Table 8.5 shows a quantile analysis of the result ranks provided by the existing techniques. If results are
returned closer to the top of the list by a reformulated query than its baseline counterpart, we call it query
improved and vice versa as query worsened. We see that CoCaBu and RACK perform relatively higher than
QECK. CoCaBu improves 36% and worsens 42% of the 310 baseline queries. On the contrary, our technique
improves 48% and worsens 25% of the given queries which are 32% higher and 40% lower respectively than
those of CoCaBu. Furthermore, according to the quantile analyses, the extents of our rank improvement over
the baseline are comparatively higher than the extents of rank worsening which indicates a net benefit of the
reformulation operations.
Summary of RQ4: Our technique outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches on query reformulation, and
it improves 32% more and worsens 40% less queries than those of the state-of-the-art.
Answering RQ5Comparison with Existing Code/Web Search Engines: Although our approach
outperforms the state-of-the-art studies [168, 201] on relevant API suggestion and query reformulation, we
further compare with two popular web search engines  Google, Stack Overflow native search  and one
popular code search engine GitHub code search. Given the enormous and dynamic index database and
restrictions on the query length or type, a full scale or direct comparison with these search engines is neither
feasible nor fair. We thus investigate whether results returned by these contemporary search engines for
generic queries could be significantly improved or not with the help of our reformulated queries.
Collection of Search Results and Establishment of Ground Truth: We first collect Top-30 results
returned by each search engine for each of the 310 queries. For result collection, we make use of Google's
custom search API [8] and the native API endpoints provided by Stack Overflow and GitHub. Since our
goal is to find relevant code snippets, we adopt a pragmatic approach in the establishment of ground truth
for this experiment. In particular, we analyse those 30 results semi-automatically, look for ground truth code
segments (i.e., collected in Section 8.3.1) in their contents, and then select Top-10 results as ground truth
search results that contain either the ground truth code or highly similar code. It should be noted that
ground truth code segments and our suggested API classes are taken from two different sources.
Comparison between Initial Search Results and Re-ranked Results with Reformulated Queries:
While the search engines return results mostly for the natural language queries, we further re-rank the results
with our reformulated queries (i.e., generic search keywords + relevant API classes) using lexical similarity
analysis (e.g., cosine similarity [184]). We then evaluate Top-10 results both by each search engine and
by our re-ranking approach against the ground truth search results, and demonstrate the potential of our
reformulations.
From Table 8.6, we see that the re-ranking approach that leverages our reformulated queries improves the
initial search results returned by each of the engines. In particular, the performances are improved in terms
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Table 8.6: Comparison with Popular Web/Code Search Engines
Technique Hit@10 MAP@10 MRR@10 NDCG@10
Google 100.00% 65.50% 0.80 0.47
NLP2APIGoogle 100.00% 76.73% 0.83 0.61
Stack Overflow 90.65% 59.46% 0.67 0.40
NLP2APISO 91.29% 79.95% 0.87 0.67
GitHub 88.06% 53.06% 0.55 0.41
NLP2APIGitHub 89.03% 70.69% 0.78 0.59
NDCG=Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain [253]
Figure 8.8: Comparison between popular web/code search engines and NLP2API in relevant code
segment retrieval using (a) MAP@K and (b) NDCG@K
of precision and discounted cumulative gain. For example, Google returns search results with 66% precision
and 0.47 NDCG when Top-10 results are considered. Our approach, NLP2APIGoogle, improves the ranking
and achieves a MAP@10 of 77% and a NDCG@10 of 0.61 which are 17% and 30% higher respectively. That
is, although Google performs high as a general purpose web search engine, it might always not be precise
for code search due to the lack of appropriate contexts. Our approach incorporates context into the search
using relevant API names, and delivers more precise code search results. As shown in Table 8.6 and Fig. 8.8,
similar findings were also achieved against GitHub code search and Stack Overflow native search.
Summary of RQ5: Our technique improves upon the result ranking of all three popular search engines
using its reformulated queries. It achieves 17% higher precision and 30% higher NDCG than Google, i.e.,
the best performing search engine.
8.4 Threats to Validity
Threats to internal validity relate to experimental errors and biases. Re-implementation of the existing
techniques could pose a threat. However, we used authors' implementation of RACK [201] and replicated
Nie et al. [168] and Sirres et al. [229] carefully. We had multiple runs and found their best performances with
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the authors' adopted parameters which were finally chosen for comparisons. Thus, threats associated with
the re-implementation might be mitigated.
Our code corpus (Section 8.3.1) contains 4,170 documents including 310 ground truth code segments. It
is limited compared to a real life corpus (e.g., GitHub). However, our corpus might be sufficient enough for
comparing a generic NL query with a reformulated query in code retrieval. Please note that our goal is to
reformulate a query effectively for code search. Besides, we compared with three popular search engines and
demonstrated the potential of our query reformulations.
Threats to external validity relate to generalizability of a technique. Although we experimented with
Java based Q & A threads and tasks, our technique could be adapted easily for other programming languages
given that code segments and API classes are extracted correctly from Stack Overflow.
8.5 Related Work
Relevant API Suggestion: There have been several studies [63, 92, 124, 138, 152, 243] that return relevant
functions, API classes and methods against natural language queries. McMillan et al. [152] employ natural
language processing (NLP), PageRank and spreading activation network (SAN) on a large corpus (e.g.,
FreeBSD), and identify functions relevant to a given query. Although they apply advanced approach for
function ranking (e.g., PageRank), their candidate functions were selected using simple textual similarity
which is subject to vocabulary mismatch issues [83]. On the contrary, we apply pseudo-relevance feedback,
PageRank and TF-IDF for selecting the candidate API classes. Chan et al. [63] apply sophisticated graph
mining techniques and return relevant API elements as a connected sub-graph. However, mining a large
corpus could be very costly. Thung et al. [243] mine API documentations and feature history, and suggest
relevant methods for an incoming feature request. However, this approach is project-specific and does not
overcome the vocabulary mismatch issues. Rahman et al. [201] apply two heuristics derived from keyword-
API co-occurrences in Stack Overflow Q & A threads, and attempt to counteract the vocabulary mismatch
issues during API suggestion. Unfortunately, their approach suffers from low precision due to the adoption
of simple co-occurrences. On the contrary, we (1) exploit query-API co-occurrence using a skip-gram based
probabilistic model (i.e., fastText [54, 156]), and (2) employ pseudo-relevance feedback, Borda count and
PageRank algorithm, and thus, (3) provide a novel solution that partially overcomes the limitations of earlier
approaches. Rahman et al. is the most closely related work to ours in API suggestion. We compare ours
with this work, and the detail comparison can be found in Section 8.3.3. Gvero and Kuncak [92] accept
free-form NL queries, perform natural language processing, statistical language modelling on source code and
suggest relevant method signatures. There exist other works that provide relevant code for natural language
queries [44, 46, 58, 118], test cases [132, 133, 209], structural contexts [107], dependencies [254], and API
class types [240, 264]. On the contrary, we collect relevant API classes for free-form NL queries by mining
crowd generated knowledge stored in Stack Overflow questions and answers.
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Query Reformulation for Code Search: Several earlier studies [92, 104, 124, 136, 138, 144, 151,
168, 251] reformulate a natural language query to improve the search for relevant code or software artefacts.
Hill et al. [104] expand a natural language query by collecting frequently co-occurring terms in the method
and field signatures. Conversely, we apply a different context (i.e., Q & A pairs) and a more sophisticated
co-occurrence mining (e.g., skip-gram model). Lu et al. [144] expand a search query by using part of speech
(POS) tagging and WordNet synonyms. Lemos et al. [134] combine WordNet and test cases in the query
reformulation. However, WordNet is based on natural language corpora, and existing findings suggest that
it might not be effective for synonym suggestion in software contexts [233]. On the contrary, we use a
software-specific corpus (e.g., programming Q & A site), and more importantly, apply relevant API classes
to query reformulation. Wang et al. [251] employ relevance feedback from developers to improve code search.
Recently, Nie et al. [168] collect pseudo-relevance feedback from Stack Overflow, and reformulate a natural
language query using Rocchio's method. However, their suggested terms are natural language terms which
might not be effective enough for code search given the existing evidence [45]. Another contemporary work
[229] simply relies on Lucene to identify appropriate program elements from Stack Overflow answers for query
reformulation. On the contrary, we employ PRF, PageRank, TF-IDF, Borda count and word semantics, and
provide relevant API classes for query reformulation. The above two works are the most closely related to
ours. We compare with them empirically, and the detail comparison can be found in Section 8.3.4. There
exist other studies that search source code [124, 261], project repository [136], and artefact repository [138] by
reformulating natural language queries. There also exist a number of query reformulation techniques [65, 84,
98, 120, 121, 188, 191, 226, 231] for concept/feature/bug/concern location. However, they suggest project-
specific terms (e.g., domain terms [94]) rather than relevant API classes (like we do) for query reformulations.
Hence, such terms might not be effective enough for code search on a large corpus (i.e., Internet-scale code
search) that contains cross-domain projects.
In short, we meticulously bring together crowd generated knowledge [168], word semantics [54], and several
IR-based approaches to effectively solve a complex Software Engineering problem, i.e., query reformulation for
Internet-scale code search, which was not done by the earlier studies. Our query reformulation technique can
also be employed on top of the existing code/web search engines for improving their code search performances
(i.e., RQ5).
8.6 Summary
Software maintenance costs a significant amount of development time and efforts [88]. Developers often
search for relevant code examples on the Internet [55], and reuse them in various maintenance tasks (e.g.,
new feature addition). As in the local code searches (e.g., concept location, bug location), developers also face
major query construction challenges in the Internet-scale code search. In this chapter, we propose a novel
techniqueNLP2APIthat accepts a programming task description as a query, reformulates the query with
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relevant API classes by leveraging query-API semantic distance and by mining crowd knowledge from Stack
Overflow, and then delivers an improved, reformulated query for code search on the web. Experiments using
310 queries report that our technique (1) suggests ground truth API classes with 48% precision and 58%
recall for 82% of the queries, and (2) improves the given search queries significantly through reformulations.
Comparisons with three state-of-the-art techniques and three popular search engines not only validate our
empirical findings but also demonstrate the superiority of our technique.
In future, we plan to further investigate the potential of our skip-gram model constructed from Stack
Overflow corpus. Since this model (a.k.a., word embedding technology) offers a geometric representation
(e.g., vector) for word semantics, more complex semantic analyses could be performed using the geometric
theories. Such analyses might (1) better explain the intent behind a given query for the code search or





Software bugs and failures cost trillions of dollars every year [1, 28] and even lead to deadly accidents (e.g.,
Therac-25 accident1). Finding and fixing these bugs upfront consume about 50% of the development time
and efforts [28, 81, 88]. While software bugs and errors are already hard to tackle, developers also receive
hundreds if not thousands of change requests during software maintenance [81, 88]. Adding new features to
already delivered software systems also claims about 60% of the maintenance costs [88]. Thus, resolving the
bugs and addressing the change requests are two major parts of software maintenance.
The very first challenge of the two maintenance tasks above is to identify the exact locations in the source
code that need to be repaired, modified or enhanced. One needs to find out the exact locations where the
bug should be fixed or the existing feature that should be enhanced. Unfortunately, given million lines of
code and inherent complexities in the modern software systems, identification of such locations is extremely
challenging. Locating the buggy code against a bug report is called bug localization [276]. On the contrary,
locating the target code against a change request is known as concept location [98, 120]. In essence, both
bug localization and concept location are a special type of code search that is performed within a software
system. Besides these specialized searches, developers also search for relevant code examples on the web,
and reuse them in various software maintenance tasks (e.g., implementing new features). This type of code
search is often called as Internet-scale code search [45, 151].
Every search operation above requires a query that reflects the information needs. During maintenance,
software developers attempt to (1) construct search queries from the change requests for concept location, (2)
construct search queries from the bug reports for bug localization, and (3) choose meaningful keywords on
the fly for Internet-scale code search. Unfortunately, even the experienced developers often fail to choose the
right search queries [83, 120, 125, 142]. That is, whether it is bug localization, concept location or Internet-
scale code search, appropriate query construction is a major challenge. Thus, software developers are badly
in need of automated tool supports for query construction during the code search.
Automated support in constructing search queries for local code searches (e.g., concept location, bug
localization, feature location) has been an active research topic for over a decade [64, 65, 84, 95, 98, 104, 109,
1https://bit.ly/2KU9IR2
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120, 226, 231, 265]. There also exist a number of studies on Internet-scale code search [134, 135, 144, 151,
168, 251, 274] that reformulate a free-form natural language query with more appropriate keywords (e.g.,
relevant API classes [274]). Unfortunately, the existing literature on query reformulation is far from adequate.
According to our systematic literature review, they suffer from several major limitations as follows.
First, although TF-IDF [114] has been extensively used by the existing literature [98, 120], it suffers from
a major limitation. TF-IDF assumes the notion of term independence [137] and overlooks the semantic or
syntactic dependencies among the terms during their weight calculation [53, 153]. However, such dependencies
are a crucial factor in determining the term semantics or term importance [53, 157, 272]. Thus, TF-IDF might
fail to deliver the appropriate search keywords from the change requests or the bug reports. As a result,
TF-IDF based search queries might perform poorly in localizing the desired concepts or the bugs within the
source code of a software system.
Second, regular texts and source code differ significantly from each other in their syntax, semantics
and structures. While regular texts are rich in vocabulary, source code is poor in vocabulary but rich in
structures or dependencies [102]. TF-IDF has been frequently used for keyword selection from the source
code [84, 96, 98]. Due to term independence assumption, TF-IDF fails to capture the structural aspects of
the code and simply relies on the vocabulary. Thus, it might also not be able to deliver the appropriate
search keywords from the source code documents for search query reformulation.
Third, bug reports could be noisy containing stack traces or poor containing no localization hints (e.g.,
class names) [248]. However, existing studies [130, 167, 207, 220, 230, 249, 276] overlook such a dimension of
report quality, and use almost verbatim texts from the bug report as a search query for bug localization. As
a result, their search query could be either noisy due to excessive structured information (e.g., stack traces)
or poor due to the lack of localization hints. Thus, existing approaches are inherently limited and might not
be able to localize the software bugs when the bug reports are noisy or poor [193, 248, 276].
Fourth, search queries are often expanded with relevant program elements (e.g., API classes, methods)
in Internet-scale code search [45]. Many existing studies [63, 147, 152, 271] rely on the lexical similarity
between a given query and the API documentations of the candidate APIs for relevant API selection. Such
an approach warrants that the given query should be carefully constructed, and the developer should or must
possess a certain level of experience with the target APIs beforehand. Thus, the existing approaches on query
reformulations might not work well if a given query (1) is not carefully constructed or (2) is not lexically
similar to the documentations of a relevant API.
In this thesis, we attempt to overcome the above four challenges (1) by proposing graph-based term
weighting algorithms (e.g., CodeRank [189]) that outperform TF-IDF, (2) by leveraging bug report qual-
ity dynamics and source document structures that were previously overlooked, (3) by harnessing the crowd
knowledge from Stack Overflow which was previously untapped, and (4) by exploiting the semantics of the
given queries and candidate keywords derived from 1.40 million Q&A threads of Stack Overflow, which was
previously unexplored. Our goal was to deliver effective solutions for source code search during
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software maintenance with automated query reformulations, let it be concept location, bug localiza-
tion or even the Internet-scale code search. In particular, we conduct two studies (Chapters 3, 4) targeting
concept location, two studies (Chapters 5, 6) targeting bug localization, and two more studies (Chapters 7,
8) targeting Internet-scale code search as follows.
(a) The first study STRICT (Chapter 3) accepts a change request as a search query, employs graph-
based term weighting algorithms, query difficulty analysis and machine learning for keyword selection
from the request texts, and then delivers an improved, reformulated search query for concept location.
Experiments using 2,885 change requests suggest that (1) our reformulated queries outperform the
baseline search queries with a significant margin, (2) our graph-based term weighting method is a
better alternative than TF-IDF for keyword selection, and (3) our approach equipped with machine
learning outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches [120, 213] in constructing queries from the change
requests for the concept location task.
(b) The second study ACER (Chapter 4) accepts a poor search query as input, collects complemen-
tary keywords from the relevant source code documents by employing a graph-based term weighting
method (CodeRank) and by leveraging the source document structures (e.g., method signatures, field
signatures), and then delivers an improved, reformulated search query for concept location. Experi-
ments using 1,675 queries report that our algorithm CodeRank that leverages the structural aspects
of source code outperforms the traditional approach (e.g., TF-IDF) in keyword selection. Our query
reformulation approach ACER also outperforms five existing studies [98, 104, 212, 213, 231] including
the state-of-the-art [98] in reformulating the search queries for concept location.
(c) The third study BLIZZARD (Chapter 5) accepts a bug report as a search query, employs appropri-
ate methodologies for keyword selection from the report texts based on the report quality (e.g., noisy,
poor), and then delivers an improved, reformulated query for bug localization. Unlike the existing stud-
ies, our approach adopts appropriate methodologies (1) to mitigate the noise from noisy bug reports
and (2) to complement the poor bug reports that lack localization hints. Experiments using 5,139 bug
reports suggest that (1) our reformulated queries outperform the baseline queries significantly, and (2)
our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art studies on IR-based localization [220, 250, 276] and on
query reformulation [191, 212, 213, 231] with significant margins.
(d) The fourth study BLADER (Chapter 6) accepts a poor bug report as a search query, identifies
appropriate candidate keywords from the relevant source code by analysing the clustering tendency
between the query and the candidate keywords in terms of their underlying semantics, and then delivers
an improved, reformulated query for the bug localization. Experiments using 1,546 poor bug reports
suggest that (1) our reformulated queries outperform the baseline poor queries with a significant margin,
and (2) our approach, BLADER, outperforms eleven existing studies from literature not only in IR-
based bug localization [192, 220, 250, 268, 276] but also in automated search query reformulation
[188, 191, 192, 212, 213, 231].
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(e) The fifth study RACK (Chapter 7) accepts a free-form query on a programming task, expands the
query with relevant API classes carefully mined from Stack Overflow, and then delivers an improved,
reformulated query for Internet-scale code search. Experiments using 175 free-form search queries re-
port that (1) our reformulated queries outperform the baseline queries significantly, (2) our approach
outperforms three existing studies [168, 243, 274] including the state-of-the-art [243], and (3) our refor-
mulated queries can significantly improve the performance of three traditional web/code search engines
(e.g., Google, GitHub native search, Stack Overflow native search) in the Internet-scale code search.
(f) The sixth study NLP2API (Chapter 8) accepts a free-form query on a programming task, expands
the query with relevant API classes that are selected based on query-API semantic distance analy-
sis and crowd knowledge of Stack Overflow, and finally delivers an improved, reformulated query for
Internet-scale code search. Experiments using 310 free-form search queries report that (1) our reformu-
lated queries outperform the baseline free-form queries with a significant margin and (2) our approach
outperforms three existing studies [168, 201, 229] including the state-of-the-art [229] and significantly
improves three traditional web/code search engines in Internet-scale code search.
Given the above studies and their findings in our thesis, we conclude the following: (1) our graph-based
term weighting approach is much more effective than the traditional alternatives (e.g., TF-IDF [98, 120])
for delivering the search keywords from the source code documents, change requests and bug reports (2)
bug report quality is crucial to appropriate query construction for the bug localization, (3) source document
structures can offer multiple feasible options to reformulate a given query, and (4) crowd knowledge and
word semantics derived from Stack Overflow Q&A threads could be the effective means for mitigating the
vocabulary mismatch problems both in local and Internet-scale code searches. Since our proposed approaches
embody these solutions, they have a high potential for improving search queries and thus code searches in
the Software Engineering contexts. Furthermore, each of our conducted studies could be replicated using our
publicly available replication packages (Appendix A).
9.2 Future Work
In this thesis, we deal with different challenges concerning search query reformulations in three different
code search contexts  concept location, bug localization and Internet-scale code search. My PhD works have
produced a total of 21 peer-reviewed publications. Despite these significant number of studies, we believe
that there is still room for further works and many novel dimensions (inspired by this thesis) are yet to be
explored. Based on our experiments, empirical analysis, and qualitative analysis, we present a list of future
research directions on automated query reformulation, software debugging and code search as follows:
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9.2.1 Promises of Keyword Selection Algorithms in IR-Based Bug Localization
Information Retrieval (IR) has been extensively used in at least 20 Software Engineering tasks including bug
localization [98]. It should be noted that bug localization is a form of local code search where bug reports
are assumed as search queries. A few recent studies [123, 126, 248] have pointed out the potential biases and
limitations of IR-based bug localization. According to them, IR-based localization is only good when the bug
reports contain localization hints (e.g., program entity names). However, they use the whole texts from a
bug report as a search query and overlook the potential of optimal search queries. Mills et al. [159] recently
conduct a large-scale empirical study using Genetic Algorithms and present positive evidence for bug reports
and IR-based localization. They suggest that bug reports often contain sufficient keywords which could return
the buggy source documents at the top-most positions of the result list. In particular, IR-based localization
could succeed 67%88% of the time even if the bug reports do not contain any localization hints. Thus,
the real challenge is to automatically extract the appropriate search keywords from a given bug report for
bug localization. Term weighting algorithms could play a major role in identifying such keywords. To date,
existing literature adopts two types of term weighting algorithms frequency-based [98, 120, 212, 213, 231, 232]
and graph-based [187, 189, 191, 192] for keyword selection in Software Engineering. My PhD thesis has
inspired the graph-based term weighting paradigm, and demonstrated that it is a better choice than the
existing alternatives (e.g., TF-IDF) for keyword selection from the bug reports. However, our in-depth
investigations suggest that the literature might yet not be sufficient enough to always deliver the important
keywords from a bug report. Thus, more sophisticated and efficient term weighting algorithms are warranted
to improve the search queries for IR-based bug localization.
9.2.2 Promises of Genetic Algorithms in IR-Based Bug Localization
Mills et al. [159] demonstrate that Genetic Algorithms (GA) are capable of generating the optimal search
queries from bug reports for IR-based bug localization. They use ground truth to evaluate the fitness of the
candidate search queries. However, in practice, ground truth is not known beforehand during bug localization.
Thus, designing an appropriate fitness function is a major challenge while reformulating queries with Genetic
Algorithms. In particular, given two candidate search queries, the fitness function should be able to identify
the better one without executing them. Several studies [96, 98, 158, 164, 189] make use of query difficulty
metrics (e.g., specificity, coherency [62]) to identify the best one from a list of given queries. However,
these metrics have non-linear relationships with query performance and generally work in collaboration with
machine learning algorithms. Thus, they might not be an ideal choice for the fitness function. In this thesis,
we use TextRank [191], POSRank [191] and WK-Core [50] as proxies to term importance, and demonstrate
their superiority to the traditional alternatives (e.g., TF-IDF). Our preliminary investigation suggests that
they might also have a non-linear relationship with the query performance. Thus, future works should focus
on designing more appropriate fitness functions since Genetic Algorithm has the potential for delivering
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the optimal search queries from the bug reports [159]. IR-based localization is not yet widely adopted by
the software practitioners due to its limitations [248]. However, we believe that IR-based bug localization
equipped with GA-based optimal queries could be a preferable alternative to the developers as opposed to
ad hoc, costly localization processes.
9.2.3 Improving Term Weighting Algorithms with Useful Term Contexts
Determining importance of a term within a body of texts (e.g., bug report, source document) has long been
recognized as a major challenge [114, 120]. TF-IDF is a term weighting algorithm that has been widely
used both in Information Retrieval and in Software Engineering. It determines the importance of a term
in isolation, and does not consider the contexts (e.g., surrounding terms) of the term. However, a term's
semantics are often determined by its contexts [157, 272]. Besides, several existing studies demonstrate the
benefits of incorporating contexts in the term weighting algorithms. To date, several contextual data items
such as spatial code proximity [231], positional relevance [192, 232], term co-occurrences [85, 104, 189, 191,
226], syntactic dependencies [191], time-awareness [273], and structural awareness [49, 77, 192] are employed.
My PhD thesis contributes to the literature by studying term co-occurrences, syntactic dependencies, and
structural/hierarchical dependencies among the terms from bug reports [192], change requests [187, 191]
and source code documents [189]. However, these contexts were employed by multiple studies in isolation.
Future studies should investigate how combining these contextual dimensions could benefit the existing term
weighting approaches (e.g., TextRank). While Genetic Algorithms can be employed to optimize their relative
weights, machine learning algorithms could also be used to design even more complex, non-linear relationships
between these contexts and a term's importance.
9.2.4 Query Worsening Minimization
Automated query reformulation comes with both benefits and costs. Existing studies suggest that automatic
query reformulation might improve the search performance up to 20% [145, 273]. However, several studies
also question the complete automation in query reformulation [104, 172, 228]. Automated reformulations
sometimes might add noise which drifts the query away from its original topic [228]. Thus, we need such
tool supports that maximize the benefits and minimize the costs of automated query reformulations. Haiduc
et al. and colleagues [96, 98] first analyse the quality of search queries in the context of concept location task,
and then automatically reformulate the poor queries only. A few studies [96, 98, 158, 189] including ours
[182, 189] employ query difficulty metrics and machine learning to deliver the best reformulation for a given
query. Despite these attempts, the risk of query worsening due to automated reformulations still remains.
Like earlier studies [74, 85, 104, 251], we believe that human cognitive power could be leveraged in this case.
According to Dietrich et al. [74], human developers might perform well in removing irrelevant terms from
a search query, but perform poorly in adding the new relevant terms. Relevant keywords could be hidden
within thousands of identifier names (e.g., classes, methods) of a system's codebase. Future works should
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incorporate the strengths of both human developers and automated tools, and then minimize both (1) the
cognitive burdens on the developer and (2) the costs of inappropriate query reformulations.
9.2.5 Improving Pseudo-Relevance Feedback (PRF)
Collecting relevance feedback on a given query from the developers could be costly and sometimes even
impractical. Hence, several existing studies [98, 188, 189, 231] including ours [188, 189, 192] employ pseudo-
relevance feedback (PRF) as a feasible alternative during query reformulation. That is, they naively assume
the Top-K documents retrieved by a given query as relevant, and then suggest important keywords from them
for query reformulation. These approaches have been reported to improve over the given queries [98, 145].
However, such a feedback might not help much if the given queries are already very poor [192]. Then the
retrieved documents are likely to be irrelevant. While PRF has been mostly tested in local code searches
(e.g., concept location, bug localization), its effectiveness in the Internet-scale code search is not well studied.
During code search on the Internet, the relevance feedback results are retrieved from thousands of open
source projects which could be noisy and hard to comprehend. Thus, despite a few attempts [111, 151], much
investigations are yet to be done in the area of pseudo-relevance feedback. Future works should focus on
designing such a relevance feedback mechanism that is cheap, light-weight, adaptive to query quality and yet
reliable enough for delivering the appropriate keywords for search query reformulation.
9.2.6 Promises of PageRank in Term Weighting/Source Code Retrieval
In this thesis, we adapt PageRank algorithm [57] from Information Retrieval domain, and use it in search
query construction for various Software Engineering tasks such as bug localization [192], concept location
[187, 188, 189, 191] and Internet-scale code search [194]. Other studies [141, 152] make use of PageRank
algorithm in the ranking of code examples for Internet-scale code search. PageRank operates on a graph-
based structure, adopts a notion of voting/recommendation, and then identifies the most important nodes
from the graph using recursive score computations (e.g., Equation 4.4) [53, 153]. Since source code is full of
structures, entities, and explicit/implicit dependencies among them, it can be represented as a graph/network.
Thus, unlike traditional TF-IDF, PageRank could be a better choice for keyword selection from the source
code documents. Although we conduct a few studies on this topic [189, 192], further studies are warranted
to better understand the true potential of PageRank algorithm in the contexts of Software Engineering (e.g.,
code example search, developer network analysis).
9.2.7 Word Embedding Technology in Query Reformulation/Code Search
Several existing studies [85, 104, 134, 144] employ English language thesauri such as WordNet [157] to
expand a given query for code search. They generally expand the query with synonyms and semantically
similar/relevant words. However, Sridhara et al. [233] demonstrate that the same word has two different
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semantics in source code and in regular texts. Thus, English language thesaurus might be neither appropriate
nor sufficient for query expansion intended for source code search. Alternatively, several studies [109, 265,
266, 272] provide software-specific thesauri (e.g., SWordNet [266]) by analysing various software repositories
(e.g., source code, Stack Overflow Q&A threads). Unfortunately, construction of these thesauri is costly, and
their effectiveness in the query reformulation is not yet well tested.
Recently, a few studies [194, 268, 274] including ours [194] make use of word embedding technology
in determining semantic similarity/relevance between any two software specific words. They also leverage
the word embeddings in reformulating queries for source code search, and report positive evidence. Word
embedding technology approximates the semantics of a given word in terms of a high dimensional numeric
vector. Thus, the technology reduces various text understanding tasks (e.g., synonym detection, semantic
distance calculation) into simple algebraic or geometric operations. We thus believe that this technology has
lots to offer not only in query reformulation but also in other text retrieval tasks of Software Engineering.
In our fourth study (Chapter 6), we go beyond semantic distance calculation with word embedding
technology. We construct a large semantic hyperspace, analyse the clustering tendency between a given
query and the candidate keywords in terms of their underlying semantics, and then deliver a high quality
reformulated query for bug localization. In our semantic hyperspace, each embedding vector places its
corresponding word as a single co-ordinate within a high dimensional semantic space. Such a convenient
approximation of word semantics is likely to encourage various geometric theories into the text processing
tasks of Software Engineering (e.g., observed/expected behaviour detection from bug reports [65]).
9.2.8 Promises of Stack Overflow in Query Reformulation/Code Search
Despite existing attempts to use code examples [47] or test cases [133, 209, 234] as search queries, developers
primarily use natural language keywords as queries for code search on the web [44, 45]. Their goal is to describe
a programming task with a few keywords. Unfortunately, these queries often do not work well since they lack
necessary information required for the task. Existing findings [45, 135, 194, 274] suggest that inclusion of
relevant API classes or methods in the query consistently improves the code search performance. Towards this
goal, two of our studies [194, 206] expand a generic NL query with relevant API classes from Stack Overflow.
In particular, we leverage the co-occurrences between query keywords (from question titles) and API classes
(from accepted answers) in Stack Overflow threads, determine the relevance of each API to a given query
(programming task) using three heuristics, and then suggest the relevant API classes for query expansion.
Given our findings [194, 201, 206], we believe that Stack Overflow has lots to offer in Software Engineering.
Stack Overflow could be leveraged to transform a feature request into relevant/required API classes through
machine translation [139, 181]. Such API classes could then be leveraged in implementing the software
feature. Since the Q&A site deals with thousands of API programming issues/bugs and corresponding code
level solutions, they could be leveraged as a starting point for automatically localizing and then solving the
common software bugs in the software systems.
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9.2.9 Word Embeddings Technology for Bug Understanding/Diagnosis
Chaparro et al. [66] first extract Observed Behaviour (OB), Expected Behaviour (EB) and Steps to Reproduce
(S2R) the bug from hundreds of bug reports, and identify 154 discourse patterns using Grounded Theory
approach. They later make use of OB part as a reduced version of the original query (bug report) for IR-
based bug localization [65] and duplicate bug report detection [67]. Identification of these components and
patterns is a major step forward in the automated bug understanding/diagnosis (e.g., root cause analysis
[162, 256]). While these patterns and components are extracted using Grounded Theory, they could be
further investigated and possibly extended using duplicate bug reports and word embedding technology.
Duplicate bug reports are likely to refer to the same or similar bugs. Thus, they are also likely to share
the underlying semantics, observed behaviour, expected behaviour and even the discourse patterns. Our
fourth study (Chapter 6) constructs a large semantic hyperspace using FastText [54] on the corpus of Stack
Overflow. If words used in the duplicate bug reports are visualized within such a semantic hyperspace with
their corresponding embedding vectors, they might provide further insights about the discourse patterns
above. Since the hyperspace provides a geometric representation for word semantics, such patterns might
even be explained with geometric theories. A solid understanding of such patterns could also encourage novel
tools both for bug understanding/diagnosis and even for bug fixing.
9.2.10 Query Reformulation as a Feasible Choice for Improved Bug Localization
Antoniol et al. [37] first use Vector Space Model (VSM) in traceability link recovery. Zhou et al. [276] later
use rVSM (refined VSM) and incorporate past bug reports in the IR-based bug localization. Saha et al. [220]
make use of structures both from bug reports and from source code documents in localizing the bugs. Wong
et al. [258] boost up bug-proneness score of a source document based on stack trace information in the bug
report. Sisman and Kak [230] and Wen et al. [255] incorporate version control history in the IR-based bug
localization. Finally, Wang and Lo [250] incorporate five major items  past bug reports, structures, stack
traces, version history and author history  from the literature, and outperform the earlier approaches on IR-
based localization. Thus, existing literature often adopts an incremental approach of including more and more
external artifacts in the bug localization. While these artifacts have positive influences on the localization
performance, their inclusion makes the proposed approaches less scalable and less usable unfortunately. Such
limitations might also explain the reluctance of the practitioners in adopting IR-based localization [170, 248].
In this thesis, our studies [187, 188, 189, 191, 192] make effective use of primary resources available to
the practitioners bug report and source code, employ appropriate query reformulations, and then deliver
reasonably high localization performance at low costs. Thus, we believe that query reformulation could be
an important part of at least 20 IR-based SE tasks including bug localization [192], duplicate bug detection
[67], bug triaging and bug report summarization. Future studies should (1) investigate the impacts of query
reformulations on these tasks and (2) develop more appropriate tool supports for them.
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It accepts a change request as a query, identifies suitable keywords from the request texts using graph-based
term weighting algorithms, and then delivers an improved, reformulated query for concept location.
• Project website: http://www.usask.ca/∼mor543/strict
• GitHub repository: https://github.com/masud-technope/STRICT-Replication-Package
A.2 ACER
It accepts a given query as input, identifies complementary keywords from the relevant source code docu-
ments (retrieved by the query) using a graph-based term weighting method, and then delivers an improved,
reformulated search query for concept location.
• Project website: http://www.usask.ca/∼mor543/acer
• GitHub repository: https://github.com/masud-technope/ACER-Replication-Package-ASE2017
A.3 BLIZZARD
It accepts a bug report as a query, employs appropriate methodologies or algorithms for keyword selection
from the report texts based on the quality of report (e.g., noisy, poor), and then delivers an improved,
reformulated search query for bug localization.
• Project website: http://www.usask.ca/∼mor543/blizzard
• GitHub repository: https://github.com/masud-technope/BLIZZARD-Replication-Package-ESEC-
FSE2018
• ACM archive: https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=3277001
A.4 BLADER
It accepts a poor bug report as a query, identifies complementary keywords from the relevant source code
documents based on the clustering tendency between the query and the candidate keywords, and then delivers
an improved, reformulated search query for the bug localization.
• GitHub repository: https://github.com/masud-technope/BLADER-ICSE2019-Replication-Package
A.5 RACK
It accepts a free-form search query on a programming task, expands the query with relevant API classes that
are carefully mined from the crowd generated knowledge of Stack Overflow Q&A site, and then delivers an
improved, reformulated query for Internet-scale code search.
• Project website: http://www.usask.ca/∼mor543/rack
• GitHub repository: https://github.com/masud-technope/RACK-Replication-Package
• Tool demonstration: https://youtu.be/50Fbx8g5eXk
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A.6 NLP2API
It accepts a free-form search query on a programming task, expands the query with relevant API classes
that are carefully collected based on query-API semantic distance analysis, and the delivers an improved,
reformulated query for Internet-scale code search.
• Project website: http://www.usask.ca/∼mor543/nlp2api
• GitHub repository: https://github.com/masud-technope/NLP2API-Replication-Package
A.7 Other PhD Projects




We present six studies  STRICT (Chapter 3), ACER (Chapter 4), BLIZZARD (Chapter 5), BLADER
(Chapter 6), RACK (Chapter 7) and NLP2API (Chapter 8) that support the software developers in various
code searches with automated query reformulations. Although each of these studies has produced individual
tool with command line user interfaces, we further combine them, and package them into a single Eclipse
IDE plug-in namely BugDoctor. The plug-in can be downloaded, installed and easily integrated into the
developer's work environment (e.g., IDE). In this appendix, we present the download link and several use
case scenarios (e.g., concept location, bug localization, Internet-scale code search) of our developed tool.
B.1 Download
The Eclipse plug-in and its dependencies can be downloaded from the BugDoctor website. Please consult
with the README file for detailed installation guidelines. An overview on BugDoctor can also be found at
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RPMBr0Ktxks.
B.2 Configuration Setup
Once the plug-in is installed successfully, the default configurations (Fig. B.1) should be modified. The
configuration window can be found here: Window > Preferences >Ant > BugDoctor
Figure B.1: Setting up custom configurations for BugDoctor
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B.3 Enabling BugDoctor in the IDE
Figure B.2: Enabling BugDoctor with (a) main menu option and (b) context menu option
B.4 BugDoctor User Interfaces
BugDoctor has three different windows: BugDoctor Dashboard (Fig. B.3), BugDoctor Utility Dashboard































































































































































































































































































































B.6 Concept Location with BugDoctor
BugDoctor accepts a change request as a search query, improves it with either query reduction (Fig. B.7) or
















































































































































































































































































































































































B.7 Bug Localization with BugDoctor
BugDoctor accepts a bug report as a search query, improves it with either query reduction (Fig. B.10) or






















































































































































B.8 Code Example Search with BugDoctor
BugDoctor accepts a programming task description as a search query, improves it using relevant API classes,
and then delivers the relevant code examples that implement the given task.
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